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Introduction

This Appendix provides further details on the analysis and research undertaken for the
Phase One Report of the National Commission of Audit (the Commission). It includes
consideration of issues relevant to the Commission’s terms of reference, as well as input
from submissions to the Commission from government, industry, community organisations
and individuals.
The Appendix begins by reiterating the principles that have guided the Commission’s
deliberations and then provides further information on the role of government in Australia.
The Appendix then follows the same order as the Phase One Report.
Volume 1 of the Appendix covers:
•

the role of government;

•

what governments do in Australia today;

•

overviews of Commonwealth Government Portfolios;

•

how the government provides and funds its services;

•

an approach to government and new fiscal rule;

•

fiscal and economic assumptions used by the Commission;

•

reforming the Federation; and

•

managing expenditure growth.

Volume 2 of the Appendix covers:
•

rationalising and streamlining programmes;

•

rationalising and streamlining agencies and boards; and

•

bringing about better government through markets and technology.

These volumes highlight the evidence-based approach of the Commission and provide a
foundation to the findings and recommendations contained in the Phase One Report.
Volume 3 of the Appendix covers matters considered in the Phase Two Report of the
National Commission of Audit.
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Terms of reference
Context

It is almost 20 years since there has been a thorough review of the scope, efficiency and
functions of the Commonwealth Government. During this time the size of the
Commonwealth Government has expanded significantly, as has the remit of some of its
activities.
It is also essential that the Commonwealth Government live within its means and begin to
pay down debt.
It is therefore timely that there should be another full-scale review of the activities of the
Commonwealth Government to:
•

ensure taxpayers are receiving value-for-money from each dollar spent;

•

eliminate wasteful spending;

•

identify areas of unnecessary duplication between the activities of the
Commonwealth and other levels of government;

•

identify areas or programs where Commonwealth involvement is inappropriate, no
longer needed, or blurs lines of accountability; and

•

improve the overall efficiency and effectiveness with which government services and
policy advice are delivered.

Accordingly, the Commission of Audit (‘the Commission’) has a broad remit to examine the
scope for efficiency and productivity improvements across all areas of Commonwealth
expenditure, and to make recommendations to achieve savings sufficient to deliver a
surplus of 1 per cent of GDP prior to 2023-24.
In carrying out its work, the Commission may wish to invite submissions, consult key
stakeholders and seek information from persons or bodies, where this will assist its
deliberations.
The Commission should also be guided in its work by the principles that:
•

government should have respect for taxpayers in the care with which it spends every
dollar of revenue;

•

government should do for people what they cannot do, or cannot do efficiently, for
themselves, but no more; and
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government should live within its means.

Scope
Phase 1
Scope of government
The Commission is asked to assess the current split of roles and responsibilities between
and within the Commonwealth Government and State and Territory governments, including
areas of duplication.
In relation to activities performed by the Commonwealth, the Commission is asked to
identify:
•

whether there remains a compelling case for the activity to continue to be
undertaken; and

•

if so, whether there is a strong case for continued direct involvement of government,
or whether the activity could be undertaken more efficiently by the private sector,
the not-for-profit sector, the States, or local government.

The Commission may consider and comment upon the current architecture of
Commonwealth-State relations. The Commission’s views on this issue will help to inform the
Government’s forthcoming White Paper on the Reform of the Federation.
Efficiency and effectiveness of government expenditure
The Commission is asked to report on efficiencies and savings to improve the effectiveness
of, and value-for-money from, all Commonwealth expenditure across the forward estimates
and in the medium term, including:
•

options for greater efficiencies in the Australian Public Service, such as:

•

increasing contestability of services;

•

adoption of new technologies in service delivery and within government;

•

consolidation of agencies and boards;

•

rationalising the service delivery footprint to ensure better, more productive and
efficient services for stakeholders;

•

flattening organisational structures and streamlining lines of responsibility and
accountability;

•

consolidating government support functions into a single agency; and
4
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•

privatisation of Commonwealth assets.

•

potential improvements to productivity, service quality, and value for money across
the public sector, including better delivery of services to the regions; and

•

anything that is reasonably necessary or desirable to improve the efficiency and
effectiveness of government generally.

The Commission is asked to review and report on:
•

options to manage expenditure growth, including through reviewing existing policy
settings, programs and discretionary spending (such as grants);

•

savings and appropriate price signals – such as the use of co-payments, user charging
or incentive payments – where such signals will help to ensure optimal targeting of
programs and expenditure (including to those most in need), while addressing the
rising cost of social and other spending;

•

mechanisms that allow for the periodic evaluation of the effectiveness of all areas of
expenditure in meeting their announced objectives; and

•

other savings or matters that the Commission considers should be brought to the
Government’s attention.

State of the Commonwealth’s finances and medium-term risks to the integrity of the
Budget position
The Commission is asked to assess the financial position of the Commonwealth, including
the state of the balance sheet, including all assets and liabilities, and Commonwealth risk
expenditures.
The Commission is asked to review and report on the long-term sustainability of the Budget
position, identifying key policy areas where trends in expenses and revenue pose risks to the
structural integrity of the Budget.
Where possible, the Commission should identify options to address any such budget risks in
the medium to long-term, including by introducing appropriate incentives to encourage
self-provision of services by individuals over time.
Adequacy of existing budget controls and disciplines
The Commission is asked to assess the adequacy of current budgetary practices and rules
(including specified timeframes and targets) in promoting efficient and effective
government, disciplined expenditure, long-term fiscal sustainability and budget
transparency.
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Phase 2
Commonwealth infrastructure
The Commission is asked to review and report on the extent, condition and adequacy of
Commonwealth sector infrastructure and, if found to be deficient, factors that may have
contributed to the current situation and possible remedies.
Public sector performance and accountability
The Commission is asked to:
•

identify options for continuous assessment of programs, agencies and performance;

•

identify options for strengthening Commonwealth budgeting arrangements by:

•

increasing independent and credible scrutiny;

•

examining the role of the Parliamentary Budget Office, the Australian National Audit
Office and the Intergenerational Report; and

•

reviewing the way risk expenditures are accounted for.

•

report on a methodology for developing and implementing financial performance
targets for Commonwealth departments and agencies (having regard to international
experience and Australian best-practice, including by government business
enterprises);

•

review and report on the effectiveness of existing performance metrics and options
for greater transparency and accountability through improved public reporting;

•

identify options for a clearer delineation of responsibilities for policy and service
delivery; and

•

identify other savings or matters that the Commission considers should be brought
to the Government’s attention.

Reporting
The Commission will report to the Prime Minister, Treasurer and Minister for Finance with:
•

the first phase due by the end of January 2014; and

•

the second phase due by no later than the end of March 2014.
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1 – Principles of Good Government

In examining the scope, efficiency and sustainability of the Commonwealth and in preparing
its recommendations, the Commission has developed a set of common sense principles to
guide its deliberations.
These core principles have shaped our approach and helped ensure our fiscal goals can be
achieved in a way the community understands.
1. Live within your means. All government spending should be assessed on the basis of
its long-term cost and effectiveness and the sustainability of the nation’s long-term
finances.
2. Harness the benefits of the Federation but demand a responsible Federation. The
Commonwealth’s activities should be guided by the Constitution. The States and
Territories should be free to compete amongst themselves, respecting the regional
differences of a big continent. However, there will be occasions where the national
interest calls for a cooperative and national approach.
3. Protect the truly disadvantaged. Government should protect the truly
disadvantaged and target public assistance to those most in need.
4. Respect personal responsibility and choice. Government should not and cannot
eliminate or insure every risk to the community. Personal responsibility and choice
are fundamental to our democratic system.
5. Assure value for taxpayers’ money and ministerial responsibility. Governments
spend taxpayers’ money not the government’s money. They must assure value
across all expenditure and constantly strive to improve productivity and eliminate
waste. All programmes should be regularly assessed for effectiveness against their
stated goals and outcomes. Ministerial responsibility is imperative and their
departments should be the primary source of policy advice.
6. Be transparent and honest. Transparency and honesty are fundamental to
accountability. Government policy goals and programme outcomes must be
transparent. Transparency in government will better illuminate the choices we face
and the decisions needed for the overall good of the nation. Spending on lower
priorities, even if worthy or popular, needs to be resisted.
7. Reduce complexity. Government should reduce complexity which impacts on its
own operations, the operations of the States and Territories and the activities of the
community and business. Reporting requirements should be kept to a minimum.
8. Avoid regulation as a first response to a problem. Adding new regulations to deal
with problems should be the last resort and introduced only when existing laws
7
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prove inadequate and the risks of no regulation outweigh the costs to the
community.
9. Act in the public interest and recognise the benefits of markets. In competitive
markets, customers, not producers, take precedence. Competition and contestability
drives lower costs, improves quality and gives people what they want. Government
should act in the public interest and only intervene in markets where market
solutions fail to produce the best outcome for the nation as a whole.
10. Do not deliver services if others are better placed to do it. The delivery of public
services should, wherever practicable, be handed to those organisations and levels
of government closest to those receiving the service and should not be duplicated.
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2 – The role of government

In Australia and around the world, there is a growing tension between what citizens want
their governments to do and what governments can or should do.
Governments have a rightful role to play in society but they are a supplement, not a
substitute for markets. A market-based society with a meaningful role for government is a
proven way of boosting living standards, increasing well being and ensuring equity while
ensuring hard work, risk and innovation receive their just reward.
Governments shape the way societies and economies function and meet the needs of our
national interest. Regrettably, the community’s expectations have run ahead of what can be
afforded. In the face of increasing calls for new spending and new programmes, there has
been insufficient focus on the need to revisit spending priorities elsewhere or examine
alternatives such as reducing costs or raising taxes.
Governments have the power to tax, spend and regulate although they are subject to limits
imposed by law and the democratic process. Governments can also play a significant role in
bolstering the economy’s productive capacity and in building human capabilities, by funding
education and social services and supporting the community’s creative endeavours.
Governments should aim to improve the incentives and widen the choices available to
people and businesses. They also have an essential role in promoting an environment that
fosters growth and prosperity.

2.1 What do Australians expect their governments to do?
Australians believe governments can and should play an important role in the functioning of
society.
Australians expect their governments to set and maintain sensible laws and provide for law
and order. Australians expect the government to take responsibility for the defence of the
nation, for national security and for protecting our borders.
Australians see governments as having a central role in providing access to essential services
such as basic health and education, especially for children. They look to governments to
provide important infrastructure such as roads, railways and bridges.
Australians expect their governments to step in to deal with situations where the actions of
some impact negatively on others. This includes interventions to prevent such things as
drink driving or smoking in public amenities, to protect children and to regulate activities
that might lead to environmental degradation.
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As well as addressing market failures, Australians expect governments will provide a social
safety net which helps protect the poor, the vulnerable, the elderly and the truly
disadvantaged. This is the Australian way.
Fairness and equity also matter a great deal to Australians and we accept government has a
role to play in redistributing income. A progressive tax system combined with a targeted
welfare system is the best way of addressing income distribution and Australia has been a
world leader in this since Federation.
Australians look to their government to pursue sound economic management to help keep
the economy strong. They also look to their governments at times of major economic crisis.
While there may be debate as to the volume and quality of the government spending during
the global financial crisis, there is no doubt the economy needed a boost. With so little debt
at the time, the Government was able to act.
Australia has one of the world’s most open economies and we accept the significant
benefits that come from being a competitive and open trading nation. Increasingly,
however, our national priorities and identity can be at odds with the global nature of
markets. Australians expect their governments to protect our own social arrangements
when this might conflict with the requirements imposed on us by globalisation.
Australians look to their governments to reduce the overall risk in society. Many look
further, wanting governments to either solve all of society’s risks or protect them from the
inherent risks of everyday life.
Australia is a diverse country and Australians have different views on the optimal size and
role of governments. These views more often than not come down to value judgements. But
once judgements are made on what services and protections government should provide,
decisions are required on who pays – whether by taxes, charges or other user-pay
arrangements.
This must recognise, however, that taxes and charges can have a dampening effect on
economic vibrancy and thus reduce a government’s capacity to fund needed services.

2.2 What should governments do?
Many of the things Australians expect from government have a strong foundation – both on
an economic and social basis.
However, it is not always apparent where the boundaries lie or where new boundaries
should be drawn when it comes to government intervention. Trade-offs and value
judgements will inevitably have to be made and the financial capacity of government
provides a limit to what it can provide.
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There is no better way of improving services than by giving consumers real choice. In
competitive markets customers take precedence. The pressures and constraints that arise
from having to obtain and satisfy customers create strong incentives to control costs,
improve quality and develop new and better ways of doing things.
There are instances when markets cannot do what is needed and governments have to
intervene. In doing so they must strike the right balance. Government interventions should
be justified on the basis that they produce net sustainable benefits that improve the
wellbeing of the community. There is a need to be aware also of the potential for
government interventions to crowd out the private and non-government sectors from
activities that they may be more capable of providing.

Efficiency and effectiveness
Governments should always strive to be effective and efficient in achieving the clearly
stated objectives of their programmes and policies with specified outcomes and transparent
monitoring and reporting.
Ensuring government services are produced and delivered at the lowest possible cost is
desirable as it releases funding for more services or other priorities.
Efficiency also requires resources to be allocated properly over time – taking account of
better products and ways of doing things and making the most of new technologies.
Governments should aim to identify the most efficient option – the policy, programme and
outcome that results in the highest net benefit to the community as a whole. Governments
need to constantly question whether there is a better or more efficient way of achieving
objectives.
We must accept that gains in efficiency – not just in government but in the private and
non-profit sectors – will improve the community’s wellbeing and raise standards of living.
We are all better off when our dollars are working hardest for us.
The work of the Productivity Commission, for example, is focused on achieving gains in
efficiency in support of the overall national interest.
Improving efficiency can involve reducing the costs of production for each unit of output
produced but, equally, might be achieved by better matching the supply of goods and
services to those things people want most or by removing barriers to innovation and
flexibility.
Cost-effectiveness is particularly relevant to public policy. It requires a focus on direct
programme costs, including administration. However, this approach will not always work
when the options to achieve desired policy outcomes are not necessarily comparable. In
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aged care for example, it can be difficult to compare the cost effectiveness of home-based
care (including the informal role of carers) relative to the formal residential care option.

Managing the economy for growth and stability
The Commonwealth Government should play a substantial role in maintaining the stability
of markets and endeavouring to manage the overall economy. Its aim should be to foster
long-term economic growth and economic stability, including keeping unemployment and
inflation low.
Governments can have an important influence on the incentives that affect innovation,
investment and decisions on whether to participate in the workforce – all fundamental
drivers of growth. Incentives are also influenced by the disciplines imposed by competitive
markets.
Management of the economy is made easier by having a sound policy framework including
an independent central bank with responsibility for setting monetary policy.
A government’s approach to fiscal policy is also critical to imparting certainty and credibility
to markets through the application of sound macroeconomic policies. Credibility in policy
making contributes to reduced uncertainty and creates a more attractive environment for
businesses. A disciplined fiscal policy with credibility over the medium term allows business
to make investment decisions with greater confidence.
Good policy sets the markers by which we can get our bearings for the future.
Fiscal policy should be set over the medium term. Budget decisions will naturally vary from
year to year in line with economic conditions and a government’s plans. However, for the
most part, fiscal policy should not be used to fine tune the economy.
Fiscal policy should be used effectively at times of major economic shocks and downturns to
lessen the negative impact on economic activity and thus reduce unemployment. As the
international economic environment becomes more volatile and as Australia becomes more
exposed to movements in global commodity prices the risks of such shocks are likely to rise.
In order to effectively manage extreme economic and financial circumstances, governments
should create capacity through prudent fiscal management in normal times.
Having a strong budgetary position for many years before the global financial crisis enabled
Australia to withstand its economic impact.

Protecting the balance sheet
As well as pursuing a disciplined approach to fiscal policy through prudent spending and
taxing decisions, it is also important for governments to keep their balance sheets strong.
12
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For governments, as with companies, a strong balance sheet is important. The state of the
balance sheet is a key determinant of borrowing costs for government. Repairing poor
balance sheets typically requires higher burdens on taxpayers and reductions in government
services.
Liabilities on the balance sheet (including government debt) also have to be serviced and
repaid, which reduces the government’s capacity to fund other services.
Where governments have a strong balance sheet, they are able to use it to support the
national interest. For example, the provision of banking guarantees during the global
financial crisis.
Governments should be conscious that the provision of government guarantees is not
without risk. If a government guarantee is drawn down then the balance sheet of the
government can be weakened considerably.

Approach to equity, fairness and disadvantage
Alleviating the impact of poverty and providing people with an opportunity to escape it are
essential functions of governments. This is particularly the case for children.
Nonetheless, there are diverse views on the appropriate extent of government help to
families and people in poverty.
The provision of taxpayer funded assistance payments has been and should continue to be
an important public priority. Their primary purpose should be to ensure a minimum,
adequate standard of living for people who are unable to support themselves through work
or their savings.
Rates of assistance payments, including their adequacy, should be balanced against their
impact on incentives for people to get off welfare and into the paid workforce. Being able to
provide for yourself or at least contribute to your own welfare is a vital part of the freedom
and independence many take for granted. Payments also need to be seen as affordable,
sustainable and fair by the community
Assistance should be means tested to target those in greatest need.
Through the National Disability Insurance Scheme the Government intends to substantially
expand public services to Australians with disabilities. The scheme has widespread
community support and reflects a judgement that government should provide a form of
social insurance in disability.
As well as the challenge of managing their disability, people with disabilities often face
social exclusion and poor employment opportunities and outcomes. The scheme is also
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intended to improve the wellbeing of family members and carers, who often must quit
employment to care full time for a relative with profound disability.
Over time, economic conditions and the characteristics of society change and it is
accordingly important to ensure the objectives of welfare payments, as well as their rates
and the means tests for eligibility, remain relevant and affordable.

Adding to productive capacity
Governments should also support economic growth and wealth creation by helping to boost
productive capacity. Governments can influence the quality and productivity of the labour
force and improve access to economic and social infrastructure to enhance Australia’s global
competitiveness.
Access to basic health and education is critical for people to reach their potential, to engage
in the workforce and to make a productive contribution to society. To ensure as many
people as possible in society have access to good health and education, governments are
involved in funding or providing these basic services.
Quality education and training, provided through the university and vocational education
systems, support people in their working lives by equipping them with needed skills and
competencies. As well as supporting Australia’s economic competiveness, education is a key
driver of social mobility, economic prosperity and social cohesion.
More broadly, policy settings through the tax and welfare system impact on work incentives
and should be framed in a way that avoids discouraging people from seeking paid
employment.
The Commonwealth also determines the size and composition of Australia’s migration
intake, which adds to Australia’s labour supply and long-term productive capacity. Since
1945, around 7 million migrants have settled in Australia bringing qualifications, skills and
experience that are in demand.
Governments provide, fund and regulate economic infrastructure such as energy, road, rail
and port facilities. The availability and quality of this infrastructure feeds directly into the
cost structure of Australian businesses, impacting on productivity and the ability of local
firms to compete in international markets.

Regulatory interventions
The community benefits from good regulation that supports the effectiveness of markets.
Good regulatory interventions get the balance right, recognising the roles played by the
formal rule of law and the discipline of a business’s own reputation.
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Governments should aim to make regulation more efficient and effective by clearly setting
out the reasons for new regulations. The process and a commitment to rigorously follow
good process are essential.
Often regulatory proposals are accepted despite regulation not being the most effective
mechanism to manage the risk. Governments often want to be seen to be doing something.
This approach can result in an over-reaction to the problem and place a major cost on the
community and business without addressing the underlying risk in the most sustainable and
cost effective manner.
For example, many retailing businesses are forced to operate under different regulatory
regimes that restrict their competitiveness and ability to innovate. These regimes include
planning and zoning, retail tenancy regulation, transport restrictions, retail trading hours,
workplace relations and a range of inconsistent state-based regulation.
The impact of this is to increase prices and reduce choices for consumers at a time when
there is increasing competition from on-line businesses.

A commonsense approach to handling risk in society
Governments step in at times to reduce risk in society. Clearly they have a role when it
comes to dealing with catastrophic events that impact on individuals or on whole
communities, for example in the aftermath of natural disasters such as major floods,
cyclones and bushfires.
However, government should not take on risk for the community unless it is better placed
to manage the risk. In Australia and most societies, individuals and markets best handle the
majority of risks.
Families should be the prime social institution for dealing with risk. Parents provide for their
children and many people rely on family and friends to look after the sick and
disadvantaged. Inheritance transfers family assets between generations.
Australia has private markets that provide various forms of insurance including home and
car insurance to protect against accidents and property damage and injury. There is a strong
and vibrant health insurance market in Australia.
Against this backdrop, governments should not act as the insurer of first resort.
Governments should help families and individuals manage risk on their own behalf.
Similarly businesses should manage their own risks, including the risk of losing customers or
falling behind as they face greater competition.
Government actions can also introduce or increase risks. Policies may have unintended
consequences and poor economic management may reduce business and consumer
15
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confidence. Fiscal and tax policies which lack credibility or change the rules cause
uncertainty and add to the risk of existing and future investments. Poor or unpredictable
regulation also adds to risk.
Unsustainable fiscal policies pursued by governments represent a substantial risk for any
country and its citizens. Equally, well managed finances and responsible, disciplined fiscal
policy reduce risks.
In dealing with risks in society, governments should acknowledge eliminating all risk is both
unattainable and undesirable. The community should not expect a risk-free life.
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3 – What do governments do in
Australia today?
Today the Commonwealth, State and Territory
$500 billion per year in delivering services to Australians.

Governments

spend

over

This appendix provides a snapshot of what governments do in Australia. It outlines the
breadth of services provided, together with how governments go about providing them.
Table 3.1.1, at the end of this section, provides a comprehensive breakdown of
Commonwealth and State spending (including tied payments) for the 2011-12 financial year.

Governments provide essential goods and services to improve Australians’
lives
Law and order
Australia has nine legal systems, one for each of the States and mainland Territories and the
Commonwealth. In total, there are 1,000 judges, magistrates and coroners dealing each
year with around 800,000 criminal cases and 500,000 civil cases (Productivity Commission,
2013a).
On the front line of law and order there are 60,000 sworn police officers in Australia. There
are 21,000 fire and emergency service workers employed across the country and a further
26,000 volunteers in State and Territory emergency services. In total, Australian
governments spend $25 billion each year on law and order (Productivity Commission,
2013a; Department of Employment, 2013a; Australian Council of State Emergency Services,
2012; Australian Bureau of Statistics, 2013a).
Defence and border security
The Commonwealth has a fundamental responsibility to protect and defend our people and
protect and enhance our national security interests.
Australia’s Defence workforce includes more than 58,000 members of the armed services,
together with over 20,000 reservists and over 20,000 civilians.
•

The Royal Australian Navy has 40 warships, including 6 submarines, 12 frigates,
14 patrol boats, plus coastal vessels and nine mine warfare ships.

•

The Australian Army provides a combined armed force of roughly division strength
from its regular personnel, and another division from the reserve. It has 60 main
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battle tanks, a further 260 light armoured fighting vehicles, and 1,200 armoured
personnel carriers, as well as attack helicopters and artillery.
•

The Royal Australian Air Force has just under 100 fighter aircraft, around 20 patrol
aircraft, 35 transport aircraft and six airborne early warning and control aircraft.

These forces are deployed across 43 major military bases in Australia. The Commonwealth
spends over $31 billion each year on defence including on capital equipment and for military
superannuation (Department of Defence, 2013; Department of Defence, 2012; International
Institute of Strategic Studies, 2012).
The Australian Customs and Border Protection Service is responsible for Australia’s
37,000 kilometres of coast plus eight major international airports and 60 ports.
Each week on average the service clears 600,000 passengers, inspects 29,000 air cargo
consignments and conducts air surveillance over three million square nautical miles. Last
year, 25,000 illegal maritime arrivals were intercepted, and 2,300 people were refused
immigration clearance at airports and seaports (Australian Customs and Border Protection
Service, 2013).
Education
Each school day, more than two million primary school students and one and a half million
secondary school students attend the nation’s 6,700 public schools and 2,700 Catholic and
independent schools. There are 290,000 teachers who work with 150,000 specialist and
general staff to educate our children. Last year almost $40 billion was spent by all
governments on running schools, an average of just under $11,000 per student (Australian
Bureau of Statistics, 2012; Australian Bureau of Statistics, 2013a).
State and territory governments operate, subsidise and regulate 7,600 preschools and
kindergartens, which provide early learning opportunities for around 300,000 children
(Australian Bureau of Statistics, 2013c).
Some 900,000 Australian students and 300,000 international students attend Australia’s
39 universities. In addition nearly two million students are enrolled in vocational education
and training courses. Governments provide around $15.5 billion to the higher education
sector including upfront payments to educational institutions, concessional study loans, and
living allowances for full-time students (Universities Australia, 2013; Australian Bureau of
Statistics, 2013a).
Health
Australia has 753 public hospitals, and just under 600 private hospitals. In total, there are
around 86,000 hospital beds (around four hospital beds for every thousand Australians). In a
typical year, nine million Australian are admitted to our hospitals for an average stay of
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three to six days. Governments provide $35 billion each year to public hospitals and just
under $4 billion to private hospitals (Australian Institute of Health and Welfare, 2013a).
There are 50,000 general practitioners and 20,000 specialists and over 250,000 nurses in
Australia (Australian Bureau of Statistics, 2013b).
Our publicly funded Medicare system subsidises the primary health requirements of
Australians, with the government providing more than 340 million rebates each year,
around 15 rebates per person (Department of Health and Ageing, 2013).
The Commonwealth subsidises medicines through the Pharmaceutical Benefits Scheme. Just
under 200 million subsidised prescriptions are filled by 24,000 trained pharmacists each
year (Department of Health and Ageing, 2013; Department of Employment, 2013b).
In total, the States spend $38 billion each year on health services (50 per cent of which the
Commonwealth contributes). In its own right the Commonwealth allocates some $60 billion
to improve the health and wellbeing of Australians. At a total government spend of $100
billion this equates to an average of around $4,000 of health services per Australian
(Australian Bureau of Statistics, 2013a).
Infrastructure
Australia’s governments provide much of the nation’s economically essential infrastructure.
Australia has more than 900,000 kilometres of roads including 50,000 kilometres of
highways. Governments spend some $18.5 billion maintaining and upgrading existing roads
and building new ones (Bureau of Infrastructure, Transport and Regional Economics, 2013).
Around one in seven Australians travel to and from work and study by public transport
provided by private and government owned businesses. In capital cities, public rail networks
total 750 kilometres of track and 600 stations (Bureau of Infrastructure, Transport and
Regional Economics, 2013).
Rail and port networks sustain a growing freight task. Each year, approximately 200 billion
tonnes of domestic freight is transported by road, over 250 billion tonnes is carried on
33,000 kilometres of rail, and 100 billion tonnes is moved by sea. Each year, the nation’s
50 largest ports export 900 million tonnes and import around 140 million tonnes of freight
(Bureau of Infrastructure, Transport and Regional Economics, 2013).
Public and privatised organisations provide Australia’s electricity. Secure and affordable
energy is supplied via over 250 main electricity generators which generate over
50,000 megawatts of power across an energy transmission network over 900,000 kilometres
in length (Australian Energy Regulator, 2013; Bureau of Infrastructure, Transport and
Regional Economics, 2013).
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State and local governments manage around 400 water treatment plants, and 600 sewerage
treatment plants, and around 160,000 kilometres of water mains in urban areas. Australia
has a 60,000 kilometre long network of rural water supply and drainage infrastructure
(Bureau of Infrastructure, Transport and Regional Economics, 2013).

Governments sustain a social safety net for those most in need
Disability support
Australian governments provide around $6.9 billion to assist the 680,000 Australians with a
significant disability who require daily care. The States have primary responsibility for
delivering these services. Some 320,000 Australians currently use specialist disability
services. Each year, the States assist 40,000 people with disability and their carers with
accommodation support, 140,000 with community support, 60,000 with community access
services, and 35,000 with respite services (Australian Institute of Health and Welfare,
2013c).
The Commonwealth provides the Disability Support Pension every fortnight to
820,000 people who are mostly unable to support themselves through employment, at an
annual cost of $16 billion (Department of Families, Housing, Community Services and
Indigenous Affairs, 2013).
The Commonwealth also assists with around 22,000 supported employment placements for
people with disability, delivered by over 300 Australian Disability Enterprises outlets across
the country (Department of Families, Housing, Community Services and Indigenous Affairs,
2013).
The Commonwealth Government also provides $3.6 billion worth of carer payments each
year to over 200,000 Australians who provide constant care to someone who has a
disability, a relevant medical condition or is otherwise aged and frail (Department of
Families, Housing, Community Services and Indigenous Affairs, 2013).
Assistance for Australia’s veterans
As a nation we place a high priority on looking after Australians who serve or who have
served in the defence forces. Each year some $7 billion of income support and services are
provided to 340,000 veterans, with a further 85,000 surviving wives, husbands and
dependents also receiving government assistance (Department of Veterans’ Affairs, 2013).
Unemployment benefits
Assistance for the unemployed is a key component of Australia’s social safety net. At
present, the Newstart Allowance supports approximately 740,000 people without a job. The
Commonwealth and States also provide programmes to assist people with some workforce
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capacity back into a job. The Commonwealth spends $7.5 billion on Newstart Allowance
each year (Department of Education, Employment and Workplace Relations, 2013).
Assistance to Australia’s elderly
Some 2.4 million Australians receive the Aged Pension, costing government $40 billion a
year. Nearly 500,000 older Australians also benefit from the Home and Community Care
programme, which provides support such as nursing care, home modifications and meal
delivery to help older people stay in their homes and maintain connections with family and
community. Government also provides for 200,000 elderly Australians who receive
permanent residential care in nursing homes and retirement communities (Department of
Families, Housing, Community Services and Indigenous Affairs, 2013).
Family payments
The Commonwealth Government spends over $20 billion a year on assistance to 1.9 million
families with children through the Family Tax Benefit scheme. In 2012-13, over 1 million
children used approved child care, and 919,000 families received child care rebates, child
care benefit or both in respect of this (Productivity Commission, 2013b; Department of
Education, Employment and Workplace Relations 2013; Department of Families, Housing,
Community Services and Indigenous Affairs, 2013).
Housing and homelessness
Governments also assist in the provision of housing to those in need. Approximately
20,000 homeless people are provided with emergency assistance each night through a
combination of community, local, State and Commonwealth efforts. Governments also
provide over 420,000 social housing dwellings for those on low incomes (Productivity
Commission, 2013a).
Indigenous
The Commonwealth and States spend $25 billion each year on assisting Indigenous
Australians, with $20 billion being spent through mainstream services and the remaining
$5 billion through Indigenous specific services (Productivity Commission, 2012).
The largest portion of Indigenous-specific funding is for health services, as governments
work to address the significant gaps in Indigenous infant mortality and life expectancy. Each
year Indigenous Australians over 15 years of age receive 85,000 health assessments
(Department of Health, 2013).
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Other welfare services
States also provide care and protection services for children in need, with approximately
110,000 investigations a year. There are 270 intensive family support services, assisting
20,000 disadvantaged children (Australian Institute of Health and Welfare, 2013b).
Concession cards
Governments also recognise Australians who rely on the safety net may require additional
concessions to make their day-to-day life easier. The Commonwealth provides 5.6 million
Australians with various concession and health care cards such as the Pensioner Concession
Card and Commonwealth Seniors Health Care Card (Department of Families, Housing,
Community Services and Indigenous Affairs, 2013).

Governments provide many other services
Research
The Commonwealth is a major provider of research funding. It supports 2,500 grants
allocated by the National Health and Medical Research Council and the Australian Research
Council at a cost of around $1.6 billion (Australian Research Council, 2013; National Health
and Medical Research Council, 2013).
The Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation (CSIRO) also undertakes
research across a range of areas including land, water and atmospheric research, animal and
plant sciences, mineral technologies, and astronomy.
CSIRO works with Australian industry, universities and other organisations around the
world. CSIRO employs more than 6,500 people and receives Commonwealth funding of
around $800 million per year, as well as funding from the private sector (CSIRO, 2013).
Foreign affairs
The Commonwealth is responsible for foreign affairs. Australia’s 4,000 diplomats contribute
to better international relations at around 100 diplomatic missions around the world.
Another 900 trade officials contribute to improving export and investment opportunities
abroad for Australian businesses.
The Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade also issues around 1.7 million passports each
year and provides consular assistance to Australians travelling overseas. Australia also
maintains a substantial foreign aid programme, currently around $5 billion per year
(Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade, 2013).
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Immigration, agriculture and biosecurity
The Commonwealth Government determines and oversees an immigration programme of
approximately 190,000 places per year as well as a humanitarian programme of around
14,000. $500 million is provided to assist with settlement services for migrants and refugees
(Department of Immigration and Citizenship, 2013).
Each year, Australia’s immigration service grants 4.7 million temporary and
200,000 permanent visas, and confers citizenship on 137,000 new Australians (Department
of Immigration and Citizenship, 2013).
Governments also provide support, advice and regulation to develop and protect Australia’s
agricultural industries plus drought assistance and concessional loans for farmers.
Industry
Governments provide assistance to industry through various channels including tariff and
anti-dumping protections, grant programmes, taxation concessions and government
purchasing arrangements and guarantees.
Through these mechanisms, the Commonwealth provides around $5.1 billion of budgetary
assistance to industry each year. The greatest level of assistance is provided to the services
sector ($2.1 billion, mainly electricity, gas, water and waste services), then to manufacturing
($1.4 billion), followed by primary production ($0.9 billion) (Productivity Commission,
2013b).
Research and development
The Commonwealth provides around $9 billion in assistance for research and development
each year, which includes its own research, as well as grants and tax incentives to the
private sector (Australian Government, 2013a).
Australia has approximately 140,000 full-time-equivalent workers devoted to research and
development, which includes 90,000 researchers, 25,000 technicians, and 20,000 support
and other staff (Australian Bureau of Statistics, 2010a; Australian Bureau of Statistics,
2010b).
Arts, recreation and culture
Governments contribute $8.5 billion to recreational and cultural services each year. These
include public broadcasting and cultural institutions, funding for the arts and the film
industry, assistance to sport and recreation activities, as well as the management and
protection of national parks and other world heritage areas (Australian Bureau of Statistics,
2013a).
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The value of Australia’s heritage and cultural assets is $10.5 billion, just under $500 for
every Australian. The Australian Broadcasting Corporation (ABC) and the Special
Broadcasting Service Corporation (SBS) receive $1.5 billion to produce over 5,000 hours of
television content on their eight free-to-air TV channels. They also run more than 20 radio
stations (Australian Government, 2013b; ABC, 2013; SBS, 2013).
Australia has over 500 national parks, mainly maintained and managed by the States. The
Commonwealth is responsible for managing six national parks, the Australian National
Botanic Gardens, and the network of Commonwealth marine reserves. It is also responsible
for Australia’s interests in the Antarctic (Department of the Environment, 2013).
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Table 3.1.1: Commonwealth, States, and Commonwealth payments to the States
expenditure, 2011-12

Function / Subfunction

C'wlth

Paid to
the States

States

Total

$ billion
Defence

21.3

0.0

0.0

21.3

3.7

0.3

20.8

24.8

13.3

15.4

35.5

64.2

Primary & secondary

0.2

13.6

24.8

38.7

University

8.7

0.0

0.3

9.0

TAFE/VET

0.2

1.8

4.6

6.6

Other tertiary

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

Other

4.2

0.0

5.7

9.9

Health

46.7

15.2

39.7

101.6

Hospitals

1.1

13.6

25.5

40.2

Other health institutions

0.0

0.0

0.8

0.8

Public Order & Safety
Education

GPs and other community health

22.3

1.5

7.6

31.5

Pharmaceutical

10.2

0.0

2.1

12.3

Other

13.1

0.1

3.7

16.8

123.3

3.3

12.8

139.4

105.6

0.0

0.8

106.4

13.7

3.3

11.7

28.8

3.9

0.0

0.3

4.2

5.3

2.7

8.0

16.0

Housing

1.4

2.6

4.4

8.4

Water Supply

0.0

0.0

1.3

1.3

Sanitation

3.8

0.2

2.2

6.2

Other community

0.1

0.0

0.2

0.2

Recreation & Culture

Social security and Welfare
Social security
Welfare services
Other
Housing and community amenities

3.7

0.1

4.5

8.3

Sporting & Recreation facilities

0.9

0.1

2.5

3.5

Cultural facilities

1.2

0.0

1.8

3.0

Broadcasting and film production

1.6

0.0

0.0

1.6

Other

0.0

0.0

0.1

0.1

6.5

0.0

1.2

7.7

Fuel and Energy
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C'wlth

Paid to
the States

States

Total

$ billion
Agriculture fisheries and forestry

2.3

0.7

1.9

4.8

Mining and minerals, manufacturing,
construction

2.2

0.0

0.8

3.0

Transport & Communication

1.8

7.5

14.2

23.5

Road transport

0.2

6.3

4.3

10.8

Ports

0.3

0.0

0.2

0.5

Rail

0.0

1.0

5.5

6.5

Air transport

0.2

0.0

0.0

0.3

Communication and other

1.1

0.2

4.2

5.4

Other economic activities

10.0

0.0

4.2

14.2

Other Purposes

21.2

4.3

9.1

34.6

General Public Service

20.1

0.2

6.6

26.9

0.0

47.1

0.0

47.1

281.5

97.0

159.2

490.5

General Revenue Assistance, inc. GST
Total

Source: Australian Bureau of Statistics, 2013a and National Commission of Audit.
Figures are presented as functional classifications and in expense terms, that is, spending for specified purposes,
and may not completely align with other expense and payment figures used elsewhere in the Phase One Report
and the Appendix.
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4 – Portfolio overviews

There are currently 16 Commonwealth portfolios. Within these portfolios there are
194 entities, including departments, agencies, authorities and companies, that are governed
under either the Financial Management and Accountability Act 1997, and known as FMA Act
agencies, or the Commonwealth Authorities and Companies Act 1997, and known as CAC Act
agencies.
Each section in this chapter contains a high level overview of each of the portfolios.
Amounts in the tables in the following sections represent data from the 2013-14 Budget
updated for machinery of government changes. The data are estimates only, as this
information is generally only officially updated by agencies at Budget time. As individual
entity resourcing includes inter-agency transfers and payments, total resourcing for
portfolios may be overstated in some instances.
The diagrammatic representation of each portfolio presented in the sub-sections below (for
example Chart 4.1.1) show each entity’s primary purpose (policy, operational, regulatory or
specialist), its relative size, and whether the staff it employs are engaged under the Public
Service Act 1999 or another piece of legislation. These diagrams are more comprehensive
than the accompanying tables, as they show all FMA Act and CAC Act bodies in a portfolio
and not just those entities that are directly appropriated or funded by the Commonwealth.
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4.1 Agriculture Portfolio
The Agriculture Portfolio’s role is to develop policy advice and provide services to improve
the productivity, competitiveness and sustainability of Australia’s agriculture, fisheries and
forestry and related industries.
Matters dealt with by the portfolio extend across rural adjustment and drought issues, rural
research and development, commodity marketing, biosecurity and food security policy and
programmes.
The Minister administers 88 pieces of legislation ranging from the Agricultural and
Veterinary Chemical Products (Collection of Levy) Act 1994 to the Wool Services Privatisation
Act 2000.
The Agriculture Portfolio will receive total resourcing of $2.2 billion in 2013-14, of which
$737.6 million is departmental funding and $1.4 billion is administered funding. 4,800
people are employed in the portfolio.
A key aspect of the Department of Agriculture is its Biosecurity Group. This division, which
was previously constituted as the Australian Quarantine and Inspection Service, provides
quarantine inspection of animals, plants, passengers, cargo and mail arriving in Australia,
and inspection and certification of a range of agricultural products exported from Australia.
It also undertakes activities to protect the economy and environment from the impacts of
unwanted pests and diseases. Funding for biosecurity activities is around
$570 million per year and represents about 26 per cent of the portfolio’s resources. With
approximately 3,500 staff in biosecurity activities, it accounts for the vast majority of the
portfolio’s workforce.
The portfolio funds 15 Research and Development Corporations of a predominantly rural
nature – six statutory and nine industry owned. These corporations perform industry
regulatory functions and fund research and development and investment in their specific
sector using industry-specific levies matched by Commonwealth funding and State
contributions. Some $650 million will be provided in this area in 2013-14, including a
Commonwealth contribution of approximately $250 million, representing 30 per cent of the
portfolio’s resources.
The Australian Bureau of Agricultural and Resource Economics and Sciences (ABARES) is a
key division within the Department of Agriculture. It provides an integrated research
capacity to analyse agricultural industries and commodities and agricultural-related issues
such as climate change, sustainable resource management, biosecurity and food security.
The Australian Fisheries Management Authority regulates and monitors commercial
fishing, domestic licensing and participates in activities to deter illegal foreign fishing.
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The Australian Pesticides and Veterinary Medicines Authority regulates the use of
agricultural chemicals and veterinary medicines.
Table 4.1.1: Portfolio resourcing: Agriculture
AGRICULTURE
Entity

Funding ($'000)

Staffing

Departmental

Administered

Department of Agriculture

411,622

1,388,256

1,799,878

4,258

Cotton Research and
Development Corporation

21,883

-

21,883

14

Fisheries Research and
Development Corporation

26,709

-

26,709

13

Grains Research and
Development Corporation

182,096

-

182,096

61

Grape and Wine Research and
Development Corporation

22,920

-

22,920

11

Rural Industries Research and
Development Corporation

23,202

-

23,202

27

Sugar Research and
Development Corporation

9,117

-

9,117

8

Wine Australia Corporation

12,434

-

12,434

49

Australian Fisheries
Management Authority

26,339

22,038

48,377

189

1,324

30,630

31,954

183

737,646

1,440,924

2,178,570

4,813

Australian Pesticides and
Veterinary Medicines Authority
PORTFOLIO (1)

Total

ASL

Source: Department of Finance. 2013‑14 Budget updated for machinery of government changes.
(1) As individual entity resourcing includes inter-agency transfers and payments, total resourcing for the portfolio may be
overstated by this amount.

The Department has responsibility for drought assistance measures including the Farm
Household Allowance which commences from 1 July 2014. This allowance will be available
to eligible farm families in periods of hardship regardless of the source of that hardship,
with eligibility for support determined through an assessment of the farmer’s existing
assets, liabilities and income. This payment will replace the existing Exceptional
Circumstances Relief Payment and the Transitional Farm Family Payment.
The Department is responsible for overseeing a programme of concessional loans to eligible
primary production businesses for the purpose of productivity enhancements and debt
refinancing. These programmes are funded up to $210 million per year and will be delivered
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by the States and the Northern Territory through appropriate delivery agencies such as
regional adjustment authorities.
The Department has responsibility for the oversight of some $630 million in levies and user
charges. In addition to industry levies to fund the Rural Research and Development
Corporations, the Department cost recovers approximately 65 per cent of the revenue for
biosecurity services. Costs are recovered from importers and exporters for services such as
export certification, cargo and vessel inspections, processing of import permits and
post-entry quarantine for plants and animals. The Department also collects levies for animal
and plant health and supply chain assurance.
Chart 4.1.1 is a graphical representation of the relative size of bodies within the Agriculture
Portfolio. The diagram is more comprehensive than Table 4.1.1, as it shows all FMA Act and
CAC Act bodies in the portfolio and not just those entities that are directly appropriated or
funded by the Commonwealth.
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4.2 Attorney-General’s Portfolio
The Attorney-General’s Portfolio has a primary focus on law and justice, arts and home
affairs. Legal agencies and programmes cover law enforcement, federal courts and tribunals,
legal aid, human rights, insolvency and native title. Arts and cultural development
programmes were recently transferred to the portfolio. These programmes are focused on
increasing access to the arts in regional and remote Australia through supporting
community and cultural activities and also support for skills development. Home affairs
incorporates disaster relief, emergency co-ordination and assistance and payments to
Australian victims of terrorism overseas.
The Attorney-General administers 173 pieces of legislation ranging from the Anti-Money
Laundering and Counter-Terrorism Financing Act 2006, to the Witness Protection Act 1994.
The portfolio receives total resourcing of $4.5 billion, of which $3.5 billion is departmental
funding and $1.1 billion is administered funding. More than 15,700 people are employed in
the portfolio. In addition to the Attorney-General’s Department (AGD), with funding of
$1.2 billion and over 1,600 staff, the portfolio includes 17 law and justice agencies and
13 arts agencies.
The size of these agencies varies considerably, ranging from the Australian Federal Police
(AFP), with nearly a third of the portfolio funding and over 6,400 staff (41 per cent of the
portfolio total) to the Australian Law Reform Commission, with funding of $2.9 million and
16 staff.
Other significant law and justice agencies include the Australian Security Intelligence
Organisation (ASIO), with 10 per cent of funding and 11 per cent of staff, and the Australian
Crime Commission (ACC) with 2 per cent of funding and 3 per cent of staff.
The Family Court and Federal Circuit Court of Australia and the Federal Court of Australia
are also significant organisations with collectively about 6 per cent of portfolio funding and
8 per cent of portfolio staff.
The major arts agencies include the Australia Council (5 per cent of portfolio funding and
just under 1 per cent of portfolio staff); Screen Australia (2.4 per cent of portfolio funding
and less than 1 per cent of portfolio staff); and the National Library of Australia (1.6 per
cent of portfolio funding and nearly 3 per cent of portfolio staff).
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Table 4.2.1: Portfolio resourcing: Attorney-General’s
ATTORNEY-GENERAL'S
Entity

Attorney General’s
Department

Funding ($'000)
Departmental

Administered

Staffing
Total

ASL

280,664

891,933

1,172,597

1,614

36,275

-

36,275

170

7,146

-

7,146

34

93,341

-

93,341

504

Australian Federal Police

1,338,822

51,500

1,390,322

6,416

Australian Human Rights
Commission

24,602

144

24,746

125

Australian Institute of
Criminology

5,379

2,147

7,526

47

Australian Law Reform
Commission

2,899

-

2,899

16

434,165

-

434,165

1,778

71,103

-

71,103

274

-

72,759

72,759

228

Family Court and Federal
Circuit Court

158,575

874

159,449

789

Federal Court of Australia

99,045

5,250

104,295

425

High Court of Australia

18,829

-

18,829

82

Australian Financial Security
Authority

97,787

25,158

122,945

420

Office of the Australian
Information Commissioner

13,374

-

13,374

80

Office of the Director of
Public Prosecutions

85,244

-

85,244

423

Office of Parliamentary
Counsel

21,688

-

21,688

113

220,903

-

220,903

124

Administrative Appeals
Tribunal
Australian Commission for
Law Enforcement Integrity
Australian Crime Commission

Australian Security
Intelligence Organisation
Australian Transaction
Reports and Analysis Centre
CrimTrac Agency

Australia Council
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ATTORNEY-GENERAL'S
Entity

Funding ($'000)

Staffing

Departmental

Administered

Australian Film, Television
and Radio School

30,972

-

30,972

150

Australian National Maritime
Museum

33,149

-

33,149

115

National Film and Sound
Archive

28,592

-

28,592

211

National Gallery of Australia

58,328

-

58,328

245

National Library of Australia

73,175

-

73,175

434

National Museum of Australia

47,915

-

47,915

221

National Portrait Gallery of
Australia

13,482

-

13,482

59

110,681

-

110,681

112

National Archives of Australia

65,930

-

65,930

429

Old Parliament House

13,964

2,484

16,448

72

Bundanon Trust

*

*

*

19

Australia Business Arts
Foundation Limited

*

*

*

33

3,486,029

1,052,249

4,538,278

15,762

Screen Australia

PORTFOLIO (1)

Total

ASL

Source: Department of Finance. 2013‑14 Budget updated for machinery of government changes.
(1) As individual entity resourcing includes inter-agency transfers and payments, total resourcing for the portfolio may be
overstated by this amount.

Chart 4.2.1 is a graphical representation of the relative size of bodies within the
Attorney-General’s Portfolio.
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Australian Commission for Law Enforcement Integrity
Australian Law Reform Commission
Australian Institute of Criminology
Old Parliament House
National Portrait Gallery of Australia

Australian Federal Police
Australian Security Intelligence Organisation
Australian Crime Commission
Administrative Appeals Tribunal

Screen Australia
National Museum of Australia

Australia Council

National Library of Australia

Australian Film, Television and
Radio School

National Gallery of
Australia

Family Court and Federal Circuit
Court
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National Film & Sound
Archive

Attorney-General's
Department

Australian National Maritime
Museum
Australian Human Rights Commission
Crimtrac Agency

Office of Parliamentary Counsel
National Archives of Australia
Office of the Director of Public Prosecutions

Federal Court of Australia

Australia Business Arts
Foundation Limited
Bundanon Trust
Australian Government Solicitor
Austrac (Australian Transaction Reports and
Analysis Centre)
Insolvency and Trustee Services Australia
Office of the Australian Information Commissioner

Circle reflects staff (FTE) employed under the Public Service Act 1999;
Triangle reflects staff (FTE) employed under other Acts.
Info on FTEs
not available
Source: Department of Finance.
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4.3 Communications Portfolio
The Communications Portfolio’s role is to develop policy advice and provide services related
to broadband, postal and telecommunications, spectrum, broadcasting, and the digital and
information economies.
The Minister administers 40 pieces of legislation ranging from the Australian Broadcasting
Corporation Act 1983 to the Australian Postal Corporation Act 1989.
The Communications Portfolio is relatively small in terms of direct expenditure with total
resourcing of $3.6 billion, of which $1.9 billion is departmental funding and $1.7 billion is
administered.
The portfolio employs 6,793 people, with the majority of people employed in the Australian
Broadcasting Corporation (ABC) (4,619), and the Special Broadcasting Service Corporation
(SBS) (1,058).
Table 4.3.1: Portfolio resourcing: Communications
COMMUNICATIONS
Entity

Department of
Communications

Staffing

Funding ($'000)
Departmental

Administered

Total

ASL

113,644

1,604,590

1,718,234

576

1,252,637

-

1,252,637

4,619

Special Broadcasting Service
Corporation

376,978

-

376,978

1,058

Australian Communications
and Media Authority

112,248

350

112,598

523

5,011

85,430

90,441

17

1,860,518

1,690,370

3,550,888

6,793

Australian Broadcasting
Corporation

Telecommunications
Universal Service
Management Agency
PORTFOLIO (1)

Source: Department of Finance. 2013‑14 Budget updated for machinery of government changes.
(1) As individual entity resourcing includes inter-agency transfers and payments, total resourcing for the portfolio may be
overstated by this amount.

The Department of Communications is responsible for promoting the digital economy
through services and programmes related to broadband, broadcasting and the
communications sector. Significant programmes undertaken by the Department include
converting Australia to digital-only television, digital enterprises, and community
broadcasting.
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The ABC is a national broadcaster with radio, television and online services. It aims to
contribute to and reflect Australia’s national identity, foster creativity and the arts and
encourage cultural diversity.
The SBS is a national broadcaster with television, radio and online services. It provides
multicultural and multilingual services.
The Australian Communications and Media Authority is responsible for regulating in
accordance with legislation related to broadcasting, radio communications,
telecommunications and online content.
The Telecommunications Universal Service Management Agency (TUSMA) is responsible
for supporting the delivery of universal service and other public interest
telecommunications services to all Australians.
Australia Post is a government business enterprise, wholly owned by the Commonwealth
Government. It provides mail and delivery service to all Australians and a range of parcel
and logistics services.
NBN Co Ltd is another government business enterprise within the Communications
Portfolio. It is tasked with building and managing the National Broadband Network, which
will provide all of Australia with high-speed internet services.
Chart 4.3.1 is a graphical representation of the relative size of bodies within the
Communications Portfolio.
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Chart 4.3.1: Communications
Australian Broadcasting Corporation

Telecommunications Universal
Service Management Agency

Special Broadcasting Service
Corporation

Department of
Communications

40

Australian Communications and
Media Authority

Australia Postal Corporation

NBN Co Limited

Circle reflects staff (FTE) employed under the Public Service Act 1999;
Triangle reflects staff (FTE) employed under other Acts.
Info on FTEs
not available
Source: Department of Finance.
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4.4 Defence Portfolio
The Defence Portfolio’s primary focus is to protect and advance Australia’s strategic
interests by providing military forces and supporting those forces in the defence of Australia
and its strategic interests. To achieve this, Defence prepares for and conducts military
operations and other tasks as directed by government.
While the Department of Veterans’ Affairs and associated agencies is formally part of the
Defence Portfolio, in practice it acts as a separate portfolio – with the Minister for Veterans’
Affairs having his responsibilities detailed in the Administrative Arrangements Order and
publishing a separate Portfolio Budget Statement.
The Minister for Defence administers 31 pieces of legislation ranging from the Defence Act
1903 to the Cockatoo and Schnapper Islands Act 1949.
The Defence Portfolio (excluding Veterans’ Affairs) receives total funding of $31.2 billion of
which $26.8 billion is departmental funding and $4.4 billion is administered funding (mostly
military superannuation). A total of 100,500 people are employed in the portfolio, mostly
military personnel (58,235 permanent forces and 20,450 reservists).
Table 4.4.1: Portfolio resourcing: Defence (excluding Veterans’ Affairs)
DEFENCE
Entity

Department of Defence
Defence Housing Australia
Defence Materiel
Organisation
PORTFOLIO (1)

Funding ($'000)
Departmental

Administered

Staffing
Total

ASL

25,341,513

4,425,106

29,766,619

94,232

1,197,786

-

1,197,786

614

907,791

8,769,020

9,676,811

5,670

26,747,177

4,425,106

31,172,283

100,516

Source: Department of Finance. 2013‑14 Budget updated for machinery of government changes.
(1) Total excludes funds transferred between portfolio agencies.

The major entities in the Defence Portfolio are the Department of Defence, the Defence
Materiel Organisation (DMO) – a prescribed agency – and the Australian Defence Force
(ADF). While the ADF is a legal entity, and all military personnel legally belong to the ADF,
funding is provided via the Department and DMO. Thus in practice Defence works as a single
integrated organisation.
The DMO receives an appropriation of $907.8 million, but most of its funding – $8.8 billion –
is provided via the Department for the acquisition and maintenance of Defence equipment.
The relationship between DMO and Defence was a major issue considered by the
Commission, with the report recommending reintegration into Defence.
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The remaining material entity is Defence Housing Australia (DHA) which exists to provide
housing and related services for members of the ADF and their families in line with the
Defence operational requirements. It receives $1.2 billion in funding, mostly from Defence.
Within the portfolio there are a number of canteens and trust funds that provide retail
services on bases, small loans to ADF personnel and holiday accommodation. These are not
directly Budget funded, although they receive some Defence support. The Australian
Strategic Policy Institute Ltd is a Defence owned corporation which receives an annual grant
from Defence.
Three of the six intelligence agencies listed in the Intelligence Services Act 2001 are
components of the Department of Defence – the Australian Signals Directorate, the Defence
Imagery and Geospatial Organisation and the Defence Intelligence Organisation.
Chart 4.4.1 is a graphical representation of the relative size of bodies within the Defence
Portfolio, including the Department of Veterans’ Affairs but excluding military personnel.
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Chart 4.4.1: Defence
Defence Housing Australia
Australian Strategic Policy Institute
Limited

AAF Company

Australian War
Memorial

RAAF Welfare Recreational
Company

Defence Materiel
Organisation

Army and Air Force
Canteen Service

Department of Defence
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Royal Australian Navy Relief
Trust Fund

Department of
Veterans' Affairs

Royal Australian Navy Central
Canteens Board

Australian Military Forces Relief
Trust Fund
Royal Australian Air Force Veterans'
Residences Trust Fund

Royal Australian Air Force Welfare Trust Fund
Circle reflects staff (FTE) employed under the Public Service Act 1999;
Triangle reflects staff (FTE) employed under other Acts.
Info on FTEs
not available
Source: Department of Finance.
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4.5 Education Portfolio
The Department of Education is responsible for national policies and programmes that help
Australians access quality and affordable childcare, early childhood education, school
education, post-school, higher education, research grants, international education and
academic research. All of these policy areas are important for improving Australia’s future
productivity and wellbeing.
The Education Portfolio receives total resourcing of $27.2 billion, of which $27.0 billion is
administered, and $269.5 million is departmental. Around 2,600 people are employed in the
portfolio.
The Minister administers 30 pieces of legislation ranging from the Child Care Act 1972, to
the Australian Curriculum, Assessment and Reporting Authority Act 2008 and the Higher
Education Support Act 2003.
Table 4.5.1: Portfolio resourcing: Education
EDUCATION
Entity

Department of Education

Funding ($'000)
Departmental

Administered

Staffing
Total

ASL

213,468

26,069,487

26,282,955

2,160

Australian Research Council

22,585

897,068

919,653

120

Australian Institute of
Aboriginal and TSI Studies

13,375

-

13,375

118

Tertiary Education Quality
and Standards Agency

20,025

-

20,025

99

*

*

*

68

269,453

26,966,555

27,236,008

2,565

Australian Institute for
Teaching and School
Leadership Limited
PORTFOLIO (1)

Source: Department of Finance. 2013‑14 Budget updated for machinery of government changes.
(1) As individual entity resourcing includes inter-agency transfers and payments, total resourcing for the portfolio may be
overstated by this amount.

The Portfolio has responsibility for research grants, and for the Australian Research Council
(ARC), which administers around $900 million in research funding each year. The ARC runs
multiple national competitive grants programmes, including ARC Centres of Excellence, six
streams of Discovery grants which fund basic research, six streams of Linkage grants which
encourage collaboration between higher education researchers and other parts of the
national innovation system, and a range of special research initiatives.
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The Portfolio also contains the Australian Institute of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
Studies (AIATSIS) — the national research and collecting institution for information and
research about the cultures and lifestyles of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples,
past and present. AIATSIS has departmental funding of $13.4 million per year, and employs
118 people.
The Portfolio contains the Australian Institute for Teaching and School Leadership (AITSL)
which is intended to promote excellence in the profession of teaching and school
leadership.
The Tertiary Education Quality and Standards Agency (TEQSA) regulates Australia’s higher
education providers.
Chart 4.5.1 is a graphical representation of the relative size of bodies within the Education
Portfolio.
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Australian National University

Australian Institute of Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander Studies

Australian Curriculum Assessment
and Reporting Authority
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Australian Institute for Teaching and School
Leadership Limited
Department of Education

Australian Research Council

Tertiary Education Quality and Standards
Agency

Circle reflects staff (FTE) employed under the Public Service Act 1999;
Triangle reflects staff (FTE) employed under other Acts.
Info on FTEs
not available
Source: Department of Finance.
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4.6 Employment Portfolio
The Employment Portfolio consists of the Department of Employment plus seven other
agencies.
Total funding for the portfolio is $9.5 billion, comprising administered funding of $8.4 billion
and departmental funding of $1.1 billion. There are around 1,800 staff in the Department of
Employment, 637 in Comcare and 693 in the Office of the Fair Work Ombudsman.
Administered funding relates to payments to unemployed and programmes to assist people
in finding jobs.
There are 36 pieces of legislation administered by the Minister, including the Fair Work Act
2009 and the Work Health and Safety Act 2011.
Table 4.6.1: Portfolio resourcing: Employment
EMPLOYMENT
Entity

Funding ($'000)
Departmental

Administered

Staffing
Total

ASL

Department of Employment

257,631

8,396,289

8,653,920

1,819

Comcare

582,990

-

582,990

637

Fair Work Commission

81,589

-

81,589

353

Office of the Fair Work
Building Industry
Inspectorate

24,131

-

24,131

100

Office of the Fair Work
Ombudsman

117,747

200

117,947

693

9,524

10,726

20,250

104

-

132

132

112

5,574

-

5,574

33

1,079,186

8,407,347

9,486,533

3,851

Safe Work Australia
Seafarers Safety,
Rehabilitation and
Compensation Authority
Workplace Gender Equality
Agency
PORTFOLIO (1)

Source: Department of Finance. 2013‑14 Budget updated for machinery of government changes.
(1) As individual entity resourcing includes inter-agency transfers and payments, total resourcing for the portfolio may be
overstated by this amount.

The Department of Employment is responsible for national policies and programmes that
help Australians find and keep employment and work in safe, fair and productive
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workplaces. The Department is broadly grouped under its two main functions –
employment and workplace relations.
Comcare is a federal work, health and safety regulator and insurer of workplace liabilities.
Comcare’s programmes and services are used by more than 420,000 workers. Comcare is
also responsible for managing the Commonwealth’s asbestos-related claims liabilities under
the Asbestos-related Claims (Management of Commonwealth Liabilities) Act 2005
The Fair Work Commission is the national workplace relations tribunal responsible for
administering provisions of the Fair Work Act 2009. Its role includes providing a safety net of
minimum conditions, facilitating good faith bargaining and regulating the taking of industrial
action. It was established in 2009.
Safe Work Australia was established as a statutory agency on 1 November 2009 under the
Safe Work Australia Act 2008. It is the principal body leading the development of national
policy to improve work health and safety and workers compensation across Australia. The
agency is jointly funded by the Commonwealth and State governments.
The Seafarers Safety, Rehabilitation and Compensation Authority (otherwise known as the
Seacare Authority) oversees Seacare, which is a national scheme of occupational health and
safety (OHS), rehabilitation and workers’ compensation arrangements which applies to
defined seafaring employees and – in relation to OHS – defined third parties.
The Workplace Gender Equality Agency is a Commonwealth Government statutory agency
created by the Workplace Gender Equality Act 2012. The Agency is charged with promoting
and improving gender equality in Australian workplaces.
Chart 4.6.1 is a graphical representation of the relative size of bodies within the
Employment Portfolio.
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Comcare

Safe Work Australia

Fair Work Commission

Workplace Gender
Equality Agency

Coal Mining
Industry Corporation

49

Department of
Employment

Asbestos Safety and
Eradication Agency

Office of the Fair
Work Ombudsman

Office of the Fair Work Building Industry
Inspectorate

Seafarers Safety, Rehabilitation and
Compensation Authority
Circle reflects staff (FTE) employed under the Public Service Act 1999;
Triangle reflects staff (FTE) employed under other Acts.
Info on FTEs
not available
Source: Department of Finance.
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4.7 Environment Portfolio
The Environment Portfolio has responsibility for environment, climate change, water and
heritage matters with a national focus or that are the direct responsibility of the
Commonwealth Government. The portfolio also has responsibility for Australia’s interests in
the Antarctic.
The Minister administers 53 pieces of legislation, ranging from the high profile Environment
Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 to the more specialised Historic
Shipwrecks Act 1976.
The Environment Portfolio receives total resourcing of $3.5 billion, of which $1.2 billion is
departmental resourcing and $2.4 billion administered.
Table 4.7.1: Portfolio resourcing: Environment
ENVIRONMENT
Entity

Department of the
Environment

Funding ($'000)
Departmental

Administered

Staffing
Total

ASL

547,197

966,492

1,513,689

2,439

Director of National Parks

56,709

-

56,709

275

Sydney Harbour Federation
Trust

15,152

-

15,152

57

346,344

-

346,344

1,536

Great Barrier Reef Marine
Park Authority

35,890

9,286

45,176

205

Murray‑Darling Basin
Authority

47,913

108,070

155,983

295

9,552

-

9,552

40

87,546

1,268,021

1,355,567

360

8,707

-

8,707

35

1,155,010

2,351,869

3,506,879

5,242

Bureau of Meteorology

National Water Commission
Clean Energy Regulator
Climate Change Authority
PORTFOLIO (1)

Source: Department of Finance. 2013‑14 Budget updated for machinery of government changes.
(1) As individual entity resourcing includes inter-agency transfers and payments, total resourcing for the portfolio may be
overstated by this amount.

The Department of the Environment will receive total resourcing of $1.5 billion. Of this,
around $790 million relates to managing and protecting Australia’s biodiversity and
ecosystems. Key initiatives include the National Landcare Programme (formerly Caring for
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our Country) and management of marine and terrestrial reserves, delivered by over 500
staff.
The Department has responsibility for the Commonwealth’s role in water policy and
resources. This includes supporting implementation of the Murray-Darling Basin Plan via
water buybacks and infrastructure works, and improving the health of the Murray-Darling
system by managing the Commonwealth’s holdings of environmental water. Over
$370 million will be provided in this area in 2013-14, supported by around 400 staff.
The Australian Antarctic Division (AAD) within the Department leads Australia’s Antarctic
programme. It manages Australia’s three Antarctic bases, one sub-Antarctic base and
transport capability, including the Aurora Australis, conducts scientific research in the
Antarctic and Southern Ocean, participates in international forums on Antarctica and
facilitates research and logistics by other agencies and research institutions. Around
$130 million is provided to the AAD each year.
The Clean Energy Regulator monitors and implements climate change initiatives, including
the carbon pricing mechanism, the Renewable Energy Target and the National Greenhouse
and Energy Reporting System.
The Bureau of Meteorology provides information, forecasts, warnings, services and
research relating to weather, climate, oceans, water and space.
The Murray-Darling Basin Authority is responsible for planning the integrated management
of water resources of the Murray-Darling Basin, including through the implementation and
enforcement of the Basin Plan.
The Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority manages the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park
by protecting and restoring biodiversity, safeguarding World Heritage values and ensuring
the use of the region is ecologically sustainable. It works closely with the Queensland
Government on day-to-day management of the Marine Park and surrounding areas.
The Director of National Parks manages the Commonwealth’s national parks, botanic
gardens and terrestrial and marine reserves, including Kakadu and Uluru-Kata Tjuta National
Parks.
The Sydney Harbour Federation Trust manages a number of former military bases and
other Commonwealth land around Sydney Harbour.
The National Water Commission provides independent advice on governments’ progress on
water reform and improvement of water management across Australia through the National
Water Initiative.
Chart 4.7.1 is a graphical representation of the relative size of bodies within the
Environment Portfolio.
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Department of
Environment

Climate Change Authority

National Water Commission

NEPC Service Corporation

Clean Energy Regulator

Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority
Circle reflects staff (FTE) employed under the Public Service Act 1999;
Triangle reflects staff (FTE) employed under other Acts.
Info on FTEs
not available
Source: Department of Finance.
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4.8 Finance Portfolio
The Finance Portfolio occupies a central position in the Commonwealth Government and
provides a diverse array of support and services to government including: budget and
financial management; information and communication technology strategy and
management; electoral services and support; non-defence asset management; and,
oversight of investment funds and superannuation schemes.
The Minister administers 59 pieces of legislation ranging from the Financial Framework
Legislation Amendment Act (No. 1) 2013 to the Commonwealth Electoral Act 1918.
The Finance Portfolio receives total resourcing of $14.9 billion of which $918.9 million is
departmental funding and $14.0 billion is administered funding. The majority of staff in the
portfolio are employed in the Department of Finance (1,416) and the Australian Electoral
Commission (878).
Table 4.8.1: Portfolio resourcing: Finance
FINANCE
Entity

Department of Finance
Commonwealth
Superannuation Corporation
Australian Electoral
Commission
ComSuper
Future Fund Management
Agency
PORTFOLIO (1)

Funding ($'000)
Departmental

Administered

Staffing
Total

ASL

603,634

11,740,096

12,343,730

1,416

7,199

-

7,199

72

305,551

80,674

386,225

878

2,494

1,700,535

1,703,029

445

-

497,255

497,255

104

918,878

14,018,560

14,937,438

2,915

Source: Department of Finance. 2013-14 Budget updated for machinery of government changes.
(1) As individual entity resourcing includes inter-agency transfers and payments, total resourcing for the portfolio may be
overstated by this amount.

As a central agency of the Commonwealth Government, the Department of Finance
(Finance) supports the delivery of the Commonwealth Government Budget, the ongoing
management of the Commonwealth Government’s non-defence domestic property
portfolio and key asset sales. Finance is also responsible for the financial framework for
Commonwealth Government agencies.
Additionally, Finance provides entitlements advice and support to parliamentarians and
their employees, maintains shareholder oversight for government business enterprises,
provides general insurance services to government agencies and promotes improved risk
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management. Finance also provides strategic advice for the application of new and existing
information and communication technologies to government operations.
The Australian Electoral Commission supports an impartial and independent electoral
system for eligible voters through active electoral roll management, efficient delivery of
polling services, and targeted education and public awareness programmes.
The Commonwealth Superannuation Corporation (CSC) was established on 1 July 2011, to
merge the boards responsible for the public sector and military superannuation schemes
and funds. The CSC manages nine super schemes and provides superannuation services to
Commonwealth Government employees and members of the Australian Defence Force.
Comsuper provides superannuation administration services under authority from the CSC.
Services include collection of member contributions, payment of lump sums and pension
benefits and member communications.
The Future Fund Board of Guardians, supported by the Future Fund Management Agency,
has responsibility for investing the assets of the Future Fund and three Nation-building
Funds – the Building Australia Fund, the Education Investment Fund and the Health and
Hospitals Fund. The Future Fund is a financial asset fund to make provision for unfunded
superannuation liabilities. The Nation-building Funds were created to provide financing
resources to meet the Commonwealth Government’s commitment to Australia’s future
through investment in areas of infrastructure such as transport, communications, energy,
water, education, research and health.
Chart 4.8.1 is a graphical representation of the relative size of bodies within the Finance
Portfolio.
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ComSuper

Australian Electoral Commission

Australian River Co. Limited

Commonwealth Superannuation
Corporation

Future Fund Management Agency
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Department of Finance
Medibank Private Limited
Albury-Wodonga Development
Corporation
ASC Pty Ltd

Circle reflects staff (FTE) employed under the Public Service Act 1999;
Triangle reflects staff (FTE) employed under other Acts.
Info on FTEs
not available
Source: Department of Finance.
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4.9 Foreign Affairs and Trade Portfolio
The Foreign Affairs and Trade Portfolio’s role is to advance the interests of Australia and
Australians internationally. This involves working to strengthen Australia’s security;
enhancing Australia’s prosperity; delivering an effective and high quality aid programme;
and helping Australian travellers and Australians overseas.
The Minister administers 40 pieces of legislation ranging from the Australian Passports
Act 2005 to the Registration of Deaths Abroad Act 1984.
The Foreign Affairs and Trade Portfolio receives total resourcing of $8.2 billion of which
$2.1 billion is departmental funding and $6.1 billion is administered funding. The portfolio
employs nearly 7,200 staff.
Table 4.9.1: Portfolio resourcing: Foreign Affairs and Trade
FOREIGN AFFAIRS AND TRADE
Entity

Department of Foreign
Affairs and Trade

Funding ($'000)
Departmental

Administered

Staffing
Total

ASL

1,480,979

5,879,473

7,360,452

5,976

11,835

118,774

130,609

73

Australian Secret Intelligence
Service

247,719

-

247,719

*

Australian Trade Commission

195,969

140,647

336,616

930

Export Finance and Insurance
Corporation (Nat'l Interest)

*

*

*

7

130,351

198

8,205,747

7,184

Australian Centre for
International Agricultural
Research

Tourism Australia
PORTFOLIO (1)

130,351
2,066,853

6,138,894

Source: Department of Finance. 2013‑14 Budget updated for machinery of government changes.
(1) As individual entity resourcing includes inter-agency transfers and payments, total resourcing for the portfolio may be
overstated by this amount.

The Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade (DFAT) provides foreign, trade and
development policy advice to government. It provides a diplomatic and consular presence
overseas via the network of 96 posts it manages; combined with 17 Austrade-managed
posts and 67 posts headed by an honorary consul. Further, it seeks to promote Australia
internationally through its public diplomacy programmes.
Since 1 November 2013, DFAT has been responsible for managing foreign aid – previously
managed by a separate agency (AusAID). Finally, DFAT helps coordinate the work of
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government agencies to ensure Australia’s effective pursuit of its global, regional and
bilateral interests.
The role of the Australian Trade Commission (Austrade) is to help Australian businesses,
education institutions and tourism operators develop international markets; including
through administration of the Export Market Development Grants scheme and the
TradeStart programme.
The Australian Secret Intelligence Service is an intelligence agency regulated by the
Intelligence Services Act 2001. Its primary goal is to obtain and distribute secret intelligence
about the capabilities, intentions and activities of individuals or organisations outside
Australia which may impact on Australia’s interests and the wellbeing of its citizens.
The Australian Centre for International Agricultural Research is a statutory authority which
provides agricultural expertise to developing countries as part of Australia’s aid programme.
The Export Finance and Insurance Corporation is an export credit agency which provides
loans, guarantees and other financial services to support the international activities of
Australian companies when private sector financial providers are unable to provide support.
Tourism Australia is statutory authority responsible for attracting international visitors to
Australia and encouraging Australians to travel domestically, both for leisure and business
events.
Chart 4.9.1 is a graphical representation of the relative size of bodies within the Foreign
Affairs and Trade Portfolio.
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Circle reflects staff (FTE) employed under the Public Service Act 1999;
Triangle reflects staff (FTE) employed under other Acts.
Info on FTEs
not available
Source: Department of Finance.
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4.10 Health Portfolio
The Health Portfolio’s role is to achieve the Commonwealth Government’s prioritises for
health by developing evidence based policies, managing health programmes and
undertaking research and regulatory activities.
Matters dealt with by the portfolio include public health, health promotion and disease
prevention, primary health care, hospitals funding and policy, health research,
pharmaceutical benefits, health benefits schemes, hearing services policy and funding,
specific health services (including human quarantine), national drug strategy, regulation of
therapeutic goods, notification and assessment of industrial chemicals, gene technology
regulation, medical indemnity insurance issues, private health insurance, blood and organ
policy and funding, health workforce capacity, mental health policy and primary mental
health care, ageing research, and sport.
The Minister administers 64 pieces of legislation ranging from the Australian Hearing
Services Act 1991 to the World Health Organization Act 1947. The portfolio receives total
resourcing of $51.2 billion of which $1.7 billion is departmental funding and $49.5 billion is
administered funding. The number of people employed in the Health Portfolio is around
5,500.
The Health Portfolio incorporates 21 portfolio agencies and four statutory office holders
who exercise independent statutory functions with administrative support from the
Department. The statutory office holders are the Private Health Insurance Ombudsman, the
National Health Funding Pool Administrator, Gene Technology Regulator, and Director of
the National Industrial Chemicals Notification and Assessment Scheme.
The structure of the Department of Health is based around the key sectors of the health
system and several cross-portfolio functions such as medical benefits, pharmaceutical
benefits, acute care, primary care, population health, mental health and drug treatment,
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander health, and the health workforce.
Other key areas include the Office of Health Protection which manages detection,
prevention and response to threats to public health and safety, and the Therapeutic Goods
Administration which regulates therapeutic goods including medicines, medical devices,
blood and blood products.
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Table 4.10.1: Portfolio resourcing: Health
HEALTH
Entity

Department of Health

Funding ($'000)
Departmental

Administered

Staffing
Total

ASL

690,490

47,338,336

48,028,827

3,260

Australian Commission on
Safety & Quality in Health
Care

11,031

-

11,031

58

Australian Institute of Health
and Welfare

52,236

-

52,236

315

Food Standards Australia
New Zealand

20,804

-

20,804

118

General Practice Education
and Training Limited

249,515

-

249,515

61

Health Workforce Australia

209,868

-

209,868

140

6,915

-

6,915

35

5,532

33,281

38,813

40

5,846

39,680

45,526

28

Australian Radiation
Protection and Nuclear Safety
Agency

17,824

10,046

27,870

153

Cancer Australia

12,584

17,618

30,202

72

Independent Hospital Pricing
Authority

13,609

12,090

25,699

59

6,234

1,158,778

1,165,012

53

43,423

834,690

878,113

217

National Health Funding Body

4,360

-

4,360

21

National Health Performance
Authority

11,481

22,136

33,617

53

Private Health Insurance
Ombudsman

2,273

-

2,273

12

Professional Services Review

6,246

-

6,246

23

National Mental Health
Commission

3,012

3,504

6,516

13

Private Health Insurance
Administration Council
Australian National
Preventive Health Agency
Australian Organ and Tissue
Donation and Transplantation
Authority

National Blood Authority
National Health and Medical
Research Council
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HEALTH
Entity

Australian Sports Commission
Australian Sports
Anti‑Doping Authority
PORTFOLIO (1)

Funding ($'000)

Staffing

Departmental

Administered

Total

ASL

297,565

-

297,565

696

14,383

-

14,383

74

1,685,231

49,470,159

51,155,391

5,501

Source: Department of Finance. 2013‑14 Budget updated for machinery of government changes.
(1) As individual entity resourcing includes inter-agency transfers and payments, total resourcing for the portfolio may be
overstated by this amount.

Twenty portfolio agencies manage specific outcomes to support the health care system. The
size of the organisations and nature of their work vary considerably with the total
resourcing for the National Blood Authority (nearly $1.2 billion) and the National Health and
Medical Research Council ($878.1 million) being at the top end of the spectrum compared
to smaller agencies such as the National Health Funding Body ($4.4 million), Professional
Services Review ($6.2 million), the National Mental Health Commission ($6.5 million), and
the Private Health Insurance Administration Council ($6.9 million).
Chart 4.10.1 is a graphical representation of the relative size of bodies within the Health
Portfolio.
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Circle reflects staff (FTE) employed under the Public Service Act 1999;
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not available
Source: Department of Finance.
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4.11 Department of Human Services
The Department of Human Services (DHS) was created on 26 October 2004 as part of the
Finance Portfolio to improve the development and delivery of government social and health
related services to the Australian people. DHS is currently a department of state in the
Social Services Portfolio.
DHS delivers services through its Centrelink, Medicare, Commonwealth Rehabilitation
Services (CRS) Australia, and child support programmes. Australian Hearing is a non-general
government sector entity overseen by the Department.
The Minister administers three pieces of legislation: the Human Services (Medicare)
Act 1973; the Human Services (Centrelink) Act 1997; and the Australian Hearing Services
Act 1991 (except to the extent administered by the Minister for Health).
DHS receives total resourcing of $7.2 billion of which $4.3 billion is departmental funding
and $2.8 billion is administered funding.
DHS merged with its portfolio agencies (Centrelink and Medicare Australia) in 2011 and is
now the second largest department in the Commonwealth with staffing of around 30,700,
operating 598 service centres.
Table 4.11.1: Departmental resourcing: Department of Human Services
HUMAN SERVICES
Entity

Funding ($'000)
Departmental

Administered

Staffing
Total

ASL

Department of Human
Services

4,332,821

2,839,208

7,172,029

30,707

DEPARTMENT

4,332,821

2,839,208

7,172,029

30,707

Source: Department of Finance. 2013‑14 Budget updated for machinery of government changes.

For many Australians, DHS represents the frontline of government. In 2012-13, the
Department made cash payments of $147.8 billion on behalf of other agencies.
Social security and welfare expenditure comprises a significant proportion of departmental
expenditure. This component consists predominantly of family (Family Tax Benefit) and
income support (Age Pension, Disability Support Pension and Newstart) payments.
Centrelink also delivers a range of other government payments and services for carers,
Indigenous Australians and people from diverse cultural and linguistic backgrounds, and
provides services at times of major change.
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Primary health transaction types and volumes provided in 2012-13 include:
•

Medicare services (344 million services were processed under the Medicare Benefits
Schedule representing $18.6 billion in benefits);

•

Pharmaceutical Benefits Scheme (211.1 million services were processed under the
Pharmaceutical Benefits Scheme and the Repatriation Pharmaceutical Benefits
Scheme, representing $9.5 billion in benefits);

•

Private Health Insurance rebates (6.5 million memberships registered with cash
claims of $1.9 million paid directly to individuals and total private health fund
payments of $5.2 billion);

•

the Australian Childhood Immunisation Register (5.0 million immunisation episodes
recorded at 30 June 2013); and

•

the Australian Organ Donor Register (at 30 June 2013 more than 5.9 million people
had registered their organ or tissue donation decision, compared with just over
5.8 million in 2011–12).

Child support provides support to separated parents to provide the financial and emotional
support necessary for their children’s wellbeing. In 2012-13, $3.4 billion was transferred in
child support for 1.2 million children.
Commonwealth Rehabilitation Services (CRS) Australia, a division in the Department,
provides disability employment services to help people with a disability, injury or health
condition to find and/or maintain their employed status, and their employers to keep the
workplace safe. In 2013, CRS Australia employed around 1,200 full time equivalent staff in
180 offices.
Australian Hearing is a separate body, which assists hearing impaired people by assessing
hearing, fitting hearing devices and providing counselling and rehabilitative programmes for
eligible clients. Australian Hearing is a self supporting agency and its costs are not reflected
in the DHS Portfolio. The body has 1,141 employees.
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4.12 Immigration and Border Protection Portfolio
The Immigration and Border Protection Portfolio’s primary role is to manage the seamless
flow of people and cargo across Australia’s borders. The portfolio agencies undertake a
number of activities across the border continuum, including offshore disruption and
intelligence gathering, inspections and identity checks at the border, and enforcement and
compliance activities within Australia.
The Minister for Immigration and Border Protection administers 23 pieces of legislation
ranging from the Customs Act 1901 to the Australian Citizenship Act 2007.
The Immigration and Border Protection Portfolio receives total resourcing of $6.2 billion of
which $2.8 billion is departmental funding and $3.4 billion is administered funding. Around
13,800 people are employed in the portfolio.
Almost all activities undertaken by the portfolio are delivered by its two largest agencies.
The Department of Immigration and Border Protection has an annual budget of $4.7 billion
and employs around 8,400 staff. The Department’s primary role is to facilitate the entry and
exit of temporary visitors and permanent migrants to and from Australia, and to manage
and remove those who enter illegally or who breach their visa conditions.
The Australian Customs and Border Protection Service has an annual budget of $1.4 billion
and employs 5,000 staff. Customs is responsible for the safe, orderly and secure movement
of people and goods across Australia’s borders. It also the Commonwealth’s second largest
revenue collection agency, collecting around $9.6 billion in customs duty and other fees and
charges.
Table 4.12.1: Portfolio resourcing: Immigration and Border Protection
IMMIGRATION AND BORDER
PROTECTION
Entity

Funding ($'000)
Departmental

Administered

Staffing
Total

ASL

Department of Immigration
and Border Protection

1,547,804

3,110,579

4,658,383

8,369

Australian Customs and
Border Protection Service

1,159,457

264,928

1,424,385

5,000

68,310

-

68,310

420

2,775,571

3,375,507

6,151,078

13,789

Migration Review Tribunal
and Refugee Review Tribunal
PORTFOLIO (1)

Source: Department of Finance. 2013‑14 Budget updated for machinery of government changes.
(1) As individual entity resourcing includes inter-agency transfers and payments, total resourcing for the portfolio may be
overstated by this amount.
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Chart 4.12.1 is a graphical representation of the relative size of bodies within the
Immigration and Border Protection Portfolio.
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Circle reflects staff (FTE) employed under the Public Service Act 1999;
Triangle reflects staff (FTE) employed under other Acts.
Info on FTEs
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Source: Department of Finance.
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4.13 Industry Portfolio
The Industry Portfolio brings together industry, energy, resources, science and skills policy
and programme delivery.
Matters dealt with by the portfolio extend across issues such as marine science,
anti-dumping, intellectual property, manufacturing policy, apprenticeships and resource
economics. The portfolio administers 120 separate programmes.
The minister administers 78 pieces of legislation ranging from the Patents Act 1990, to the
Skilling Australia’s Workforce Act 2005 and the Uranium Royalty (Northern Territory) Act
2009.
The Industry Portfolio receives total resourcing of $11.0 billion of which $3.0 billion is
departmental funding and $8.0 billion is administered funding. Around 12,400 people are
employed in the portfolio.
Table 4.13.1: Portfolio resourcing: Industry
INDUSTRY
Entity

Department of Industry

Funding ($'000)
Departmental

Administered

Staffing
Total

ASL

680,040

7,743,515

8,423,554

3,078

Australian Institute of Marine
Science

50,884

-

50,884

202

Australian Nuclear Science
and Technology Organisation

296,105

-

296,105

1,276

1,305,313

-

1,305,313

5,550

2,578

190,331

192,909

1,067

37,783

-

37,783

211

Australian Renewable Energy
Agency

508,869

-

508,869

153

Geoscience Australia

134,888

877

135,765

720

150

27,772

27,922

121

3,016,610

7,962,495

10,979,104

12,378

CSIRO
IP Australia
National Vocational
Education and Training
Regulator

National Offshore Petroleum
Safety and Environmental
Management Authority
PORTFOLIO (1)

Source: Department of Finance. 2013‑14 Budget updated for machinery of government changes.
(1) As individual entity resourcing includes inter-agency transfers and payments, total resourcing for the portfolio may be
overstated by this amount.
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The Department of Industry encompasses key policy development across a range of issues,
as well as programme delivery.
The Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation (CSIRO) is Australia’s
national science and research agency. CSIRO receives funding of around $1.3 billion per
year, including both Commonwealth and private sector support, and employs over 5,500
scientists and support staff.
IP Australia is the prescribed government agency responsible for administering Australia’s
intellectual property (IP) system in the form of patents, trademarks, designs and plant
breeder’s rights and contributes to bilateral and multilateral negotiations to improve IP
protection internationally. IP Australia broadly cost recovers its own expenses.
Geoscience Australia is Australia’s national geosciences agency. It works with other areas of
the Commonwealth Government, with the States and with the private sector on issues such
as responsible resource management, mitigating the impact of natural disasters and marine
planning and protection. Geoscience Australia receives part of its funding from other
government agencies, and cost-recovers another part from the private sector.
The Australian Renewable Energy Agency is an independent agency with an annual budget
of around $500 million to fund renewable energy projects, support research and
development activities, and support activities to capture and share knowledge.
Chart 4.13.1 is a graphical representation of the relative size of bodies within the Industry
Portfolio.
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4.14 Infrastructure and Regional Development Portfolio
The role of the Infrastructure and Regional Development Portfolio is to develop policy
advice and provide services to support an efficient, sustainable, competitive, safe and
secure transport system for Australia through investment in and regulation of road,
aviation, rail and maritime transport modes. The portfolio is also responsible for assisting
government in achieving improvements to the social, economic and environmental
outcomes for Australia’s regions.
The Infrastructure and Regional Development Portfolio receives total resourcing of
$4.2 billion in 2013-14, of which $3.6 billion is administered funding and $638.4 million is for
departmental purposes. Around 2,700 people are employed in the portfolio.
The minister administers 91 pieces of legislation ranging from the ACT Self-Government
(Consequential Provisions) Act 1988 to the Urban and Regional Development (Financial
Assistance) Act 1974.
Table 4.14.1: Portfolio resourcing: Infrastructure and Regional Development
INFRASTRUCTURE AND
REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT
Entity

Funding ($'000)
Departmental

Administered

Staffing
Total

ASL

Department of Infrastructure
and Regional Development

204,974

3,579,073

3,784,047

1,245

Australian Maritime Safety
Authority

195,992

-

195,992

358

Civil Aviation Safety
Authority

185,669

-

185,669

855

9,088

-

9,088

45

Australian Transport Safety
Bureau

23,923

-

23,923

118

National Capital Authority

18,753

20,017

38,770

56

638,399

3,599,090

4,237,489

2,677

National Transport
Commission

PORTFOLIO (1)

Source: Department of Finance. 2013‑14 Budget updated for machinery of government changes.
(1) As individual entity resourcing includes inter-agency transfers and payments, total resourcing for the portfolio may be
overstated by this amount.
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In addition to the funding outlined above, the Department also oversees a significant
amount of infrastructure funding provided through Treasury as part of National Partnership
agreements with the States, and also to local governments. Each year, the Commonwealth
makes around $5 billion of payments to the States for infrastructure purposes.
Included in the portfolio is the Civil Aviation Safety Authority, which has responsibility for
aviation safety through the development and administration of safety regulation and by
encouraging industry to deliver high standards of safety. The portfolio also houses the
Australian Maritime Safety Authority, which has responsibility for maritime safety,
commercial vessel standards, protection of the marine environment and maritime, land and
aviation search and rescue.
The portfolio also has three significant government business enterprises. Airservices
Australia provides air traffic control management and related airside services to the aviation
industry. The Australian Rail Track Corporation is a government-owned corporation with
the primary role of providing access to train operators over that part of the interstate rail
network under its management. Moorebank Intermodal Company was established to
develop the Moorebank site in Sydney (currently a military base) as an intermodal terminal.
The major programmes of the portfolio include the Nation Building Program Investment
targeting national highway and rail projects that will deliver high national benefits, including
improving efficiency and safety. The Nation Building Roads to Recovery programme
provides funding for projects at a local level. Funding is allocated to the Department of
Infrastructure and Regional Development. Each local authority across Australia is
guaranteed a share of the programme funding, determined by a formula, based on
population and road length, set by the local government grants commission in each State
and Territory. Finally, the Financial Assistance Grants to Local Government assists local
governments in service delivery and infrastructure for those communities.
The Tasmanian Freight Equalisation Scheme is intended to alleviate the comparative
interstate freight cost disadvantage incurred by shippers of eligible non-bulk goods carried
between Tasmania and the mainland, and the Bass Straight Passenger Vehicle Equalisation
Scheme likewise is intended to alleviate the cost of sea travel across Bass Strait for
passengers accompanying a vehicle.
Chart 4.14.1 is a graphical representation of the relative size of bodies within the
Infrastructure and Regional Development Portfolio.
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4.15 Prime Minister and Cabinet Portfolio
The responsibilities of the Prime Minister and Cabinet Portfolio include providing advice to
the Prime Minister and assistance in managing the Cabinet programme. The portfolio is also
responsible for Indigenous policies and programmes.
It also has responsibility for Australian honours and symbols, investigating complaints about
Commonwealth Government actions, Commonwealth Government employment workplace
relations policy, ensuring compliance by the Australian intelligence community agencies
with Australian law, and supporting the Governor-General.
The portfolio administers 51 pieces of legislation ranging from the Auditor-General Act 1997
to the Maternity Leave (Commonwealth Employees) Act 1973.
The Prime Minister and Cabinet Portfolio receives total resourcing of $1.7 billion of which
$924.1 million is departmental funding and $792.2 million is administered funding.
The portfolio employs around 5,300 people, of which the majority are employed by the
Department of the Prime Minister and Cabinet (around 2,400).
The Department of the Prime Minister and Cabinet (PM&C) is a department of state. The
principal function of PM&C is to provide support to the Prime Minister, the Cabinet,
Portfolio Ministers and Parliamentary Secretaries to achieve a coordinated and innovative
approach to the development and implementation of government policies. Responsibility
for Indigenous affairs was transferred to PM&C in 2013.
The Australian National Audit Office is a statutory body that assists the Auditor-General in
providing auditing services to the Parliament and public sector entities.
The Australian Public Service Commission is a statutory body with responsibility for
improving the alignment and quality of Australian Public Service (APS) human capital
planning and management, fostering talent and leadership, and assuring agencies’
organisational capability, embedding APS values, and co-ordinating workplace relations for
Commonwealth Government employment.
The Office of National Assessments (ONA) is a statutory body responsible for providing
assessments on international developments to the Prime Minister, senior ministers and
senior officials. The ONA is also responsible for coordinating and evaluating Australia’s
foreign intelligence activities.
The Office of the Commonwealth Ombudsman is an independent statutory body that
ensures administrative action by Commonwealth Government agencies is fair and
accountable.
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Table 4.15.1: Portfolio resourcing: Prime Minister and Cabinet
PRIME MINISTER AND
CABINET
Entity

Department of the Prime
Minister and Cabinet

Funding ($'000)
Departmental

Administered

Staffing
Total

ASL

317,698

728,888

1,046,586

2,387

6,500

-

6,500

11

Australian National Audit
Office

79,188

-

79,188

348

Australian Public Service
Commission

50,119

60,806

110,925

254

Office of the Commonwealth
Ombudsman

21,260

-

21,260

136

2,248

-

2,248

12

Office of National
Assessments

33,164

-

33,164

148

Office of the Official
Secretary to the
Governor‑General

11,559

2,465

14,024

86

Aboriginal Hostels Limited

61,936

-

61,936

445

Indigenous Business Australia

218,021

-

218,021

227

Indigenous Land Corporation

66,371

-

66,371

265

Torres Strait Regional
Authority

56,030

-

56,030

139

Outback Stores Pty Ltd

*

*

*

150

Anindilyakwa Land Council

*

*

*

48

Central Land Council

*

*

*

231

Northern Land Council

*

*

*

329

Tiwi Land Council

*

*

*

11

Wreck Bay Aboriginal
Community Council

*

*

*

32

924,094

792,159

1,716,253

5,259

National Australia Day
Council Limited

Office of the
Inspector‑General of
Intelligence and Security

PORTFOLIO (1)

Source: Department of Finance. 2013‑14 Budget updated for machinery of government changes.
(1) As individual entity resourcing includes inter-agency transfers and payments, total resourcing for the portfolio may be
overstated by this amount.
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The National Australia Day Council Limited, the Office of the Inspector-General of
Intelligence and Security, and the Office of the Official Secretary to the Governor-General
are small bodies within the portfolio.
The portfolio includes a number of Indigenous bodies.
•

Aboriginal Hostels Limited is a Commonwealth Government company, which
provides temporary accommodation to Indigenous people.

•

Indigenous Business Australia is a statutory body, which creates opportunities for
Indigenous people and communities to build assets and wealth such as buying their
own home and investing in commercial ventures.

•

The Indigenous Land Corporation is a statutory body, which assists Indigenous
Australians to acquire and manage land so as to provide economic, environmental,
social and cultural benefits.

•

Outback Stores Pty Ltd is a Commonwealth Government-owned company, which
promotes the health, employment and economic development of remote Indigenous
communities by managing retail stores.

•

The Northern Land Council, the Central Land Council, the Anindilyakwa Land
Council and the Tiwi Land Council are independent statutory bodies established to
represent Indigenous interests under the Aboriginal Land Rights (Northern Territory)
Act 1976. The Wreck Bay Aboriginal Community Council is an independent statutory
body, which holds title to land and provides services to the Aboriginal community of
Wreck Bay. The Torres Strait Regional Authority is a statutory body responsible for
programmes for Indigenous people living in the Torres Strait.

Chart 4.15.1 is a graphical representation of the relative size of bodies within the
Prime Minister and Cabinet Portfolio.
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4.16 Social Services Portfolio
The Social Services Portfolio has been newly created following the change in government in
September 2013. The new portfolio supersedes the previous Families and Community
Services Portfolio.
Social security and welfare is the most significant area of Commonwealth spending in terms
of size, expenditure growth and contribution to growth in government expenditure. In
2013-14, social security and welfare spending is expected to account for around 40 per cent
of total government expenditure (excluding GST payments).
The Department of Social Services is responsible for a large range of social service
programmes and policy development, covering the following matters:
•

ageing research;

•

income security and support policies and programmes for families with children,
carers, the aged, people with disabilities and people in hardship;

•

income support policies for students and apprentices;

•

services for families with children, people with disabilities and carers;

•

services for older people, including their carers;

•

policy for and promotion of active ageing, other than employment policy;

•

community mental health;

•

community support services;

•

family relationship, family and children’s support services;

•

social housing, rent assistance and homelessness;

•

child support policy;

•

housing affordability;

•

services to help people with disabilities obtain employment;

•

arrangements for the settlement of migrants and humanitarian entrants, other than
migrant child and migrant adult education;

•

non-profit sector and volunteering; and

•

multicultural affairs.
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Portfolio ministers administer 51 pieces of legislation ranging from the Social Security
Act 1991 to the Housing Assistance Act 1996.
The Social Services Portfolio (excluding the Department of Human Services) receives total
resources of $112.8 billion of which $708.0 million is departmental funding and
$112.1 billion is administered funding. Around 4,700 people are employed in the portfolio.
Table 4.16.1: Portfolio resourcing: Social Services (excluding the Department of Human
Services)
SOCIAL SERVICES
Entity

Funding ($'000)
Departmental

Administered

Staffing
Total

ASL

Department of Social Services

656,368

112,137,853

112,794,221

4,434

Australian Institute of Family
Studies

15,763

-

15,763

81

Aged Care Standards and
Accreditation Agency

35,831

-

35,831

220

707,962

112,137,853

112,845,815

4,735

PORTFOLIO (1)

Source: Department of Finance. 2013‑14 Budget updated for machinery of government changes.
(1) As individual entity resourcing includes inter-agency transfers and payments, total resourcing for the portfolio may be overstated by
this amount.

The portfolio has undergone significant change as a result of machinery of government
changes. The most significant being the acquisition of aged care from the Health Portfolio.
Other significant changes include obtaining responsibility for working age payments, such as
Newstart Allowance, and Disability Employment Services from the previous Education,
Employment and Workplace Relations Portfolio.
The Department of Human Services is also technically part of the Social Services Portfolio. In
practice, however, it operates as a separate portfolio with the responsibilities of the
Minister for Human Services detailed in the Administrative Arrangements Order.
Income support for seniors and family payments account for around 50 per cent of the
portfolio’s total administrative expenditure. Other areas of significant expenditure include
disability support, working age payments and aged care. The programmes are administered
by the Department of Social Services. The majority of departmental staff are based in the
Australian Capital Territory.
The Australian Institute of Family Studies is a statutory body established under the Family
Law Act 1975. The Institute contributes to the portfolio’s goals by researching and analysing
influences on Australian families, and by providing an evidence base for developing policy
and practice related to the well-being of families in Australia.
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The Australian Care Standards and Accreditation Agency ceased to exist on 31 December
2013 and has been replaced by a new entity, the Australian Age Care Quality Agency. The
new agency will retain the same funding and staffing as the former agency but has a new
governance structure and has also taken on the additional responsibility for quality
assurance of home care from 1 July 2014.
The Social Security Appeals Tribunal (SSAT) is an appeal tribunal for recipients of
government payments, established under the Social Security (Administration) Act 1999. The
SSAT reviews decisions that are made by officers of the Department of Human Services
employed in Centrelink offices and in the Child Support Agency.
The National Disability Insurance Agency is a new portfolio agency established to manage
the new National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS). The NDIS commenced on 1 July 2013
with a roll out of services in a small number of locations in New South Wales, Victoria, South
Australia and Tasmania. The scheme is expected to be fully rolled out by 1 July 2019. In the
first year of the full scheme the NDIA’s resourcing is expected to be around $1.5 billion. The
NDIA’s operations will be highly decentralised, with coverage expected across all States,
except Western Australia, which has yet to formally join the scheme. The NDIA will develop
and fund disability support plans for eligible participants to service their current and future
support needs.
Chart 4.16.1 is a graphical representation of the relative size of bodies within the Social
Services Portfolio, including the Department of Human Services.
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Circle reflects staff (FTE) employed under the Public Service Act 1999;
Triangle reflects staff (FTE) employed under other Acts.
Info on FTEs
not available
Source: Department of Finance.
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4.17 Treasury Portfolio
The Treasury Portfolio comprises the Department of the Treasury and 15 other agencies.
The Treasury Portfolio undertakes a range of activities aimed at achieving strong sustainable
economic growth and the improved wellbeing of Australians.
The Treasurer administers 244 pieces of legislation, including a large number of acts relating
to the taxation system and Australia’s financial architecture.
The Treasury Portfolio receives total resourcing of $398.2 billion, of which $5.8 billion is
departmental funding and $392.3 billion is administered funding. Of this latter amount, the
Australian Office of Financial Management has administered funding of $296.3 billion,
relating to its management of the Commonwealth’s debt portfolio.
There are around 29,500 people employed in the portfolio. The majority of staff (some
22,000) are employed in the Australian Taxation Office.
As a central agency of the Commonwealth Government, the Department of the Treasury’s
mission is to improve the wellbeing of the Australian people by providing sound and timely
advice to government based on objective and thorough analysis.
A key part of the Treasury Portfolio is the Australian Taxation Office (ATO), the
Commonwealth Government’s principal revenue collection agency. The ATO administers
Australia’s taxation system and significant aspects of Australia’s superannuation system. It
administers legislation governing taxation, superannuation and the Australian Business
Register and supports the delivery of government benefits to the community.
The Australian Competition and Consumer Commission is an independent statutory
authority which administers the Competition and Consumer Act 2010 and performs
functions under other Commonwealth legislation and State and Territory Competition Policy
Reform Acts.
The Australian Bureau of Statistics is Australia’s official statistical agency. It provides
statistics on a wide range of economic, environmental and social matters, covering
government, business and the community in general.
The Australian Prudential Regulation Authority is the financial supervisor responsible for
the prudential regulation of the banking, other deposit-taking, insurance and
superannuation industries.
The Australian Securities and Investments Commission is the independent government
body that enforces and administers corporate and financial services law and has
responsibilities for consumer protection in relation to investments, life and general
insurance, superannuation and banking (except lending).
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The Productivity Commission is the government’s independent research and advisory body
on a range of economic, social and environmental issues affecting the welfare of
Australians.
Table 4.17.1: Portfolio resourcing: Treasury
TREASURY
Entity

Department of the Treasury

Funding ($'000)
Departmental

Administered

Staffing
Total

ASL

177,562

85,530,944

85,708,506

938

1,054,935

-

1,054,935

50

Australian Bureau of Statistics

384,887

-

384,887

2,685

Australian Competition and
Consumer Commission

158,260

-

158,260

802

Australian Office of Financial
Management

12,721

296,338,114

296,350,835

45

Australian Prudential
Regulation Authority

12,220

109,922

122,142

609

Australian Securities and
Investments Commission

395,917

180,767

576,684

1,834

Australian Taxation Office

3,591,513

9,989,695

13,581,208

22,022

Commonwealth Grants
Commission

6,465

-

6,465

40

Corporations and Markets
Advisory Committee

1,030

-

1,030

3

Inspector General of Taxation

2,656

-

2,656

10

National Competition Council

2,777

-

2,777

12

Office of the Auditing and
Assurance Standards Board

2,277

-

2,277

8

Office of the Australian
Accounting Standards Board

4,603

-

4,603

24

38,243

-

38,243

193

-

181,953

181,953

241

5,846,066

392,331,395

398,177,461

29,516

Clean Energy Finance
Corporation

Productivity Commission
Royal Australian Mint
PORTFOLIO (1)

Source: Department of Finance. 2013‑14 Budget updated for machinery of government changes.
(1) As individual entity resourcing includes inter-agency transfers and payments, total resourcing for the portfolio may be
overstated by this amount.
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A number of Treasury Portfolio functions will be within the scope of the Financial System
Inquiry. An interim report is to be published by September 2014 and a final report by
November 2014.
In 2014, the Government is also undertaking a comprehensive review of competition laws
and policy, the Review of Competition Policy.
Chart 4.17.1 is a graphical representation of the relative size of bodies within the Treasury
Portfolio.
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4.18 Department of Veterans’ Affairs
Veterans’ Affairs is technically part of the Defence Portfolio, but has been reported
separately given the presence of a department of state, the Department of Veterans’ Affairs
(DVA). Aside from DVA, there is only one other substantive body in the portfolio – the
Australian War Memorial.
Total funding for DVA and the Australian War Memorial is $12.5 billion, comprising mostly
administered funding ($12.1 billion). There are around 1,900 staff in DVA and 300 staff in the
Australian War Memorial.
There are 24 pieces of legislation administered by the Minister.
Table 4.18.1: Departmental resourcing: Department of Veterans’ Affairs Portfolio
VETERANS' AFFAIRS
Entity

Funding ($'000)
Departmental

Administered

Staffing
Total

ASL

Department of Veterans’
Affairs

322,945

12,108,112

12,431,057

1,924

Australian War Memorial

83,915

-

83,915

339

406,860

12,108,112

12,514,972

2,263

DEPARTMENT (1)

Source: Department of Finance. 2013‑14 Budget updated for machinery of government changes.
(1) As individual entity resourcing includes inter-agency transfers and payments, total resourcing for the portfolio may be
overstated by this amount.

The vast majority of administered funding relates to payments of pension and other income
support under the Veterans’ Entitlements Act 1986. A substantial portion also relates to
health care and support services to veterans.
DVA administers arrangements for compensation and rehabilitation relating to injuries
occurring before 2004. It also provides assistance for veterans to purchase a home
(subsidised loan) and administer a home insurance scheme.
Other small entities in the portfolio receive their funding under agreements with DVA and
their staff are part of the Department. These entities include the:
•

Repatriation Commission;

•

Military Rehabilitation and Compensation Commission;

•

Veterans’ Review Board;

•

Veterans’ Children Education Boards;
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Office of Australian War Graves;

•

Repatriation Medical Authority; and

•

Specialist Medical Review Council.
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4.19 Parliamentary Departments
There are four departments which support the Australian Parliament: the Department of the
Senate; the Department of the House of Representatives; the Department of Parliamentary
Services; and the Parliamentary Budget Office.
The Departments of the Parliament receive total resourcing of $193.2 million of which
$20.8 million is administered funding and $172.4 million is departmental funding. The
majority of staff in the departments are employed in the Department of Parliamentary
Services (around 700).
Table 4.19.1: Departmental resourcing: Departments of the Parliament
PARLIAMENT
Entity

Funding ($'000)

Staffing

Departmental

Administered

Department of the Senate

22,505

-

22,505

155

Department of the House of
Representatives

23,863

325

24,188

158

Department of Parliamentary
Services

118,371

20,437

138,808

705

7,702

-

7,702

39

172,441

20,762

193,203

1,057

Parliamentary Budget Office
PORTFOLIO (1)

Total

ASL

Source: Department of Finance. 2013‑14 Budget updated for machinery of government changes.
(1) As individual entity resourcing includes inter-agency transfers and payments, total resourcing for the portfolio may be
overstated by this amount.

The Department of the Senate (DoS) is responsible for the provision of services to support
the Senate. The DoS provides support to Senators and the Senate Chamber, its committees
and certain joint committees, support services for Senators in their Parliament House
offices, and public education on the work of the Senate.
The Clerk of the Senate is the chief executive of DoS and reports to the President of the
Senate.
The Department of the House of Representatives (DHoR) is responsible for the provision of
services to the House of Representatives. The DHoR provides support to the Members of the
House of Representatives and the Chamber, its committees and certain joint committees,
advice and support on inter-parliamentary issues, support for Members of the House of
Representatives (MHR) in their Parliament House offices, and public education on the work
of the Parliament.
The Clerk of the House of Representatives is the chief executive of DHoR and reports to the
Speaker of the House of Representatives.
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The Department of Parliamentary Services (DPS) is responsible for ensuring that occupants
of Parliament House are supported by integrated services and facilities, that Parliament
functions effectively and that its work and buildings are accessible to the public.
The DPS provides a range of services including the Parliamentary Library, Hansard reporting
and Parliamentary records, rebuilding and occupant services, and infrastructure services.
DPS also undertakes an extensive works programme for the Parliament House building,
furniture, artworks, gardens and landscapes.
The Secretary to the DPS reports to both of the Presiding Officers of the Parliament (the
President of the Senate and Speaker of the House of Representatives).
The Parliamentary Budget Office (PBO) is responsible for informing the Parliament by
providing independent and non-partisan analysis of the Budget cycle, fiscal policy and the
financial implications of proposals. The Parliamentary Budget Officer is a statutory office
holder.
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5 – How does the government provide
and fund its services?
5.1 How the government appropriates money
Constitutional foundation
The Australian Constitution legally defines how the Commonwealth accesses and uses the
revenues it receives. The Constitution requires that one Consolidated Revenue Fund (CRF) be
formed from all revenues or monies raised or received by the Executive Government of the
Commonwealth.
Sections 81 and 83 of the Constitution provide that there must be an appropriation, made by
law, for the purposes of the Commonwealth, before money can be drawn down from the
CRF. This is intended to safeguard Parliament’s control over government funding.
Government entities are resourced with appropriations from the CRF. There are two main
types of appropriations to authorise the spending of money from the CRF: annual and
special appropriations.
•

Annual appropriations, contained in annual Appropriation Acts passed by Parliament,
provide annual funding to entities to undertake government operations and
programmes; and

•

Special appropriations, which are established in ordinary Acts of Parliament.

Annual appropriations require regular annual approval by Parliament and provide for a
greater degree of parliamentary scrutiny. Special appropriations are the more commonly
used of the two, accounting for around three quarters of government expenditure.
Two other mechanisms – special accounts and agency receipts – are legally appropriations,
but in practice are mechanisms that allow agencies to receive funds from third parties.

Special appropriations
A special appropriation is a provision contained within an act of Parliament that provides
authority to spend money for particular purposes. Once a bill with a special appropriation
clause has been passed by Parliament and receives Royal Assent, ongoing authority exists for
the continued expenditure of these funds.
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A special appropriation will often be used when:
•

it is desirable to create a legal entitlement to a benefit which is to be provided to
everyone who satisfies specific criteria;

•

it is necessary to give effect to inter-government agreements or arrangements by
providing a specific amount of appropriation under stated conditions;

•

it is important to demonstrate the independence of an office from Parliament and
the Executive by providing for automatic payments; and

•

it is considered necessary to demonstrate Australia’s ability to meet its financial
obligations independently of parliamentary approvals.

Ministers and their departments are responsible for administering special appropriations.
Information on special appropriations is published in Budget Paper 4 and the Portfolio
Budget Statements.

Annual appropriations
Annual appropriation acts provide annual funding for government operations and
programmes and also for investment in assets to reduce liabilities.
Bills proposing appropriations for the forthcoming year are introduced into Parliament on
Budget night and, when passed, fund approximately 25 per cent of all government
expenditure for the year.
Annual appropriations are split into two bills, the first that funds the ordinary annual
services of the government (Appropriation Bill 1) and the second that funds things outside
the ordinary annual services, such as new activities and major capital works (Appropriation
Bill 2).
The services of the four parliamentary departments are not considered to be ordinary
annual services of the government, and are funded by a third annual appropriation. Annual
appropriations provide specified amounts for expenditure by agencies in achieving
government outcomes. Those amounts may only be expended on the purposes for which
the appropriations are provided and that expenditure must be consistent with relevant
legislation and government policy.
Annual appropriations come in departmental and administered forms. The purpose of
departmental annual appropriations is to provide money for the annual operating costs of
agencies. The purpose of administered annual appropriations is to provide money to achieve
government outcomes, which are defined as the results, consequences or impacts of
government actions.
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Additional estimates
A second set of three annual appropriation bills, called Additional Estimates Appropriation
Bills, is usually introduced during the financial year. The Additional Estimates Appropriation
Bills seek appropriation authority from Parliament for additional expenditure of money from
the CRF, in order to meet requirements that have arisen since the last Budget.
Supplementary additional estimates
Further annual Appropriation Bills are introduced during the year if required. These further
Bills are called the Supplementary Estimates Appropriation Bills (after the Budget) or
Supplementary Additional Estimates Appropriation Bills (after Additional Estimates). These
additional Bills are only introduced if needed.
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5.2 Accountability
The Commonwealth financial framework regulates the financial activities of Commonwealth
bodies. The key legislative components of the framework are the Financial Management and
Accountability Act 1997 (FMA Act) and the Commonwealth Authorities and Companies
Act 1997 (CAC Act).
Together with the Auditor-General Act 1997 and the Charter of Budget Honesty Act 1998,
these acts reflected a fundamental shift in Commonwealth financial management over the
1980s and 1990s, from a rules-based environment with centralised controls (governed by
the old Audit Act 1901) to a more principles-based and devolved environment.
From 1 July 2014, the Public Governance, Performance and Accountability Act 2013
(PGPA Act) aims to establish the framework necessary for a modern public sector and a
modern government. The PGPA Act consolidates into a single piece of legislation the
governance, performance and accountability requirements for the Commonwealth. It will
replace the current model for Commonwealth financial management established under the
FMA Act and the CAC Act.
The new financial framework reflects changed community expectations of government.
Citizens expect the government to act in an integrated and coordinated way and to respond
to increasingly complex issues efficiently and effectively. They expect the Commonwealth to
act as a coherent whole, to deliver services that meet their needs, rather than services that
reflect organisational structures and boundaries. Citizens expect government to cover an
increasing range of risks that may not previously have been considered the responsibility of
the public sector. Further, at a time when public finances are under pressure, the public
sector is expected to do more with less.
Public policy issues are becoming increasingly complex and require responses that stretch
across boundaries, within government and across sectors. Traditional models for planning
and delivering public services have been based on vertical hierarchical governance and
accountability, and are less likely to be sustainable over the medium to long-term.
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5.3 List of 194 ‘Principal Bodies’
Background
The Principal Bodies in Chapter Nine of the Phase One Report – in relation to rationalising
and streamlining government bodies – are drawn from material provided by the Department
of Finance (the so called ‘Flipchart’ (Department of Finance, 2014) that sets out bodies under
the Financial Management and Accountability Act 1997 and Commonwealth Authorities and
Companies Act 1997 bodies. The Flipchart is published on the Department of Finance
website and updated periodically. The Flipchart at 1 January 2014 was used for the purpose
of the Phase One Report and Appendix. The bodies are also listed in Table 5.3.1.
Table 5.3.1 List of 194 Principal Bodies as at 1 January 2014
Count Government Body

Count Government Body

1

Department of Agriculture

26

Bundanon Trust

2

Australian Fisheries Management Authority

27

CrimTrac Agency

3

Australian Pesticides & Veterinary Medicines
Authority
Cotton Research and Development
Corporation
Fisheries Research and Development
Corporation
Grains Research and Development Corporation

28

Family Court and Federal Circuit Court

29

Federal Court of Australia

30

National Archives of Australia

31

National Film and Sound Archive of Australia

32

National Gallery of Australia

33

National Library of Australia

34

National Museum of Australia

35

National Portrait Gallery of Australia

36

Office of Parliamentary Counsel

9

Grape and Wine Research and Development
Corporation
Rural Industries Research and Development
Corporation
Wine Australia Corporation

37

10

Attorney-General’s Department

38

Office of the Australian Information
Commissioner
Office of the Director of Public Prosecutions

11

Administrative Appeals Tribunal

39

Old Parliament House

12

Australia Business Arts Foundation Ltd

40

Screen Australia

13

Australia Council

14

41

Department of Communications

42

Australian Broadcasting Corporation

15

Australian Commission for Law Enforcement
Integrity
Australian Crime Commission

43

16

Australian Federal Police

17

Australian Film, Television and Radio School

44

Australian Communications and Media
Authority
Australian Postal Corporation

18

Australian Financial Security Authority

45

NBN Co Limited

19

Australian Government Solicitor

46

Special Broadcasting Service Corporation

20

Australian Human Rights Commission

47

21

Australian Institute of Criminology

Telecommunications Universal Service Mgmt.
Agency

22

Australian Law Reform Commission

48

Department of Defence

23

Australian National Maritime Museum

49

AAF Company

24

Australian Security Intelligence Organisation

50

Army and Air Force Canteen Service

25

Australian Transaction Reports and Analysis
Centre

51

Australian Military Forces Relief Trust Fund

4
5
6
7
8
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Count Government Body

Count Government Body

52

Australian Strategic Policy Institute Limited

88

Department of Finance

53

Defence Housing Australia

89

Albury-Wodonga Development Corporation

54

Defence Materiel Organisation

90

ASC Pty Ltd

55

RAAF Welfare Recreational Company

91

Australian Electoral Commission

56

RAAF Veterans’ Residences Trust Fund

92

Australian River Co. Limited

57

RAAF Welfare Trust Fund

93

Commonwealth Superannuation Corporation

58

Royal Australian Navy Central Canteens Board

94

ComSuper

59

Royal Australian Navy Relief Trust Fund

95

Future Fund Management Agency

96

Medibank Private Limited

97

Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade

98

Australian Centre for International Agricultural
Research
Australian Secret Intelligence Service

60

Department of Education

61

64

Aust Curriculum, Assessment and Reporting
Authority
Aust. Inst. for Teaching and School Leadership
Limited
Aust. Inst. of Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander Studies
Australian National University

65

Australian Research Council

102 Tourism Australia

66

Tertiary Education Quality and Standards
Agency

103 Department of Health

67

Department of Employment

68

Asbestos Safety and Eradication Agency

69
70

Coal Mining Industry (Long Service Leave
Funding) Corp.
Comcare

71

Fair Work Commission

72

109 Australian Sports Commission

73

Office of the Fair Work Building Industry
Inspectorate
Office of the Fair Work Ombudsman

74

Safe Work Australia

112 Food Standards Australia New Zealand

75

Seafarers Safety, Rehabilitation and
Compensation Authority
Workplace Gender Equality Agency

113 General Practice Education and Training
Limited
114 Health Workforce Australia

62
63

76

99

100 Australian Trade Commission (Austrade)
101 Export Finance and Insurance Corporation

104 Australian Comm. on Safety & Quality in
Health Care
105 Australian Institute of Health and Welfare
106 Australian National Preventive Health Agency
107 Australian Radiation Protection & Nuclear
Safety Agency
108 Australian Sports Anti-Doping Authority
110 Australian Sports Foundation Limited
111 Cancer Australia

115 Independent Hospital Pricing Authority
77

Department of Environment

116 National Blood Authority

78

Bureau of Meteorology

117 National Health and Medical Research Council

79

Clean Energy Regulator

118 National Health Funding Body

80

Climate Change Authority

119 National Health Performance Authority

81

Director of National Parks

120 National Mental Health Commission

82

Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority

121 Organ and Tissue Authority

83

Low Carbon Australia Limited

84

Murray-Darling Basin Authority

85

National Water Commission

122 Private Health Insurance Administration
Council
123 Private Health Insurance Ombudsman

86

NEPC Service Corporation

87

Sydney Harbour Federation Trust

124 Professional Services Review Scheme
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Count Government Body

Count Government Body

125 Department of Human Services

160 Office of the Commonwealth Ombudsman

126 Australian Hearing Services

161 Office of the Inspector-General of Intelligence
and Security
162 Office of the Official Secretary to the
Governor-General
163 Outback Stores Pty Ltd

127 Department of Immigration and Border
Protection
128 Australian Customs & Border Protection
Service
129 Migration Review Tribunal & Refugee Review
Tribunal

164 Tiwi Land Council
165 Torres Strait Regional Authority
166 Wreck Bay Aboriginal Community Council

130 Department of Industry

167 Department of Social Services

131 Australian Institute of Marine Science

168 Australian Institute of Family Studies

132 Australian Nuclear Science and Technology
Organisation
133 Australian Renewable Energy Agency

169 Australian Aged Care Quality Agency
170 National Disability Insurance Agency

134 Australian Skills Quality Authority

171 Department of the Treasury

135 Commonwealth Scientific & Industrial
Research Org.
136 Geoscience Australia

172 Australian Bureau of Statistics

138 IP Australia

173 Australian Competition and Consumer
Commission
174 Australian Office of Financial Management

139 National Offshore Petroleum Safety and
Environment Management Authority

176 Australian Reinsurance Pool Corporation

137 IIF Investments Pty Limited

175 Australian Prudential Regulation Authority
177 Australian Securities and Investments
Commission
178 Australian Taxation Office

140 Department of Infrastructure & Regional
Development
141 Airservices Australia

179 Clean Energy Finance Corporation

142 Australian Maritime Safety Authority

180 Commonwealth Grants Commission

143 Australian Rail Track Corporation Limited

181 Corporations and Markets Advisory Committee

144 Australian Transport Safety Bureau

182 Inspector-General of Taxation

145 Civil Aviation Safety Authority

183 National Competition Council

146 Moorebank Intermodal Company Limited

184 Office of the Auditing and Assurance Standards
Board
185 Office of the Australian Accounting Standards
Board
186 Productivity Commission

147 National Capital Authority
148 National Transport Commission
149 Department of the Prime Minister and
Cabinet
150 Aboriginal Hostels Limited

187 Reserve Bank of Australia
188 Royal Australian Mint

151 Anindilyakwa Land Council

189 Department of Veterans’ Affairs

152 Australian National Audit Office

190 Australian War Memorial

153 Australian Public Service Commission
154 Central Land Council

191 Department of Parliamentary Services

155 Indigenous Business Australia

192 Department of the House of Representatives

156 Indigenous Land Corporation

193 Department of the Senate

157 National Australia Day Council Limited

194 Parliamentary Budget Office

158 Northern Land Council
159 Office of National Assessments

Source: Department of Finance
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6 – Approach to government and new
fiscal rules
6.1 Fiscal framework and rules
Background
The sustainability of Australia’s public finances is central to the deliberations of the
Commission. It has been asked to assess the adequacy of current budget practices and rules
(including specified timeframes and targets) in promoting efficient and effective
government, disciplined expenditure, long-term fiscal sustainability and budget
transparency.
A challenge for all governments is to develop credible strategies to strengthen public
finances. Today it is becoming increasingly difficult for governments to make the
commitments needed over the medium term, to give confidence that the future path of
budget balances and public debt will be sustainable.
As outlined in Chapter Four of the Phase One Report, under current fiscal settings the
Commonwealth Government is projected to face ongoing budget deficits over the next
decade. Such an outcome would mean that there would be an unprecedented run of
successive budget deficits.
Fiscal settings need to be tightened in a clear and transparent way, to enable the
Commonwealth to move back to surplus and start paying down Commonwealth debt.
The imposition of well defined fiscal rules and frameworks is one way of strengthening our
country’s finances against future crises.

Current structure
Fiscal rules of some sort have been in place in Australia since 1985 (Kirchner, 2013).
The Charter of Budget Honesty Act 1998 (the Charter) provides a legislative requirement on
the Commonwealth Government to uphold budget transparency and fiscal responsibility.
The Charter requires the government to release a fiscal strategy at its first Budget, with that
fiscal strategy informing future policy decisions. The strategy needs to be based on the
principles of sound fiscal management and be set in a sustainable medium-term framework.
The fiscal strategy increases public awareness of government’s fiscal direction and
establishes a benchmark for evaluating the government’s fiscal probity.
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A comprehensive fiscal strategy would be expected to have objectives around:
•

flow metrics – the government’s financial performance on an annual basis reflecting
developments around tax collections and spending outcomes (for example, the need
for budget surpluses, on average, over the medium term);

•

stock metrics – the health of the government balance sheet (for example, the need
to build up financial wealth or reduce outstanding debt over time); and

•

size of government – the amount of the economy supported by the government.

Flow objectives
Flow metric objectives set a benchmark against which to assess a government’s financial
performance on an annual basis.
Year-to-year, governments have much greater control over the flow metric than they do on
the stock metric. As such, flow objectives can provide clear operational guidance for
governments.
Given fluctuations in economic conditions and the need for flexibility, a flow objective is
often expressed as an average over a particular period of time. For example: achieve budget
surplus/balance, on average, over the economic cycle/medium term (if the government
balance sheet is in need of repair a surplus target may be preferred over a balance target).
A flow objective could target:
•

underlying cash balance – currently the most frequently used budget aggregate in
the Australian public domain;

•

headline cash balance – a more comprehensive measure of the underlying cash
balance, it more closely reflects the government’s borrowing requirement than the
underlying cash balance;

•

fiscal balance – the economic costs and benefits (accrual measure) incurred by the
government in a particular year;

•

structural balance – a measure which removes the impact of the economic cycle; and

•

net operating balance – an accrual measure which outlines the balance between
current revenue and expenditure (including depreciation) and removes the net
impact of investments.

Each of these indicators has its own strengths and weaknesses. One option would be to
encompass a range of different indicators within the fiscal strategy. However, this leads to
significant complexity, which could limit the broader usefulness of the strategy.
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For simplicity and transparency, it makes sense to continue to use the underlying cash
balance as the main flow indicator. Other measures should continue to be reported in the
Budget papers, thereby allowing relevant comparisons as required.
Stock objectives
Stock or balance sheet metrics give a comprehensive picture of the overall financial position
of a government, particularly in terms of debt sustainability and overall indebtedness.
A stock objective is a useful objective for the fiscal strategy as it provides a benchmark
against which to assess the government’s performance in ensuring balance sheet strength.
Stock rules set an explicit limit or target for balance sheet indicators, a possible stock
objective could be to reduce the level of debt over time.
This type of objective is, by definition, the most effective in terms of ensuring convergence
to a debt target. It is relatively easy to communicate, however can often be affected by
developments outside the control of government, making it a difficult metric for
governments to target.
It is possible for governments to reduce or stabilise debt levels as a percentage of GDP while
running budget deficits if economic growth sufficiently exceeds the growth in debt. The
United States Government has run almost persistent budget deficits since the 1930s (Barth
and Li, 2012), yet its debt as a percentage of GDP has not become unsustainable because
the US economy has been growing faster than the growth in government debt.
A stock objective could target:
•

Net debt (interest bearing liabilities less liquid financial assets) – internationally
comparable and currently used in the public domain. It is also the balance sheet
aggregate with the longest time series available.

•

Net financial worth (financial assets minus total liabilities) – is a useful measure of
fiscal sustainability as it captures government’s ability to withstand adverse
economic shocks by drawing on its stock of liquid assets to finance its Budget

•

Net financial liabilities – similar to net financial worth, but excludes investment in
other public sector entities.

•

Net worth (total assets minus total liabilities) – the broadest measure of balance
sheet strength.

•

Gross debt (defined as Commonwealth Government Securities on issue) – useful for
debt dynamics but potentially misleading as it does not consider the use of debt for
the purchase of assets. Gross debt also provides pricing and liquidity to the market.
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Each of these indicators has its own strengths and weaknesses and a range of different
indicators within the fiscal strategy could be used. However, this would result in significant
additional complexity, which could limit the broader usefulness of the strategy.
For simplicity and transparency, net debt is considered as the most appropriate stock
indicator. Other measures should continue to be reported in the Budget papers, thereby
allowing relevant comparisons as required.
Size of government objectives
Limits on the size of government can be achieved either by imposing a cap on government
expenditure, or alternatively to place a cap on tax collections in combination with a flow
objective.
Expenditure rules set limits on spending. They can be set as a percentage of GDP or as a cap
on growth rates. They are relatively easy to communicate and monitor.
Taxation and revenue rules set ceilings on revenues and are aimed at preventing an
excessive tax burden. Rules around revenue can be challenging as revenues typically have a
large cyclical component and can fluctuate widely with the business cycle.
Revenue and expenditure limits provide strong incentives for governments to ensure
spending and taxation decisions are efficient, effective and directed to priority areas. In
isolation these rules are not directly linked to the debt sustainability objective, however
they can provide an operational tool to trigger fiscal consolidation, especially when
considered in combination with a flow objective.
Alternative objectives
Other fiscal rules, such as the ‘Golden Rule’ and the ‘Debt Brake’ rule have been (or are)
used in certain European countries, but are complicated, are less suited to the
Commonwealth Budget, and have the same issues around enforceability as simpler targets.
The Golden Rule
Versions of the Golden Rule have been introduced in the United Kingdom, France, Spain and
Italy, largely as a way of introducing fiscal discipline following the global financial crisis
(International Monetary Fund, 2012).
The Golden Rule states that, over the economic cycle, the government will borrow only to
invest and not to fund current spending. Therefore, over the cycle the recurrent budget
(i.e. net of investment) must balance or be in surplus. This means that on average over the
ups and downs of an economic cycle the government should only borrow to pay for
investment that benefits future generations. That is, day-to-day spending that benefits
today’s taxpayers should be paid for with today’s taxes, not by borrowing.
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However, economic commentators have noted that under the Golden Rule alone,
governments can borrow almost unlimited amounts as long as it is classified as investment
(Dupont and Kwarteng, 2012). This provides incentives for governments to classify current
expenditure as capital spending or make investment decisions when expenditure decisions
may be more efficient.
Moreover, the Golden Rule relies on the critical assumption that investment will in fact
benefit future generations, and that the benefits of the investments exceed the costs
(including the debt financing costs and related impacts that increased debt levels have on
the government’s broader borrowing costs).
If strictly enforced, a target of balance or surplus over the cycle would give the same
outcome (or a somewhat tighter constraint, because infrastructure spending is not
exempted).
It would be difficult for the Commonwealth to implement the Golden Rule effectively
because the Commonwealth does not own a lot of infrastructure. Around 2 per cent of total
Commonwealth expenses go towards purchasing non-financial assets each year, and around
two thirds of that goes towards defence capital.
The States use Commonwealth funding to pay for transport, health and education
infrastructure; however, these assets do not sit on the Commonwealth balance sheet and
because most funding to the States is not tied to specific purposes, it is difficult to track how
much is spent on infrastructure in any given year.
Debt Brake Rule
In response to a surge in public debt in the 1990s, a Debt Brake Rule was enshrined in the
Swiss constitution. A variant of the model is also applied in Germany. The mechanism aims
to achieve structural budget balance over time (International Monetary Fund, 2009).
After the Budget year is complete, any deviations from a structural budget balance are
booked in a ‘notional compensation account’. If a structural budget surplus is achieved,
there is a surplus booked in the notional compensation account. If there is a structural
budget deficit then this deficit is booked in the notional compensation account.
This enables the government to head for a structural balance over the cycle, but allows for
variability in any one year.
The annual surpluses and deficits accumulate over time, but if the account goes into a
deficit of greater than 6 per cent of annual expenditure (around 0.6 per cent of GDP in
Switzerland), then the government is constitutionally required to take measures to reduce
the account balance below this level within three years.
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This ensures compliance with the longer term target, by requiring remedial action when the
Budget strays too far from the target. Escape clauses exist where there are exceptional
circumstances and social security is excluded from the annual target.
One difficulty with such a model is that it relies on structural budget balance estimates
which are highly sensitive to a range of assumptions and parameters.
Level of specificity for fiscal rules
A government’s fiscal strategy can be implemented at different levels of specificity and
flexibility, each level having different advantages and disadvantages.
1. The strategy could be a set of high level principles which the government
endeavours to achieve and explains how they are to be achieved.
2. The strategy could be broad but underpinned by a set of operational rules which set
out how the strategy is to be achieved.
3. The strategy could be very prescriptive, detailing numerical targets and timeframes
for key budget aggregates.
Importantly, a fiscal strategy needs to be flexible enough to adjust to temporary factors
such as cycles in the real economy, and deviations in the terms of trade and capital gains tax
receipts from their long-run levels. This is particularly relevant in Australia, which is a small
open economy and is a price-taker on most major commodity prices.
Given the requirement to be flexible, an ‘escape clause’ may be appropriate which allows a
temporary deviation from the fiscal strategy during times of adverse economic conditions,
so as not to damage short-run growth. Such escape clauses can provide flexibility to rules in
dealing with rare events and are advocated by the IMF as being an acceptable part of a suite
of fiscal rules. They do, however, need to be carefully specified to avoid abuse.
A structural budget balance is the ideal conceptual tool for providing flexibility for fiscal
rules, as it strips out the impact of temporary factors. However, international experience
(Dupont and Kwarteng, 2012) shows that structural budget balances are highly sensitive to
the underlying assumptions and parameters, which can make them easy to influence.
Targeting objectives ‘over the cycle’ or ‘over the medium term’ also allows for budget
flexibility to adjust for temporary measures. An objective over the cycle is most consistent
with cyclical fiscal management; however, the length of a cycle is difficult to project going
forward. An objective over the medium term can provide better guidance over the period of
time in consideration.
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High level principles
There are advantages for governments in implementing a medium-term fiscal strategy
which is based on high level principles e.g. ‘achieve budget balance over the cycle’ and/or
‘improve government’s balance sheet over the longer term’.
Such principles allow for maximum government flexibility on a year-by-year basis, so that
governments can respond easily to changes in the domestic and world economy.
However, defining a medium-term strategy at this level of specificity provides little guidance
or restraints to governments in their annual budgeting process and may have little impact
on policy decisions.
Broad strategy underpinned by operational rules
Operational rules can provide guidance as to how the high level principles are to be
achieved. They can bring consideration of the medium-term fiscal strategy into the budget
decision-making process. For example, by ‘limiting real growth in payments to 2 per cent,
per annum’, governments have to give strong consideration to new expenditure proposals,
including in relation to trade-offs and reprioritisation.
The rules need to be flexible to ensure fiscal policy is the most appropriate given the
economic circumstance. In the event of a major economic shock, the automatic stabilisers in
the Budget should be allowed to operate, with discretionary fiscal policy used to support
macroeconomic demand as appropriate. Examples of flexibility within the rules include, ‘on
average’, or ‘whilst the economy is growing at or above trend’.
Prescriptive strategy
The third alternative is to build prescriptive targets into the fiscal strategy itself, for example
‘return to surplus in 2016-17’.
Whilst rigid strategies provide stronger fiscal constraints and clearly reportable benchmarks
they are not flexible in the face of changing economic conditions. Rigid strategies may even
be detrimental to the economy.
For example, committing to return to surplus in a certain year may result in significant
spending cuts despite the economy being in recession. This may not be the appropriate
response.
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Issues
Monitoring adherence with the fiscal strategy
Currently, there is no official mechanism for reporting government progress against, and
adherence to, the fiscal strategy. Including such a mechanism would improve accountability
and transparency of government’s fiscal situation and direction.
An increasing number of countries are using independent bodies in an attempt to enhance
the credibility of their fiscal rules. These institutions have a mandate to assess and monitor
the implementation and impacts of fiscal policies. They can play a specific role in enforcing
rules by providing an independent voice on their implementation
Within Australia, the Parliamentary Budget Office (PBO) was recently established to inform
the Parliament by providing independent and non-partisan analysis of the Budget cycle,
fiscal policy and the financial implications of proposals.
The PBO could take a formal role in assessing fiscal policy and tracking government
decisions against the fiscal rules. This could be achieved through amending the Charter of
Budget Honesty Act to require the PBO to report progress against the government’s
medium-term fiscal strategy, following the release of the Final Budget Outcome each year.

Potential areas for reform
Successive Commonwealth Governments have adopted a broad fiscal strategy with high
level goals, underpinned by a set of operational rules which set out how the strategy is to be
achieved on a year-by-year basis. This gives governments the flexibility to implement their
policy priorities, but within a framework that helps ensure the nation’s finances are headed
in a positive direction.
The Commission considers that retaining the central elements of the broad fiscal strategy,
which have been in place for nearly two decades, is warranted as this will promote stability
and consistency in Australia’s overall fiscal framework.
However, steps are needed to ensure that the fiscal strategy is successfully executed (or
‘operationalised’). This requires a more prescriptive approach by establishing a new set of
operational rules that will better frame fiscal policy choices and enable a better and more
transparent assessment of governments’ fiscal performance.
The Government will need a sound high level strategy underpinned by consistent and
enforceable operational rules; incorporating both stock and flow objectives, and a size of
government constraint.
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Flow objectives
Given the series of budget deficits of recent times and the projections for these to continue,
requiring underlying cash surpluses, on average, over the cycle will improve the Budget
position and begin reducing the level of Commonwealth debt.
The Commission is of the view that the surplus target of 1 per cent of GDP, included in its
terms of reference, is an appropriate way of operationalising the high level objective of
achieving surpluses over the cycle.
A target by 2023-24 allows for some flexibility with respect to the timing of spending and
savings decisions, so that government can respond with appropriate fiscal policy to the
prevailing macroeconomic conditions. Of course, the government retains the option to vary
the target if there is a major crisis.
This target will help focus government on the spending and savings decisions they make
today which will influence current and future budget balances.
Stock objectives
While Australia’s net debt is low by international standards, it has increased significantly
since the global financial crisis.
Since 1970, net debt in Australia has averaged less than 6 per cent of GDP. Other than in the
period after the recession in the early 1990s, net debt has always been well below
15 per cent of GDP.
A relatively low level of net debt is important to ensure that Australia has a buffer against
any future external shocks.
As the Australian economy is now more exposed to economies in our region, which have
higher levels of volatility, a fiscal buffer is even more important than it has been previously.
There is ongoing debate about threshold levels of when government debt becomes
problematic. It is difficult to identify a threshold level of debt (as a percentage of GDP)
above which a nation is fiscally unsustainable. However, the experience from the global
financial crisis illustrates how economic shocks can lead to countries with seemingly healthy
debt levels quickly becoming fiscally unsustainable.
As Freebairn and Corden (2013) note:
World financial markets are sensitive to a country’s level of debt and can impose very
high costs on governments with a large debt stock in the event of a major economic
shock. ... Relatively low debt levels generally favour the ability of governments to
manage their own budgets. ... However, there seems little doubt that economic,
political and social costs over and above the interest cost of servicing debt rise with
the levels of government and national debt.
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High net debt can also have perverse effects on spending decisions. Elmendorf and
Mankiw (1998) note that government borrowings and a run up in debt can reduce the
discipline of the Budget process:
When additional government spending does not need to be matched by extra tax
revenue, policy makers and the public will generally worry less about whether the
additional spending is appropriate.
The Commission considers that there is a strong case for improving Australia’s balance sheet
over time, to put the economy in a better position to deal with the challenges of an ageing
population and to enable Australia to effectively weather future economic shocks.
As shown in Chart 6.1.1, the Commission has produced a fiscal scenario consistent with
achieving a surplus of 1 per cent of GDP in 2023-24. Under this scenario net debt would be
slightly below the historical average of 5½ per cent by 2023-24.
Reducing net debt over time in this way would improve the balance sheet and provide a
‘corridor of stability’ to prepare the balance sheet in the event of another economic shock
or downturn.
Chart 6.1.1: Commonwealth Government net debt (share of GDP)
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Tax to GDP constraint
In line with the fiscal strategies of previous governments, it would be appropriate to adopt a
fiscal strategy that includes a cap on tax as a share of GDP – this has the benefit of signalling
to individuals and businesses the maximum tax burden they will face. Note that the
reference to a ‘cap’ in this case is an ex ante commitment to not allow tax to rise above a
certain level, rather than a legislative constraint.
A pragmatic approach is to adopt a tax to GDP cap of 24 per cent, which is around the
average level of tax receipts recorded over the period from 2000 to the onset of the global
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financial crisis. This would allow for some growth to occur in the tax to GDP share from the
current tax level of 21.8 per cent of GDP as the economy strengthens.
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6.2 Better management of the Commonwealth’s balance sheet
The government balance sheet is an important measure of its financial position at a point in
time. The balance sheet lists the government assets and liabilities that can be reliably
measured in accordance with relevant accounting standards.
There would be advantages in raising awareness within the community of the importance of
the Commonwealth’s balance sheet.

Background
Having a strong balance sheet is important because:
•

the state of the balance sheet is a key determinant of the borrowing costs a
government faces and the willingness of the private sector to lend to government.
Credit ratings agencies carefully examine government balance sheets;

•

liabilities on the balance sheet have to be serviced and repaid which reduces the
government’s capacity to fund other services;

•

repairing poor balance sheets requires a higher burden on future taxpayers and
reductions in government services;

•

a strong balance sheet allows government to respond to economic shocks (such as
financial crises) without calling into question their fiscal sustainability or the
government having to raise taxes or cut spending sharply; and

•

sustainable government debt levels contribute to macroeconomic stability.

Governments can take risks on to their balance sheet when they provide guarantees and
loans to entities. As has been seen recently in Europe and the United States, these risks can
materialise quite quickly and have significant impacts on government finances.

Current structure of the Commonwealth Government balance sheet
The Commonwealth Government balance sheet is structured somewhat differently to other
jurisdictions. Most assets are financial assets, such as the Future Fund, rather than physical
assets.
In terms of non-financial assets, the Commonwealth plays a significant role by providing
funds to the States, who invest and own assets such as schools, roads and hospitals. This
contrasts with the situation for unitary systems of government such as New Zealand and the
United Kingdom, where the national government owns and administers road systems,
hospitals and schools on its own accord.
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The Commonwealth Government general government balance sheet as at the end of
2012-13 (Australian Government, 2013a) is made up of:
•

Financial assets totalling $250.8 billion, including the Future Fund ($88.9 billion),
$25.1 billion of equity investments in public sector entities (including equity in
NBN Co, Medibank Private and Australia Post), the Higher Education Loans Program
receivable ($21.6 billion) and taxes receivable ($20.5 billion);

•

Non-financial assets totalling $110.1 billion, of which over 60 per cent is held by the
Department of Defence and related agencies; and

•

Liabilities totalling $563.5 billion, including $285.7 billion of Commonwealth
Government Securities and $193.3 billion in public sector superannuation liabilities.

While the balance sheet provides a relatively detailed position of the Commonwealth
Government, it is far from comprehensive. For example, it does not reflect the
Commonwealth’s biggest potential asset which is the power to tax and it does not include
future age pension obligations as a liability.

State balance sheets
The State and Territory and local government balance sheets have a greater proportion of
non-financial assets to financial assets than the Commonwealth. The aggregate State and
Territory and local general government sector non-financial assets in 2009-10 were
$1,184 billion compared with financial assets of $216 billion (Australian Bureau of Statistics,
2012).
For the States, non-financial assets include physical assets such as public schools, hospitals,
police stations and roads. For example, in NSW non-financial assets were in the order of
$146 billion at 30 June 2013 (NSW Government, 2013).

Balance sheet metrics
There is a range of metrics that can be used to measure balance sheet strength, each of
which provides information which is useful for different purposes.
•

Net debt (interest bearing liabilities less a pool of liquid financial assets) is the most
common metric used for international comparisons.

•

Net worth (total assets minus total liabilities) is the broadest measure of balance
sheet strength.

•

Net financial worth (financial assets minus total liabilities) is considered a better
measure of fiscal sustainability than net worth as it captures government’s ability to
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withstand adverse economic shocks by drawing on its stock of liquid assets to
finance its budget.
•

Gross debt, commonly referred to as Commonwealth Government Securities (CGS)
on issue.

Trends
Data from the 2013-14 Mid-Year Economic and Fiscal Outlook shows that each of these
measures of balance sheet strength has deteriorated considerably since 2007-08.
Net debt has grown by $198 billion since 2007-08 and at the end of 2012-13 was 10 per cent
of GDP, as seen in Chart 6.2.1.
Chart 6.2.1: Net debt
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Since 2007-08, net worth and net financial worth have fallen by $274 billion and $298 billion
respectively and are now -13.3 and -20.5 per cent of GDP, as seen in Charts 6.2.2 and 6.2.3
respectively.
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Chart 6.2.2: Net worth
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Chart 6.2.3: Net financial worth
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The main driver of the deterioration of these metrics has been the increase in gross debt via
the issuance of Commonwealth Government Securities (CGS) (up by $227 billion since
2007-08) to fund government deficits, as seen in Chart 6.2.4.
The face value of CGS on issue has increased by $202 billion since 2007-08.
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Chart 6.2.4: Commonwealth Government Securities on issue – face value
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The annual interest expense on CGS has increased from $3.8 billion in 2007-08 to
$11.8 billion in 2012-13. Growth in the public sector superannuation liability (of $93 billion)
has also contributed to the fall in net worth and net financial worth.
These increases in liabilities have been partially offset by increases in a number of financial
assets including the Future Fund (by $24.7 billion), Higher Education Loans Program
receivable (by $11.0 billion) and investments in Residential Mortgage-Backed Securities
(by $9.1 billion).

Issues
Increasing awareness of the importance of the balance sheet
In assessing the government’s fiscal position most attention is on the annual ‘bottom line’ as
measured by the underlying cash balance which broadly reflects annual receipts and
payments. However, such a focus largely ignores the state of the Commonwealth balance
sheet.
It is the position of the Commonwealth balance sheet which heavily influences credit ratings
and borrowing costs and is an important indicator of short term fiscal sustainability and the
government’s ability to respond to economic shocks. The balance sheet also reflects the
debt that must be repaid by future generations.
A greater focus on the balance sheet position would be beneficial as it would broaden the
debate on fiscal policy which can often be fixated on which year a government returns to
surplus. For instance, following the global financial crisis, the primary public focus was on
whether the Budget would return to surplus while substantial increases in deficits in
2010-11 and 2011-12 which resulted in significant balance sheet deterioration were largely
overlooked.
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A balance sheet focus would also provide impetus for better asset management. The
responsibility for managing assets and liabilities on a day-to-day basis has been devolved to
individual agencies. Sound asset management suggests that governments should adequately
fund upfront expenditure on assets, but also ongoing capital maintenance and operating
costs.
Unfunded superannuation liabilities
A significant pressure on the balance sheet is unfunded superannuation liabilities for public
servants and military personnel, as seen in Chart 6.2.5 below.
Chart 6.2.5: Unfunded Commonwealth Government superannuation liability projections
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The Commonwealth’s defined benefit superannuation schemes – which broadly pay a set
benefit as a proportion of salary on retirement – are not funded over time through regular
contributions from government. They represent a major pressure on future budgets with
projected liabilities totalling $353 billion by 2050.
Accumulation schemes, on the other hand, provision over time an appropriate level of
funding ready for when retirement benefits need to be paid by the Commonwealth. The
Commonwealth’s defined benefit schemes include the Commonwealth Superannuation
Scheme, the Parliamentary Contributory Superannuation Scheme and the Public Sector
Superannuation Scheme. These schemes closed to new members in 1990, 2004 and 2005
respectively (Department of Finance and Deregulation, 2008a, b, and c).
The Military Superannuation and Benefits Scheme (MSBS) remains open to new members,
and is projected to be the main driver of the Commonwealth’s superannuation liability
growth from 2030.
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Budgeting for loans and guarantees
The Commonwealth Government has taken on risks including:
•

guaranteeing approximately $13.1 billion of aged care accommodation bonds in case
of provider default;

•

guaranteeing $3.3 billion of liabilities taken on by the Export Finance and Insurance
Corporation;

•

guaranteeing nearly $700 billion of deposits as part of the Financial Claims Scheme;

•

guaranteeing large deposits and wholesale funding for banks during the global
financial crisis, with $40.7 billion of funds still under guarantee;

•

committing $10 billion to the Clean Energy Finance Corporation (in the process of
being abolished) for concessional loans and guarantees to clean energy companies;
and

•

providing $420 million of concessional loans to financially stressed farmers
(Australian Government, 2013c).

The information provided to ministers and released publicly on these risks is relatively poor.
The Statement of Risks in Budget Paper 1 identifies a list of guarantees provided by the
Commonwealth, but has no information on the likelihood of risks materialising and the
expected cost of the risks.
The Commonwealth Government does not recognise the expected cost of these risks within
the Budget estimates and these issues are not budgeted for on an equivalent basis to the
costs of more direct forms of government expenditure, like grants. This may create perverse
incentives as loans and guarantees appear to be ‘costless’ forms of assistance. For example:
•

If the government provides a $200 million grant to a firm, then this will reduce the
underlying cash balance by $200 million in the year the grant is made.

•

Alternatively, the government could provide a loan guarantee to a risky firm, of
$200 million value to the firm (through the lower borrowing costs it receives).
Despite the risk that the government will have to pay out (and the value provided to
the firm) this will have no impact on the ‘bottom line’ (underlying cash balance).

•

In contrast, the government underlying cash balance could actually improve by
providing concessional loans to a risky firm. Assuming a government cost of
borrowing of 4 per cent, a $1 billion loan over 10 years at a concessional lending rate
of 5 per cent would improve the bottom line by around $30 million over 4 years.

Because the risk taken on by government is not properly priced, guarantees and loans are
not subject to an effective budget constraint - they cannot be prioritised or ranked against
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other direct forms of expenditure. The government has an incentive to take on more risk on
behalf of taxpayers than is optimal.
The risk to taxpayers can eventually materialise, as was the case with the support from the
Commonwealth and Queensland Governments for the Australian Magnesium Corporation,
see Box 6.2.1.
Box 6.2.1: Guarantee to Australian Magnesium Corporation
In 2001, the Australian Magnesium Corporation planned to establish the world’s largest
magnesium smelter at Stanwell, near Rockhampton in central Queensland. The project
attempted to commercialise the light metal for use in the motor industry, but had difficulty
raising capital from the private sector given uncertainty about the viability of the
technology.
To assist the $1.3 billion project, the Queensland Government provided a $100 million loan
facility to support dividend payments to AMC shareholders, as well as $50 million in
infrastructure. In addition, the Commonwealth Government agreed to support AMC by
providing a loan guarantee of up to $100 million, and a $50 million contribution through the
CSIRO to assist with commercialising the technology.
The loan guarantee appeared to be ‘costless’ as it had no impact on the Budget estimates,
but was noted in the Budget’s Statement of Risks.
Construction costs on the project soon escalated. Work on the project eventually ceased in
June 2003 due to significant project cost overruns. As a consequence, as reported in the
2004-05 Budget, the Commonwealth finalised its obligation to pay $90 million to the ANZ
Bank who provided the original loan to AMC.
Experience from overseas suggests that guarantees and loans are used more frequently
during times of fiscal adjustment, where governments want to provide assistance and
subsidies without immediate impacts on their reported budget position
(Polackova-Brixi, 2012).

Budgeting for equity investments
The government also takes on the risks of ownership and receives returns (such as
dividends) on behalf of taxpayers when it partially or fully holds equity. Equity holdings in
major government-owned entities include the NBN Co, Medibank Private, and
Australia Post.
Under the relevant accounting standards, the Commonwealth’s equity investments are
classified as having no impact on the Budget ‘bottom line’ (the underlying cash balance) if
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the Commonwealth has a reasonable expectation of a real return on its investment, at least
covering the effects of inflation.
For example, the Budget papers record the financing of NBN Co as an equity investment on
the basis that the Commonwealth expects to recover its outlay in real terms over time
through dividends and sale of the investment in the future.
This ‘hurdle rate of return’ (of around 3 per cent) for the Commonwealth is well below that
required by a private investor, who would require a rate of return commensurate with the
cost of borrowing and the level of risk undertaken. Under the Government Financial
Statistics accounting standards there is no requirement for NBN Co or other equity
investments to achieve a risk-adjusted rate of return.
Without commercial discipline, government-owned entities may accept a lower rate of
return and take on more risk. While the Commonwealth has a low cost of borrowing by
virtue of its ability to source debt and raise tax, this does not mitigate the risks taken on by
taxpayers from the financing of risky projects.
The annual change in the value of equity in NBN Co is presented as an ‘other economic flow’
on the balance sheet. Should the Commonwealth no longer expect to receive a real return
on its investment, any future equity injections would be classified, partially or fully, as
grants. This would worsen the underlying cash balance.

Potential areas for reform
Military superannuation
The 2007 Report of the Review into Military Superannuation Arrangements recommended
there be no change to the indexation arrangements for the current Military Superannuation
and Benefits Scheme (MSBS), that the scheme be closed to new entrants and a new scheme
based on an accumulation plan be opened for new Australian Defence Force members
(Department of Defence, 2007).
The MSBS is now the only major Commonwealth scheme with unfunded defined benefits
that remains open to new members, and hence is generating uncapped and increasing
unfunded liabilities. These liabilities will have to be paid for by future generations.
Closure of the Military Superannuation and Benefits Scheme would result in a significant
reduction in the Commonwealth’s unfunded superannuation liability potentially in the order
of $200 million by 2020. This would make a significant contribution to repairing the
long-term financial position of the Commonwealth.
If the Military Superannuation and Benefits Scheme is closed and replaced by a funded
accumulation scheme for new military personnel there will be an immediate increase in
cash costs to the government. This arises because employer contributions would be made
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directly to the new scheme in respect of members’ services, whereas the reduction in
outlays from closing the Military Superannuation and Benefits Scheme arises from reduced
pension payments in the longer term.
While the increased cash outlays would depend on the design of the new scheme, including
the contribution rate and death and disability arrangements, these outlays over the first
four years could be around $400 million.
The Commission considers that any new scheme should continue to provide a defined
benefit where a member dies or is medically discharged from the Australian Defence Force.
This death and disability element will complement the accumulation component of the
scheme.
As outlined above, the Future Fund was established to enhance the ability of the
Commonwealth to discharge annual unfunded superannuation benefit payments. Under
current arrangements, draw downs from the Future Fund will occur from 2020.
The effect of drawing down pension payments, from that date, will be a decrease in cash
costs to government, as payments will be met from Future Fund monies rather than
consolidated revenue.
In relation to civilian superannuation, while the major defined benefit schemes have been
closed already, the liability will nevertheless continue to grow until around 2030 in relation
to existing contributors.
The Government should move over time to a ‘funded model’ for those defined benefit
schemes, where the employer contribution would be paid to the superannuation trustee,
the Commonwealth Superannuation Corporation, rather than retained in consolidated
revenue. This is the arrangement the Commonwealth currently follows for its accumulation
schemes.
This would reduce the Commonwealth’s medium to long-term liability, but lead to a
significant and immediate increase in cash costs to government, estimated to be around
$1.4 billion per year. If this option is also implemented in relation to the existing military
scheme, this cost would rise to about $2.7 billion per year.
Given the significant cash impacts of funding future employer contributions, the
Commission recommends that the Government consider allowing earlier drawdowns from
the Future Fund (that is, before 2020). This would effectively offset, in part or full, the costs
of a new accumulation scheme and, or the funding of defined benefit schemes in future
years. This action would require amendments to the Future Fund Act.
Military superannuation is also discussed in Section 9.8 of the Appendix.
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Guarantees and loans
The Government could ensure that the expected costs of guarantees and loans are
budgeted for within the forward estimates on both a cash and accrual basis. This would
ensure that the best estimate of the costs of these transactions is reflected in estimates and
improves incentives for decision-making.
A similar approach was adopted by United States through the Federal Credit Reform Act of
1990 following the failure of numerous government guaranteed Savings & Loan
Associations.
The Government could also improve transparency by reporting on the likelihood of risks
materialising and the expected cost of guarantees and loans. For example, the Chilean
Government discloses information on the costs of revenue and exchange rate guarantees
over time. It also publishes estimates of the amounts it expects to pay on such guarantees
over the next 20 years and the value of each of these guarantees.
Guarantees
Rather than only reporting information in the Statement of Risks, the Commonwealth could
explicitly include the expected cost of existing and new guarantees and loans in the Budget
‘bottom line’, where these can be reliably estimated.
The expected cost of the guarantee should accurately reflect the expected cost to the
Commonwealth of taking on the associated risk. A provision in the Contingency Reserve
should be made in the Budget year and forward estimates to account for the expected cost
of the guarantee. The Contingency Reserve is explained in Box 6.2.2 below.
Where these costs materialise they would be accounted for within the appropriate agency
and the amount in the contingency reserve would be removed. Where these costs do not
eventuate the amount would be removed from the Contingency Reserve.
Moving to expected-cost pricing of guarantees may take some time to phase in, as there are
methodological difficulties in developing an accurate estimate of expected costs.
For the purposes of the actuals published in the Final Budget Outcome and Consolidated
Financial Statements there would be no change from current practice. A worked example of
the proposed treatment for guarantees is at Attachment 6.2.1.
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Box 6.2.2: The Contingency Reserve
The Contingency Reserve is an allowance used to ensure that the Budget estimates are
based on the best information available at the time of the Budget and to ensure that
aggregate estimates are as close as possible to expected outcomes.
Amongst other things it includes a provision for events and pressures that are reasonably
expected to affect the Budget estimates.
Under this proposed treatment, the risk taken on by taxpayers would be more appropriately
incorporated in the Budget papers. This would create better incentives for ministerial
decision making as:
•

there is an immediate impact on the ‘bottom line’ (UCB); and

•

the proposing minister could be required to offset the cost; or preferably, charge the
beneficiary for the risk taken on by the Commonwealth.

Budgeting for the expected costs of such transactions would not only improve the incentives
that the government faces as a whole, but also the incentives faced by individual ministers.
This is because ministers could now be required to offset the expected costs with savings
from their portfolio. This would require ministers to consider whether such a guarantee or
loan is a better use of government resources than other portfolio priorities.
Loans
For loans, it is proposed that the Commonwealth recognise the expected amount of loan
defaults as a grant at the time of the loan origination.
There is already scope under existing accounting standards to recognise the expected costs
of loan defaults as a grant in the Budget estimates.
It appears that in practice these expected defaults are only sometimes included in the
Budget estimates as a grant. For instance, no expected default costs are currently
recognised for the Clean Energy Finance Corporation and Farm Finance loan packages. It is
recommended that the Government include provision for such costs.
In a similar way to the inclusion of expected costs of guarantees in the Budget process, the
proposing minister could be required to offset the cost or charge the beneficiary for the risk
taken on by the Commonwealth.
A worked example of the proposed treatment of loans is at Attachment 6.2.1.
Existing guarantees
Applying the recommended treatment to all existing guarantees would ensure that the
Budget estimates most accurately reflect the expected costs of significant commitments
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such as the Financial Claims Scheme and Aged Care Accommodation Bonds Guarantee. It
would also allow governments to consider the benefits of such guarantees in light of their
expected costs.
Although there is a large aggregate value of quantifiable guarantees and other contingent
liabilities, in the order of $900 billion in 2013-14 in the Budget Statement of Risks, only the
expected cost to the Commonwealth associated with those guarantees would be booked to
the ‘bottom line’. The expected cost takes into account the probability that the guarantee
will be called upon.
An example of a Commonwealth Government guarantee with a large value ($13.1 billion in
2013-14) with a comparatively low expected cost ($25 million since 2006-07) is the Aged
Care Accommodation Bonds Guarantee (see Box 6.2.3).
Box 6.2.3: Aged care accommodation bonds guarantee
Under the accommodation bonds guarantee scheme, the Commonwealth Government
guarantees the repayment of the bond balance if the aged care provider becomes bankrupt
or insolvent and is unable to repay the outstanding bond balance. In return, the residents’
rights to pursue the provider to recover the accommodation bond money transfers to the
government.
In the event that the government cannot recover the full amount from the defaulting
provider, it may levy all providers holding accommodation bonds to recoup the shortfall.
Since the scheme was introduced in 2006-07, it has been activated five times requiring
payment of $25 million. The government has not sought to levy providers to recover this
cost.
Including the expected costs of guarantees and loans in the Budget estimates is likely to
result in a deterioration in the Budget bottom line in the short term. However, this will
provide a more accurate reflection of the costs which the government expects to face.
Companies are likewise required to provision for bad and doubtful debt. Often this is set on
a historical basis, relying on previous outcomes.
The proposed changes would affect the estimated Budget bottom line in future years, but
would not affect the final Budget position in any year; as actual costs of guarantees and
loans would continue to be reflected in each Final Budget Outcome.
The valuation of expected costs of guarantees and loans requires particular expertise. It may
be prudent for all estimates to be conducted by a single team within the Department of
Finance to ensure the necessary capacity building and consistency amongst estimates of
different guarantees and loans. This team could draw on the expertise of the Australian
Office of Financial Management, the Australian Government Actuary and private sector
firms.
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For administrative simplicity, a minimum threshold could be applied, so that expected costs
of new risks are only included in the Budget where they can be reliably estimated and have
an expected cost above $5 million in any year.
The expected costs of guarantees may fluctuate over time as market conditions affecting
the recipient entities change. The expected costs would therefore need to be re-estimated
over time, with revisions affecting the Budget estimates.
This process of revising estimates already occurs for many other items in the
Commonwealth Budget, such as forecasts of revenue and the costs of demand-driven
programmes.
The recommended treatment for guarantees should also be applied to other contingent
liabilities including indemnities and risk of litigation, where they can be reliably estimated.
Equity investments
As outlined in Section 10.1 of the Phase One Report, the Commission considers that
Commonwealth bodies that operate and compete in contestable markets should be
considered for their privatisation potential.
Similarly, as a matter of policy, the Commonwealth should not take equity positions where
the activity can be undertaken by the private sector, with private investors risking their own
money rather than taxpayers.
Where the Commonwealth does take an equity position it should disclose the rate of return
it expects to receive and how this compares to the risk-adjusted rate of return that a private
investor would need to make the same investment.
To ensure transparency around the government’s equity holdings, the Commonwealth
should continue to regularly and independently re-assess the value of its equity
investments.
Box 6.2.4 provides notes for implementation of the Commission’s recommendations on
guarantees and loans.
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Box 6.2.4: Implementation notes – guarantees and loans
The expected costs of new and existing guarantees and loans should be budgeted for within
the estimates on both a cash and accrual basis:
a. The expected costs of all existing and new Commonwealth guarantees should be
included in the Contingency Reserve for the Budget year and forward estimates (and
removed from the Contingency Reserve at the end of each year if the costs have not
eventuated).
b. The expected non-repayment amount of loans should be recognised as a grant at the
time of the loan origination.
c. These expected costs should be included in the Budget where they can be reliably
estimated and have an expected cost above $5 million in any year.
As the expected cost of guarantees and loans would now impact on the underlying cash
balance, the cost could be:
a. borne at the whole-of-government level; or
b. be offset by the proposing portfolio minister; or
c. be charged in full or part to the beneficiary.
The Government should apply this treatment to other contingent liability items such as
indemnities, where they can be reliably estimated.
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Attachment 6.2.1: Treatment of guarantees
The Commonwealth provides a $1 billion loan guarantee in June 2013 (that has only a 5 per cent chance of being called). The impact on the
estimates and projections included in the 2013-14 Budget would be as follows (for both cash and accrual).
Current treatment

Proposed treatment

2013-14 Budget

2013-14 Budget

Guarantee
($m)
Agency

2013-14

2014-15

2015-16

2016-17

Total

0

0

0

0

0
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The guarantee does not impact on the underlying cash or fiscal
balances.
Under the current treatment of guarantees, the risk is not
appropriately priced. This creates poor incentives for ministerial
decision making as:
•

there is no impact on the ‘bottom line’ (UCB);

•

there is no requirement for the proposing minister to offset
the cost, like grant expenditure; and

•

there is no incentive to charge the beneficiary for the risk
taken on by the Commonwealth.

Guarantee
2013-14
2014-15
2015-16
2016-17
Total
($m)
Contingency reserve
0
-50
-50
-50
-150
(assumed expected costs)
*Expected cost of the guarantee is calculated as $1b with 5% chance of default ($1b x %5 = $50m per year).

The expected cost of the guarantee is accounted for in the Contingency
Reserve to reflect the risk of a call on the guarantee. The expected
default costs worsen the underlying cash and fiscal balances over the
forward estimates.
Under the proposed treatment, the risk is appropriately priced. This
creates better incentives for ministerial decision making as:
•

there is an impact on the ‘bottom line’ (UCB); and

•

there is a requirement for the proposing minister to offset the
cost, or preferably charge the beneficiary for the risk taken on by
the Commonwealth.

Attachment 6.2.1: Treatment of guarantees (continued)
By the 2014-15 Final Budget Outcome, provision in the Contingency Reserve is backed out, if the guarantee was not called upon.
Current treatment

Proposed treatment

2014-15 Final Budget Outcome

2014-15 Final Budget Outcome

Guarantee
($m)

2014-15

Guarantee
($m)

2014-15

Agency

0

Contingency reserve

0

No costs are recorded for the agency in that year.

There is no change to the impact in 2014-15.
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By the 2015-16 MYEFO, the expected costs in 2015-16 and 2016-17 have increased.
Current treatment

Proposed treatment

2015-16 MYEFO

2015-16 MYEFO

Guarantee
($m)

2013-14

2014-15

2015-16

2016-17

Total

Guarantee
($m)

2013-14

2014-15

2015-16

2016-17

Total

Agency

0

0

0

0

0

Contingency reserve

0

0

-70

-70

-140

There is no change to the impact across all the years.

The expected costs for 2015-16 and 2016-17 are revised upwards which
worsen estimates of the underlying cash and fiscal balances for those
years.

Attachment 6.2.1: Treatment of guarantees (continued)
By the 2015-16 Final Budget Outcome the Commonwealth had to pay $800m on the guarantee (net of recoveries) in 2015-16 and nothing in
2016-17.
Current treatment

Proposed treatment

Actuals

Actuals
Guarantee
($m)

2013-14

2014-15

2015-16

2016-17

Total

Guarantee
($m)

2013-14

2014-15

2015-16

2016-17

Total

Agency

0

0

-800

0

-800

Contingency reserve

0

0

0

0

0

Agency

0

0

-800

0

-800
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The payment is recorded in 2015-16 worsening the underlying cash
and fiscal balances.

The amounts in the Contingency Reserve would be removed and the
actual payment (net of recoveries) would be allocated to the agency.
The payment amount worsens the underlying cash and fiscal balances.

Attachment 6.2.1: Treatment of loans (at market rate or concessional)
In June 2013 the Commonwealth provides a $1 billion loan for 10 years at a concessional rate of 5 per cent. The market borrowing rate for the
entity is 11 per cent and the government borrowing rate is 4 per cent. The Commonwealth expects to lose 10 per cent or $100 million through
loan default costs. The impact on the estimates and projections included in the 2013-14 Budget would be as follows.
Cash treatment
2013-14 Budget – Underlying cash balance
Loan
($m)
Interest receipts
less public debt interest
Upfront grant

Accrual treatment
2013-14 Budget – Fiscal balance

2013-14

2014-15

2015-16

2016-17

Total

0

10

11

12

33

-100

0

0

0

-100
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Expected interest receipts progressively improve the underlying
cash balance, while public debt interest costs progressively worsen
the underlying cash balance.
Where it is expected at the origination of a loan (or loan
programme) that the loan will not be repaid in full, a grant
component, equal to the expected non-repayment, is recognised
as a payment.

Loan
($m)
Interest receipts
less public debt interest
Present value of interest
discount and unwinding of
discount
Upfront grant

2013-14

2014-15

2015-16

2016-17

Total

0

10

11

12

33

-224

35

33

31

-125

-100

0

0

0

-100

Expected interest receipts progressively improve the fiscal balance, while
public debt interest costs progressively worsen the fiscal balance.
The fiscal balance immediately reflects the present value of the interest
discount over the life of the loan (worsening the fiscal balance upfront).
This does not capture the economic or default cost of the concessional
loan, only the value of interest that the Commonwealth gives up for
which it is not compensated. This discount is unwound over the term of
the loan (improving the fiscal balance) in anticipation of the full
repayment of the loan principal.
Where it is expected at the origination of a loan (or loan programme)
that the loan will not be repaid in full a grant component, equal to the
expected non-repayment, is recognised as an expense.
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6.3 Budget reporting and the Charter of Budget Honesty
Background
Budget transparency allows for a more informed public policy debate, fosters credibility and
helps the community better understand fiscal policy. Improved fiscal transparency can assist
in highlighting current and emerging fiscal risks, and in driving the necessary change in the
community’s expectations of government.
Improved budget reporting requirements would improve transparency and accountability
and assist the government in achieving its medium-term fiscal strategy.

Current structure
The Charter of Budget Honesty Act 1998 (the Charter) mandates certain budget reporting:
•

the Budget, Mid-Year Economic and Fiscal Outlook and Final Budget Outlook
documents for each financial year;

•

the Pre-Election Economic and Fiscal Outlook ahead of federal elections; and

•

periodic release of the Intergenerational Report.

However, the Charter provides relatively little guidance on content for these reports.

Issues
There is scope for improvement in relation to longer-term reporting and transparency of
reporting.

Longer-term reporting
Responsible economic management should not only consider the near term but also the
medium to longer term. Policy decisions should be set in a sustainable medium-term
setting.
Despite this, there is currently no requirement for budget updates to include any form of
budget estimates any further than three years beyond the Budget year.
The requirement to only report for the Budget year and three following years, combined
with Australia’s three year election cycle, can result in a relatively short-term focus by
government.
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Aggregate level medium-term projections have, however, been published in budget updates
for the past few years.

Transparency of reporting
Budget forecasts
Recent budget documents have reported large downward revisions to the economic and
revenue forecasts. Against this backdrop, a number of concerns have been raised about the
transparency of current forecasting arrangements.
The Review of Treasury Macroeconomic and Revenue Forecasting (Australian
Government, 2012) found that ‘Treasury’s forecasts are comparable with, or better than,
those of official agencies overseas’.
Budget forecasts are formally the product of the Joint Economic Forecasting Group (JEFG)
Committee, which consists of Treasury, the Reserve Bank of Australia, the Department of
the Prime Minister and Cabinet, the Department of Finance and the Australian Bureau of
Statistics.
The Committee meets three times a year to discuss the domestic and global outlook. In
addition, an informal update round is conducted in June. A JEFG Report is prepared by
Treasury in consultation with the other partners and is provided to the Treasurer, the
Prime Minister and the committee members. The report provides Treasury’s assessment of
the domestic and global outlook, including its revised economic forecasts.
Reports of the JEFG Committee are publicly released by the Treasury after two and a half
years.
The JEFG processes do not include a formal process for agreeing budget forecasts with
external experts. This does occur for some jurisdictions overseas.
Sensitivity analysis
The Charter requires budget documents to include analysis of the sensitivity of fiscal
estimates to changes in economic and other assumptions.
However, the Charter does not provide any further information on how this sensitivity
analysis is to be incorporated.
Budget Process Operational Rules
At a bureaucratic level, the requirements of the government’s fiscal strategy are
operationalised through the Budget Process Operational Rules, which provide guidance to
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departments and agencies on budget processes and costing requirements and set out the
process by which the government prioritises expense and revenue decisions
These Operational Rules are currently classified documents, and not available for broader
circulation. This limits governments’ transparency, and public understanding of the Budget
process.
Timing of reporting
The Charter provides significant leeway around the timing of budget updates.
No guidance is provided in the Charter on the timing of the annual Budget.
The Mid-Year Economic and Fiscal Outlook can be produced up until the end of January
(almost 9 months after an early May budget).
Intergenerational Reports can be released any time within five years of the previous
Intergenerational Report.
Improved certainty around the timing of these budget updates could improve transparency
and public trust in the Budget process.

Potential areas for reform
Longer-term reporting
The current practices around publishing medium-term budget information are extremely
valuable, and should be institutionalised to provide additional certainty and transparency.
The Charter could be changed to make it mandatory for each fiscal update to publish
projections for the 10 years beyond the Budget year, for key budget aggregates. This would
include aggregate spending as well as aggregate revenue receipts.
The projections should be based on current policy and decisions as far as practicable.
Moreover, for new policy decisions which are expected to have a substantial impact on the
Budget beyond the forward estimates (or where the Budget impact is substantially different
beyond the forward estimates), budget measures descriptions in fiscal updates should
include financial information for the 10 years beyond the Budget year.
Intergenerational Report
The Charter currently requires the government to release an Intergenerational Report at
least every five years, examining the long-term sustainability of current government policy
over 40 years, including the financial implications of demographic change.
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The Commission considers that the preparation and publication of the Intergenerational
Reports has been a positive development for Australia, particularly in raising awareness of
the budgetary challenges associated with an ageing population.
The Commission considers that in the future, the Intergenerational Report should extend to
also cover the long-term sustainability of State and Territory budgets. Given the current
level of vertical fiscal imbalance in Australia, there are ongoing linkages between the
Commonwealth and State budgets. Identifying any weaknesses at State level is an important
risk factor for future Commonwealth budgets. Incorporating State and Territory budgets
would also provide a more comprehensive picture of the fiscal pressures facing Australia.
This will require significant cooperation with the States.
Transparency of reporting
Budget forecasts
One option for Treasury to improve the transparency of budget forecasts would be to
require a further formal consultation with a panel of experts before budget forecasts are
finalised.
Another option which improves transparency about how the Budget forecasts compare with
the views of other forecasters could be achieved by requiring comparisons to be published
between key economic forecasts and relevant consensus forecasts.
Confidence intervals could also be published for key forecasts.
Sensitivity analysis
Each year, the Budget documentation includes a sensitivity analysis of budget estimates to
economic developments. This analysis considers the effects on receipts and payments of
altering some of the key economic assumptions.
This sensitivity analysis should use a range of different scenarios to evaluate the sensitivity
of aggregate budget estimates to economic developments.
This should be supplemented by incorporating more analysis around the sensitivity of major
programme costings to changes in programme parameters (particularly where programme
funding is highly sensitive to parameter variations).
Budget Process Operational Rules
Consideration should be given to releasing the Budget Process Operational Rules publicly to
enhance understanding of how the Budget is framed.
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Timing of reporting
There would be benefit in increasing certainty around the timing of the Intergenerational
Report.
The Charter could be amended to ensure that an Intergenerational Report is released within
a year of the ABS updating its labour force data for the latest National Census.
Budget documentation
In recent years, there has been significant growth in the size and complexity of budget
documentation. However, the Commission is of the view that this has not contributed to an
improvement in the quality of public debate on fiscal policy. In addition the size and
complexity makes the Budget documents hard to navigate and less accessible to a wider
audience.
The Commission considers that reducing the volume of budget documentation could assist
the Government in better communicating its fiscal and budget objectives to the public.
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7 – Fiscal and economic assumptions

The Commission has produced projections of Budget aggregates (underlying cash balance,
net debt, total receipts and total payments) and for some of the large and strong growing
programmes. These projections are largely based on material contained in the 2013-14
Mid-Year Economic and Fiscal Outlook (MYEFO).
These projections facilitate discussion around the fiscal outlook and overall Budget picture
for the coming decade.
The programme projections allow analysis to be undertaken at a more detailed level over
the medium term. This assists the discussion of government policy and options.

7.1 Methodology of Budget aggregate projections
The Budget aggregate projections within the Phase One Report are based on projections
from the 2013-14 MYEFO. Where the Commission has made its own assumptions (for
instance about future tax revenue), these are noted in the Report.
The Commission used Treasury’s fiscal aggregate projection model (FAPmod) to produce the
aggregate projections.
FAPmod combines projections of receipts, payments and balance sheet components to
produce an internally consistent cash and accrual framework, with interconnected operating
and cash flow statements and balance sheet. From these statements, aggregate Budget
projections are produced.
This differs to the approach used for Budget aggregates across the forward estimates
period, where estimates are based on detailed programme level information.
The projections of receipts, payments (both of which are cash) and balance sheet
components come from separate but methodologically consistent models. The models are
underpinned by the ‘three Ps’ (population, participation, productivity), the same framework
which underlies the intergenerational report. The models assume the continuation of
current policy.
Further information about Treasury’s FAPmod can be found in Treasury (2009).

Receipt projections
Medium-term tax receipts are projected by head of revenue using parameters for wages,
profits and consumption linked to nominal GDP growth — similar to the revenue projections
for the last two years of the forward estimates period.
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Consistent with current presentation in the Budget papers, the underlying cash balance
does not include earnings from the Future Fund. For simplicity and consistency, the charts
displaying projections of total receipts do not include Future Fund earnings.

Payment projections
Payments are projected using a suite of models, including models that project spending on
health, income support payments, education and training, aged care, major superannuation
defined benefit schemes, and defence. Whilst the details of the various spending models
differ, they are mainly driven by expected changes in demand (in most cases driven by
demographic change) and prices.
A number of programme estimates are included in the aggregate projections where
programmes are expected to have a substantial financial impact beyond the forward
estimates period, for example the National Disability Insurance Scheme.
The underlying cash balance does not include the operating costs of the Future Fund. For
simplicity and consistency, the charts displaying projections of total payments do not
include the operating expenses of the Future Fund.

Economic and demographic projections
The fiscal aggregate and programme projections are based on economic and demographic
parameters.
These parameters are based on medium-term assumptions of growth consistent with
historical experience adjusted, where appropriate, for long-term factors such as
demographic change.
The same set of economic and demographic parameters is used for the medium-term
aggregate projections and the medium-term programme projections. These parameters are
also consistent with those from the 2013-14 MYEFO.
Further detail on the significant parameters is below.
Real Gross Domestic Product
Real GDP is assumed to grow by 2½ per cent in 2013-14 and 2014-15, and 3 per cent
per year in 2015-16 and 2016-17.
Beyond the forward estimates, real GDP is assumed to grow at its trend rate of around
3 per cent a year. Trend growth in real GDP is projected to slow early next decade as the
participation rate declines with Australia’s ageing population.
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Inflation
Consumer price inflation is projected to be around 2½ per cent per year from 2015-16
consistent with the Reserve Bank’s medium-term target band.
Nominal Gross Domestic Product
Nominal GDP is assumed to grow at 3½ per cent per year in 2013-14 and 2014-15,
increasing to 4¾ per cent per year in 2015-16 and 2016-17.
Nominal GDP growth is determined by the combination of real GDP growth and economy
wide prices, and is projected to be around 5½ per cent per year, beyond the forward
estimates period.
Unemployment rate
An unemployment rate of 6 per cent in 2013-14 and 6¼ per cent in 2014-15 has been
assumed. The unemployment rate is projected to remain at around 6 per cent beyond
2014-15.
Participation
A participation rate of around 65 per cent in 2013-14 is assumed. This rate falls over time,
primarily due to the impact of the ageing of the population.
Productivity
Labour productivity is assumed to grow at a rate of 1.6 per cent per year, reflecting
historical annual rates.
Wages growth
Growth in wages is assumed to be around 2.75 per cent per year in 2013-14 and 2014-15.
From 2015-16 growth in wages is projected to be around 4 per cent per year. This reflects
growth in the CPI and labour productivity.
Terms of trade
It has been assumed that the terms of trade decline until 2019-20, when they reach a
long-run level similar to the level in 2006-07. They then remain at this level.

Budget aggregate scenarios
The Commission has produced medium-term fiscal outlook scenarios under different
assumptions than those presented in the 2013-14 MYEFO. These scenarios help explain the
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fiscal outlook and implications of possible government decisions. They are purely indicative
to demonstrate what the projected outlook could look like under different assumptions.

‘Business as Usual’ scenario
In the ‘Business as Usual’ scenario, estimates and projections of spending and revenue out
to 2023-24 are based on the forecasts and projections presented in the 2013-14 MYEFO.
However, tax collections are limited to 24 per cent of GDP. Implicit in this assumption is that
bracket creep is returned through the personal income tax system.
Payments increase in line with published MYEFO numbers, with the only difference
occurring through higher public debt interest payments, due to weaker Budget projections
than at MYEFO.

‘Reform’ scenario
The ‘Reform’ scenario makes the assumption that tax receipts do not exceed 24 per cent of
GDP, (the same assumption as the ‘Business as Usual’ scenario) and that growth in
payments is constrained such that the Budget improves to a 1 per cent of GDP surplus in
2023-24.
The constraint on payments begins in 2014-15 and continues until 2023-24.
Under this scenario, payments would decline from their current level of around 26 per cent
of GDP to around 24 per cent of GDP by 2023-24.

7.2 Methodology of programme projections
To facilitate a comprehensive discussion at the programme level and to help guide the
Commission’s work when formulating recommendations the Commission has published
projections of expenditure for the large and fast growing programmes.
These projections are based on an accrual framework.
The projections up to and including 2016-17 are the programme level expenses as per the
2013-14 MYEFO.
Beyond 2016-17, programme-specific models have been used to project expenditure. These
models are based on those used for the forward estimates, with modifications to
incorporate drivers of programme growth over the longer term.
The drivers of growth in the longer term include demographic factors and specific
government decisions that provide an extended funding profile beyond the forward
estimates, for example the National Disability Insurance Scheme.
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The projections of programme expenses rely on assumptions regarding economic and
demographic factors, programme payment recipients, behaviour and other factors that
drive estimates. Whilst the projections make use of the most appropriate assumptions, a
high level of uncertainty is inherent in this form of modelling.
Hospitals
Hospital expense projections reflect the Commonwealth contribution to public hospital
funding under the Commonwealth/State National Health Reform Agreement. Projections
exclude public hospital spending on veterans.
Pharmaceutical Benefits Scheme
Pharmaceutical Benefits Scheme (PBS) projections reflect PBS expenditure under the
National Health Act 1953. The Repatriation Pharmaceutical Benefits Scheme, which is a
separate scheme funded through the Department of Veterans’ Affairs, has not been
included.
Medicare Benefits Schedule
Medicare Benefits Schedule projections reflect Medicare Benefits Schedule expenditure
under the Health Insurance Act 1973.
National Disability Insurance Scheme
National Disability Insurance Scheme projections reflect the Commonwealth’s contribution
to the scheme, net of National Disability Specific Purpose Payment and existing
Commonwealth programmes that provide disability care and support services.
Income Support for Carers
Income support for carers projections reflect the five major areas of support: Carer Payment
(the main income support payment); Carer Allowance (Adult); Carer Allowance (Child); Carer
Supplement; and Child Disability Assistance. Only the special appropriations have been
modelled.
Child Care Fee Assistance
Child Care Fee Assistance projections reflect the Child Care Benefit and the Child Care
Rebate.
Paid Parental Leave
Expenditure in 2013-14 and 2014-15 relates to the scheme as at the 2013-14 MYEFO. The
remaining years relate to the Government’s proposed new scheme.
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Disability Support Pension
Disability Support Pension (DSP) projections reflect the special appropriations for DSP.
Age Pension
Age pension projections reflect the special appropriations for Age Pension (including the
pension supplement). The Wife Pension and Widow B Pension have not been included.
Aged Care and Population Ageing
Aged Care and Population Ageing projections reflect special appropriations for the Home
Support, Home Care, Residential and Flexible Care programmes. The Department of
Veterans’ Affairs component of the Residential Care programme is also included.
Family Tax Benefit
Family Tax Benefit projections reflect the special appropriations for Family Tax Benefit
Part A and Part B.
Schools Funding
Schools funding projections reflect funding for both non-government and government
schools, and include funding the Students First – a fairer funding agreement for schools
package. For the purpose of producing these projections it has been assumed that the
former Government’s Better Schools Plan is implemented in full, and that funding provided
to non-participant States continues beyond 2017.
Higher Education
Higher education projections reflect expenditure projections for the Higher Education
Support programme. The main element of this programme is the Commonwealth Grant
Scheme. Other elements include supplementation for unfunded superannuation liabilities
payments, support for students with a disability, and funding to universities with students
from low socio-economic status backgrounds.
Official Development Assistance
Official Development Assistance projections reflect all Official Development
Assistance-eligible expenditure, and include both global (multilateral) and country (bilateral)
programmes and some departmental funding.
Defence
Defence projections are on the basis of expense estimates for the Defence function
(including the Department of Defence, Defence Materiel Organisation and other smaller
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agencies in the function). Superannuation costs and expenses related to the Department of
Veterans’ Affairs and Defence Housing Australia are not included. The projections also
include Defence function net capital investment, and as such the Defence projections are
not pure expense numbers.
The Defence projections also differ slightly from the other expense projections, as they
reflect the function and not the programme.
Job Seeker Income Support
Job Seeker Income Support projections include projections for Newstart Allowance and
Youth Allowance (other). This projection is heavily dependent upon the assumed
unemployment rate of around 6 per cent.

References
Australian Government 2014, Mid-Year Economic and Fiscal Outlook 2013-14, Australian
Government, Canberra.
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8 – Reforming the Federation
8.1 Background

The upcoming White Papers on Reform of the Federation and Tax Reform provide the
opportunity for detailed analysis of current arrangements for federal financial relations and
the development of reform options.
•

There is a commitment to producing these White Papers within the next two years.

•

The White Paper on the Reform of the Federation has a broad remit aimed at
clarifying roles and responsibilities between all levels of government to ensure that,
as far as possible, each level of government is sovereign in its own sphere.

•

However, in order to meet this goal, funding capacity is a key driver.
Substantial vertical fiscal imbalance and long-term fiscal pressures for all levels of
government means the two White Paper processes will need to be well linked.

There is scope for significant reform around:
•

Commonwealth-State roles and responsibilities;

•

vertical fiscal imbalance;

•

horizontal fiscal equity; and

•

administrative burden.

These different areas are interdependent, but reform across all of the areas should clarify
roles and responsibilities, and provide for sufficient autonomy, capability and sustainability
for every Australian government to be sovereign in its own sphere.
In accordance with the Terms of Reference for the National Commission of Audit, the Phase
One Report provides an opportunity to:
consider and comment upon the current architecture of Commonwealth-State
relations. The Commission’s views on this issue will help to inform the Government’s
forthcoming White Paper on the Reform of the Federation.
The Commission considers that governments should be ambitious in reforming and
improving Australia’s Federation.
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8.2 Rationalising roles and responsibilities
Australia’s federal financial relations are characterised by shared roles and responsibilities
that have accumulated over time.
Shared roles and responsibilities increase the risk of administrative duplication and overlap
and result in higher administrative costs, blurred accountability, opportunities for cost
shifting, a reduction in the efficiency, effectiveness and equity in the delivery of services and
ultimately, services not being provided in a manner that improves the wellbeing of
Australians.
Chart 8.2.1 below shows that there are currently very few areas where the Commonwealth
or State governments are solely responsible for funding or providing services.
Chart 8.2.1: Expenditure by function, 2011-12
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Key areas where overlap or duplication has been identified by the States in their
submissions to the Commission include:
•

The National Health Reform process is currently seen as unnecessarily complex and
inefficient. The Victorian Government has asked that a review look at enhancing
efficiency by simplifying funding arrangements and reviewing the roles of
administrators and regulators (Victorian Government, 2013).

•

The ACT Government believes there is an opportunity for the Commonwealth to step
back and allow States to flexibly operate schools (ACT Government, 2013).

•

Recent interventions by the Commonwealth in service delivery of mental health risk
duplication of effort and distortion of service planning. The NSW Government
proposes an examination of duplicate structures (NSW Government, 2013).
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Other areas of Commonwealth-State overlap and duplication identified are included in the
main body of the Phase One Report at Section 3.1.
A thorough review of roles and responsibilities across levels of government would provide
the opportunity to reduce overlap or duplication and produce considerable efficiencies in
service delivery.
In line with the Commission’s Principles of Good Government, two key principles should
apply to any review of Commonwealth-State roles and responsibilities – subsidiarity and
sovereignty.
•

Subsidiarity - As far as practicable, policy and service delivery should be devolved to
the level of government closest to the ultimate clients, to allow programmes to be
tailored to meet community needs. Governments should operate at their natural
levels (policy oversight for national issues should go to the Commonwealth and
regional and local issues should go to the State governments).

•

Sovereignty – As far as practicable, each level of government should be sovereign in
its own sphere. When reviewing roles and responsibilities, government activities
should be allocated to one level of government only, in order to provide greater
clarity and accountability.

Any changes to roles and responsibilities should not result in major changes to the level of
service currently provided to the public.
The involvement of the States in any review of roles and responsibilities will be critical, as
most meaningful reforms will require the Commonwealth and State governments to work
together to allocate the appropriate service provider and level of funding, and to sell the
solutions to the broader public.
Key areas where roles and responsibilities should be reviewed are:
•

areas of constitutional State responsibility where the Commonwealth currently has a
significant financial contribution, such as schools funding;

•

areas of State responsibility where the Commonwealth currently has sub-sectoral
responsibilities, such as responsibility for specific environmental outcomes and
regulation;

•

areas of State responsibility where the Commonwealth currently has a national
policy interest, such as infrastructure; and

•

areas where Commonwealth transfers to the States are growing at an unsustainable
rate, such as the payments associated with National Health Reform and the National
Disability Insurance Scheme, which currently have growth rates well above inflation.
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In areas where the intersection of roles and responsibilities is inevitable, they should be
made complementary and carefully managed to avoid duplication and waste.

8.3 Addressing vertical fiscal imbalance
In common with most federal systems, a feature of the Australian federation is vertical fiscal
imbalance. That is, the Commonwealth Government raises revenues in excess of its
spending responsibilities, while State governments have insufficient revenue from their own
sources to finance spending responsibilities. Chart 8.3.1 illustrates the level of vertical fiscal
imbalance for the States and also shows how this imbalance has changed over time.
Chart 8.3.1: Vertical fiscal imbalance since Federation
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In Australia, vertical fiscal imbalance is observed in the significant gap between the revenue
raised by the States and their expenses.
Chart 8.3.2 illustrates the level of vertical fiscal imbalance for the States in 2013-14.
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Chart 8.3.2: State own-source revenue, State expenses and
vertical fiscal imbalance, 2013-14
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To partially address vertical fiscal imbalance, the Commonwealth provides ongoing funding
to the States to assist with the cost of their service delivery. Total Commonwealth funding
to the States in 2013-14 represents around one quarter of the Commonwealth expenses
and some 40 per cent of States revenue. Commonwealth funding consists of a mix of
payment types, but payments are made explicitly across all key service delivery sectors.
Commonwealth payments to the States to address vertical fiscal imbalance (in 2013-14)
consist of (Australian Government, 2013b):
•

general revenue assistance (GST and other payments) of $51 billion per year, which
is untied;

•

National Specific Purpose Payments (NSPPs) of $31 billion per year, which are largely
untied (the only requirement being that they be spent in the relevant sector); and

•

National Partnership Payments (NPs) of $14 billion per year, which have varying
degrees of conditionality attached, including meeting genuine accountability
requirements.

While some level of vertical fiscal imbalance has been in place since the start of Federation,
there are some significant issues which arise from the extent of vertical fiscal imbalance in
Australia:
•

the do not face the real costs of raising the revenue which they spend, which can
make their service delivery less efficient; and
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there is a lack of accountability and associated blame-shifting between the
Commonwealth and the States, as both parties are responsible for funding service
delivery across a wide range of government functions.

A more efficient outcome would have the States able to match their expenditure more
closely with their own revenues and become less dependent on the Commonwealth, while
the Commonwealth matches its revenues more closely to its own needs.
A closer matching of revenue-raising capacity with expenditure responsibilities would make
all levels of government more accountable and responsible for their actions, and hence lead
to improvements in the efficiency of service delivery.
As the problem of vertical fiscal imbalance is an ongoing one, over the decades many
different reviews and Commonwealth-State processes have explored this issue.
On 19 January 1970, the Premiers of all States signed a document entitled The Financial
Relationships of the Commonwealth and the States. This document envisaged a scheme
whereby the States should have access to income tax. At the subsequent Premiers’
Conference in February 1970, the Prime Minister rejected this proposal, citing a number of
objections. These included macro-economic policy making considerations, the ‘equitable’
treatment of all Australians brought about by uniform taxation, the budgetary problems
that would be faced by the States as income tax receipts fluctuated and the problems that
would arise in the process of calculating equalisation grants by the Commonwealth Grants
Commission (James, 1997).
When the Commonwealth attempted to allow the States to levy marginal income tax
surcharges or rebates under the Income Tax (Arrangements With the States) Act 1978, the
offer was declined (in part because the Commonwealth was not prepared to make room by
lowering its rates) (James, 1997).
In 1991 the Working Party on Tax Powers to the Special Premiers Conference noted that
addressing vertical fiscal imbalance would ‘involve fundamental changes to the relationships
between the various levels of government as well as the tax system of the nation. Changes
of this nature have far-reaching effects on the community and, while that is no reason for
avoiding change, it does argue for very careful consideration’.
In 2000, the Commonwealth introduced the GST, with revenues hypothecated to the States.
In 2010, the review of Australia’s Future Tax System (the ‘Henry Tax Review’) noted that:
VFI may lead to accountability problems in regard to expenditure and taxation
decisions made by governments. A closer matching of revenue and expenditure
responsibilities at each level of government may increase the accountability of
governments by making government financing more transparent.
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There are a number of options that could be used for addressing the vertical fiscal
imbalance between the Commonwealth and State governments including:
•

introducing additional State taxes;

•

adjusting the rate and/or base of GST;

•

additional untied funding provided to the States; and

•

providing the States with access to part of the Commonwealth’s personal income tax
base.

The States’ own-source revenue could be increased to reduce the vertical fiscal imbalance
and provide them with fiscal autonomy. This includes options such as broadening the base
of existing State taxes.
An increase in the revenue collected by the GST could be achieved by increasing the rate of
the GST or broadening the base of the GST to include goods and services that are currently
not subject to GST.
Australia rates 29th lowest out of 33 OECD countries in terms of rate of value-added-tax
levied. In the period since Australia introduced its GST in 2000, 20 OECD countries have
increased their value-added-tax rate.
Australia also has a relatively narrow base of goods and services on which value-added-tax is
applied compared to other OECD countries, rating 9th lowest from a comparison of 32
countries in 2011 (OECD, 2014).
The vertical fiscal imbalance could also be addressed by providing additional untied
transfers to the States.
The Commonwealth provides a significant amount of funding through semi-tied and
payments for specific purpose, contributing to the current level of vertical fiscal imbalance.
One option for addressing some of the vertical fiscal imbalance is to provide more funding
through untied general revenue assistance, rather than through tied or semi-tied payments.
The provision of greater levels of untied funding also offers major opportunities to reduce
reporting requirements of the States.
A further option to increase State source income is a combined Commonwealth-State
personal income tax, which could include providing the States with a designated share of
personal income tax raised, or allowing the States to levy a State income tax surcharge (with
the Commonwealth ‘making room’ so that overall income tax rate need not rise).
The Commonwealth raises some $180 billion per year from individuals and other
withholding taxes.
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There is no constitutional or legal limitation on the States imposing their own income taxes.
However, there would be substantial administrative and compliance costs in each State and
Territory levying its own income tax.
Giving the States access to the Commonwealth’s personal income tax base would provide
them with another growing revenue source, but should not significantly affect compliance
costs for Australian taxpayers. All income taxes would continue to be collected by the
Australian Taxation Office.
Under such an approach, the Commonwealth would reduce its income tax rates and the
States would then replace them with an income tax surcharge at the same rate, so that the
overall personal income tax rate faced by individuals need not rise.
By way of illustration, the Commonwealth could permit States to access the personal tax
base directly by reducing the current personal income rate of 32.5 per cent (which applies
on incomes from $37,000 to $80,000) by 10 percentage points to 22.5 per cent.
A 10 percentage point ‘State income tax surcharge’ could be introduced to bring the overall
rate back to 32.5 per cent. This 10 percentage point State surcharge would be hypothecated
to the States providing them, in this example, with an estimated additional revenue source
of around $25 billion per year.
The impact of lower revenue collections for the Commonwealth would be offset through an
equivalent reduction in the payment of other Commonwealth financial assistance to the
States. In other words, the financial implication would simply be a substitution of a new
untied source of revenue to replace a series of tied grant.
In the example above, the Commonwealth would take $25 billion out of the $45 billion in
tied grants it currently provides to the States.
It would also be possible to extend the income tax sharing arrangement by allowing the
States to periodically adjust the surcharge rate (either up or down by several percentage
points). This has the potential to inject further competitive tension within the Federation as
States would have the autonomy to set rates and compete amongst themselves.
The Commission recognises that such a change would represent a material change in the
current financial arrangements and that there would be legal, technical and administrative
details to resolve. This should not, however, stand in the way of genuine reform.
A change in current arrangements to permit the States to levy an income surcharge would
need to take account of the need for the Commonwealth to be able to continue to effect its
broader macroeconomic and income distribution responsibilities recognising the role that
income tax may play in this regard.
Such an arrangement would require an agreement between the Commonwealth and the
States on future changes to personal income tax brackets and thresholds.
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The Commission considers that this latter option of providing the States with access to the
Commonwealth’s personal income tax base would be the best way forward to address the
issue of vertical fiscal imbalance. By allowing for greater competition between the States,
this option should lead to all States being more accountable for their own budgeting
decisions.

8.4 Improving horizontal fiscal equalisation
It is usual for individual states within a federation to have different capacities to raise
revenue or deliver services. The practice of equalising revenue capacities and/or
expenditure capacities between the states in a federation is common.
Australia has had various forms of fiscal equalisation since 1901. The view was taken that,
unless some type of intervention occurred, the Federation would be unsustainable, as
States with weaker financial positions would have had to reduce services and/or raise
additional revenue.
To enable these fiscally-weaker States to provide services to their residents at the same
standard as the fiscally-stronger States, it was recognised that a mechanism was required to
adjust their fiscal capacities.
Under the Intergovernmental Agreement on Federal Financial Relations, the States are
entitled to receive payments from the Commonwealth equivalent to the revenue received
from the GST. The amount of GST distributed to the States is in the order of $50 billion in
2013-14. The Commonwealth distributes GST among the States having regard to the
recommendations of the Commonwealth Grants Commission.
The CGC takes into account differences in the States’ capacities to raise revenues and
differences in the costs the States would incur in providing the same standard of
government services, including through acquiring the infrastructure used to deliver those
services (Commonwealth Grants Commission, 2013).
In 2013-14, around $4.7 billion (or 9.3 per cent) of the total $50 billion in GST payments will
be redistributed among the States.
Table 8.4.1 below illustrates that GST relativities for each State generally change only slowly
over time (with the exception of WA, where change has been driven, in the last decade, by
the impact of mining revenues on States revenue raising capacities).
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Table 8.4.1: Distribution of GST by State
2000-01

2013-14

Equal per
Grants
capita
Commission Difference
distribution distribution ($ million)
($ million)
($ million)

Equal per
capita
distribution
($ million)

Grants
Commission Difference
distribution ($ million)
($ million)

NSW
VIC
QLD
WA
SA
TAS
ACT
NT

10,182
7,488
5,617
2,977
2,348
733
491
308

9,262
6,523
5,721
2,930
2,776
1,106
546
1,280

-920
-965
104
-48
428
373
55
972

16,053
12,479
10,133
5,493
3,629
1,111
834
517

15,558
11,320
10,741
2,458
4,595
1,801
1,022
2,756

-495
-1,159
608
-3,036
966
689
188
2,239

Total

30,145

30,145

0

50,250

50,250

0

Amount redistributed:
$ million
per cent of pool

1,932
6%

4,689
9%

Source: Australian Government 2013a. Note: Budget Paper No. 3 does not take into account distribution of unquarantined
health care grants.

The 2012 report of the GST Distribution Review (Australian Government, 2012) found that:
While modern horizontal fiscal equalisation (HFE) theory provides a conceptual
model for determining the financial transfers between States in order to be fair to all
citizens and avoid inappropriate migration incentives, the model has its critics and
there are practical issues with it. The preference of some States for an outcome
consistent with this theory, whilst others seek a simpler model, lies behind many of
the differences between the positions put to the Panel by the States. While South
Australia, Tasmania, the Australian Capital Territory and the Northern Territory
support the current equalisation system, New South Wales, Victoria, Queensland and
Western Australia see major problems with it.
This split in the States’ opinions on the current HFE distribution broadly reflects the current
distribution of GST revenues (see Table 8.4.2). States which lose out, or are broadly neutral,
under the current distribution are seeking change, while States which gain from the current
distribution are in favour of the status quo.
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Table 8.4.2: Difference in States’ per capita distribution of GST revenues, 2013-14
State /
Territory

GST distribution
2013-14 Budget

Equal per capita
distribution of GST

Redistribution

Projected
population

Per capita
redistribution

$ million

$ million

$ million

'000

$

NSW

15,557.9

16,053.1

-495.2

7,426.0

-66.7

Vic

11,320.3

12,478.9

-1,158.6

5,773.0

-200.7

Qld

10,740.9

10,133.4

607.5

4,688.0

129.6

WA

2,457.5

5,493.2

-3,035.7

2,541.0

-1,194.6

SA

4,595.0

3,629.2

965.7

1,679.0

575.2

Tas

1,800.5

1,111.3

689.2

514.0

1,340.7

ACT

1,021.8

834.0

187.8

386.0

486.6

NT

2,756.0

516.8

2,239.2

239.0

9,366.3

50,250.0

50,250.0

4,689.5

23,246.0

Total

Source: Australian Government, 2013a.

The GST Distribution Review presented a comprehensive series of recommendations, but
did not recommend fundamental change to the HFE system over the short to medium term.
It instead focused on recommendations to improve governance, transparency, stability and
simplicity, which will have only minor impacts on any State’s GST share. The Review noted
that ‘it is not possible to closely replicate the outcomes of the current system in a
dramatically simpler way’.
However, the Review did say that if some of the current issues around vertical fiscal
imbalance were addressed, with State revenue raising capacity better linked to service
delivery responsibilities, then a substantially simplified form of HFE could apply (Australian
Government, 2012).
An important point to appreciate is the link between issues around vertical fiscal imbalance
and the HFE. If steps are taken to address vertical fiscal imbalance, States’ revenue raising
capacities would be better linked to their service delivery responsibilities and a substantially
simplified form of HFE could apply.
If a substantial reduction in vertical fiscal imbalance was achieved, then it would be possible
to move to a model where there was minimal redistribution between the fiscally-stronger
States (New South Wales, Victoria, Queensland and Western Australia), but more targeted
distribution between the fiscally-weaker States (South Australia, Tasmania, the Australian
Capital Territory and the Northern Territory).
Historically, the fiscally-stronger States have consistently collectively received around
80 per cent of the GST pool, while the fiscally-weaker States have received around
20 per cent of the GST pool (about twice their population share).
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One option would be for all States to receive an equal per capita distribution of GST
collected. Such a distribution would leave the fiscally-stronger States better off compared to
existing arrangements. So as to preserve the current share of the fiscally-weaker States and
allow them to maintain standards of services, it would be necessary for the Commonwealth
Government to make payments out of its own revenue base. The CGC would retain a role in
determining the basis for the allocation of this additional amount. A similar approach is
currently used in Canada.
An indicative representation of how an alternative arrangement might work is shown in
Table 8.4.3 below. The fiscally-stronger States would receive their per capita shares of GDP
revenue; while the fiscally-weaker States would continue to receive the share as currently
determined by the CGC.
Table 8.4.3: Impact of alternative approach to horizontal fiscal equity
State

Current
Distribution
($ million)

Equal per capita
Distribution
($ million)

Illustrative new
distribution
($ million)

NSW
VIC
QLD
WA
SA
TAS
ACT
NT

15,558
11,320
10,741
2,458
4,595
1,801
1,022
2,756

16,053
12,479
10,133
5,493
3,629
1,111
834
517

16,053
12,479
10,741
5,493
4,595
1,801
1,202
2,756

Total

50,250

50,250

55,119

Source: Australian Government, 2013a.

Under these arrangements, the Commonwealth would need to fund an additional
$4.9 billion in equalisation payments if the goal was to ensure that no State was worse off
than they are today. That is, as well as providing the States with the full amount of GST
collected, the Commonwealth would provide an additional $4.9 billion that would be
sourced from elsewhere in the Commonwealth’s existing revenue base.

Reducing administrative burden
A key objective of the Intergovernmental Agreement on Federal Financial Relations
(IGA FFR) was a reduction in administration and compliance overheads. With its
introduction in 2009, the IGA FFR saw a rationalisation of the number of payments to the
States, along with an increase in the overall quantum of funding.
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Since then, there has been gradual growth in the number of Commonwealth-State
agreements, as seen in Chart 8.4.1.
•

As at 1 July 2013 there were 144 agreements in place under the IGA FFR.

•

Queensland has identified 19 intergovernmental agreements which are active, under
development or recently expired, which together total only $33.4 million in funding
(Queensland Government, 2013).

Chart 8.4.1: Total number of Commonwealth-State agreements from 2008 to 2013
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Along with the administrative cost of developing the number of agreements, there is a
growing reporting burden. The growth in the number of agreements has contributed to a
significant growth in reporting and administrative expenses.
Furthermore, the Commonwealth has progressively moved back towards more detailed
reporting arrangements in order that Commonwealth ministers, and the broader public, can
have certainty that taxpayers’ money was being spent efficiently and in the areas required.
An additional bureaucracy is required to develop, report on, review and assess the
agreements, which takes resources away from service delivery.
As part of the Reform of Federation White Paper, there should be a review of all national
partnerships with a view to rationalising the number. This would reduce the administrative
burden for both Commonwealth and State Governments.
At the same time, it would be useful to re-examine performance reporting requirements,
along with broader data and transparency requirements. This could incorporate a review of
the current role of the COAG Reform Council (CRC).
The CRC has responsibility for reporting on the performance of governments against
National Agreements and National Partnerships.
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The CRC is the independent monitor of performance of jurisdictions in fulfilling their
responsibilities under the IGA FFR. However, the CRC is one of a growing number of national
performance reporting bodies.
COAG itself has often been criticised as being slow and unnecessarily bureaucratic, slowing
down rather than facilitating reform processes. It has also been seen as politically driven
and focussed on short-term ‘announceables’ rather than longer-term reform goals.
There needs to be a balance between setting an appropriate level of reporting to achieve
the accountability desired to assess outcomes, and maintaining the flexibility and efficiency
required for service delivery.
A more streamlined system built around a single, integrated, national reporting system
would reduce data collection costs and confusion in interpreting performance.
Governments need to better consolidate data, streamline and simplify systems and
reporting to improve clarity and make government decision-making more transparent.
If a substantial rationalisation of National Agreements and National Partnerships could be
achieved, alongside a streamlining of reporting and data requirements, then the role of the
CRC would be substantially diminished.
The CRC could then be abolished as a separate entity, with its reporting role assumed by the
Productivity Commission (which already has a strong government reporting focus).

Reforming federal financial arrangements
These four components of reform (rationalising Commonwealth-State roles and
responsibilities, addressing vertical fiscal imbalance, improving horizontal fiscal equity and
reducing administrative burden) are all interdependent. Each of these components has the
capacity to result in substantial changes in expenses and revenues for the Commonwealth
and the States.
It is critical that all components be considered and implemented at the same time to ensure
that neither the Commonwealth nor the States are worse off after the reform.
For instance, the illustrative example on vertical fiscal imbalance above would have the
Commonwealth transferring $25 billion in income taxation revenue to the States; and the
illustrative example on HFE would result in the Commonwealth transferring an additional
$4.9 billion from consolidated revenue to the fiscally-weaker States. Without any
compensating changes, the States would be $29.9 billion better off, at the expense of the
Commonwealth.
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The purpose of these changes, however, is not to provide the States with a windfall gain,
but rather to provide them with access to revenue sources that grow in line with growth in
the economy, and to provide them with a greater share of untied funding.
In order for the Commonwealth to not be any worse off in any such transaction, any gain in
untied grants to the States would need to be offset by an equivalent decrease in tied grants.
Current tied grants to the States are around $45.1 billion per year. Of this total, around
$13.9 billion is for National Health Reform Funding, and $13.2 billion for specific payments
in education and $3.9 billion in other payments for specific purposes for skills, disability and
housing. The remaining $14.0 billion is made up of payments under 144 different National
Partnership Agreements.
Table 8.4.4 below shows an illustrative example of how these tied grants could be
decreased by $29.9 billion to offset the $29.9 billion increase in untied funding.
Table 8.4.4: Impact of illustrative changes to the architecture of federal financial
arrangements
Current
Architecture
($ billion)

Illustrative
Architecture
($ billion)

GST Revenue and existing general revenue assistance

51.2

51.2

Commonwealth Grants to States
National Health Reform Funding
School Specific payments
Skills & Workforce Specific Payments
Disability Specific Payments
Affordable Housing Specific Payments
National Partnership Agreements
Total Grants

13.9
13.2
1.4
1.2
1.3
14.0
45.1

13.9
0.0
0.0
1.2
0.0
0.0
15.2

0.0
0.0

25.0
4.9

Total Commonwealth transfers to States

96.3

96.3

Tied transfers
Untied transfers

45.1
51.2

15.2
81.1

Access to personal income tax base
Additional equalisation payment

Source: Australian Government, 2013b.

Under this illustrative example, responsibility for schools funding would be transferred from
the Commonwealth to the States and the $13.2 billion that the Commonwealth currently
provides through Schools specific purpose payments would no longer be paid. All existing
National Partnership Arrangements would also be removed, along with funding for skills and
workforce specific payments and housing specific payments.
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In practice, of course, determining which of the current tied grants would be reduced would
be a matter for negotiation between the Commonwealth and the States.
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9 – Managing expenditure growth

Over 70 per cent of the total growth in Commonwealth expenditure over the next 10 years
is accounted for by the following 15 large, fast growing areas of spending:
•

The Age Pension.

•

National Disability Insurance Scheme.

•

Medicare Benefits Schedule.

•

Hospitals.

•

Pharmaceutical Benefits Scheme.

•

Family Tax Benefit.

•

Child Care and Paid Parental Leave.

•

Schools.

•

Defence.

•

Aged Care and Population Ageing.

•

Income Support for Carers.

•

Job Seeker Income Support.

•

Disability Support Pension.

•

Higher Education.

•

Official Development Assistance.

The Commission has identified a range of reforms in these areas to restrain expenditure
growth and improve the effectiveness of government. In doing so, the Commission has
applied its Principles of Good Government, including respecting personal responsibility and
recognising the need to protect the truly disadvantaged.
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9.1 The Age Pension
Background
The Age Pension is a fundamental part of Australia’s retirement income system and provides
a safety net for those unable to fully support themselves in retirement.
However, changes are required to ensure that the Age Pension remains financially
sustainable and well-targeted to those in genuine need. This is especially important in the
context of an ageing population and improved life expectancies.

Rationale for government intervention
The Age Pension was first introduced in 1909. At the time it was only accessed by a small
proportion of the population given the qualification age was 65 and male life expectancy at
birth was 55 years.
It supports people who have reached a designated retirement age and are no longer
expected to work. The payment has regard to community standards through indexation to
wage movements. As such, pensioners share in productivity improvements and rising living
standards as their income moves in line with that of people still in the workforce, rather
than simply being maintained in real terms over time.
The Age Pension is part of the broader retirement income system. Australia’s retirement
income system is often referred to as a ‘three pillar’ system consisting of: basic income
support (the Age Pension); compulsory savings (the Superannuation Guarantee); and,
support for private savings (such as home ownership and voluntary superannuation
contributions).
As the superannuation system matures over the next 20 years, there is expected to be more
people who will be able to (at least partly) support themselves. However, there will always
be a role for the Age Pension in providing a safety net for those who have been unable to
work, were absent from work for extended periods or earned a low income over their
lifetime.

Current structure of the programme
Age Pension age
The Age Pension age (the age at which a person can access the Age Pension) is currently
65 for men and 64.5 for women (but will soon increase to 65). From 2017 the Age Pension
age will be increased by half a year every two years and will reach 67 by 2023.
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Payment rate
The Age Pension currently pays a maximum rate of $827.10 per fortnight (around $21,500
per year) for singles and $1,246.80 (around $32,500 per year) for couples combined. For
singles, $751.70 of this payment represents the maximum base rate and the remaining
$75.40 is paid through various supplements.
Indexation
The maximum base rate is indexed every six months to the higher of growth in the CPI or
the Pensioner and Beneficiary Living Cost Index (PBLCI). The PBLCI is similar to the CPI but
adjusted for the basket of goods typically purchased by people on pensions or allowances.
The maximum base rate of the pension is then ‘benchmarked’ to Male Total Average
Weekly Earnings (MTAWE) – 27.7 per cent for the single rate – which is currently driving the
indexation of the payment. The rates of the supplements are indexed to CPI only.
Means test
A means test is applied to the rate of pension a person can receive. This includes both an
income test and an assets test.
An income test assesses income from employment, business income and income from
assets, reducing a person’s payment by 50 cents for every dollar above the income test free
area (currently $4,056 per year for singles and $7,176 per year for couples combined).
Under the income test, a pensioner’s financial assets – such as shares and term deposits –
are deemed to earn a certain rate of return, with the current deeming rate being up to
3.5 per cent. Some asset classes – including superannuation and investment properties – are
assessed under the income test using alternative arrangements.
Other asset classes have no income assessed under the income test. In particular, the
principal residence is entirely exempt from the means test (including the income and assets
tests). Some other asset classes are also exempt from the income test.
An assets test also applies and reduces a person’s entitlement by $1.50 per fortnight for
every $1,000 in assets above the assets test free area (currently $196,750 for singles and
$279,000 for couples who are homeowners). Higher assets test free areas apply for
pensioners who are not homeowners ($339,250 for singles and $421,500 for couples).
The rate of pension that applies is the lower rate from either the income test or the assets
test.
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Trends
The Age Pension is the largest Commonwealth spending programme, with annual
expenditure currently $39.5 billion, growing at 3.7 per cent per year in real terms to
2023-24. Age Pension expenditure is expected to continue to increase largely as a result of
an ageing population, increased life expectancies and benchmarking to MTAWE.
The 2010 Intergenerational Report (Australian Government, 2010a) projected that
expenditure on age-related pension payments would increase from around 2.7 per cent to
around 3.9 per cent of GDP by 2050.
As part of the three pillar policy, increasing retirement savings through superannuation and
other savings will increase self-reliance and reduce dependence on the Age Pension. As
shown in Chart 9.1.1, the expected impact of increasing retirement savings is that people
will move from being primarily maximum rate Age Pensioners to being part-rate Age
Pensioners. It is expected that the proportion of pensioners receiving a part-rate pension
payment will increase from 22 per cent in 2008 to 49 per cent in 2049.
Despite the increasing shift towards part-rate pensions the proportion of older Australians
eligible for Age Pension is projected to remain constant at 80 per cent. There is no projected
increase in the proportion of individuals who are completely self-sufficient despite the
significant investment in superannuation over time. This includes the impact of the recent
decision to increase the Superannuation Guarantee rate to 12 per cent by 2019-20.
The reasons for this are multi-faceted, but are likely to include people deliberately tailoring
their affairs to meet current eligibility criteria such as by consuming assets or transferring
equity to the principal residence or other assets that are not means tested. Current means
testing arrangements mean that people with significant levels of income or assets can still
be eligible for a part-rate pension.
Chart 9.1.1: Projected proportion of eligible persons receiving an Age Pension
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Drivers
The ageing of the population and increasing life expectancies are significant drivers of
Age Pension expenditures. Chart 9.1.2 below shows that the proportion of people aged 65
and over is expected to increase from around 13.5 per cent to over 22 per cent by 2050. In
particular, the number of people aged over 85 is expected to quadruple. This is expected to
result in the number of working age people supporting a person aged over 65 decreasing
from around five people today to 2.7 people in 2050.
Chart 9.1.2: Proportion of the population that is 65 or older
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As noted in the Productivity Commission report An Ageing Australia: Preparing for the
Future (Productivity Commission, 2013), while life expectancy has been increasing there has
been little increase in the Age Pension age. Chart 9.1.3 shows that while a person aged 15
born in 1910 could expect to spend around 13 years out of the workforce when they retire,
a person today can expect to spend around 30 years out of the workforce.
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Chart 9.1.3: Life expectancy at age 15 by average participation
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The indexation of the rate of the pension to MTAWE is also a significant driver of pension
expenditure growth. Indexing pensions to MTAWE will increase the real rate of the pension
significantly faster than other income support payments at the same time that the ageing of
the population increases the population receiving pensions.
The $14.2 billion pension package in 2009 (Australian Government, 2009), which increased
the maximum rate of the pension, has also driven recent increases in Age Pension
expenditure.

Potential areas for reform
The Commission considers that changes are needed to ensure that the cost of the Age
Pension remains sustainable and affordable and well targeted to those in genuine need.
Many Australians make significant decisions in the lead up to their retirement and it is
essential that ample warning be provided to future retirees of any significant changes to Age
Pension arrangements. The approach should be to phase in implementation of major
changes to avoid significant impacts for those in retirement or those nearing retirement.
The Age Pension benchmark
The original rate of the Age Pension was set at £26 per year, or around a quarter of the fair
and reasonable wage decided under the Harvester Case, which was an equivalent to the
minimum wage at the time.
Since its introduction, the rate of the Age Pension has been increasing on an ad hoc basis
through a variety of methods including one-off increases, the addition of new supplements
and changes to indexation.
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More recently, the Age Pension maximum base rate has been set by linking the rate of
payment to wages rather than simply maintaining the payment in real terms. This ensures
that pensioners’ standard of living continues to have some reference to the incomes of the
broader community.
The base rate of the pension is currently linked to MTAWE. The policy rationale for using
this benchmark is weak as the increase in female labour force participation means a wage
measure covering only males is an anachronism in the context of contemporary Australia.
Historically, the MTAWE benchmark has been used, as a female or total persons wage index
was not published by the Australian Bureau of Statistics until the 1980s.
The total value of the pension has been gradually rising over time, even relative to the
benchmark of MTAWE. This is occurring in the context of an ageing population.
Chart 9.1.4 below shows how the maximum Age Pension entitlement has increased relative
to wages over time. Historically, the total pension package fluctuated between 20 and 25
per cent of MTAWE until the late 1980s. In the 1990s and mid-2000s the total pension
package was worth around 25 to 27 per cent of MTAWE, or around 30 per cent of AWE.
Chart 9.1.5 shows that the real value of the pension has increased significantly over time.
During the 1970s through to the 1980s, the value of the Age Pension was around
$500 per fortnight in today’s dollars. In the mid 2000s, the value of the Age Pension reached
$600 per fortnight in today’s dollars. Today, the real value of the pension is around a third
higher than it was in the early 2000s at $827.10 per fortnight. This value will continue to
increase in real terms under current indexation rules.
Chart 9.1.4: Maximum fortnightly single rate of the Age Pension as a proportion of wages
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Note: The above chart includes supplements to the pension such as the Pension Supplement.
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Chart 9.1.5: Maximum fortnightly single rate of the Age Pension in real terms
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Note: The above chart includes supplements to the pension such as the Pension Supplement.

The Commission considers that Average Weekly Earnings (AWE) is a more appropriate
benchmark for the rate of the pension. It is more appropriate than MTAWE given that
women are a major part of the labour force and it more closely represents the wage
received by the average worker. Benchmarking to AWE still recognises that pensions should
have regard to community standards through benchmarking to wages and is a more
generous measure than the median wage (the mid-point wage).
The Commission recommends that the Age Pension rate transition over time to be equal to
– and then grow in line with – 28 per cent of AWE. The re-alignment over time could be
achieved by indexing the current maximum base rate of the Age Pension to the higher of CPI
or the PBLCI until it reaches the new benchmark. As shown in Chart 9.1.6 below, on current
trends the transition can be expected to be completed by around 2027-28.
Chart 9.1.6: Current and proposed maximum base rate of the Age Pension, single persons
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Importantly, under these transitional arrangements, the value of the Age Pension will be
maintained in both real and nominal terms until the new benchmark is reached. Upon
reaching the new benchmark, the maximum base rate of the Age Pension will resume
growing in line with growth in AWE, rather than MTAWE. Post transition, indexation should
also maintain existing price indexation arrangements. That is, the Age Pension should
increase in line with the higher of AWE or CPI/PBLCI.
Eligibility for the Age Pension
As well as suggesting changes to the benchmark arrangements for the Age Pension, the
Commission considers that there is a strong case to re-examine other aspects of Australia’s
Age Pension system including tightening eligibility requirements to improve its targeting to
those unable to support themselves in retirement.
Consistent with the approach outlined above any changes to eligibility should only affect
new recipients and even then there should be a reasonably long lead time recognising that
people need sufficient notice given the importance of decisions that are often taken ahead
of retirement. No existing recipient of the Age Pension will have their eligibility and pension
amount reduced as a consequence of any of the Commission’s recommendations in this
area.
The Age Pension age is currently scheduled to increase to 67 by 2023. There is a strong case
to build on this existing process and link the Age Pension age to improvements in life
expectancy.
The Age Pension age has remained largely unchanged since its introduction in 1909.
However, people are now spending a higher proportion of their lives in retirement.
Not only are people now experiencing longer retirements, but changes in the nature of work
and improvements to medical technology have meant that many people (but not necessarily
all) are also experiencing healthier and more active retirements.
With people experiencing longer and healthier retirements, it is appropriate to increase the
Age Pension age.
As shown below, it is proposed that after the current scheduled increase in eligibility age to
67 in 2023, the Age Pension age be indexed to a proportion of average life expectancy for all
persons at age 65.
Life expectancy at age 65 represents a good estimate of how long someone approaching
retirement can expect to live. In addition, this measure means that improvements in infant
mortality will not drive rises in the Age Pension age in the future.
It is considered that a period measure of life expectancy such as this is a better basis for the
indexation of the Age Pension age compared to a cohort measure of life expectancy. Period
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measures of life expectancy are based on current observed mortality rates whereas cohort
measures project future increases in mortality which are uncertain.
A proportion of life expectancy can be decided on that will achieve a steady increase in the
Age Pension age, such as increasing by around half a year every five years. The Commission
considers that people born before 1965 (who are currently around 50) should not be
affected to give adequate time to plan for the change. The Commission estimates that
setting the Age Pension age at 77 per cent of life expectancy at 65 would achieve this
outcome and would see the Age Pension age reach 70 years by 2053.
Chart 9.1.7: Current and recommended increase to the Age Pension age
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The Age Pension age could be set every five years and rounded to the nearest half year of
age. See Chart 9.1.7 and Table 9.1.1 for the proposed and current schedules.
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Table 9.1.1: Age Pension age and life expectancy
Year

Proposed
Age Pension
age

Life
Expectancy
at age 65

Age Pension age
as percentage of
life expectancy at 65

2014

65.0

86.0

76%

2015

65.0

86.2

75%

2017

65.5

86.5

76%

2019

66.0

86.7

76%

2021

66.5

87.0

76%

2023

67.0

87.3

77%

2033

68.0

88.5

77%

2038

68.5

89.1

77%

2043

69.0

89.6

77%

2048

69.5

90.2

77%

2053

70.0

90.7

77%

Source: National Commission of Audit calculations based on Treasury data.
Note: The Age Pension age is already increasing under current policy from 65 to 67 by 2023.

The current system of means testing for the Age Pension is complex and inequitable.
Various asset classes are assessed differently under either the income test or the assets test.
As a result, people with the same means may have different pension entitlements.
In implementing any changes to the pension means test, the Commission gives weight to
the idea of a no disadvantage test being applied to current recipients. The new rules could
apply to people born from 1960 in recognition that significant financial decisions are made
by people close to retirement. The group affected is currently aged in their mid-50s and
could be expected to reach Age Pension age by 2027.
Treating asset classes differently creates incentives for people to invest in assets that
maximise their pension entitlement rather than broader considerations such as whether the
investment gives an appropriate return or would improve the person’s quality of life.
Consistent with the recommendation from the Australia’s Future Tax System
(Henry) Review, the Commission recommends replacing the current income and assets tests
with a single comprehensive means test based on a comprehensive measure of income. This
comprehensive means test would combine income earned from sources such as
employment with income deemed from assets. This is shown in Chart 9.1.8 below.
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Chart 9.1.8: A comprehensive means test
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Deeming arrangements should apply to all asset classes and the assets test would be
abolished. The deeming rates could be based on the returns expected from a portfolio of
assets held by a prudent investor.
Extending deeming will change the means testing arrangements for many assets, including
investment properties, holiday homes and the principal residence.
The assets test should be removed as it assesses means on a less comprehensive basis. This
has the benefit of encouraging self-provision for retirement and reducing the overall
complexity of the means test. An assets test is only necessary when income from assets is
not assessed on a comprehensive basis.
The principal residence is currently exempt under the means test. This is inequitable as it
allows for high levels of wealth to be sheltered from means testing. Under current
arrangements someone can transfer their savings in superannuation or other sources to
upgrade their home or pay off the mortgage and simultaneously increase their pension
entitlement.
For example, under current rules a single person who owns a $400,000 house and has
$750,000 in shares ($1.15 million in total assets) would not be eligible for the pension, while
a similar person with a principal residence worth $2 million and $100,000 in shares
($2.1 million in total assets) would be able to claim a pension at the full rate.
The Productivity Commission has noted that many older households have saved for
retirement through building equity in their own home (Productivity Commission, 2013).
They found over 80 per cent of older households own their own home but retirees typically
do not use this equity. Chart 9.1.9 shows that older households have the highest levels of
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equity in their homes but the lowest disposable incomes for all age groups. In other words,
retirees tend to be income poor but asset rich.
Chart 9.1.9: Disposable household income and principal residence value by age, 2009-10
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The value of the principal residence should be included in the comprehensive means test
above a certain threshold. This threshold should be $750,000 for couples noting that this
could be expected to affect around 10 per cent of coupled Age Pensioners based on 2011-12
data. Using a two-thirds relativity, the threshold for single pensioners could be set at
$500,000 which is estimated to affect around 25 per cent of single Age Pensioners based on
2011-12 data (ABS, 2012). The threshold in 2027-28 would be equivalent to the indexed
value of a residence valued today at $750,000 for coupled pensioners and the indexed value
of a residence valued today at $500,000 for a single pensioner.
Including the principal residence in the means test will not force pensioners to move out of
their homes. Financial products – such as reverse mortgages or home reversion products –
exist which allow homeowners to draw down on the value of their home over a period of
time. Importantly, these products have legal protections ensuring that no-one can be forced
from their homes, even in the event that all equity has been exhausted.
The Productivity Commission has recognised the potential for older Australians to access the
equity in their homes to pay for the costs associated with ageing.
Policy measures that overcome the barriers that individuals and households face in
accessing the equity in the home may play a future role in freeing up resources for
greater contributions to age-related expenses such as health and aged care, without
affecting older people’s other consumption (Productivity Commission, 2013).
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In the inquiry into the aged care system, the Productivity Commission also recommended
that a government-backed scheme would allow older Australians to pay for their aged care
costs using equity in their home (Productivity Commission, 2011).
The Commonwealth has recognised that consumers are unfamiliar with these types of
products. In response, changes to regulations around reverse mortgage products were
announced in 2011 which provided increased protection for consumers through a ‘no
negative equity’ guarantee and improved the information given to consumers by providers.
With any changes recommended to apply from 2027-28 onwards and only to new recipients
of the Age Pension, no current pensioner would be affected by this change. That is, no
existing recipient of the Age Pension would have their eligibility or pension amount reduced
by the proposed inclusion of the principal residence in the Age Pension means test.
Current income test parameters, including the taper (or withdrawal) rate and income free
area, can mean that people with significant means can access a part pension. As shown in
Chart 9.1.10 below, someone with $47,000 in annual income may still be eligible for some
pension under the current income test. The current income test withdraws the pension at a
rate of 50 cents for each dollar of income above the income test free threshold which is
currently $156 per fortnight for a single person.
Chart 9.1.10: Age Pension entitlement, current and recommended income test
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Source: National Commission of Audit.
Note: The rate of the Age Pension is as at 20 September 2013.

Increasing the pension income test withdrawal rate would remove access to the payment or
reduce the rate of payment for many pensioners with significant private income. This would
reduce the number of people with significant means accessing the pension.
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In balancing the need to target pensions to those most in need of assistance with the goal of
providing incentives for self-provision, the Commission recommends that the income test
withdrawal rate for pensions be increased to 75 per cent.
A withdrawal rate of 75 per cent would bring the pension cut-out point in line with other
parameters of Australia’s social safety net system. For example, the new cut-out point
would be similar to the minimum wage. In addition, the new cut-out point would be similar
to the point where a single senior Australian begins to pay personal income tax.
It is a feature of the social security system that the Age Pension income test is linked to the
income test for other pensions including the Disability Support Pension, Service Pension,
Carer Payment and other pensions.
Recommendations relating to the changes in the Age Pension benchmark will flow through
to these pensions. In particular, transitioning the pensions to the new benchmark of
28 per cent of Average Weekly Earnings should apply at the same time as implementation of
those changes to the Age Pension benchmark.
Implementation of Age Pension recommendations
The proposed changes to the Age Pension (including with flow-on to other income support
payments) will lead to significant reform and put Age Pension expenditure on a sustainable
path.
The Commission recognises that significant decisions are made in the lead up to retirement
and that ample warning needs to be given to future retirees for significant changes. As
shown in Chart 9.1.11, recommendations contained in this chapter have been phased in to
avoid significant impacts for those in or near retirement.
The recommended re-benchmarking of the Age Pension would not diminish the real value
of a person’s pension entitlement. Payments will still grow at CPI or PBLCI, meaning they can
expect to be able to continue to purchase the same basket of goods and services they do
today.
Recommendations relating to changes to means testing and the Age Pension age will only
affect new entrants. In addition, there will be significant lead times to allow future retirees
to adjust to the new means test and Age Pension age. Those affected by the changes to the
means test will be in their mid 50s today, while no-one born before 1965 would be affected
by recommended changes to the Age Pension age.
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Chart 9.1.11: Potential phasing of Age Pension reform
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Source: National Commission of Audit.
Note: * The end of the phase-in period for the new benchmark is a projection and will depend on growth in prices and
wages.

The Superannuation preservation age
The Age Pension and superannuation are interrelated elements of the retirement income
system and should be considered in parallel when changes to one or the other are
proposed.
In regard to reform of the broader retirement income system, any longer term
consideration of superannuation tax concessions would be best considered in the context of
the Government’s White Paper on Tax Reform. The Commission notes that many
superannuation tax concessions disproportionately benefit higher income earners, when
compared to taxation at marginal tax rates under the progressive income tax system.
The Commission has recommended that changes be made to link the Age Pension eligibility
age to changes in the life expectancy rates of Australians. Should the Government take up
this option, the Commission would recommend that the existing superannuation
preservation age also be increased.
As shown in Chart 9.1.12 and Table 9.1.2, the gap between when people can access their
superannuation (preservation age) and Age Pension age will shrink over time from 10 to
seven years. This is because the current increase in the preservation age to age 60 is phasing
in at a faster rate than the Age Pension age increase. This gap will widen again from 2033 if
the Commission’s recommended changes to the Age Pension age are adopted.
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Chart 9.1.12: Current and recommended preservation age schedules
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Table 9.1.2: Superannuation preservation age

Year

Proposed
Superannuation
Preservation
Age

Proposed Age
Pension Age

Gap Between
Preservation and
Age Pension Age

2014

55

65

10

2015

56

65

9

2017

57

65.5

8.5

2019

58

66

8

2021

59

66.5

7.5

2023

60

67

7

2025

61

67

6

2027

62

67

5

2033

63

68

5

2038

63.5

68.5

5

2043

64

69

5

2048

64.5

69.5

5

2053

65

70

5

Source: National Commission of Audit based on Treasury data.
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There have been suggestions the preservation age and Age Pension age be aligned over
time, including from the Henry Tax Review (Australian Government, 2010b) and the Grattan
Institute (Daley J, McGannon C, Savage J and Hunter A 2013). The Commission recognises
that increasing the preservation age involves a trade-off between restricting retirees’ access
to their own savings and improving fiscal sustainability and workforce participation.
It is proposed that the preservation age be increased further to establish and maintain a gap
of five years between it and the Age Pension eligibility age. This should be maintained into
the future, including if the Age Pension age should increase further.
The Commonwealth Seniors Health Card
The Commonwealth Seniors Health Card provides cash benefits and a range of concessions
to Australians above Age Pension age who do not access a pension. To be eligible, seniors
must also have Adjusted Taxable Incomes below $50,000 for a single person and $80,000
combined for couples. Approximately 300,000 people currently hold a Commonwealth
Seniors Health Card.
Holders of the Commonwealth Seniors Health Card receive a Seniors Supplement of $858
each year for singles and $647 each year for members of a couple. Holders also receive a
Clean Energy Supplement of $356 each year for singles and $265 each year for members of
a couple.
There are also a range of concessions including: access to discounts on Pharmaceutical
Benefits Scheme prescription medicines; a lower Medicare Safety Net; and concessional rail
travel on Great Southern Rail services. State and local governments and private companies
may offer additional concessions to Commonwealth Seniors Health Card holders.
The Commonwealth Seniors Health Card could be better targeted to those most in need.
The definition of income used for the Commonwealth Seniors Health Card is Adjusted
Taxable Income. This definition of income is a broad measure of means based on taxable
income but adds in other means such as fringe benefits.
As the income from tax-free superannuation is not included in Adjusted Taxable Income, the
definition of income for the Commonwealth Seniors Health Card omits a major income
source of retirees. This can result in inequities as retirees with very large superannuation
balances can access government support, leading to differential treatment for people with
the same means.
For example, a senior has $2 million in term deposits and as a result is not eligible for an Age
Pension. They earn a return of 4 per cent each year, meaning their Adjusted Taxable Income
is $80,000 and are not eligible for a Commonwealth Seniors Health Card. Alternatively, a
person earning the same return but with $2 million invested in superannuation and
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$1 million in term deposits would have an Adjusted Taxable Income of $40,000 and would
therefore be eligible for a Commonwealth Seniors Health Card.
The Commission recommends that the Commonwealth Seniors Health Card be maintained
as part of Australia’s retirement income system, but that changes be made to improve
targeting to those most in need by adding deemed income from tax-free superannuation to
the definition of Adjusted Taxable Income used for determining eligibility for the
Commonwealth Seniors Health Card.
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9.2 The National Disability Insurance Scheme
Background
The National Disability Scheme (NDIS) is a new jointly funded programme which largely
replaces and enhances existing disability support services provided by the Commonwealth
and the States. Eligible participants will have a disability support plan developed for them by
a new national agency, the National Disability Insurance Agency (NDIA), which is intended to
meet their current and future support needs.
Packages under the NDIS arrangements are based on a concept of what is ‘reasonable and
necessary’ for an individual client. Participant’s needs are assessed and tailored service
packages developed and funded for them. The scheme is demand driven.
A separate smaller (but related) scheme, the National Injury Insurance Scheme (NIIS), will
also be established, in conjunction with the States and Territories, to provide lifetime care
for catastrophic injury, for example motor vehicle, workplace or general accidents. This is
funded via increased contributions on relevant insurance policies. Arrangements for the NIIS
are being progressively implemented.
The NDIS commenced on 1 July 2013. The initial roll-out is limited to a small number of
locations in New South Wales, Victoria, South Australia and Tasmania. Trial sites in the
Northern Territory and the Australian Capital Territory will commence in July 2014. The
scheme is expected to be fully rolled out across Australia by 1 July 2019.
Part of the catalyst for the introduction of the NDIS was a 2011 Productivity Commission
(PC) Report on Disability Care and Support, commissioned by the Commonwealth to look at
the costs, cost effectiveness, benefits and feasibility of replacing the prevailing
arrangements with a properly funded and managed long-term disability scheme. The PC
concluded that a new national disability scheme was feasible and would produce very large
benefits for Australians and that a realistic and clear implementation pathway was available.

Rationale for government intervention
Private individuals cannot be reasonably expected to be able to insure themselves against
the risk of disability. Congenital disabilities are often impossible to predict prior to birth.
Similarly, people with disability also often lack the capacity to earn income to meet their
care needs.
The costs of lifetime care and support can be so high that the risks and costs need to be
pooled and managed collectively. The NDIS is intended to replace and expand on existing
disability services, which the PC described as being ‘...underfunded, unfair, fragmented, and
inefficient’ (Productivity Commission, 2011).
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Current structure of the programme
National Disability Insurance Scheme
The NDIS will provide long-term care and support, but not income to recipients. The income
needs of Australians with disability will be met through other means, including the
Commonwealth’s income support system.
The scheme will be funded, in part, by increasing the Medicare Levy from 1.5 to 2 per cent.
This money will be placed in a separate fund for 10 years and will only be able to be drawn
on to fund the additional costs of delivering the NDIS.
The NDIS will be managed by a new Commonwealth body, the NDIA, which will be regionally
distributed, with its Head Office located in Geelong.
The NDIA will assess the level of impairment of applicants and work with NDIS participants
to develop individual packages that meet participants’ needs and support their life goals.
The NDIA will also manage packages for those participants who choose not to self manage.
National Injury Insurance Scheme
The NIIS is intended to complement the NDIS by providing lifetime care and support for
people who have sustained a new catastrophic injury as a result of certain accidents such as
motor vehicle accidents.
The NIIS is being developed in conjunction with State and Territory governments and will
seek to build on existing State and Territory accident compensation arrangements.
Support under the NIIS is intended to be provided on a no-fault basis. It is intended to
replace the various disparate State and Territory compensation schemes and provide a
consistent universal immediate response to help people who sustain this sort of injury.

Trends
As shown in Chart 9.2.1, when fully implemented in 2019-20 the cost of the NDIS is
projected to be $22.1 billion per year, with further growth after maturity expected to reach
$25 billion by 2022-23. These projections include the National Disability Specific Purpose
Payment and other existing sources of Commonwealth disability funding, including
Commonwealth own purpose expenses.
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Chart 9.2.1: Total expected NDIS expenditure by Commonwealth/State share
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The Commonwealth is expected to contribute around 54 per cent of costs and States
46 per cent (Chart 9.2.2). This contribution is made up of funding from various sources
including new funding, a 0.5 percentage point increase to the Medicare Levy and existing
funding (Australian Government, 2013).
As at the 2012-13 Budget, the expected Commonwealth contribution in 2019-20 was
$11.9 billion, with $8.6 billion of new expenditure and the remaining $3.3 billion to be
redirected from existing Commonwealth programmes (e.g. National Disability Specific
Purpose Payment) (Australian Government, 2013).
Chart 9.2.2: Sources of NDIS funding, 2019-20
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States 4%
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Source: Australian Government 2012; Australian Government 2013.
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Drivers
The Commonwealth’s contribution to the NDIS is expected to escalate rapidly in the forward
estimates as the number of clients covered increases with the expansion of the scheme.
There is some uncertainty over the actual number of clients, since the NDIS is effectively a
demand driven programme. Initial estimates were based on the PC Report, but there is the
potential for actual numbers to be higher. In particular, it is possible that eligibility within
the broad mental health disability area may be much higher than forecast.
Around half the people currently eligible for the Disability Support Pension are likely to be in
the NDIS. This suggests that there are likely to be many people who attempt to test their
eligibility for the NDIS.
Care and support costs account for over 90 per cent of the total costs of the NDIS. Any
difference between the actual and estimated average package costs will have significant
financial impacts. Care and support costs are expected to be highly volatile in the early
stages.
Data from the first quarter of the NDIS shows that average package costs are well above the
original forecast ($46,000 compared to $35,000) (Fifield, 2013). However, given the early
stages of implementation it is difficult to read too much into these early estimates. It may
be the case that package costs have so far been tailored to people with greater disability
and therefore higher needs.

Issues
The NDIS is a new scheme with associated uncertainty associated around costs and
participant numbers. Most of the financial risk associated with this uncertainty will be borne
by the Commonwealth. Under agreements with the States and Territories, the
Commonwealth will meet 100 per cent of cost overruns during the launch and transition
stages and at least 75 per cent, and up to 100 per cent, in the full scheme.
The initial roll-out of the NDIS includes both a launch and a transition phase. During this
latter component, scheme numbers are forecast to increase from just over 30,000 in 201516 to over 450,000 in 2018-19 (Chart 9.2.3). This represents a significant scaling up of
operations, which poses a number of risks, including for the capacity of the new agency. It
also increases the likelihood of any workforce pressures being amplified, thus potentially
leading to wage pressures within the scheme. These pressures are likely to be exacerbated
by increased demand for staff with similar skills in other areas such as aged care.
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Chart 9.2.3: Expected NDIS participant numbers
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Uncertainty regarding extent of demand
Around 90 per cent of NDIS costs are expected to result from the provision of care and
support packages. This means that a small 10 per cent increase in customer numbers and/or
package costs can translate into large increases in overall expenditure.
Analysis conducted by the Australian Government Actuary has confirmed that there are
uncertainties around all cost elements of the NDIS, e.g. populations, severity distributions
and average costs (Australian Government Actuary, 2012).
Preliminary performance data is currently showing that the number of people registering
interest in participating in the scheme is 50 per cent more than the expected number of
participants for the period 1 July to 30 September 2013. Plan costs are also currently
exceeding modelled average costs by around 30 per cent (Fifield, 2013). Since this data on
costs is only based on the first quarter of operations, it is too early to draw any definitive
conclusions.
Participation of those aged 65 and over in the NDIS
People who are participants in NDIS before turning 65 are able to remain in NDIS after they
turn 65 rather than revert to the broader aged care system. In line with the
Commonwealth’s overall responsibility for the care and support for over 65 year olds, the
Commonwealth has agreed to fully fund their ongoing participation in the NDIS. With an
ageing population, the number of over 65 participants in the NDIS is expected to grow
strongly over coming years.
The cost of supporting someone aged over 65 in the NDIS is expected to be higher than the
average cost of someone aged over 65 in the broader aged care system, where participants
are required to partially contribute to the cost of their care.
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Given the differences in contributory costs between the NDIS and the aged care system,
people who develop a permanent disability after 65 may increasingly seek to access the
scheme. Many will suffer the same form of disability as over 65 year olds already in the
scheme. The only difference would be that those in the scheme acquired their disability
before they turned 65 while those who are not covered acquired it after 65. Similarly, as the
Age Pension eligibility age increases to 67 there may be pressure to lift the cut-off age for
access to the NDIS.
Medicare Levy funding arrangements
The cost of the NDIS is being met in part by an increase in the Medicare Levy from
1.5 per cent to 2 per cent. This increase takes effect from 1 July 2014. There will always be a
risk that collections from the levy are less than forecast, which will require the funding
shortfall to be made up from other funding sources.

Potential areas for reform
More graduated scheme phase-in
The roll-out schedule for the NDIS is ambitious. Client numbers are planned to increase
more than ten-fold in less than three years. This will increase the risk of poor or insufficient
delivery of disability services to participants and also pose significant financial risks to the
scheme as a whole.
Risks associated with the compressed roll-out schedule include: workforce shortages and
increased labour costs, service delivery quality control and capacity constraints, IT
development and infrastructure delays. This challenging client scenario is also exacerbated
by uncertainties associated with estimates of client numbers.
There would be merit in extending the roll out schedule to help minimise the risks
associated with the introduction of the scheme. One option could be to extend the peak
ramp up period over the period 2015-16 to 2018-19, by another three years. Full roll-out
would therefore occur by 2022-23.
An extended phase-in of the scheme would require re-negotiation of bilateral agreements
with the States. These negotiations would also need to address the impact on existing State
disability services for those affected by a slower roll-out.
Aside from managing financial risks, a roll-out over an extended period would allow
integration of early results (including average package costs) and other early learnings into
scheme design.
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It would also be useful to avoid estimated client numbers in each year being seen as targets
for the NDIA to achieve. Actual numbers of new clients should be driven by the efficient and
effective delivery of services.
Modify NDIS governance arrangements
The governance arrangements for the NDIS are very complex, involving multiple layers of
responsibility including the:
•

Commonwealth Assistant Minister for Social Services (and the Department of Social
Services);

•

COAG Standing Council on Disability Reform;

•

NDIS Board;

•

NDIS Advisory Council; and

•

NDIA (headed by a CEO with statutory responsibilities).

The roles of all these actors are spelt out in the National Disability Insurance Scheme
Act 2013 (NDIS Act). A diagrammatic representation of the complex governance
arrangements is shown below.
Chart 9.2.4: Structure of the NDIS
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Source: National Disability Insurance Agency, 2013.

In addition, the Commonwealth Parliament has established a Joint Standing Committee on
the NDIS.
Under the NDIS Act, the Minister may, by legislative instrument, give directions to the NDIA
about the performance of its functions. However, the Minister must not give a direction
unless the Commonwealth and each host jurisdiction agree to the giving of the direction.
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The role of the States is further enshrined in the NDIS Act, where certain rules (subordinate
legislation) that the NDIA is obliged to follow, require the agreement of each jurisdiction
before they can be amended.
An unusual feature of the NDIS governance is the presence of a Board and Advisory Council,
with both having statutory roles. The NDIS Advisory Council consists of 13 people, all of
whom must have specific requirements under the NDIS legislation (e.g. have a disability, or
be a carer). The function of the Advisory Council is to provide the NDIS Board with
independent advice of which the Board ‘must have regard to’ when performing its duties as
the governing body of the National Disability Insurance Agency.
The diffuse governance arrangements, combined with the fact that the NDIS is essentially a
demand driven programme, create potential risks around the financial impact of the
scheme. While the concept of financial sustainability is included in the NDIS Act, there is no
definition about how sustainability is met.
To strengthen accountability and create clearer lines of responsibility, the governance
arrangements should be simplified.
This would involve making the NDIA a prescribed statutory agency under the Financial
Management and Accountability Act 1997, with a Chief Executive the key point of
responsibility in the NDIS, reporting directly to the Minister. Under this arrangement, the
existing Board’s and Advisory Council’s responsibilities would be redundant. However, both
bodies could be merged to become an advisory committee. There would not need to be a
legislative provision for this new committee.
Changes to the governance arrangements have no impact on eligibility for the scheme or
the proposed financial contributions of the Commonwealth and the States. They would,
however, bring a clearer focus on the responsibilities of the Minister and the NDIA (and in
particular) on ensuring the financial sustainability of the scheme. This is particularly
important from the Commonwealth’s perspective given it has agreed to meet 100 per cent
of cost overruns during the launch and transition phases.
Contract the informal (not-for-profit) sector and other bodies to provide services
The NDIA is building in-house capability to deliver its functions, including the assessment of
eligibility for entry to the NDIS. In practice, there is no reason why a number of NDIA
functions cannot be undertaken by providers who are doing similar things within existing
State disability frameworks. The Commission is aware that the NDIA has already moved in
this direction in relation to Local Area Coordinators.
Aside from the potential to realise cost savings through such a contracting arrangement, it is
a good way of getting buy-in from the informal sector to the NDIS arrangements.
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There is the potential for concern that by outsourcing the assessment function, the financial
sustainability of the NDIS will be compromised or that there will be conflicts of interest for
organisations which provide both assessment and services. Experience with other
government contracting arrangements shows that these issues can be mitigated by good
contract design and management. Nonetheless, a proper assessment of costs and benefits
should be undertaken before proceeding with contracting out the assessment function.
A decision to implement these contracting arrangements at the beginning of the NDIS
rollout avoids the redundancy and other costs associated with pursuing such a model once
the NDIS is in a mature state.
Implement the National Injury Insurance Scheme as planned
The PC report on disability, which provided the basis for the NDIS, also included
recommendations relating to the creation of a NIIS. This will provide no-fault insurance
coverage for all victims of catastrophic injury resulting from motor vehicle, workplace,
medical and other accidents. The NIIS will be funded by additional premiums on top of
relevant insurance policies.
The NIIS seeks to standardise arrangements across all States and Territories. Its
implementation was a critical part of the NDIS arrangements, since it helps to constrain the
costs of the NDIS (otherwise, victims of these accidents would be in the NDIS, fully funded
by governments).
There is a phased implementation of changes to insurance arrangements across the States.
There is a risk that there will be slippage or non-compliance which would shift costs to the
NDIS. It is therefore important that the Commonwealth maintains pressure on the States to
deliver these changes in full and as per the agreed timetable.
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9.3 A pathway to reforming health care
Background
Health is an issue of great importance to all Australians. While our current health system has
many strengths and produces excellent health outcomes for most of us, the nature of health
care is highly complex and there are enormous knowledge and information imbalances
between users and producers. Illnesses can arrive randomly and often entail significant
expense. It is also a reality that sick people often feel vulnerable.
Against this background governments have an essential role to play in the health system.
The combination of demographic trends, income growth and new technologies means that
demand for health care in Australia will increase strongly. The reality is that older people
tend to use more health care services, which will raise health care costs.
Australia’s approach to health service delivery is underpinned by a universal health care
system that includes access under the Medicare Benefits Schedule (MBS) to free or
subsidised essential health services, benefits for privately provided medical and
pharmaceutical services, access to affordable medicines through the Pharmaceutical
Benefits Scheme (PBS), and free public hospital treatment as a public patient.
A private health care system adds to Medicare and allows individuals to make a greater
financial contribution towards their health care in return for greater choice about the care
they receive.
Health expenditure is a major area of Commonwealth spending, with $65 billion on the
health function in 2013-14 accounting for 16 per cent of total Commonwealth expenditure.
Expenditure on health programmes is projected to grow by 6.5 per cent per year in nominal
terms over the period from 2013-14 to 2023-24 and this growth is expected to continue.
Expenditure on health in Australia has more than doubled as a share of GDP over the last 50
years to just over 9 per cent of GDP in 2010. Such trends are not unique to Australia, with
almost all OECD countries seeing health expenditure rise as a share of GDP (OECD, 2013).
Such trends are expected to continue, with the 2010 Intergenerational Report (Australian
Government, 2010) projecting Commonwealth expenditure to increase from 4.0 per cent of
GDP in 2009-10 to 7.1 per cent by 2050 (Chart 9.3.1). Similarly, recent projections from the
Productivity Commission suggest that health expenditure by the Commonwealth
Government will rise from around 4.0 per cent of GDP in 2011-12 to 7.0 per cent in 2059-60.
Health expenditure by State governments is projected to rise from around 2.5 per cent of
GDP to almost 4.0 per cent of GDP over the same period (Productivity Commission, 2013).
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Chart 9.3.1: Projected Commonwealth health spending
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Public hospitals are the single largest component of the health care system, with about 30
per cent of total health care expenditure directed to Australia’s 753 public hospitals. The
cost of public hospital care for the Commonwealth and States exceeds $40 billion a year and
is growing well above the inflation rate.
Public health care in Australia is also underpinned by Medicare (refer Attachment 9.3.1)
with Commonwealth expenditure on the Medicare Benefits Schedule at around $19 billion
in 2013-14. In 2013-14, an estimated 353 million medical and associated services will be
funded through Medicare, approximately 15 services per year for each person in Australia
(Australian Government, 2013).
While the MBS is responsive to patient needs, it is not efficient at managing health
expenditure. One reason for this is the ability for providers to induce demand for services
(CEDA, 2013) and another is there is no incentive on the consumer to constrain demand.
Australia’s health care system is also fragmented across several different funding sources. In
2011-12, the Commonwealth Government funded around 43 per cent of expenditure, State
governments around 28 per cent and the non-government sector, including individuals and
private health insurance (PHI), around 31 per cent. The share of health funding has been
relatively stable across these sources since the mid-1980s (Chart 9.3.2). That said, individual
out-of-pocket costs have been growing as a share of non-government funding over this
period. In contrast, the proportion funded by individuals through private insurance has
tended to fall since the introduction of Medicare (refer Attachment 9.3.2).
Between 2001-02 and 2011-12 funding by individuals grew by an average of 6.1 per cent a
year in real terms, compared with an average of 5.4 per cent for total funding of health
expenditure (AIHW, 2013c).
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Chart 9.3.2: Sources of health funding
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Compared with other countries, Australia has an efficient health system that delivers
relatively strong health outcomes (OECD, 2010a). According to OECD figures (OECD, 2013),
Australia’s average life expectancy of 84 years is better than all but a handful of countries,
while our level of health expenditure is below the OECD average in terms of expenditure as
a share of GDP. Australians are generally satisfied with the quality of health care they
receive, expressing a high level of confidence in the health care system (Menzies Centre for
Health Policy, 2012).
That said, Australia’s health expenditure per capita is above the OECD average and, as noted
above, expenditure is expected to grow significantly (Chart 9.3.3). Health expenditure also
represents one of the Commonwealth’s largest long-run fiscal challenges.
Chart 9.3.3: Projected growth in Commonwealth health spending
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Rationale for government intervention
All governments in developed countries intervene in their nations’ health systems, typically
through regulation, funding and the provision of services, although these interventions vary
substantially in their nature and extent.
The rationale for government involvement in health systems ranges from a desire to
address a number of market failures through to securing broader social and political
objectives.
Market failures that governments seek to deal with include providing public goods and
addressing positive externalities, such as encouraging immunisation and controlling
contagious diseases. There are also negative externalities that governments seek to deal
with, as well as so-called ‘internalities’ and provision of merit goods, for example, the
banning of smoking in public places and promotion of healthy eating habits.
Access to relevant information can be a significant issue, where consumers are either less
able to judge the quality or necessity of recommended services (information asymmetry and
supplier induced demand) or where adverse selection means that those most likely to use
health services sign up for insurance, thereby reducing the degree to which risks are spread
and increasing the cost of insurance.
Where a third party, such as the government or an insurer, is paying for a service, moral
hazard can lead providers and consumers to use more services than would otherwise be
demanded. Moreover, when consumers are not faced with paying the costs associated with
these services, they have little incentive to limit the use of these services.
Governments seek to deal with the information problems through interventions such as
setting minimum safety standards for therapeutic goods, incentives and subsidies to
promote some choices over others (for example, the Pharmaceutical Benefits Scheme
subsidises drugs on the basis of cost-effectiveness as well as other factors), and by setting
price signals to consumers so that they pay at least a part of the cost of the care that they
receive.
Social policy reasons for government intervention include the provision of cost-effective
quality health services to those who would otherwise not be able to afford even basic health
services, as this is recognised as an effective and socially acceptable way of ameliorating
disadvantage.

Trends
Health will continue to be one of the fastest growing areas of expenditure for the
Commonwealth Government. This is driven by population ageing and by higher costs
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associated with newer, more complex and more effective treatments, as well as by the
increasing use of health care services.
Commonwealth expenditure on health is projected to nominally increase from about
$65 billion in 2013-14 to $123 billion by 2023-24, or from around 4.1 per cent of GDP in
2013-14 to around 4.8 per cent by 2023-24.
The largest growth area within health for the Commonwealth relates to public hospitals (see
Attachment 9.3.3), which is currently projected to grow by 171 per cent over the decade,
partly as a result of the Commonwealth taking on an increasing share of expenditure rather
than just underlying cost and service growth. This is double the projected rate of growth for
PBS expenditure and almost double the projected rate of growth for Medicare.
By the end of the next decade, transfers to the States for public hospitals will be the largest
health programme and will account for just under a third of total Commonwealth health
expenditure rather than just over one fifth of expenditure currently.

Drivers
Underpinning this historical trend has been a range of demand and supply side factors,
including societal preferences and expectations, growth in real incomes and lifestyle
behaviours, which have increased the prevalence of some types of chronic disease, as well
as new knowledge, technological advances and real wages growth.
A fundamental driver of demand is the preference of households to devote more of their
disposable income to health care as real incomes rise. This reflects the view that additional
resources devoted to health will enhance wellbeing by improving individuals’ quality of life
and extending their lifespan.
This preference has also been implicit in government policy decisions, together with the
view that a lack of financial means should not be a barrier to accessing acceptable standards
of health care, the latter being enshrined in the Medicare principle of universal access to
health and emergency services.
New knowledge and technological advances are fundamental drivers of the supply of health
care. In addition, since productivity growth can be more difficult to achieve in some service
industries such as health, the real cost of wages – and hence the real cost of supplying such
services – can grow relatively strongly (Chart 9.3.4). This highlights the need for ongoing
reform of the health sector to help to manage growth in the cost of services.
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Chart 9.3.4: Selected health price indices, 2001-02 = 100
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Another fundamental driver of health care costs in Australia is the ageing of the population
– as older people tend to be higher consumers of health services and are more likely to
suffer from chronic diseases such as arthritis, dementia and cancer. Between now and 2050,
the proportion of Australians aged over 65 years or more is expected to almost quadruple
(Australian Government, 2010).

Issues
A rise in the share of the nation’s income devoted to health care is not necessarily a matter
of policy concern as long as the expenditure is cost effective, used efficiently, and the
benefits outweigh its opportunity cost (including the excess burden of the taxes raised to
pay for the expenditure).
However, health comprises a significant and growing share of Commonwealth and State
government budgets. While this could be consistent with society’s preferences and
expectations, the 2010 Intergenerational Report suggested that existing funding
arrangements are not financially sustainable into the future without increasing the taxation
burden and/or redirecting existing expenditure.
A framework for making the funding arrangements more sustainable could consider: policy
interventions aimed at restraining expenditure; policies aimed at improving the efficiency of
expenditure; and policies aimed at more fundamentally changing the incentives faced by
users, providers and governments.
Policy interventions aimed at restraining growth in government expenditure on health could
be implemented quickly and effectively (for example, through budget caps). However, care
is needed with such supply side interventions in order to avoid unintended reductions in the
quality of or access to care, particularly for lower income groups.
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It will also be important for the Commonwealth to work with the States to better manage
hospital costs. While the national efficient price arrangements introduced under the Council
of Australian Governments National Health Reform Agreement (COAG NHRA, 2011) are the
basis for Commonwealth funding assistance in this area, there is room for reform —
particularly against the backdrop of other reforms to Commonwealth-State relations being
recommended by the Commission.
The Commonwealth’s ability to restrain health expenditure growth is also limited by the fact
that over 80 per cent of expenditure is a result of demand-driven programmes — the MBS,
the PBS and the PHI rebate.
The Commonwealth’s current commitment under the NHRA to fund 45 per cent of the
‘efficient’ growth in the cost of public hospital services from 2014-15 to 2016-17, and then
50 per cent from 2017-18, is a major driver of increasing Commonwealth expenditure.
Currently the Commonwealth provides just over a third of public hospital funding. Charts
9.3.5 and 9.3.6 show the funding source proportions for public hospitals and private
hospitals.
Demand side interventions that shift costs to the private sector through co-contributions
can improve incentives for consumers of health goods to be conscious of cost effectiveness
when making choices about health care. There are some risks with co-contributions, such as
the potential for introducing access barriers for low income groups or for heavy users of the
health system, or through increasing costs over the longer term if treatment is delayed.
However, such payments also send clear price signals to consumers of medical services and
can be underpinned by effective safety net arrangements.
Chart 9.3.5: Public hospital funding sources, 2010-11
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Chart 9.3.6: Private hospital funding sources, 2010-11
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Improving the efficiency of the health sector could also occur through shifting the provision
of care into lower cost settings where clinically appropriate (e.g. from hospitals to primary
health care or subacute care). Technical efficiency may be enhanced through activity based
funding of health care where appropriate, together with measurement and monitoring.
There is also a role for the private insurance sector to help drive efficiency through
competition and promotion of the most cost effective services.
The ageing population also brings pressures on the health system. In particular, older people
tend to consume more health care than others reflecting the higher incidence of disease
amongst this group and the complexities of managing chronic health conditions that often
occur later in life. This is a growing concern as more Australians are living longer, often
resulting in a longer decline and increasing dependence on health care before the end of
life.
Individuals can already provide instructions regarding their future health care preferences.
Australians 18 years of age and over can choose to put in place an Advance Care Directive
(ACD) — also referred to as a living will. These are documents that specify decisions made
by individuals about future preferences for medical, surgical, dental treatments and other
health care. ACDs usually only come into effect if a person is unable to make reasonable
judgements about their treatment at the time it is required. The use of different types of
directives are already an important feature of many aged care services and will be
incorporated in all home care packages through the introduction of Consumer Directed Care
(CDC) directives from July 2015. The CDCs will allow consumers and their carers to make
choices about the types of care and services they access.
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Potential areas for reform
Requiring higher-income earners to take out private health insurance for basic
health services in place of Medicare
Medicare provides universal access to health care for all Australians. However, the
commitment to universal health care comes at a substantial cost as limited resources are
diverted from people who most need them to people that do not.
Better targeting of Medicare would protect the truly disadvantaged. At a fundamental level,
this means reducing the amount of subsidises that the Commonwealth provides for those
who can afford to fund their own health care.
Consistent with the Commission’s Principles of Good Government, those on higher incomes
should take greater individual responsibility for the cost of their health care. They are better
placed to take out private health insurance and should be required to do so. They should
not be relying on government to insure against their risk of poor health.
Expanded private health insurance coverage should be introduced for basic health services
currently covered by Medicare. Higher-income earners should be obliged to take out private
health insurance for basic health services in place of Medicare.
Expanded private health insurance plans would, at a minimum, cover all services provided
by Medicare and public hospitals and would have to pay for all health care expenses of the
insured, including the cost of treatment in a public hospital.
PHI could play both a substitutive and a supplementary role. The substitutive role means
that all people who take out expanded PHI cover would access health care through their
private insurance plans. The supplementary role means that people who retain their
Medicare coverage would still be able to purchase additional private hospital and ancillary
insurance as is the case now.
This obligation on higher-income earners to take greater responsibility for their health care
could be put into effect through increasing the Medicare Levy surcharge in instances where
they do not purchase expanded PHI coverage.
Based on the rates for the 2013-14 tax year, the threshold for purchasing expanded cover
would be set at $88,000 for singles and $176,000 for families. A means-tested Medicare
Levy surcharge ranging from 1 to 1.5 per cent already exists and this should be increased by
2 percentage points to encourage the switch to private health insurance (Table 9.3.1).
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Table 9.3.1: Proposed Medicare Levy surcharges
Base Tier

Tier 1

Tier 2

Tier 3

Singles

Less than
$88,000

$88,000 $102,000

$102,000 $136,000

$136,000 +

Families

Less than $176,000

$176,000 $204,000

$204,000 $272,000

$272,000 +

Current

0.00%

1.00%

1.25%

1.50%

Proposed

0.00%

3.00%

3.25%

3.50%

Source: Department of Health, 2013; National Commission of Audit.

The majority of Australians would be unaffected by this change and would carry on with
Medicare as now.
Private Health Insurance rebate
By encouraging higher rates of PHI coverage, the government aims to shift the burden of
delivering hospital services from the public hospital system to the private system, as well as
shifting some of the cost of delivering these services from public budgets to health funds
and their members.
A number of policies in place are designed to promote the take-up of PHI and improve the
risk profile of the insured pool. These include the PHI rebate, the Medicare Levy surcharge
and Lifetime Health Cover Loading.
The taxation system encourages middle to high income earners to take out private health
insurance. While most taxpayers pay a 1.5 per cent Medicare Levy, an additional Medicare
Levy surcharge of between 1 and 1.5 per cent is payable by those taxpayers who earn more
than $88,000 and do not have private insurance. The surcharge is income tested
(Table 9.3.1).
The Commonwealth also provides a rebate to help people meet the cost of purchasing PHI.
The size of the rebate varies with age and is currently means-tested — noting that the
Government has undertaken to remove means testing (Table 9.3.2).
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Table 9.3.2: Private Health Insurance rebate by age and income threshold (2013-14 tax year)
Base Tier

Tier 1

Tier 2

Tier 3

Singles

Less than
$88,000

$88,000 $102,000

$102,000 $136,000

$136,000 +

Families

Less than
$176,000

$176,000 $204,000

$204,000 $272,000

$272,000 +

Less than age 65

30%

20%

10%

0%

Between age 65 and 69

35%

25%

15%

0%

Age 70 and over

40%

30%

20%

0%

Source: Department of Health, 2013.

The Lifetime Health Cover Loading is a regulatory ‘stick’ designed to discourage people from
delaying purchase of PHI by allowing funds to vary the premiums of individuals above 30
according to the age of entry into the fund.
A person’s loading is determined by the number of years over the age of 30 they are at the
time they take out hospital cover. Each year attracts an additional 2 per cent to their
hospital cover premium.
As a package, these policies have played an important role in increasing take up of PHI
(Chart 9.3.7). Since their introduction over the period 1997 to 2001 take-up rates have
increased markedly.
Some studies suggest that the cost of the PHI rebate is greater than the flow-on savings to
the public hospital system and that large savings could be achieved by removing the rebate
altogether, although these arguments have some limitations (refer Box 9.3.1).
Chart 9.3.7: Private Health Insurance – hospital treatment coverage in Australia
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A key shortcoming of providing rebates to everyone who purchases PHI is that the spending
is poorly targeted, with the rebate disproportionately flowing to individuals and families
who would have taken out PHI anyway.
Given the Commission’s proposal to make it mandatory for high income earners to take out
private health insurance, it is not necessary for these people to have access to the PHI
rebate.
The Commission recognises, however, that making private health insurance mandatory for
higher-income groups may have consequences for the operation of the health insurance
market including people’s responsiveness to price changes. This may impede the
development of a more competitive health insurance market.
Further analysis should be undertaken to examine the interaction between the surcharge,
the rebate, lifetime cover and the extent of eligible insurance coverage as part of a more
fundamental review of the health care system.
Box 9.3.1: Evidence for and against phasing out the PHI rebate
The paper by Cheng (2013) ‘Does Reducing Rebates for Private Health Insurance Generate
Cost Savings?’, finds that reducing the rebate could lead to large savings, as the reduction in
spending on rebates would outweigh the predicted increase in public hospital costs by a
factor of 2.5. Using this analysis, the Grattan Institute estimates that by completely
removing the rebate the Commonwealth Government could save around $3.5 billion per
year (Daly et al, 2013a).
On this argument, if individuals are not very price sensitive when it comes to buying health
insurance, subsidising PHI is unlikely to result in overall cost savings.
Empirical calculations, such as the ones mentioned above, are underpinned by estimates of
the price elasticity of demand — that is, how responsive an individual’s decision to purchase
health insurance is to changes in price. In the case of Cheng (2013), the estimate used is that
a 10 per cent increase in premiums would result in a reduction in PHI coverage of less than
2 per cent.
However, as noted by Cheng (2013), the price elasticity of demand used to calculate this
estimate is lower compared to those used in other studies, which range from a 10 per cent
increase in premiums resulting in a reduction PHI coverage of between 3.5 per cent and
5 per cent. If a higher price elasticity of demand was used the overall size of the saving from
reducing the rebate would be smaller.
A counter argument has been presented by Robson et al (2011) in ‘The Analytics of the
Australian Private Health Insurance Rebate and the Medicare Levy surcharge’. They suggest
that there may be a feedback loop which could increase the drop-out rate from policies such
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as reducing the rebate.
This study notes that low-income consumers of PHI are likely to be more price elastic, so
that reducing the rebate could cause these consumers to drop their PHI cover. Those who
keep their PHI cover would be less price elastic. This would allow PHI providers to increase
their mark-ups. Higher premiums could then result in a second round of low-income
consumers leaving PHI, and a higher than initially anticipated demand for public resources,
exacerbating waiting times and cost pressures in the public system.

Co-payments
The Grattan Institute argues that ‘increases in health expenditures are primarily driven not
by an ageing population, but by people of all ages seeing doctors more often, having more
tests and operations, and taking more prescription drugs, often employing new – and
effective treatments. These changing practices are costing more per person’ (Daley et al,
2013b).
These trends are amplified by Medicare, which provides free, or highly subsidised, access to
General Practitioners (GPs) and other out-of-hospital care. From an economic perspective,
health care is like any other good or service in that utilisation increases dramatically when
the marginal cost approaches zero.
There would be substantial benefit in addressing health costs if the community is more
aware of the real costs of using the health care system. An early mechanism to promote this
would be through requiring that all consumers make a small contribution towards the cost
of their health care by introducing a co-payment for health care services provided through
Medicare. Co-payments send a clear price signal that medical services come at a cost. This
may help to reduce demand for unnecessary or overused services, as well as encouraging
individuals to take greater responsibility for paying for some of the cost commensurate to
their health care decisions.
The co-payment could be based on a matrix pricing structure, similar to arrangements
currently in place for the PBS. Co-payments would be underpinned by a simple means test
based on concession status and complemented by a strengthened safety net arrangement.
To protect lower-income earners and the chronically ill from excessive out-of-pocket costs,
the safety net would take effect when a patient exceeds 15 visits over the course of a year.
Once a patient exceeds the safety net threshold the co-payment would reduce by
50 per cent.
To reflect a balance between these issues the co-payment could be set at the levels outlined
in Table 9.3.3 below. These co-payments would be in addition to any existing out of pocket
costs. Box 9.3.2 provides a further discussion on options for implementing co-payments.
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Table 9.3.3: Co-payment rates for general patients and concession card holders
Below safety net threshold

Above safety net threshold

General patients

$15.00

$7.50

Concession card holders

$5.00

$2.50

Source: National Commission of Audit.

Box 9.3.2: Options for implementing co-payments
If the Government adopts a co-payment policy, it would need to consider how to best
implement charging arrangements. Options include:
•

charging a co-payment per MBS service used; or

•

charging a co-payment per visit to a GP.

Each method has advantages and disadvantages.
If co-payments were charged on a per item basis, the cost to the consumer would be
greater, particularly for patients with chronic conditions and/or co-morbidities, who in a
single visit to a health care provider may require multiple MBS services. If a per service
co-payment is introduced an arrangement similar to ‘the cone’ currently used to cap
pathology rebates (where the pathologist can only seek reimbursement for up to three MBS
items in recognition of the low marginal cost of some pathology services) could be
considered. Under such an arrangement the patient would pay the co-payment for up to a
maximum of three services per visit then any additional service would become free.
An alternative model would be to charge co-payments on a per visit basis. The shortcoming
of this method is patients would have strong incentives to maximise the number of MBS
items billed per visit, resulting in potentially unnecessary utilisation and higher costs. If copayments are charged on a per visit basis they should not be limited to GP services, they
should also apply to specialists, pathology, diagnostics tests and optometry.
Should the Government introduce co-payments it would need to strike an appropriate
balance between ensuring adequate access and cost effectiveness.
There would also be a need to ensure that the co-payment provides a price signal as actually
intended. In this light, consumers would not be able to insure against the co-payment.
Similarly, medical practitioners who wish to bulk bill should not be able to waive the
co-payment. The Commonwealth will need to ensure the cooperation and compliance of
insurers and doctors in the implementation of these arrangements.
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By introducing co-payments for services that are currently covered by bulk billing there is a
risk of cost shifting, as some patients may seek out free treatment in the emergency room
of public hospitals for services that would more appropriately be treated by a GP. To
address this issue, State governments should consider introducing equivalent co-payments
for emergency room settings.
One possible co-payment structure for emergency rooms could be based on the hospital
triage categorisation system. Emergency room patients are currently triaged on the basis of
the speed with which they need medical attention. Triage categories one, two and three
relate to patients who present with critical, life-threatening or potentially life threatening
conditions. Triage categories four and five relate to less urgent conditions that in many
cases could be more effectively treated in a GP setting and at a lower cost.
State governments could consider introducing co-payments for triage categories four and
five, at levels higher than those proposed for out-of-hospital services. A payment structure
along these lines would retain free emergency room care for those in genuine need while
providing price signals that direct patients to access the most cost effective treatment
setting. Another alternative is having available at or near the hospital 24/7 GP service to
deal with triage categories four and five.
Reform safety net arrangements
There are two safety net arrangements in place to protect patients from high out-of-pocket
costs:
•

the Medicare Safety Net provides patients with additional financial assistance for
out-of-pocket costs for out-of-hospital Medicare funded services. Once out-ofpocket expenses for medical services reach the safety net threshold of $430.90 (as at
1 January 2014), all future Medicare services are paid at 100 per cent of the
Medicare Benefits Scheduled fee (not at the 85 per cent Medicare rebate) for the
remainder of the calendar year for all Medicare cardholders; and

•

the Extended Medicare Safety Net provides 80 per cent of any further out-of-pocket
expenses for out-of-hospital costs in a calendar year, once the relevant thresholds
have been met. For concession cardholders and families eligible for Family Tax
Benefit A the threshold is $624.10 (as at 1 January 2014). For all other Medicare
cardholders the threshold is $1,248.70 (as at 1 January 2014).

There is scope to improve their effectiveness to ensure that they provide assistance to those
most in need.
A 2009 review found the Extended Medicare Safety Net to be an inefficient mechanism by
which to fund health care services (Centre for Health Economics Research and Evaluation,
2009). The review found that:
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•

funding consumers out-of-pocket costs led to significant increases in doctors’ fees.
The review estimated that for every dollar spent on the Safety Net, 43 cents went
towards provider incomes and 57 cents went towards reducing patient out-of-pocket
costs; and

•

most of the benefits were poorly targeted, with 55 per cent of safety net money
found to be directed to the 20 per cent of families living in Australia’s wealthiest
areas. Only 3.5 per cent of safety net money is directed to the 20 per cent of
Australian families living in the poorest areas.

Despite changes made in the 2009-10 Budget to cap the payments for some services,
including obstetrics and assisted reproductive technologies, the fundamental drivers of cost
increases and inequitable access have not been addressed (Centre for Health Economics
Research and Evaluation, 2009).
In line with the Commission’s Principles of Good Government, the safety nets should be
targeted to protect the truly disadvantaged and should not be directed towards people who
can afford to make an appropriate contribution to the cost of their health care. To that end,
the General Extended Medicare Safety Net should be increased to a higher level than what
is being proposed from January 2015 (an increase to $2,000), to a new level of $4,000. The
Concessional Extended Safety Net threshold should remain unchanged.
Remove/replace ineffective MBS items
There is also scope to introduce a more effective mechanism for examining the MBS to
identify and remove inefficient, expensive (where a less expensive option is available) and
potentially overused MBS items. Recent research published in the Medical Journal of
Australia (Elshaug et al, 2012) suggests that only 3 per cent of the nearly 6,000 items on the
MBS in 2012 (excluding pharmaceuticals) had been formally assessed against contemporary
evidence of safety, effectiveness and cost effectiveness. More than 150 potentially
ineffective and/or unsafe and therefore potentially low-value health care practices could be
reviewed.
There is also growing evidence of over-utilisation of some MBS items. In one analysis of
Medicare provider data published in the British Medical Journal (Belinski and Boyages,
2013), it was reported that between April 2006 and October 2010 there were more than 4.5
million tests for 25-hydroxvitamin D in Australia. This test measures how much vitamin D is
in the body. Some individuals were subject to multiple tests, having up to 79 tests in that
period. The research also found that the rate of 25-hydroxvitamin D testing in Australia
increased 94-fold from 2000 to 2010 and the costs to Medicare increased from $1.3 million
in 2000-01 to $140.5 million in 2012-13 (Medicare Australia, 2013).
In cases of overutilisation, consideration should be given to reducing the value of the listed
MBS price for these items.
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Reforming private health insurance
Almost half of all Australians have Private Health Insurance. If provided with the right
incentives, this industry could play a constructive role in driving efficiency in the health care
sector. Health insurers whose members receive the best and most efficient health care
should win more business. Likewise, their operating model is more likely to succeed if they
are able to deliver health care that keeps their members out of hospital.
The National Health and Hospital Reform Commission (NHHRC) recognised the potential of
PHI to improve the responsiveness and efficiency of Australia’s health system.
However, if health funds are to drive greater efficiency their role will need to be
transformed from being passive payers into genuine health care partners that support their
members to navigate the health system and assist them to better manage chronic
conditions.
This transformation will require changes to the rules that govern the private health
insurance industry, including around risk equalisation and price setting arrangements.
Risk equalisation is a scheme that supports community rating (effectively a cross subsidy
arrangement), whereby individual users cannot be made to pay more for private health
insurance due to age or illness. To ensure that particular funds do not struggle financially
because they may have to insure larger numbers of unhealthy members, claims for older or
high-claiming members are pooled and a proportion are redistributed across the industry to
equalise the risk (Biggs, 2013). This is in effect a reinsurance scheme.
These payments are based on actual costs paid out by particular funds, meaning that the
more a fund disburses in payments to members, the more it receives through the
reinsurance scheme from other funds. This arrangement reduces incentives for insurers to
invest in cost-effective disease management because the losses from high cost customers
are shared across the industry, rather than borne by individual health funds.
Better approaches to risk-equalisation are available. Paolucci (2011) outlines the benefits
from moving to a prospective risk-equalisation scheme:
In an environment where there is arguably too little prevention and too much
treatment, paying prospectively rather than retrospectively will create superior
incentives to avoid and not over-diagnose clinical conditions.
A system of prospective risk adjusted payments therefore warrants further consideration.
Under such a system payments between insurers would be based on the risk characteristics
of their members, rather than actual expenses.
This would provide stronger financial incentives for insurers to invest in improving the
health of their members, as any savings made by investments in preventative care and more
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cost-effective management of chronic conditions would flow to the insurer rather than
being shared across the industry.
The current industry rules also prevent private health insurers from covering primary care
settings, including medical items and services provided through the MBS. This limits the
health funds’ ability to assist in improving the health outcomes of the elderly and chronically
ill at the point of diagnosis, which is usually when the patient initially visits their GP.
In many cases, health funds are not aware of when their members develop medical
conditions and find out only after the member has been treated in a hospital and seeks
reimbursement from the fund. By allowing health funds to cover primary care settings they
would have greater visibility of the health risks of their members and could assist members
to manage chronic conditions in out-of-hospital settings. Such a change is also needed to
underpin the requirement for higher income Australians to take out PHI.
Experiences with broader health cover changes introduced in the Private Health Insurance
Act 2007 suggest that appropriate relaxations of product regulations can lead to more
innovation. Since these changes were introduced an increasing range of preventative and
chronic disease management services have become available through insurers. Expanding
coverage to primary care settings could allow the industry to design products that would
lower the total cost of care, which in turn would be expected to make PHI more affordable
for all members (Deloitte Access Economics, 2012).
There is potential for expanding insurance coverage to exacerbate the moral hazard
problem posed by full insurance coverage. That is, when third parties fund the full cost of
accessing the health system, there is a tendency towards overutilization. To address this,
health fund members should be required to make co-payments, with insurance products
limited to covering the remaining out-of-pocket costs.
Private health insurance can only play a greater role in driving greater efficiency in the
health care sector if it remains affordable for the majority of Australians.
Currently, the Minister for Health has discretion whether or not to allow premium increases.
Each year the Minister must make an assessment of each fund’s cost structure and will only
agree to increased premiums based on a ‘minimum justifiable’ increase in costs (Access
Economics, 2005).
If a fund attempted to reduce administrative costs, the resulting savings would be factored
into the Minister’s next assessment of the fund’s premium increase, leaving the fund no
better off and removing incentives for the fund to be more efficient. The end result is higher
premiums for all members.
Consumer preferences and choices are at the heart of any well-functioning market (PHIAC,
2012). The introduction of more competition in health insurance markets would also assist
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in providing consumers with more choice of cost effective health care. This is illustrated by a
cross-country study undertaken by the International Monetary Fund (Tyson et al, 2012) that
found that an increase in choice of providers and insurers, competition and private
provision reduces excess cost growth. To this end, the current price setting mechanism
could be removed and replaced with a price monitoring arrangement.
Under a price monitoring mechanism, health funds would have the ability to change
premiums how and when they choose, but prices would be monitored through an
independent regulatory body (Deloitte Access Economics, 2012). Margins would not be
regulated and the Minister’s power to regulate premiums would be removed.
Changing the price setting approach would allow more efficient insurers to retain some
efficiency gains, and greater competition between insurers has the potential to slow the
growth in premiums.
This would also mean a reduced role for the Private Health Insurance Administration Council
(PHIAC) — which the Commission recommends should be absorbed into a new Health
Productivity and Performance Commission (see Chapter Nine of the Phase One Report,
Rationalising and Streamlining Government Bodies) that would coordinate, report on and
drive performance across Australia’s health care system.
In its 1997 report into private health insurance, the Industry Commission detailed the
arguments underpinning price control arrangements and their limitations. These arguments
are reproduced in Box 9.3.3.
For some people poor health is a result of lifestyle choices, in particular from smoking.
Lifestyle related conditions impose a significant and growing cost on the health system
which is mostly borne by third parties, including health funds, taxpayers and other users,
rather than the individuals responsible.
Much of the burden of disease in OECD countries is linked to lifestyle factors, such as
smoking, excessive alcohol consumption, unhealthy diets and a lack of physical activity
(OECD, 2011).
One estimate (OECD, 2011) of the impact of lifestyle related conditions on mortality finds:
People who live a physically active life, do not smoke, drink alcohol in moderate
quantities, and eat plenty of fruit and vegetables have a risk of death in a given
period that is less than one-fourth of those who have invariably unhealthy habits.
The community rating of health insurance products means that the unhealthy lifestyle
choices made by some forces up premiums for everyone. In other segments of the
insurance market, risk factors such as smoking are taken into account when calculating
premiums. This principle should be applied to health insurance.
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A greater use of incentives could be used to reward those who make lifestyle decisions that
reduce their risk of poor health. To this end, consideration should be given to relaxing rules
relating to ‘improper discrimination’ that prevent health funds from charging different
prices based on a person’s individual characteristics. Instead, health funds should be
allowed to vary premiums for a limited number of lifestyle factors, including smoking, which
materially increase a person’s health risk.
Box 9.3.3: Arguments for price control and their limitations
The Industry Commission’s report in 1997 into Private Health Insurance noted:
Three principal arguments have been advanced for such [price] controls - solvency,
avoidance of market power and equity. All have major limitations.
Solvency arguments for price regulation ignore the existence of separate and more effective
solvency rules targeted at the level of funds’ reserves. These do not require subordinate
controls which seek to influence the pricing decisions of the funds because they may have
solvency implications. The principle here is one of regulators setting objectives, and then
leaving firms with the freedom to achieve those objectives. Arguably, a fund, like any
business, should have the autonomy to vary prices so as to trade out of looming difficulties.
In fact, where premium increases have been constrained this has sometimes precipitated a
solvency crisis.
Arguments for price regulation based on the principle of avoiding anticompetitive behaviour
by funds are also unconvincing. While the industry is concentrated, the scope for exercise of
market power in pricing is limited. If anything, collusive pricing can be encouraged by
centralised price control. In any case, special purpose legislation dealing with potential
breaches of competition policy is unnecessary, given the general legislative vehicles for
dealing with such breaches.
The Commission also notes that equity arguments for price regulation to protect the existing
contributors of a fund are weak, given the portability provisions of health insurance. A fund
which inappropriately increases premiums can be expected to lose members to other funds.
Price regulations — even if infrequently applied — can have another, perverse, impact. They
could act as a deterrent to entry by new players used to operating in a market in which they
don’t have to seek government approval for the prices of their services. In this sense, price
controls may deter those market oriented firms most likely to introduce innovative products
and to be active in pushing for cost minimisation — thus keeping average premiums higher
than necessary.
Source: Industry Commission, 1997.
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Public hospitals
The Commonwealth contributes to the funding of public hospitals in the States through the
Australian Health Care Agreements. Public hospital services, including outpatient clinics, are
usually delivered by the States. The private sector’s provision of health care includes private
medical practitioners, private hospitals, pathology services and pharmacies.
Hospital funding is growing strongly (Chart 9.3.8). As previously mentioned, it is the fastest
growing area of Commonwealth health expenditure, with this growth largely driven by the
Commonwealth’s commitment under the National Health Reform Agreement to fund
45 per cent of the efficient growth in the cost of public hospital services from 2014-15 to
2016-17 and 50 per cent from 2017-18 onwards.
Chart 9.3.8: Projected Commonwealth spending on hospitals
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Under the current National Health Reform Agreement between the Commonwealth and
States, both jurisdictions are jointly responsible for funding public hospitals services.
Management of the public hospital system itself is the responsibility of the States.
The States are the main providers of public hospital services and the Commonwealth’s
growing contribution to State hospital funding is underpinned by a complex set of reporting
arrangements and institutional settings for delivering efficient and fair outcomes.
Efficient growth is determined by the work of the Independent Hospital Pricing Authority
(IHPA), which sets the National Efficient Price and the National Efficient Cost of public
hospital funding. These are major determinants of the level of Commonwealth Government
funding for public hospital services.
In broad terms, hospital funding should be considered in the context of addressing vertical
fiscal imbalance – including through promoting a closer matching of revenue-raising
capacity with expenditure responsibilities. Such reforms would result in greater flexibility for
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the States to deliver services such as public hospitals. This brings into question the
desirability of the Commonwealth funding more than 45 per cent of efficient growth in the
cost of public hospital services.
While reporting on key data is essential, under the approach to addressing the vertical fiscal
imbalance mentioned above, there would be less involvement and compliance by the
Commonwealth, resulting in reduced duplication of effort and reporting costs. Further
details are provided in Chapter Six of the Phase One Report, Reforming the Federation.
However, while activity based funding is maintained, it would be important to ensure that
the Independent Hospital Pricing Authority continues to receive information essential for
undertaking its activities.
In recent years, specific initiatives involving the Commonwealth and State governments
have been introduced to reform governance and finance arrangements for public hospitals.
The Commonwealth effectively remains the largest public ‘funder’ of the health system,
predominately operating a reimbursement model – through the MBS and PBS – and further
supported by a hospital activity based funding approach (Bennett, 2013).
The States, however, have overall ownership and management responsibility for public
hospitals. Although recent redesigns of governance arrangements in Australia have been put
in place so that Local Health and Hospital Districts (LHHDs) have greater control of hospitals
in specific regions, the LHHDs are managed by State government-appointed boards of
directors and retain high levels of State government involvement.
Alternative governance arrangements for public hospitals have been introduced
internationally. The Foundation Trust hospital model, for example, was introduced into the
National Health Service in England (Phelan and Sammut, 2013). Adapting the Foundation
Trust model to the Australian health system has the potential to transform the structure of
the hospital system by separating the roles of the funders and regulators (i.e.
Commonwealth and State governments) and the providers of hospitals services, establishing
an arms-length purchaser-provider split.
While responsibility for funding and regulating the health system is largely shared between
the Commonwealth and State governments, their respective roles are not always clear and
the arrangements create scope for duplication and waste to occur. Recent industry analysis
on health care reforms has indicated that even after several years of reform effort, the main
structural characteristics of financing and stewardship remain largely unchanged, with
dysfunctional fragmentation between the Commonwealth, State governments and private
insurers (CEDA, 2013).
The approach taken to health care in New Zealand has evolved in recent years. The
New Zealand Government announced a series of initiatives designed to improve service
efficiency, access, and quality while shifting expenditure away from administration and
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toward patient services (Thomson et al, 2013). Responsibility for planning, purchasing, and
providing health and disability support services lies with 20 geographically defined District
Health Boards (DHBs).
Under this system:
•

The DHBs pursue government objectives, targets, and service requirements while
operating government-owned hospitals and health centres, providing community
services, and purchasing services from non-government and private providers.

•

The government sets an annual global budget for most publicly funded health
services and sets national requirements for those services to be implemented by the
20 DHBs. Rationing and prioritization are applied largely to non-urgent services, and
vary by DHB.

Co-payments are also used widely in New Zealand – covering GP services and many nursing
services provided in GP settings, after-hours consultations are generally higher. The median
fee for an adult’s GP consultation is NZ$30–$35 (A$28-32), but fees vary significantly as GPs
set their own fees. There are arrangements for greater public funding for poorer
communities, where the maximum adult fee is NZ$17 (A$16) per visit. Co-payments are also
required for community-prescribed drugs (NZ$5 per item for adults and with items free
after 20 items per family per year).
Public health spending accounted for 83 per cent of New Zealand health spending in 2011
(OECD, 2013), distributed as follows:
•

87 per cent to the New Zealand Ministry of Health, which in turn distributed around
80 per cent of that amount to DHBs and the remaining 20 per cent directly to
services providers;

•

10 per cent to the Accident Compensation Corporation, which provides funding for
accident and injury care; and

•

3 per cent to other central, regional, and local government services.

New Zealand expenditure on health is above the OECD average as a percentage of GDP
(10.3 per cent compared with 9.3 per cent). High growth in public expenditure on health has
moderated in recent years, reflecting the above reforms. At the same time, stays in
emergency departments have shortened and patients have improved access to elective
surgery – up 34 per cent in five years (New Zealand Ministry of Health 2013; Ryall, 2013).
Scope of professional practices
Reassessing the appropriate skills mix needed for particular treatments could improve the
efficiency of Australia’s health system.
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Australia’s arrangements for the scope of professional practices and the appropriate skills
mix for health professionals are less flexible than in other countries. Many health
professionals have reported that lesser qualified staff could safely undertake a significant
share of their work.
While Health Workforce Australia has initiated an Expanded Scope of Practice programme
aimed at redesigning roles of the health workforce to improve productivity, retention,
efficiency and effectiveness of health care services, this reform can be taken further. In
many countries there are ongoing discussions about possible extensions in the roles of
nurses, for example, as part of the broader efforts to improve health service delivery in the
primary sector and home-based settings to reduce hospitalisations (OECD, 2010b).
In particular, the current scope of the role of pharmacists and Nurse Practitioners could be
expanded to provide immunisations, monitor blood pressure and diabetes testing, issue
medical certificates for certain conditions (such as colds or hay fever), or undertake some
prescribing for chronic conditions following the initial diagnosis and prescription by a
doctor.

The pathway to longer-term reform
The Terms of Reference ask the Commission to look at whether there is a strong case for
continued direct involvement in activities currently undertaken by the Commonwealth. The
options outlined above go part of the way to addressing this issue in the area of health.
However, considerable detailed work will be necessary to delve more deeply into
restructuring the health system. This recognises both the complexity and the need to
progress reform carefully — either through major structural reform or the alternative of
incremental reforms.
Whichever approach is pursued, there are two fundamental questions that must be
addressed — who pays for health care and who provides health services?
The answer to these questions has substantial flow-on impacts on how the Commonwealth
delivers and influences existing health programmes such as the MBS, PBS, private health
insurance and hospital funding.
The 2009 report of the National Health and Hospitals Reform Commission highlighted many
of the issues around strengthening and improving Australia’s health system and suggested
that the case for health reform is compelling.
Important considerations include:
•

the need for simplicity within the health care system;

•

ensuring people with chronic health issues have access to the appropriate support;
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•

the need for Australia to move toward a more integrated health services system
whereby people and patients’ medical services are managed on a ‘whole of life’ basis
rather than on an ‘episode by episode’ basis;

•

identifying a framework that brings together all aspects of the health system (public
and private, hospital and community based) to support the organisation and delivery
of health care in a way that is tightly focused on the individual;

•

having the right incentives in place so that the delivery of health services aligns with
the requirements of individuals, including constructive use of the contribution of
private health insurance and private hospitals;

•

addressing the fragmentation of responsibility, ensuring transparency and avoiding
cost shifting;

•

ensuring all Australians face some responsibility for balancing health care choices
against the cost of those choices;

•

examining the interaction between the PHI rebate, the Medicare Levy surcharge and
the Lifetime Health Cover Loading and how effective these policies are in supporting
a fair and sustainable health system for all Australians; and

•

pending a decision on the implementation of co-payments, an assessment of the
benefits of co-payments on reducing unnecessary utilisation of health services
relative to additional ‘downstream’ costs that may result from patients not accessing
necessary treatments due to higher costs.

In investigating options to move the system in this direction the Minister for Health would
be tasked with the consideration and development of an approach or approaches that will
put Australia’s health system on a more sustainable footing – a system that achieves cost
containment while preserving and improving the quality of health care and access to it.
One option for the Minister to consider would be the potential to introduce a universal
health insurance arrangement. Another option, proposed by the NHHRC, would be to
introduce ‘Medicare Select’, a system of universal health insurance provided through
competing health funds.
Another system would be mandatory health insurance for all Australians. The
Commonwealth Government would pay the health insurance premiums for those on low
incomes and for high risk groups. The government would also pay for the health insurance
of all children. It would be compulsory for people on higher incomes to take out insurance
with a private health insurer.
Medicare would be retained as the default insurer for those on lower incomes with the
insurance premiums paid by government directly to Medicare. People on low incomes could
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choose to be insured with a private health insurer with their premiums still paid for by the
government.
One possible advantage of this approach is that over time Commonwealth funding for
Medicare, hospitals and the private health insurance rebate could be redirected into a single
pool that would be used to subsidise the health insurance needs of lower income
Australians and those in high risk groups including those with chronic health needs. In this
sense there will be a greater capacity for the funding to follow the patient.
The capacity for such an arrangement to inject greater competition and therefore
efficiencies into the Australian health care system over the longer term should not be under
estimated.
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Attachment 9.3.1

Medicare
Medicare is the Commonwealth-funded health insurance scheme that provides free or
subsidised health care services to the Australian population.
When Medicare was introduced in 1984, private health insurance coverage was around
50 per cent. Between 1984 and 2000 private health insurance coverage declined to around
30 per cent. In 2000 the Lifetime Health Cover Loading was introduced. This resulted in
private health insurance coverage increasing to around 45 per cent. Coverage has remained
at around this level since then.
Medicare Levy and Medicare Levy surcharge
Most taxpayers pay a Medicare Levy of 1.5 per cent of their taxable income. The Medicare
Levy surcharge is in addition to the Medicare Levy and applies when singles and families
incomes exceed specific income thresholds and the appropriate private health insurance
cover is not maintained.
The Medicare Levy and Medicare Levy surcharge help fund the cost of medical services. The
Medicare Levy surcharge rate is between 1 and 1.5 per cent of taxable income and aims to
encourage singles and families to take out private hospital cover and, where possible, to use
the private health care system and therefore reduce the demand on the Medicare system.
The Medicare Levy is legislated to increase to 2 per cent from 1 July 2014 to help support
the cost of the National Disability Insurance Scheme.
Entitlements under Medicare
Under Medicare people can be treated as a public patient in a public hospital, at no charge,
even if they are privately insured.
When people visit a doctor outside a hospital, Medicare will reimburse 100 per cent of the
MBS fee for a general practitioner and 85 per cent of the MBS fee for a specialist. A doctor
may charge more than the MBS fee, this difference is payable by the patient. The MBS
details the professional services rendered by medical professionals that have been approved
for Commonwealth funding.
A medical practitioner can bill Medicare directly (bulk billing). The practitioner accepts the
Medicare rebate as full payment for the service and no additional charges relating to the
service can be made; consequently, there is no out of pocket cost to the patient.
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Safety net arrangements
To provide additional relief to those who incur higher than usual medical costs, Medicare
safety nets have been established. These arrangements protect patients from significant
out-of-pocket costs for non-inpatient services. These provide singles and families with an
additional rebate when an annual threshold (determined on a calendar year basis) is
reached for out-of-hospital Medicare services. There are two safety nets:
•

the original Medicare Safety Net (MSN) which was introduced at the same time as
Medicare in 1984; and

•

the Extended Medicare Safety Net (EMSN) which was introduced in 2004 and
provides an additional rebate for Australian families and singles who incur
out-of-pocket costs for Medicare eligible out-of-hospital services.

The MSN works in conjunction with the EMSN. Under the MSN, once the annual threshold
($430.90 for 2014) is reached, Medicare benefits increase to 100 per cent of the schedule
fee for all out of hospital services for the rest of the calendar year. Only the ‘gap amount’,
that is the difference between the Medicare rebate and the Schedule fee, counts towards
the MSN threshold.
Under the EMSN, once the relevant annual threshold of out-of-pocket costs has been met,
Medicare will pay for 80 per cent of any future out of pocket costs for out-of-hospital
Medicare services for the remainder of the calendar year.
•

However, there is an upper limit on the amount of benefit that is paid through the
EMSN for some Medicare items (such as obstetric services, assisted reproductive
technology, varicose vein treatment, cataract surgery and hair transplantation).

•

The 2014 annual thresholds for the EMSN are $624.10 for Commonwealth
concession cardholders and people who are eligible for Family Tax Benefits Part A;
and $1,248.70 for all other singles and families.
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Private Health Insurance
The Commonwealth provides a basic universal health insurance (Medicare). Private health
insurance in Australia is limited to those services not covered by Medicare or to services
provided in private hospitals.
Government policies to support the take-up of private health insurance
The government uses a range of incentives to stimulate the take-up of PHI and improve the
risk profile of the insured pool.
The taxation system encourages middle to high income earners to take out private health
insurance (see Table 9.3.1 above).
The Commonwealth provides an income tested rebate to help people meet the cost of
insurance (30 per cent for people under the age of 65). The size of the rebate varies with
age and is currently means-tested (see Table 9.3.2). The Government has undertaken to
restore the Private Health Insurance rebate as soon as responsibly possible.
Lifetime Health Cover Loading was implemented in 2000 is a regulatory ‘stick’ designed to
discourage people from delaying purchase of insurance by allowing funds to vary premiums
of individuals above 30 years of age according to the age of entry into the fund. From
1 July 2013, the rebate on the lifetime health cover component of hospital cover premiums
was withdrawn but the rebate on the standard component of your hospital cover remained.
Regulation and supervision
The private health insurance industry is regulated by the Department of Health (DoH) in
conjunction with the PHIAC.
•

DoH sets down private health insurance policy in addition to fulfilling other functions
such as managing the annual rate review process.

•

PHIAC monitors and regulates the PHI industry and the provision of private health
insurance related information to government and other stakeholders.
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Australian Hospitals
The Commonwealth contributes to the funding of public hospitals in the States through the
Australian Health Care Agreements. Public hospital services, including outpatient clinics, are
usually delivered by the States. The private sector’s provision of health care includes private
medical practitioners, private hospitals, pathology services and pharmacies.
Under these arrangements, all Australian citizens and permanent residents of Australia are
entitled to free public hospital cover. Australians are covered in public hospital under
Medicare for:
•

free or subsidised treatment by health professionals such as doctors, specialists,
optometrists and in specific circumstances dentists and other allied health
practitioners;

•

free treatment and accommodation as a public (Medicare) patient in a public
hospital; and

•

75 per cent of the Medicare Schedule fee for services and procedures if you are a
private patient in a public or private hospital (does not include hospital
accommodation and items such as theatre fees and medicines).

Hospital expenditure
While Australia’s health outcomes are of a high standard in international terms, our health
system is fragmented and underpinned by complex funding and performance
accountabilities.
The cost of public hospital care now totals over $40 billion a year and is growing at well
above the inflation rate. This expenditure accounts for about 30 per cent of total national
health care expenditure. In 2010-11, the Commonwealth funding contribution for public
hospitals was 40 per cent (includes rebates of health insurance and veterans), and for
private hospitals, 32 per cent (includes rebates of health insurance and veterans).
Hospital use
In 2011-12, there were 1,345 hospitals in Australia. Of this total, 753 public hospitals
accounted for about 68 per cent of hospital beds (56,582). Australian public hospitals
employed approximately 271,000 people in 2011-12, with the largest staffing category being
nurses (46 per cent). More than half of all hospital stays in 2011-12 were public patients
(52 per cent), who were not charged for their stay. Private health insurance accounted for
39 per cent, and self-funded patients around 4 per cent.
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Current funding agreement
The National Health Reform Agreement (NHRA) was signed in 2011 replacing the National
Health Care Special Purpose Payment and provides for, among other things, plans to
introduce a consistent approach to Commonwealth funding to the States based on activity
based funding and guaranteed minimum growth funding.
From 1 July 2012, funding was provided on the basis of activity through the Activity Based
Funding (ABF) arrangements wherever practicable. Under the current NHRA the
Commonwealth provides at least an additional $16.4 billion in growth funding between
2014-15 and 2019-20, through 45 per cent of efficient growth between 2014-15 and
2016-17, increasing to 50 per cent from 2017-18 onwards.
Activity based and block funding
On an annual basis the Independent Hospital Pricing Authority (IHPA) determines the
National Efficient Price (NEP) and the National Efficient Cost. The NEP is based on the
projected average cost of a National Weighted Activity Unit after the deduction of specified
Commonwealth funded programmes and indexed depending on historic growth rates. IHPA
publishes a report setting out the national efficient price for the coming year and also
advises the Commonwealth and the States in relation to funding models for hospitals.
The Administrator of the National Health Funding Pool is responsible for calculating the
Commonwealth public health funding contribution to States and ensures funds are
deposited into pool accounts in line with the NHRA. In addition, the Administrator is
responsible for reconciling estimated and actual service volumes, authorising payment
instructions and reporting on all activities for the National Health Funding Pool.
In addition, there are over 300 hospitals that are small and/or in remote locations that are
not suited to the ABF funding model and are therefore block funded. The average cost of a
block funded hospital is $4.7 million in 2013-14. Block funded hospitals have significant fixed
costs and the National costing model recognises this by calculating fixed availability
payments for all block funded hospitals.
In 2009 the Commonwealth established the Health and Hospitals Fund (HHF). While not
replacing State projects, the objective of the HHF was to invest in major health
infrastructure programmes to support the Commonwealth’s health reform targets. There
have been a number of funding rounds targeting specific priorities in regions such as cancer
centres.
Private hospital services are partially funded or fully subsidised from sources including
private health insurance, the Department of Veterans’ Affairs, Medicare, the Pharmaceutical
Benefits Scheme, third party insurers and patients themselves.
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Other current and emerging issues
An ageing population is the key challenge for hospital funding.
•

The National Health and Hospitals Reform Commission (2009) found that almost 20
per cent of older patients in public hospitals would be more appropriately cared for
outside an acute hospital. However, there was a lack of appropriate post-acute care
services, delays in discharge processes and diagnostic tests and delays in medical and
other specialised consultations contributed to longer stays in hospitals by older
patients.

Citizens’ expectations around health care are also high, leading to pressure for timely and
affordable access to the latest medical technology and treatments (includes techniques,
drugs and equipment).
•

Between 2007-08 and 2011-12, episodes of admitted patient care increased by
17 per cent – about 4 per cent per year, with growth accelerating to 4.6 per cent in
2011-12.

Chronic diseases are the leading causes of death and disability in Australia.
•

The Australian Institute of Health and Welfare (2006) estimated that almost four in
five Australians have at least one long-term or chronic health condition, including,
cancer, diabetes, asthma, long-term mental or behavioural conditions, arthritis and
circulatory conditions.

A productivity gap is evident between the current and optimal efficiency in the hospitals
sector.
•

The Productivity Commission (2006) found that the gap between current and optimal
efficiency in the hospitals sub-sector in Australia was potentially in the order of 20 to
25 per cent, primarily due to the complexity of funding arrangements.

•

While the NHRA is still in the early stages of implementation, concerns remain in
relation to: the apparent inefficiencies of overlapping health body responsibilities;
complex reporting requirements across the Commonwealth and State governments;
the plethora of health-related National Partnerships; and the absence of information
in the NHRA regarding how public health outcomes will be developed and measured.
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9.4 The Pharmaceutical Benefits Scheme
Background
The Pharmaceutical Benefits Scheme (PBS) is an integral part of Australia’s health care
system and plays an important role in improving the wellbeing of all Australians.
The PBS was first established in 1948, although its origins go back as far as 1919, when a
limited programme was established to provide subsidised medicines to World War I
veterans and their families. Since 1948 it has evolved into a broader subsidised scheme
which, from 1 December 2012, provides subsidised access to over 867 medicines, available
in more than 2,267 forms and strengths and marketed as 4,871 different medicine brands
(Department of Finance, 2013). In 2013 it is estimated that 9.5 million Australians accessed
the PBS.
Delivering safe, affordable and clinically effective medicines to all Australians should remain
a key government objective, as should assuring value for taxpayers’ money. Successive
Commonwealth Governments have identified opportunities to improve the PBS. In
September 2010, for example, the then Government signed a Memorandum of
Understanding (MoU) with Medicines Australia to, inter alia, promote a more efficient PBS,
provide a stable pricing policy environment and a viable and responsible medicines industry
in Australia. The MoU is effective until 30 June 2014.
Australian generic (contestable) PBS medicine prices are lagging behind prices paid by many
other advanced countries. Recent research (Duckett et al, 2013a) claims that Australians
paid more than $1 billion a year too much for prescription drugs.
While continuation of the PBS is consistent with the Commission’s principle of protecting
the truly disadvantaged, public assistance should be targeted at those most in need and
there is an opportunity to rely on a greater degree of personal responsibility and choice and
make better use of competitive markets to bring benefits to users of the pharmaceuticals.
The Commission considers that changes to the PBS are essential elements of broader
reforms to the health care system.

Rationale for government intervention
There is a strong rationale for government subsidies for medicines. By ensuring that
medicines are affordable and widely available, consumers are more likely to make decisions
on medicine use based on clinical need, rather than cost. This creates wider benefits, such
as improved health outcomes, therefore helping to minimise the incidence of hospitalisation
– a much more expensive intervention.
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Subsidy schemes for medicines are in place in many countries around the world including
most European countries as well as Canada and New Zealand.
Another key rationale is that the government is able to bargain more effectively on behalf of
consumers with large multinational suppliers for new patented medications. It can also use
its single buyer status to tender for generic medicines at more favourable prices.
Another reason for intervention is that those with the highest medical need often have the
least capacity to purchase medicines — particularly high cost medicines.

Current structure of the Pharmaceutical Benefits Scheme
The Commonwealth lists selected subsidy medicines on a legislative schedule covered under
the National Health Act 1959. The Commonwealth negotiates an agreed listed price for
medicines with manufacturers prior to listing (i.e. the ex-manufacturer price).
Consumers pay a co-payment for each PBS medicine purchase. Currently, there is a
concessional ($6.00) and a general (up to $36.90) rate. Concessional access is determined by
eligibility for a range of welfare payments. There are also safety nets, so that when a
concessional patient reaches the concessional threshold of $360.00 their PBS patient
contribution is zero. Similarly, when a general patient reaches the threshold of $1421.20,
their PBS patient contribution is $6.00 (Department of Health, 2014).
Pharmacies in Australia are the primary retail outlets for dispensing prescription medicines.
The Commonwealth pays pharmacies a dispensed price for every medicine they dispense to
patients that is part of the PBS. This price includes the ex-manufacturer price, plus a
wholesale mark-up, a retail mark-up, a dispensing fee, plus any other relevant additional fee
that may apply to each medicine. The current flat dispensing fee (not the dispensed price)
charged for each prescription provided is $6.63 and is indexed annually.
The dispensed price is separate from the price the Commonwealth negotiates with
manufacturers. This is determined through negotiations with wholesaler suppliers and
pharmacies through National Pharmacy Agreements. Pharmacists pay suppliers (wholesaler
and/or the manufacturers) for PBS medicine purchases, not the Commonwealth. The
government reimburses the pharmacist by paying them the dispensed price.
The Commonwealth spent $9 billion on the PBS in 2012-13 (Parliamentary Budget Office,
2013), with notionally 72 per cent spent purchasing medicines from manufacturers, while
23 per cent was provided in the form of remuneration to pharmacists and 5 per cent as
remuneration to wholesalers (Department of Finance, 2013).
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Trends
There has been some recent success in reducing PBS expenditure, with payments under the
Scheme expected to be $526 million lower in 2013-14 than previously forecast, largely
reflecting higher than estimated savings resulting from existing pricing policy and lower than
anticipated ongoing growth in demand for certain macular degeneration medicines
(Australian Government, 2013). The introduction of improved price disclosure arrangements
– which require manufacturers to reveal the actual prices they charge for medicines – and
PBS listed prices then being adjusted to reflect the average actual prices, has seen the
overall growth in the PBS at 6.0 per cent in 2011-12, falling for the first time in decades by
3.4 per cent in 2012-13.
There are, however, ongoing concerns regarding price disclosure. The lengthy price
disclosure process, for example, means that consumers do not benefit from reduced prices
until at least a year later (Duckett et al, 2013b).
The Commission considers that the medium to longer term expenditure outlook is for
further expenditure growth, as the impact of price disclosure moderates and the
fundamental drivers of demand, such as an ageing population, the increasing incidence of
chronic disease and increasing demands for new pharmaceutical products, again take
control.
Notwithstanding recent successes in reducing prices, annual growth in PBS expenditure over
the last decade averaged 7.6 per cent in nominal terms or 4.7 per cent per year in real
terms. The Commission anticipates that on current policy settings PBS expenditure will
continue to rise, with nominal growth of 5.4 per cent per year projected (Chart 9.4.1) to
2023-24.
Chart 9.4.1: Projected spending on the Pharmaceutical Benefits Scheme
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Drivers
There are a number of key drivers regarding the PBS’s expenditure growth. These include:
•

new PBS medicine listings and technological change;

•

the rise in the incidence of chronic conditions; and

•

demographic change in Australia.

The listing of new medicines on the PBS schedule is one of the largest contributors to
increasing expenditure. Since 2007-08, new medicines costing $6 billion over their
respective forward estimates have been listed on the PBS. Between 30 September 2011 and
1 July 2013, government approved new, amended or extended listings for 156 medicines
and price adjustments for 76 PBS-listed medicines. Future listing cost pressure will also be
exacerbated by the emergence of a new class of biologic medicines, made using biological
rather than chemical processes, which are more complex to produce and cost more per unit
as a result.
Many previously acute conditions are now able to be managed over time as a chronic
condition using medication. Reflecting both the increasing prevalence of the diseases (such
as cancers) and the long-term nature of their treatment, the medicines used to treat these
conditions rank as some of the most prescribed and the highest cost to government on the
PBS. This influence is compounded by the fact that many of these new medicines are
biologics.
The ageing population is expected to add significantly to PBS costs. According to the
Treasury projections associated with the Intergenerational Report (Australian
Government, 2010), the proportion of people over 65 is set to reach nearly 25 per cent of
the population by 2050. Older people use a relatively high proportion of PBS medicines,
with people aged over 65 accounting for approximately 60 per cent of script volume and
53 per cent of the total PBS expenditure in 2010-11.
Concessional patients also account for the bulk of PBS expenditure — with 78 per cent of
PBS expenditure in 2011-12 attributed to concessional patients and approximately
45 per cent of concessional card holders either on an age related Pensioner Concession Card
(40 per cent) or a Commonwealth Seniors Health Card (5 per cent). Concessional card
holders on average receive $1,060 in general pharmaceutical benefits (Section 85) per year,
compared to $97 for general recipients.
Many of these trends are also occurring in other developed countries. However, as
expenditure on pharmaceuticals has been at a much higher rate in Australia than the OECD
average (Chart 9.4.2) and per capita consumption is one of the highest in the developed
world (OECD, 2008), there is a need to address issues that are driving up costs in Australia.
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Chart 9.4.2: Average annual growth in pharmaceutical expenditure per capita, in real
terms 2000 to 2011 (or nearest year)
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Issues
As mentioned above Australian generic (contestable) PBS medicine prices are lagging behind
prices paid by many other advanced countries. While the price disclosure arrangements are
reducing prices, this is not occurring as quickly as in other countries such as New Zealand,
the United Kingdom and Canada. For example:
•

The price to the PBS for a box of thirty 40 mg tablets of the drug Atorvastatin - used
to reduce the risk of heart attack was A$51.00. In New Zealand the price is A$5.80
for a box of 90 tablets (Department of Finance, 2013; Duckett et al, 2013a).

•

In the case of Simvastatin – used for purposes such as cholesterol reduction – the
price per tablet while under patent was A$2.00 in Australia and almost A$3.00 in
England. However, after the patent expired it took almost four years for the
Australian price to gradually decrease to around A$1.00 per tablet, whereas the price
in England decreased much faster — so that the Australian price was approximately
four times higher than in England (Productivity Commission, 2013).

The challenge of further expected growth remains in the medium to long-term, particularly
given the likely emergence of new classes of high cost, highly individualised medicines, e.g.
biologics. There is a need to take a holistic approach to managing PBS medicine listings and
price negotiations. Comparatively little effort is put into ‘creating room’ for new PBS
medicine listings by rationalising existing listings or re-negotiating new prices.
Under current arrangements, once a medicine is recommended by the Pharmaceutical
Benefits Advisory Committee, the Commonwealth is expected to list it. Little consideration
is given to whether this can be afforded or what else can be done to accommodate the new
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listing, e.g. de-listing existing medicines, reducing the prices of existing listings through
tenders, negotiating bundled packages with manufacturers and/or working within a prenegotiated annual budget.
The current pharmacy rules have a significant impact on the operation of the PBS as
pharmacies are protected by ownership and location rules that limit competition. State
governments restrict ownership to pharmacists and the Commonwealth administers
pharmacy location rules that control where pharmacies can operate.
The Australian Community Pharmacy Agreements are made exclusively between the
Pharmacy Guild of Australia and the Commonwealth, setting out mark-up prices for
medicines, dispensing fees and other related remuneration under the PBS. The most recent
Community Pharmacy Agreement is due to expire in June 2015.
The PBS subsidises retail pharmacies by paying a mark-up on the wholesale cost of drugs
and a dispensing fee. Notionally the remuneration paid to the pharmacy retail sector
accounts for around 23 per cent of total PBS spending. However, the actual payments
retained by pharmacies are typically much higher. For example, while the ex-manufacturer
price for Simvastatin was $13.15, under the price disclosure survey in 2012-13 it was found
that pharmacies on average paid $7.28 (ex-manufacturer), representing a mark-up to
pharmacies of 80 per cent (or a mark up of 190 per cent when added to mandatory
dispensing fees) (Department of Finance, 2013).
Allowing a wide range of new competitors to enter the market would provide greater access
and choice for consumers and, over time, place greater downward pressure on
pharmaceutical prices. This could involve non-pharmacists owning pharmacies and relaxing
location rules allowing pharmacies to collocate in other retail outlets such as supermarkets.
This has been happening internationally, where many countries have reduced or removed
rules that prevent non-pharmacists from owning pharmacies, while retaining the
requirement for pharmacists to dispense medicines. This has opened up new pharmacy
retail business models that allow greater choice for customers, while ensuring the safe and
appropriate dispensing of medicines.
High PBS expenditure is also being driven by high medicine usage of concession card
holders. This includes Age Pensioners, Commonwealth Senior Health Care recipients,
Parenting Payment recipients and veterans. For most drugs on the PBS, patients pay up to
$36.90, or $6.00 for concession card-holders. The government pays the balance and if an
individual spends more than the Safety Net threshold, their co-payment is reduced. As a
result, the government pays more than 80 per cent of the cost of PBS drugs.
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Potential areas for reform
While opportunities to improve efficiency in both the PBS and the pharmacy sector have
been identified in previous industry and government reviews and have been subject to
ongoing yet incremental improvements, the Commission considers that substantial reform
is needed if the cost drivers are to be effectively and fairly addressed.
The Commission considers that fundamental reforms to the PBS and the pharmacy sector
will drive innovation and competition, increase consumer choice and contain costs to the
Commonwealth.
There are options within the PBS to reduce cost pressures such as freezing expenditure at
the current level (or within a predetermined funding envelope), reducing PBS subsidies,
increasing co-contributions or reducing the coverage of drugs prescribed under the PBS.
However, these approaches are short to medium term fixes.
In the absence of wider reform simply freezing expenditure at current levels would mean
that any new pharmaceuticals would be listed only if existing drugs are removed from the
PBS, or better prices are negotiated for pharmaceuticals currently listed.
A more effective approach to negotiation and management of the listings could be
implemented by reducing the current role of government and establishing an independent
entity. This would introduce a significantly new approach to negotiating on prices, similar to
the Pharmaceutical Management Agency (PHARMAC) established in New Zealand.
While the new body could also be charged with addressing community service obligations –
such as access to pharmaceuticals in regional and remote areas – for greater transparency
these could be directly Budget funded and provided by the Department of Health.
The PBS Entity would be accountable for the whole of PBS performance, including the
rationalisation of the current multi-stage decision-making process. Given the highly
specialised and technical skills required for this role, the PBS entity would draw on the
relevant expertise from within government, industry and the research community, similar to
the Pharmaceutical Benefits Advisory Committee (PBAC) which currently assesses
applications for listing of medicines on the PBS.
To ensure that there was a strong incentive to achieve further price reductions, the PBS
entity would operate within a fixed funding envelope set for a defined duration of seven
years. Between the seven year funding cycles, a detailed review would take place with
recommendations subsequently made to government about the size of the following
funding envelope. This would ensure that the funding envelope keeps pace with community
expectations, demographic change and developments in pharmaceutical technology.
Crucially, the PBS Entity would operate under a clear objective to provide reliable and
affordable access to a wide range of necessary pharmaceuticals within the defined budget.
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To meet this objective, the PBS Entity would manage the funding of new and currently listed
medicines; negotiate prices for existing drugs; and make decisions about de-listing drugs.
The resource impacts on the PBS would need to be considered should the government seek
to list a medicine that the PBS entity found to have low cost effectiveness. A mechanism
would also be required to permit the government to have items added to the PBS list in
exceptional circumstances by introducing a disallowable instrument into Parliament. The
process would require receipt of advice from the PBS Entity regarding which items are to be
de-listed in order to offset the additional cost.
While allowing the PBS entity to manage the listings of pharmaceuticals may mean less
certainty for consumers, as some pharmaceuticals could be de-listed, new pharmaceuticals
could also be listed more quickly than under current arrangements as specific Cabinet
decisions would not be required to list a pharmaceutical.
A number of submissions to the National Commission of Audit (e.g. Medicines Australia,
2013) indicated possible risks associated with the New Zealand or similar systems, such as
the potential for shortages (Labrie, 2013) and fewer listed drugs (Wonder and Milne, 2011).
However, the relatively high rate of growth of per capita pharmaceutical expenditure in
Australia (Chart 9.4.2) as well as the recent success in reducing prices under the price
disclosure model illustrate that more could be achieved without necessarily reducing
availability.
The number of brands available in New Zealand has been scaled back as a matter of policy
choice and PHARMAC has only recently commenced a transition to an expanded role
covering hospital pharmaceuticals in New Zealand. Accordingly some care is needed in
making international comparisons on lists of available medicines. In particular comparing
lists of pharmaceuticals available in either country was open to misinterpretation
(Moodie et al, 2011).
It also appears that New Zealand has been less lenient than Australia or the UK in approving
drugs (Raftery, 2008). Setting a fixed budget for the PBS entity at current levels does not
mean that outcomes would be the same as in New Zealand, where there is considerably
lower expenditure per capita.
Such risks could also be addressed by undertaking further improvements to PBS regulatory
processes. The Therapeutic Goods Administration (TGA) assesses new drugs for safety,
quality and efficacy, before they can be supplied on the Australian market. As well as adding
to the cost of drugs in Australia, there can also be delays in getting products through the
TGA process.
Further reductions to the cost of pharmaceuticals could result from recognising approvals
made by overseas agencies, including the Food and Drug Administration (USA) and the
European Medicines Agency (EU). This arrangement would not only reduce the estimated
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annual cost pharmaceutical companies incur by having to win separate approvals from the
TGA but also it would provide better outcomes to consumers as the latest drugs could be
brought to the market without being delayed by a lengthy approval process.
The Commission is considering a range of areas where co-contributions would reflect an
appropriate price signal to users of the health care system. The Commission considers that
co-payments should be increased for pharmaceuticals and that some level of contribution
should be paid for all medicines under the PBS, including for concessional medicines that
are currently free.
For general patients with costs below the safety net, the co-payment could rise by $5.00
(from up to $36.90 currently to up to $41.90) while above the safety net it could also rise by
$5.00 (from $6.00 currently to $11.00). To ensure individuals made a greater contribution to
meeting their own pharmaceutical needs and to ensure that the Budget was not adversely
impacted by the rise in the co-payments, the general patient safety net should increase
from $1421.20 currently to $1613.77.
For concession card holders, there would be no increase to the co-payment (currently
$6.00) below the existing threshold (of $360.00). However, the Commission considers that
introducing a co-payment would be an important step in providing a signal to users about
the cost of their care and place greater value on these medicines (potentially reducing the
incentive that users face to not take their medicines). Accordingly, above the $360.00
threshold, concession card holders should pay a co-contribution of $2.00.
There remains limited retail choice and competition in the Pharmacy sector, with a reliance
on community pharmacies to dispense medicines. This is further complicated by State and
Commonwealth restrictions that control who can own a pharmacy and where pharmacies
can be located.
The delivery of pharmaceuticals to Australians could be made more efficient through the
opening up of competition and deregulation of the community pharmacy sector. This would
include reforming ownership and location rules in order to promote the introduction of new
business models focussed on expanding consumer choice of both services and products. In
2005, the Productivity Commission’s Review of National Competition Policy Reforms called
for a broad review of all the restrictions on competition in the pharmacy sector.
While such reforms to pharmacy regulation would be likely to have an impact on the current
business models of existing businesses, offsetting this impact would require consideration of
a number of issues, including providing pharmacists with opportunities to provide a greater
range of services to their customers. The Commission’s proposals in relation to Australia’s
arrangements for the scope of professional practices could provide new opportunities for
pharmacists in a broader range of settings.
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In another area of potential reform, the Government could withdraw involvement in
medicine provision and facilitate the introduction of private health insurance that offers
individuals the option to insure themselves against the risk of ill health. This would require a
major reform in the health insurance industry to expand options and/or introduce new
business models incorporating pharmaceutical insurance cover.
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9.5 Family Tax Benefit
Background
Family payments provide an important means of financial support to families. However,
years of iterative change have led to a system that attempts to meet mixed objectives that
could be better targeted to those most in need and to better reflect the costs of children.
Further, overlapping means tests in the system create disincentives for parents, particularly
mothers, to participate in the workforce.
Australia’s Future Tax System (2010) (‘Henry Tax Review’) found that, in terms of meeting
the costs of children, the current system was more than adequate for young children, with
room for better alignment with what research shows about child costs increasing as children
get older and the decreasing marginal costs of additional children.

Rationale for government intervention
The key rationale for government to provide assistance to families with the costs of
children, as distinct from income support payments, is to ensure that children have an
acceptable standard of living. Ensuring that families have adequate income to cover the
costs of children also contributes to the broader objectives of poverty alleviation and social
inclusion.
Addressing vertical and horizontal equity is also the rationale for the provision of family
payments. Vertical equity is the concept that people with lesser means should receive
greater assistance, while those with a greater capacity should shoulder a greater financial
burden. It suggests that assistance be targeted to families who need it most, with less or no
assistance going to families on higher incomes who are able to provide an acceptable
standard of living for their children without additional support.
Horizontal equity is the concept that people with similar capacity to pay should pay a similar
amount. Taking into account the costs of their dependent children, families do not have the
same financial capacity as an individual or couple on the same income without children.
In designing family payments there are trade-offs between the adequacy of assistance;
appropriate targeting to those in genuine need; and the desire to maintain incentives for
parents to participate in the workforce, particularly secondary earners.

Current structure of the programme
Family Tax Benefit (FTB) is the primary government support to families, with the broad
stated objective of supporting low and middle income families with the costs of raising
children. It is delivered in two separate payments – FTB Part A (FTB-A) and Part B (FTB-B).
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Families may be eligible for either or both payments. Unlike income earned in the
workforce, FTB payments are exempt from income tax.
FTB-A is paid per child to assist with the direct costs of children (e.g. to cover their food,
housing, clothing etc). Rates increase with the age of the child. The payment is income
tested based on family income, and the higher income test threshold increases with each
additional child. As shown in Chart 9.5.1, the maximum rate of FTB-A is $5,303 per annum
for each child under 13 years, and $6,680 per annum for each child aged 13-15 or 16-19 and
in full-time secondary school.
Chart 9.5.1: FTB-A income test for a family with two children under 13 years
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Source: National Commission of Audit based on Department of Human Services, 2014.

Eligibility for FTB-A also provides eligibility for several health concessions, including access
to the Health Care Card (HCC), reduced co-payments for medicines under the
Pharmaceutical Benefits Scheme, access to the concessional threshold of the Extended
Medicare Safety Net, more fully subsidised services under the Medicare Benefits Schedule
and access to the new Child Dental Benefits Schedule (Grow Up Smiling), which commenced
on 1 January 2014. Families receiving FTB-A may also be eligible for Rent Assistance.
FTB-B is targeted to single-income families and is designed to help with the indirect costs of
children, that is to assist parents (including sole parents) who are not working as they are
caring for children. It is also aimed at providing assistance to sole parents with their
additional direct costs of children.
FTB-B is paid per family (regardless of the number of children) and has a two-part income
test. To be eligible for FTB-B the primary earner’s income must be below $150,000. The rate
of FTB-B that is received is determined by the secondary earner’s income (where applicable
– sole parents receive the maximum rate). If it is below $5,183, the family receives the
maximum rate, above which the family’s rate of FTB-B is reduced by 20 cents in the dollar
until it reaches nil, as shown in Chart 9.5.2. The maximum rates of FTB-B are $4,241 per year
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for families with a child under five years, and $3,070 for families whose youngest child is
aged between five and 18.
Chart 9.5.2: FTB-B secondary earner income test
for family with youngest child under five years
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Source: National Commission of Audit based on Department of Human Services, 2014.

Trends and drivers
While FTB is a major programme of government expenditure, it is projected to remain
relatively static at around $20 billion per year over the forward estimates.
FTB was introduced as part of the A New Tax System package of changes on 1 July 2000.
Aims of the family assistance changes were: to simplify a complicated system; increase
assistance; improve workforce participation incentives and reduce effective marginal tax
rates; and customise the delivery of assistance. Three different payments that were
previously available were replaced by FTB-A, while FTB-B replaced six payments (see
Australian Government, 1998, ‘A New Tax System’). The introduction of FTB represented a
significant expansion in family payments in terms of the generosity of the payments,
expanded eligibility and increased Commonwealth expenditure.
There have been a range of changes to FTB since its introduction, both increasing the
generosity of and tightening certain elements of the payments. For example in 2004 and
2005 end-of-year supplements were introduced for FTB-A and FTB-B respectively, to provide
a buffer for families falling into debt on reconciliation of the payments. In 2012, the rates of
FTB-A were increased significantly for 16-19 year olds in full-time secondary school in order
to better cover the increased costs of older children. In 2009, a primary income earner test
on FTB-B was introduced for the first time at $150,000. The indexation of this threshold and
the higher income test on FTB-A have been paused since 2009 and currently remain paused
until 2017.
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Issues and potential areas for reform
Means testing of FTB-A
A family with two children currently receives some FTB-A when income approaches the top
40 per cent of family incomes. In accordance with the Commission’s principle of targeting
support to those most in need, it is reasonable that families earning significantly above the
median income - in the top half of family incomes - should not receive significant amounts
of assistance from the government.
The current FTB-A means test ensures that the direct costs of children are covered for
low-income families. Currently the lower income test threshold for FTB-A ($48,837 - below
which families can receive the maximum rate) is set between the second and third deciles of
all family incomes, which is a reasonable benchmark for low income. The 20 per cent taper
ensures that families further up the income scale receive a reduced amount of assistance
without creating major workforce disincentives. It is recommended that the 20 per cent
taper continue until payment reaches nil, which would mean that the payment for an
average size family is targeted to those roughly below the median income for all families.
Chart 9.5.3 shows the distribution of income for all families, as compared to the current and
proposed FTB-A means tests for a family with two children under 13.
Chart 9.5.3: Distribution of income for all families with children, 2012-13,
and current and proposed means tests for FTB-A for a family with two children under 13
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This change would effectively remove the base rate of FTB-A – the minimum level of
payment (currently $2,201 per year for a child under 13) that is available to families at the
higher end of the FTB-A income scale. If income is greater than the higher income threshold
(currently $94,316 plus $3,796 for each child after the first), the base rate begins to be
withdrawn by 30 cents in the dollar until it reaches nil. This proposal would impact on
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families receiving the base or below base rate – with those on the cusp of the lower income
taper and base rate receiving a reduced payment and others losing the payment completely.
The income range over which families would be affected would vary with the number and
ages of their children. For example, currently a family with one child under 13 would be
eligible only for the base rate if their income is above $64,350, with payment ceasing at
$101,653. Under the proposed means test their payment would cease for incomes above
around $75,354. A family with two children under 13 currently receives only the base rate if
their income is greater than $79,862 with payment ceasing at $112,785. Under the
proposed means test (and taking account of other proposed changes) their payment would
cease at incomes above $99,920. Most families with three or more children will not be
affected by this change, as under the current system they are always eligible for assistance
greater than base rate. Families with incomes below the lower income threshold will
continue to receive the maximum rate, designed to cover the direct costs of children in full.
Means tests can create high effective marginal tax rates (EMTRs) and thus workforce
disincentives for families, particularly for secondary earners when welfare is withdrawn as
their earnings increase. It is important that this is considered in the design of means tests so
that they are effective in targeting payments without creating excessive workforce
disincentives, particularly in the context of other interactions that families might be facing in
the tax and transfer systems. The proposed tightening of the means test will decrease
EMTRs and increase workforce incentives by 30 percentage points over the income range of
$98,112 to $112,785 for a family with two children under 13. Conversely, the proposal will
increase EMTRs by 20 percentage points for families who currently receive the base rate of
FTB-A over the income range of $79,862 and $99,220 for a family with two children
under 13.
In addition to the impact of means tests, the provision of income itself creates a
disincentive, as a greater amount of income would otherwise need to be earned to provide
the same standard of living. FTB is non-taxable, which means that in order to replace it
people would actually have to earn more than its value in order to have the same impact on
their living standards. For example, someone facing the most common marginal tax rate of
32.5 per cent would need to earn $1.48 for each dollar of FTB in order to replace it, or
$15,698 to replace the maximum rate of FTB-A of $10,607 for a family with two children
under 13 (excluding the Medicare Levy).
Aligning support to the direct costs of additional children
Research into the costs of children generally shows that there are decreasing marginal costs
of children, that is, each additional child costs less than the one before. For example several
studies by the National Centre for Social and Economic Modelling (NATSEM) (including
Phillips et al, 2013; Percival et al 2007; Percival et al 2002), using an expenditure-based
methodology, found decreasing marginal costs of children. The most recent study found
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that on average a second child costs 83 per cent of the cost of the first, while a third child
costs 69 per cent of the cost of the first. The 2007 study found these figures to be 86 per
cent and 71 per cent respectively. This is largely because parents need to buy many new
items for a first child that are then shared by younger siblings, and because larger
households are better able to take advantage of economies of scale in other purchases such
as food or other household items.
Obviously the costs of children vary with individual family circumstances and efforts to
calculate the cost of children should not be seen as definitive. For example, a ‘budget
standards’ methodology would involve assumptions about the age and sex of the siblings
and does not calculate an average cost of second and subsequent children for this reason
(see DSS, 2013). However, studies are generally consistent in finding that the costs of
children decrease with additional children.
Currently, the full rate of FTB-A is provided for each additional child, the higher income
threshold is increased by $3,796 for each additional child, and the Large Family Supplement
(LFS) and Multiple Birth Allowance (MBA) provide additional assistance to families with
three or more children or multiple births of triplets or more, respectively. The LFS provides
$314 per year for the third and each subsequent child. MBA provides an additional payment
of $3,752 each year for families with triplets or $4,997 for families with quadruplets or
larger multiple births.
Given what is known about the direct costs of children decreasing with each additional
child, these elements of the current system disproportionately assist larger families and
there is little rationale for them. Changes could be made to better target FTB-A while still
covering the direct costs of children in a low-income family and providing assistance
towards this to families with higher incomes.
The Commission considers that paying a rate of 90 per cent for second and subsequent
children would be reasonable and is generous compared to what studies have shown.
Further the LFS, MBA and per-child add-on to the higher income threshold should be
removed, as the rates will already cover the direct costs of children and these
disproportionately assist large families.
A single payment with a comprehensive means test
The Henry Tax Review recommended that FTB-A and FTB-B be replaced with a single meanstested family payment, covering the direct costs of children in a low-income family, in order
to simplify the system, minimise workforce participation disincentives and support families
to balance family and work. The Commission considers that ‘single payment reform’ similar
to that recommended in the Henry Tax Review is required to ensure that the family
payment system achieves its objectives of supporting families to cover the costs of children
without creating unnecessary workforce disincentives. Given that FTB-A is adequate to
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cover the direct costs of children (as found by the Henry Tax Review), the Commission
considers that there is little rationale for FTB-B to be retained and that its removal would
remove barriers to workforce participation particularly for secondary earners.
When introduced in 2000, FTB-B replaced six existing payments and inherited mixed
objectives, including: supporting sole parents with the additional costs of sole parenting;
supporting couple families with the indirect costs of children, in effect the opportunity costs
of one parent choosing to stay home; and providing financial support for stay-at-home
parents. Its recipient population is diverse, including sole-parent families and single-income
couple families in which the primary earner can earn up to a $150,000. Many dual-income
families become ineligible for assistance (through FTB-A) at similar or significantly lower
incomes than single-income families who receive FTB-B.
FTB-B is means tested on the secondary earner’s income in order to ensure FTB-B is
targeted to single income families. An income test specifically on the secondary earner’s
income is particularly detrimental in terms of workforce participation incentives and this
particularly impacts women as they are more likely to take time out of the workforce to care
for children.
To address these issues and implement a single payment, it is recommended that FTB-B be
abolished.
A new supplement for sole parents
It is generally accepted that the direct cost of a child is higher for a sole parent than a
two-parent household. Many advanced countries recognise this through providing extra
support to sole-parent households (OECD, 2011). The Henry Tax Review also found
sole-parent families faced extra costs in raising children, particularly relating to the costs of
housing. Examples of extra direct costs of raising children can also include the impact of
other economies of scale to families. For example, larger households are better able to take
advantage of savings on bulk purchases such as on food or other household items.
Two-parent families are also more flexible in being able to handle unexpected demands on
their time, whereas a sole parent may have to pay for additional child care in such cases.
For this reason it is proposed that a new supplement for sole parents with children under
eight be paid with FTB-A, reflecting these additional direct costs. Providing assistance with
these costs as a supplement with FTB-A will better target assistance to those most in need
as maximum rate FTB-B is currently available to sole parents up to incomes of $150,000.
It is recommended that the sole parent supplement only be paid to families with children
under eight years of age, in recognition of the fact that parents have more capacity to earn
wage income at this stage when children are in school. This is consistent with the eligibility
for Parenting Payment (Single) which is available to sole parents until their youngest child is
eight.
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The Henry Tax Review found that current FTB-B is more than adequate to cover these
additional costs, so it is recommended that the supplement be paid at the current maximum
rates of FTB-B - $4,241 for families with children under five years of age, and $3,070 for
those whose youngest child is aged between five and eight.
Impacts of the Commission’s proposals
This package of proposed reforms is consistent with the objectives of targeting assistance to
those that need it most and supporting workforce participation. As a result of these
proposals many families, particularly secondary earners, would keep more of their earnings
when they return to work or increase their hours. However, the proposed changes would
mean that some families would receive a reduction in their FTB, with some families losing
access to the payment. Chart 9.5.4 shows the estimated impacts on a range of example
family types.
In summary, the greatest impacts would be on single-income families (where one parent
stays at home) and sole-parent families whose youngest child is over eight years of age. As a
result of the reduction in the rate of payment for second and subsequent children, all
families with two or more children would have a relatively minor reduction in their
payment. The tightened means test will affect families who currently receive the base rate
of FTB-A ($2,201 for a child under 13) most of whom would lose the payment and some of
whom would receive a reduced rate. Families on low incomes who currently receive the
maximum rate of FTB-A would not be affected by the tightened means test, in keeping with
the objective of providing assistance to cover the direct costs of children in a low-income
family.
The maximum rate of FTB-A that a family can receive and the income test ‘cut-out point’
above which their income is too high to be eligible to receive any payment vary with the
number and ages of their children. Table 9.5.1 shows the income cut-out points under the
current and proposed systems and Table 9.5.2 shows the current and proposed maximum
rates, taking into account the full package of proposed changes.
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Table 9.5.1: FTB-A cut-out points, current and proposed, Family Adjusted Taxable Income
No. of children

Aged 13-15 years or 16-19 in secondary school

Current

Aged 0-12 years
0
1
2
3

0
$101,653
$112,785
$129,959

1
$101,653
$112,785
$136,839
$164,926

2
$115,632
$143,719
$171,806
$199,893

3
$150,599
$178,686
$206,773
$234,860

Proposed

Aged 0-12 years
0
1
2
3

0
$75,354
$99,220
$123,085

1
$82,235
$106,100
$129,966
$153,831

2
$112,292
$136,158
$160,023
$183,889

3
$142,350
$166,216
$190,081
$213,947

Source: National Commission of Audit.

Table 9.5.2: FTB-A maximum annual rates, current and proposed
No. of children

Aged 13-15 years or 16-19 in secondary school

Current

Aged 0-12 years
0
1
2
3

0
$5,303
$10,607
$16,224

1
$6,680
$11,983
$17,600
$23,218

2
$13,359
$18,976
$24,594
$30,211

3
$20,352
$25,970
$31,587
$37,204

Proposed

Aged 0-12 years
0
1
2
3

0
$5,303
$10,077
$14,850

1
$6,680
$11,453
$16,226
$20,999

2
$12,691
$17,464
$22,237
$27,010

3
$18,703
$23,476
$28,249
$33,022

Source: National Commission of Audit.
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Chart 9.5.4: Impacts of the proposed package on selected example family types
Sole parent
2 children aged 4 & 6
$50,000

$14,616
$14,085

Sole parent
2 children aged 9 & 11
$50,000

$13,444
$9,844

Sole parent
2 children aged 9 & 11
$80,000

$7,472
$3,844

Couple
2 children aged 4 & 6
$50,000 single earner

$14,616
$9,844

Couple
2 children aged 4 & 6
$80,000 single earner

$8,643
$3,844

Couple
2 children aged 4 & 6
$100,000 single earner

$8,077
$0

Couple
2 children aged 4 & 6
$80,000 50/50 split

$4,402
$3,844

Couple
2 children aged 4 & 6
$100,000 50/50 split

$3,836
$0

Couple
2 children aged 4 & 6
$50,000 75/25 split

$13,152
$9,844

Couple
2 children aged 4 & 6
$80,000 75/25 split

$5,680
$3,844

Sole parent or couple
3 children aged 9, 11 & 13
$80,000 single earner

$14,437
$9,993

Sole parent
1 child aged 4
$50,000

$9,312

Couple
1 child aged 4
$50,000 single earner

$9,312

$9,312

$5,071

Couple
1 child aged 4
$50,000 50/50 split

$5,349
$5,071

Couple
1 child aged 4
$80,000 single earner

$6,442
assistance
received, $

$0
0

4,000

8,000

Current assistance

Under proposed package

Source: National Commission of Audit.
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9.6 Paid Parental Leave and child care
Background
As Australia’s population ages, encouraging labour force participation is becoming
increasingly important if Australia is to maintain its standard of living. Australia’s female
participation rate has been increasing over recent years and is roughly on par with that of
the United States (US) and United Kingdom (UK). However, it is less than that in countries
such as New Zealand and Canada. Government programmes such as Paid Parental Leave
(PPL) and child care fee assistance play an important role in encouraging participation in the
workforce.

Paid Parental Leave
Paid Parental Leave is the provision of paid leave for parents upon the birth of a child.

Rationale for government intervention
The Productivity Commission (Productivity Commission, 2009) defined the rationale for a
government-paid parental leave (PPL) scheme as: supporting maternal and child health;
increasing women’s workforce participation; gender equity; and ‘normalising’ taking time
out of the workforce to raise children for both mothers and fathers. Evidence shows that it
is beneficial for the health of both the baby and mother for her to have at least around six
months off work following the birth of a child. A government-funded scheme ensures that
women who do not have access to employer-funded schemes are supported to have time
away from work after having a baby.
Attachment to the labour force is a key factor influencing the labour force participation of
women after having children and PPL helps women to maintain this attachment. It is
anticipated that the provision of a national scheme will increase women’s labour force
participation in the long-term.
The provision of a new wage replacement scheme to take effect from 1 July 2015 enshrines
PPL as a workforce entitlement, rather than providing a ‘safety net’ as under the current
scheme. A benefit of this support being provided by government, rather than employers, is
that it will not disadvantage women of child-bearing age in the job market. The provision of
superannuation with the scheme also supports the confirmation of PPL as a workforce
entitlement.
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Current structure of the programme
PPL currently provides a taxable payment set at the minimum wage (currently $622.10
per week) to the primary carer of a newborn or newly adopted child for a maximum period
of 18 weeks. The primary carer must have an individual adjusted taxable income of
$150,000 or less in the financial year prior to the date of birth/adoption and must meet a
work test of at least 330 hours of work (roughly one day a week) in 10 of the past 13
months. Dad and Partner Pay also provides two weeks of leave paid at the minimum wage
for partners of a primary carer.
From 1 July 2015, the Government will expand the scheme to provide 26 weeks of pay at
the primary carer’s replacement wage, with superannuation. The means test will be
removed, but wage replacement will be capped at annual incomes of $150,000. This means
that mothers can claim the scheme no matter what their wage income is, but if is above
$150,000 they will receive a replacement wage equivalent to $150,000 (i.e. $75,000 over
26 weeks). Fathers and partners will remain eligible for two weeks of pay, but this will be
subtracted from the 26 week entitlement. As in the current scheme, mothers or their
partner can nominate to be the primary carer, although under the wage replacement
scheme the partner will receive wage replacement based on the mother’s wage if it is lower
than their own.

Trends and drivers
The expansion of the PPL scheme from 1 July 2015 will increase the costs of the scheme
significantly. Although this will be partly funded through the introduction of a 1.5 per cent
levy on company taxable income above $5 million per year, the expanded scheme is
estimated to cost more than $5 billion per year, in gross terms; and, this is projected to
increase into the future, as shown in Chart 9.6.1. Over the 10 years to 2023-24, gross PPL
expenditure is projected to increase by 2.9 per cent per year in real terms.
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Chart 9.6.1: Projected spending on Paid Parental Leave
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Government’s new scheme.
Source: National Commission of Audit.

Issues and potential areas for reform
Provision of PPL is important for supporting maternal and child health and increasing
women’s workforce participation. However, steps should be taken to better balance the
objectives of the scheme with the need to restore government finances and to target
government expenditure to those most in need.
The extension of time to 26 weeks and payment of superannuation are consistent with the
Productivity Commission (PC) recommendations, to support maternal and child health and
address the shortfall in women’s retirement respectively. While the PC did not recommend
paying the leave at replacement wages, it is important in establishing the payment as a
workforce entitlement, rather than providing a ‘safety net’ as may be perceived under the
current scheme. A benefit of government providing this support is that it will not
disadvantage women of child bearing age in the job market, as might be the case if
employers were required to provide it.
However, wage replacement also reduces the targeting and progressivity of the scheme.
Some people who will be entitled to the capped payment of $75,000 will receive almost five
times as much as someone on the minimum wage who accesses the scheme.
The Commission considers that the cap on wage replacement should be lowered from
$150,000 to reduce the costs of the new scheme when it commences on 1 July 2015.
Recognising PPL provides a workplace entitlement, a societal standard should be used to set
the cap.
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The Commission considers that Average Weekly Earnings, currently $57,460 per year, is a
more appropriate cap for the level of wage replacement. This cap would be indexed
annually to movements in Average Weekly Earnings.
To offset the scheme’s cost, the Government has committed to introduce, from 1 July 2015,
a 1.5 per cent levy on company taxable income above $5 million per year.
The Commission recommends that savings that would arise from the proposed changes to
PPL be redirected to fund a proposal to expand eligibility for child care assistance. This
proposal is outlined below. It is recommended that, taking into account the introduction of
the levy on companies with taxable income greater than $5 million per year, the
Commission’s proposals on PPL and child care be implemented so as to be broadly Budget
neutral.

Child care
Assistance with child care fees is a key instrument in supporting labour force participation
for parents, particularly women.

Rationale for government intervention
Studies have shown that assistance with child care has greater impacts on increasing
women’s labour force participation than other sorts of programmes such as paid parental
leave (Schwarz, 2012, as cited in Daley et al., 2012). The cost of child care can present a
major disincentive for parents to return to the workforce and this particularly impacts on
women’s participation, as they are more likely than men to take time out of the workforce
to care for children.
Women’s long-term employment prospects are also influenced by the length of time spent
out of the labour force. Thus, the key rationale for child care fee assistance is to limit this
barrier to labour force participation. Supporting increased labour force participation is
increasingly important given the ageing population and associated increase in the number
of people outside of the labour force for each person of working age who is likely to pay tax.

Current structure of the programme
Child care assistance is primarily provided though Child Care Benefit (CCB), a means-tested
subsidy paid per hour of child care, and Child Care Rebate (CCR), which is not means-tested
and refunds 50 per cent of out-of-pocket costs up to a cap of $7,500 per child per year.
Depending on their circumstances, parents may be eligible for both payments and claim CCR
for their out-of-pocket costs after CCB.
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Parents receiving certain income support payments and undertaking approved activities
may also be eligible for assistance under the Jobs, Education and Training Child Care Fee
Assistance (JETCCFA) programme. Parents are required to make a contribution of
$1 per hour for child care after CCB has been taken into account and can then claim CCR on
this contribution (bringing the total expense to 50c an hour).
Currently in order to claim CCR, parents need to first apply for CCB, even if they know that
their income will be too high for them to be eligible. This is called being eligible for ‘nil-rate
CCB’. The form for claiming CCB is 24 pages long. Families receive the maximum rate of CCB
if their combined income is below $41,902. The rate is reduced for incomes ranging
between this and the cut-out points of $145,642 for one, $150,914 for two or $170,404 for
three children in care, plus $32,219 each for fourth and subsequent children.
The calculation of the amount of CCB received by a family is complicated, taking into
account a range of factors, including:
•

whether children are at school – rates for school children are 85 per cent of those for
children under school-age;

•

type of care – long day care and family day care attract different rates;

•

whether a parent works part-time or full-time – part-time attracts a loading; and

•

number of children in care – rates are paid per child, but an additional loading is
included based on the total number of children in a type of care.

Parents are able to access CCB to cover up to 24 hours of care per week before an activity
test applies. To claim CCB for more than 24 hours of care, parents must demonstrate that
they work or study for at least 15 hours per week. To claim CCR parents must indicate that
they participated in work-related commitments at some time during the week, for example
paid work or self employment, training, study or job search. No minimum number of hours
is required.
Current fee assistance is only available to families using ‘approved care’ – predominantly
either long day care (care provided in a centre) or family day care (provided by a certified
provider in their home). Relatives, friends and other carers who currently care for children
while their parents are at work are able to register with the Department of Human Services.
This enables parents to receive a minimal rate of CCB in respect of this ‘registered care’ (a
maximum of $33.30 per week) if they are eligible for the means-tested payment, but not
CCR, meaning that many parents are not eligible for any support in respect of this type of
care.
The Commonwealth also subsidises a capped number of places for in-home care (where an
approved carer works in the child’s home) for families in special circumstances where they
cannot access other approved care, for example where the child or parent has an illness or
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disability, the family lives in a remote area or other care is not available to cover parents’
working hours.

Trends and drivers
Due to increasing child care usage and fees, expenditure on child care fee assistance has
increased significantly and is projected to continue to do so. In March 2013, more than one
million children under 12 years of age used approved care (Productivity Commission, 2014).
In 2013-14, government expenditure on child care is expected to be almost $5.5 billion.
Beyond the forward estimates, child care expenditure is projected to grow by 5.8 per cent
per year in real terms, bringing projected total nominal expenditure to $9.9 billion in 202324, as shown in Chart 9.6.2.
Chart 9.6.2: Projected spending on child care fee assistance
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Issues and potential areas for reform
The Commission considers that there is a rationale to retain a level of child care fee
assistance for all families regardless of income, due to the significant benefits from
increased participation in terms of overall employment and economic growth. However, the
current dual-payment system is unnecessarily complex and could be better designed to
keep pace with varying and growing child care fees.
A single, means-tested payment structure, similar to that proposed in Australia’s Future Tax
System (Australian Government, 2010) would streamline the administration of child care
assistance, ensure that payments are better targeted to those in need of assistance and
make entitlements clearer to parents.
The current level of complexity, particularly of CCB is unnecessary and means that recipients
are unlikely to have a clear understanding of their entitlement or the impact of changing
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their workforce participation could have on their entitlement. Further, there does not seem
to be a strong rationale for the various CCB loadings to justify this complexity. The Henry Tax
Review did not recommend that any of the additional loadings applied in CCB remain in the
new single payment that was recommended to replace CCB and CCR. In addition to this,
support based on a proportion of child care fees is able to better keep pace with growth,
geographic and other variations in pricing than an hourly subsidy such as CCB.
The new payment could be designed to broadly maintain current levels of assistance, in
total reimbursing around 80 per cent of fees for low income families, with a base of
assistance of 50 per cent available to all families. This would be broadly Budget neutral.
The JETCCFA programme already ensures that the most disadvantaged parents are able to
access very highly subsidised child care. JETCCFA, in conjunction with CCR, ensures that
parents receiving certain income support payments can access child care for around
50 cents an hour – representing a subsidy that is generally greater than 90 per cent.
Currently parents are able to claim CCB for up to 24 hours of child care per week, after
which they must meet a ‘work, training, study test’, indicating that they work or undertake
educational activities for at least 15 hours per week. CCR requires parents to indicate that
they spend some time on work or work-related activities each week, without a specified
time requirement. The Commission considers it reasonable that child care should only be
subsidised by government when it is used to enable parents to work, train or study. It is
recommended that in order to claim the new payment to cover any amount of child care,
parents should satisfy a work, training, study test, broadly in line with the amount of child
care claimed.
As described above, current fee assistance is only available to families using ‘approved care’,
with only minimal CCB being available for registered care. This highly regulated system limits
parents’ choices in the type of care that is most appropriate for them, which can then affect
their ability to participate in the workforce. It is well known that many families have trouble
accessing approved child care, including with long waiting lists, placing siblings with the
same provider, finding care convenient to home or work and to cover work outside of
‘usual’ business hours (Productivity Commission, 2013; Department of Education, 2013).
This puts pressure on many families to rely on grandparents, other relatives or friends to
care for their children while they are at work, or to limit their participation in work.
In particular there is currently a lack of approved care available outside of standard business
hours, while the modern workplace is increasingly requiring people to work outside of these
hours. Almost all providers of approved care (98 per cent) offer care five days a week, the
majority of which do not vary these hours. Just over a third of long day care providers offer
care outside the hours of 7am to 6:30pm Monday to Friday (Department of Education,
Employment, 2013). This lack of flexible care means that it is very difficult for people in
occupations that require shift or on-call work, casual or irregular hours, for example nursing,
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policing, retail and hospitality, to find care appropriate to their needs. Many such
occupations are also those with lower pay. Therefore it is particularly important that
affordable care is available for parents with irregular hours, as, if their incomes are low,
their participation is likely to be more sensitive to child care costs.
This issue has been acknowledged by government, although efforts to address it have been
piecemeal and fragmented, for example eligible parents being able to claim a minimal rate
of CCB, but not CCR, in respect of registered care, and a small number of in-home care
places being subsidised for parents with special circumstances. The Government is also
currently running Flexibility Trials, which support a range of approved care providers to trial
more flexible care hours over a three year period. This acknowledges that there is a lack of
flexible care, but does not go far to addressing the issue.
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Table 9.6.1 Types of child care and early learning
Types of care currently subsidised by Child Care Bonus Types of care not currently subsidised or only partially
and Child Care Rebate
subsidised
Long Day Care (LDC)
Centre-based services providing all-day or part-time
care. Long day care primarily provides services for
children aged 0–5 years. Some long day care may also
provide preschool and kindergarten programs and
outside school hours care.

Registered Care
Care provided by relatives, friends or carers who are
registered with the Department of Human Services.
CCB, but not CCR, can be claimed in respect of this
care.

Family Day Care (FDC)
Care provided by a registered carer in their own home
for a small group of children. Care is primarily aimed
at children aged 0–5 years, but primary school
children may also receive care before and after
school, and during school holidays. FDC programmes
are generally centrally managed through an
organisation.

In-home Care
Care provided in the child's home by an accredited
carer. Currently the Government subsidises in-home
care for a relatively small number of capped places
for families in special circumstances, for example
where the parent or child has a disability or illness
or live in a remote area.

Occasional Care
Services usually provided at a centre on an hourly or
sessional basis for short periods or at irregular
intervals. These services are aimed primarily at
children aged 0–5 years.
Preschool
Preschool is a structured, play-based learning
programme, delivered by a degree qualified teacher,
aimed at children in the year before they commence
full-time schooling. Programmes can be delivered in a
variety of service settings, including stand-alone
preschools or kindergartens, LDC centres, or in
association with a school, religious or cultural
group.
Outside School Hours Care
Services providing care for school aged children
before and after school, during school holidays and
pupil free days. Outside school hours care may use
stand-alone facilities, or share school buildings and
grounds.
Source: Adapted from Productivity Commission, 2013.

Table 9.6.1 above shows the main types of child care that are currently available. The key
distinction with regard to eligibility for fee assistance is between ‘approved’ and ‘registered’
care. Approved care services are the most commonly used and are approved by the
government as meeting certain quality standards and operating requirements. Registered
care also has to meet certain regulations and standards but includes the care provided by
grandparents and other carers who are registered with the Department of Human Services.
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Registered care is more likely to cover flexible hours and be provided in the parents’ home,
making it more convenient for many families.
Currently in-home care is only subsidised for a capped number of families in particular
circumstances. In many cases for families with two or more children it may be more
affordable than long day care.
The child care system should support rather than restrict parents’ choice. Opening up the
market to more flexible and tailored care options may also ease the pressure on approved
care services, reducing waiting lists and other complexities faced by parents seeking to use
child care. The Commission considers that the new single payment be extended to cover
types of care that are not currently subsidised, including for example the care provided by
grandparents and in-home care for all families that choose to use it. As an integrity
measure, the Commission recommends that parents be required to provide the name and
tax file number of their children’s carer and the hourly fee they are paid.
There have been longstanding concerns about the level of regulation in the child care
sector, particularly from smaller providers (Productivity Commission, 2013). Some areas of
overlap are currently being addressed through the National Quality Framework, however
the Framework is also introducing further regulation, such as staff-to-child ratios and
qualification requirements, which will be challenging for some providers to meet. As well as
the regulation of approved care, the Productivity Commission is also examining the
regulation of types of child care that are not currently subsidised, and will be reporting on
what regulation, if any, should be required. This could inform the design of expanded child
care assistance arrangements
In order to ensure support is well targeted, it is recommended that caps apply to the total
amount of rebate received per child per year and the number of hours of care that can be
claimed (such as 100 hours per fortnight).
Currently an annual per-child cap of $7,500 applies to CCR. However, with the new payment
structure based purely on a percentage of fees being reimbursed, lower income families
who receive a greater proportion of their fees back would meet the annual cap faster than
higher income families. A proportionately higher cap could be applied to low income
families receiving the maximum rate of assistance, for example $12,000 per child per year,
tapering to the current cap of $7,500 per year for families receiving the 50 per cent rebate.
Recognising that access to child care is fundamental for many women who are seeking to
enter or re-enter the workforce, the Commission proposes that savings that arise from the
Commission’s recommendations on Paid Parental Leave be redirected to fund this proposal
to expand eligibility for child care assistance. It is recommended that the implementation
settings (including the caps and the means test and expansion of eligible types of care) of
the new child care payment be designed in order to broadly maintain Budget neutrality,
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taking into account the revenue from the 1.5 per cent levy on company taxable income
above $5 million per year.
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9.7 Schools funding
Schools education expenditure is a significant area of Commonwealth spending, with
forecast expenditure of $12.9 billion in 2013-14.
Responsibility for schools funding and policy is currently shared between the
Commonwealth and the States. The States have day-to-day responsibility for schools,
including running their own systems and regulating the non-government sector.

Background
In 2012, Australia’s schooling system was comprised of 9,427 schools of which 6,697
(71 per cent) were government, 1,713 (18 per cent) were Catholic, and 1,017 (11 per cent)
were independent schools, as shown in Chart 9.7.1.

Chart 9.7.1: Proportion of schools by school sector
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Source: Australian Bureau of Statistics, 2013a.
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As shown in Chart 9.7.2, in 2012 there were over 3.5 million full-time equivalent students,
with 2.3 million (65 per cent) in government schools, 730,000 (21 per cent) in Catholic
schools and 510,000 (14 per cent) in independent schools.
Chart 9.7.2: Full-time equivalent students by school sector
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Source: Australian Bureau of Statistics, 2013a.

Rationale for government intervention
In general, governments intervene in schooling because there are positive public returns to
basic education, including improved employment and earnings outcomes for more skilled
workers, health outcomes and greater social cohesion.
Education is also a vital precursor of social and intergenerational mobility. Government
funding ensures that all children, regardless of background, have access to a quality
education that can provide access to future opportunities.
The Commonwealth does not have specific Constitutional responsibility for the provision of
school education, and the States operate schools on a day-to-day basis. Traditionally, the
States also had responsibility for funding schools. However, the Commonwealth has taken
on an increasing role in school funding and policy since the 1970s.
The 1996 Commission of Audit recommended that the Commonwealth should transfer
responsibility for schools to the States as untied grants to reduce duplication and overlap.
For as long as ongoing vertical fiscal imbalance persists, it is likely that Commonwealth
contributions to school funding will remain important.

Current structure of funding for Australian schools
Schools funding has recently undergone substantial reform, following the 2011 Review of
Funding for Schooling (the Gonski Review). The Gonski Review asserted that school funding
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levels were too low and that both increased funding and a funding allocation model based
on individual student need would improve school outcomes (Australian Government, 2011).
Average Government School Recurrent Costs system
Prior to 2014, the majority of Commonwealth funds were provided under the National
Schools Specific Purpose Payment (SPP), comprising government and non-government
schools components.
Commonwealth and State contributions differed between the sectors, with the States
providing over 80 per cent of recurrent public funding for government schools (National
Commission of Audit). The Commonwealth’s contribution was calculated as 10 per cent of
Average Government School Recurrent Costs (AGSRC) per student – a measure of the
average cost of educating a student in a government school that was adjusted annually
(Australian Government, 2011).
The Commonwealth provided approximately 75 per cent of government recurrent funding
for non-government schools. Funding for these schools was determined under a
socio-economic status (SES) system, which estimated the capacity of a school’s community
to support a school. A school’s SES score determined its per-student funding rate, ranging
from 13.7 to 70.0 per cent of AGSRC (Australian Government, 2011). Grandfathering
arrangements meant that, in practice, nearly 40 per cent of non-government schools were
funded at higher rates than their SES score (Harrington, 2013).
The Commonwealth also provided funding to the States to achieve specific outcomes via
National Partnership agreements, for areas such as students with disabilities and low SES
schools. Additional funding was provided via Commonwealth Own-Purpose Payments, for
example, for the National School Chaplaincy and Student Welfare Programme. The
Commonwealth provided capital funding to non-government schools under the
Non-Government Schools Capital Grants Programme. The Commonwealth did not provide
separate capital funding for government schools, but had rolled capital funding it previously
provided into the National Schools SPP (Australian Government, 2011).
Better Schools Plan
Following the 2011 Gonski Review, the previous Government announced its reforms to
school funding under the Better Schools Plan.
The Better Schools Plan was to commence on 1 January 2014 and would have seen the
Commonwealth significantly expand its involvement over the longer term in schools
funding, administration and standards.
Under the arrangements, all schools in participating jurisdictions, including non-government
schools, would be funded based on a School Resourcing Standard (SRS). The base SRS
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amount was intended to represent the recurrent resources required to support a student
with minimal educational disadvantage, based on certain benchmark schools. The
benchmark schools were those where at least 80 per cent of students achieved above the
national minimum standard for their year level in National Assessment Program – Literacy
and Numeracy (NAPLAN) testing in each of the three years 2009 to 2011, adjusted to
remove the impact of disadvantage. The 25th percentile of these schools measured by cost
efficiency was chosen as the SRS base per student amount (Department of Education, 2013).
The SRS in 2014 was a fixed base amount of $9,271 per primary school student and $12,193
per secondary school student (Australian Government, 2013a). Additional loadings were to
be added to the base SRS to address various types of disadvantage, including for:
•

small schools;

•

geographic location;

•

student families in the lowest and second lowest income quartiles;

•

Indigenous students;

•

students who lack English language proficiency; and

•

students with a disability.

For non-government schools, base per-student funding would be adjusted by a measure of
capacity to contribute, based on the school’s SES score. The SES methodology was to be
similar to that used under the AGSRC model, but updated to reflect new Australian Bureau
of Statistics statistical geographic standards (Australian Government, 2013a; Department of
Education, 2012). Schools’ deemed capacities to contribute would range from
10 to 80 per cent of the SRS funding amount (Australian Government, 2013a). Some schools,
including special and sole-provider schools and those serving majority Indigenous student
communities, would be exempt from this requirement and continue to receive the full
per-student amount from the government.
Non-government schools whose current level of funding was greater than the amount
dictated by the SRS model would have their funding grandfathered and indexed at a rate of
3 per cent per year (Australian Government, 2013a). Approximately 17 per cent of
independent schools would be grandfathered, with some schools projected to take over a
century to be brought down to the resourcing standard (Department of Education, 2013).
While the SRS model would determine overall funding, participating States and
non-government school systems (e.g. the Catholic school system and the Lutheran system)
would have flexibility to determine the actual distribution of funding within their school
systems. Each jurisdiction and each non-government school system was required to
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establish a needs-based funding model that was consistent with, although not necessarily
identical to, the Commonwealth’s SRS model.
This meant that the process of distribution of funds for government schools would vary
between each State and between non-government schools systems.
Apart from independent non-systemic schools, no individual school would necessarily
receive the amount calculated under the SRS model.
Some government and non-government systemic schools would also be nominally
grandfathered, however this funding would be applied at the system level so their
grandfathering details are less transparent.
Western Australia, Queensland and the Northern Territory had not agreed to the previous
Government’s model at the time of the last election.
Commonwealth funding was to be indexed at 4.7 per cent per year (Australian Government,
2013b). The States that reached agreement with the Commonwealth negotiated a range of
different indexation rates of up to 3 per cent per year (Department of Education, 2013). The
SRS was to be indexed at a fixed level of 3.6 per cent. This set of arrangements meant that,
over time, the Commonwealth’s share of funding would have substantially increased.
The previous Government set a target of reaching 95 per cent of the SRS by 2019. The
Commonwealth was to provide 65 per cent of the additional funding above indexation
required to reach this target, with the States to provide the remaining 35 per cent
(Australian Government, 2013c).
Funding for capital works was to continue as under the AGSRC model (Australian
Government, 2013a).
Students first
The current Government has committed to the first four years of Better Schools Plan
funding to be provided for all States, including the three States that did not reach
agreements with the previous Government (Pyne, 2013a).
However, the current Government has indicated that it will no longer require the States to
commit to particular funding growth paths, and will not continue with many of the
administrative requirements placed on the States (Pyne, 2013a and 2013b). This means that
while the Commonwealth has locked in funding increases over the next four years, there is
no obligation for the States to increase, or even maintain, their own funding levels.
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Trends
Growth in Commonwealth expenditure on schools has been high under the AGSRC funding
model, with real growth since 2000-01 of around 4 per cent per year for government
schools and around 5 per cent for non-government schools (Australian Government, 2013b).
The implementation of the Better Schools Plan school funding reforms in the longer term
would have seen Commonwealth expenditure grow by over 9.2 per cent per year over the
next 10 years, to $31.0 billion in nominal terms (a real growth rate of 6.5 per cent per year)
(see Chart 9.7.3).

Chart 9.7.3: Projected spending on schools
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This would see Commonwealth funding per student rising by over 50 per cent in real terms
by 2023-24, or 4.3 per cent per year (Chart 9.7.4).
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Chart 9.7.4: Commonwealth per-student funding, 2013-14 dollars
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When mature, the Better Schools Plan would have resulted in the relative funding burden
between the Commonwealth and the States substantially shifting. The Commonwealth
would no longer be just the primary government funder of non-government schools; it
would also have been a significant funder of government schools’ recurrent costs, with the
Commonwealth’s proportion of contributions projected to increase to around 25 per cent
by 2023-24 (Chart 9.7.5).
Chart 9.7.5: Projected combined government expenditure on schooling
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Drivers
The key drivers of growth in Commonwealth expenditure on schools are the terms agreed
as part of the former Government’s reforms.
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The former Government committed to generous indexation arrangements of 4.7 per cent
per year.
Additional funding was required to ensure 95 per cent of the SRS was reached by 2019. The
previous Government committed to providing 65 per cent of this extra funding.
Enrolments also drive a smaller proportion of Commonwealth expenditure growth. While
annual growth of total students was just under 0.8 per cent between 1998 and 2012
(Australian Bureau of Statistics, 2013a), it is projected to increase significantly over the
period to 2024 (Australian Bureau of Statistics, 2013b).

Issues
Commonwealth and State responsibilities
There is significant duplication of the roles of the Commonwealth and the States in schools
funding and policy.
As outlined above, the Commonwealth provides approximately one third of all schools
funding, comprising around 75 per cent of public funding for non-government schools and
less than 20 per of public funding for government schools, with the States contributing the
remaining public funding. Both levels of government must maintain models and
mechanisms to allocate and distribute this funding to school systems.
There is also substantial overlap in schools regulation, with Commonwealth-State
agreements on schooling generating a reporting and compliance burden for the States in an
area that is their Constitutional responsibility. As outlined in the New South Wales
Secondary Principals’ Council’s submission to the National Commission of Audit:
There is considerable duplication between state and federal authorities and this
should be eliminated. For example, under the National Education Agreement all
schools are required to have a school annual report...a list of data including a mixture
of input (e.g. staff qualifications) and external testing data, most of which is already
on the MySchool website and is also reported through state reporting systems.
States, as operators of schools and school systems, have much greater day-to-day influence
over schooling policy, particularly given their control of teacher wages and conditions, hiring
and firing decisions and principal autonomy. The Commonwealth’s role has increased over
time, with growing funding being accompanied by a desire to influence the use of that
funding by imposing conditions on the payments to the States.
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Link between funding and outcomes
The Better Schools Plan was predicated on the assertion from the Review of Funding for
Schooling that increased funding would improve school outcomes.
However, increasing funding does not necessarily equate to better student outcomes. There
is no clear, consistent correlation in the academic literature between increased funding
(including through reducing class sizes) and school outcomes (Hanushek and Woessmann,
2010; Hanushek, 2006; Hoxby, 2000; Krueger, 1999 is an example which does show a small
positive effect).
As shown in Chart 9.7.6, Australian students’ comparative results in international testing
declined between 2000 and 2012 despite real growth in Commonwealth and State funding
of over 3.8 per cent per year (3.1 per cent per year on a per-student basis) (Australian
Bureau of Statistics, 2013a). This result is consistent with trends over a longer period, with
Australian literacy and numeracy test scores falling slightly from the mid-1960s to the early
2000s, despite substantial real per-student growth in both total and government
expenditure over the same period (Leigh and Ryan, 2011).
Chart 9.7.6: Australian scores on Programme for International Schools Assessment and
schools funding 2000 to 2012
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Complexity of the funding model
The new school funding arrangements are complex, inconsistent and lack transparency.
For the majority of schools, the formula used to calculate each school’s entitlement has no
bearing on what the school actually receives. Payments are made in a lump sum to the
States and the Catholic and other independent systemic education systems. Each State and
system has its own model for distributing this funding, based on its own measures of
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student need. In effect, this means that rather than there being a single national schools
funding model, there is instead a Commonwealth model, eight different state models, a
further eight models in the Catholic sector, as well as different models for other
non-government school systems. The SRS model will only apply directly to the
approximately 900 non-systemic non-government schools.
There are also differences in the calculation of total funding for each jurisdiction. Each State
negotiated a different indexation rate for its own funding contribution, from different
existing levels of funding. Each State has also negotiated its own transition arrangements,
with some increasing their own funding at a relatively consistent rate, while for others the
transition is loaded towards the end of the six year implementation period.
Multiple assumptions and calculations have been used to develop the SRS and loadings. The
base SRS is arbitrarily high and not based on a detailed analysis of the cost of delivering
education. Instead, it was derived from a model that included only a small proportion of
high performing schools’ current expenditure. It is not clear that this represents the efficient
price of delivering education.
Loading arrangements are complex. For example, there are multiple definitions of SES, with
different measures used for the low SES loading, for parent capacity to pay for
non-government schools and for each state system’s distribution of funding for schools
under its own needs-based arrangements.
The loading for disability is also complicated by definitional differences across the States.
Work is still ongoing to determine a consistent definition (Australian Government, 2013b).
There have been criticisms of the quality of data underlying the application of disadvantage
loadings, with large amounts of data missing, inconsistent or inaccurate. This means that
students are being misidentified as being inside or outside definitions of educationally
disadvantaged.
Schools with current funding levels above the levels dictated by the SRS model will be
grandfathered to ensure no school loses funds. Grandfathered schools will have their
funding indexed at 3 per cent per year. At this rate, it would take over a century for the
most over-funded schools to be brought down to their resourcing standard (Department of
Education, 2013). These grandfathering arrangements undermine the equity goals of the
SRS model.

Potential areas for reform
Transfer policy and funding responsibility to the States
Consistent with the Commission’s Principles of Good Government, cleanly transferring
responsibility for schools funding and policy to the States would reduce overlap and
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complexity, increase efficiency and ensure that responsibility lies with the jurisdiction that
has the greatest capacity to directly manage school policy and respond to regional
differences.
Because of the issue of vertical fiscal imbalance, the Commonwealth would need to
continue to contribute to schools funding; but funding would simply be provided to each
State, which would then have responsibility for administering the allocation of funding
between schools according to their own, needs-based funding formula.
The Commonwealth would hand complete responsibility for non-government schools to the
States, returning to the model in place before the 1970s.
The non-government sector has expressed concern that States would have an incentive to
transfer Commonwealth funding away from their schools, particularly those serving higher
socio-economic communities.
To protect against this risk, Commonwealth funding could be provided to each State and
Territory in three pools – one for government schools, one for Catholic schools and one for
independent schools.
As occurs now, the Catholic Education Commission in each state would be given
responsibility for allocating funding between Catholic systemic schools. Given the mix of
small systems (such as the Lutheran system) and completely independent schools in the
independent sector, the States would have responsibility for allocating funding within this
sector, as well as government schools.
To ensure there would be adequate and ongoing funding in the non-government sector,
States would not be able to reallocate funding between pools.
Funding for specific schools programmes, such as non-government representative bodies,
flexible literacy learning for remote primary schools and the independent public schools
fund could be rolled into a single National Partnership payment to the States.
Commonwealth funding would have far fewer conditions attached, and those conditions
would be focused on monitoring and transparency, including requiring the States to identify
and publish their own needs-based formula for allocating funding between schools in all
sectors, publish data on school outcomes on a consistent basis and continue to participate
in national and international testing and the national curriculum.
The Commonwealth’s residual policy responsibility in schools would focus on areas where
there is genuine benefit in national consistency and participation, such as coordination of
national and international testing and the national curriculum.
Under this approach, there could be a significant reduction in the size of the Commonwealth
Department of Education, which currently employs more than 2,000 people.
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Simplify and reduce growth of Commonwealth funding
Commonwealth schools funding is complex and its growth rate has been arbitrarily and
unsustainably high.
Growth in Commonwealth funding could be reduced and streamlined by setting funding for
the government and non-government sectors in each State and Territory at 2017
per-student levels for each sector in that State or Territory, indexed annually by an
appropriate measure to reflect reasonable inflation in school costs. Indexation could be
simply done using a weighted average of the Consumer Price Index and the relevant Wage
Price Index for the schools sector.
Funding would continue to be adjusted annually to reflect the number of students enrolled
in each sector in each jurisdiction.
The Students First funding structure would remain in place in the period up to 2018 in
accordance with the recent Government commitment on School Funding.
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9.8 Defence and national security
Background
The Commonwealth Government’s expenditure on Defence and national security totalled
$37.4 billion in 2013-14 (Department of Finance). The largest component of this spending
was for the Department of Defence and the Defence Materiel Organisation (DMO), at
$30.6 billion. Other significant agencies included the Department of Foreign Affairs and
Trade, the Australian Federal Police (AFP), the Australian Customs and Border Protection
Service (Customs) and the intelligence agencies.
The Department of Defence was one of the original departments of state at Federation in
1901, assuming control of the state militias. Over the intervening century, this largely
part-time force progressed into a standing professional force we recognise as today’s
Australian Defence Force (ADF). While legally the Department of Defence, the ADF and the
DMO are separate bodies in practice they work together so closely that organisational
boundaries are often blurred.
Over the past few decades, the law enforcement agencies (notably the AFP and Customs)
have transformed from focussing on specific Commonwealth crimes to organisations that
deal with a broad range of threats including terrorism and control of the borders. The
decision in 2009 to change the name of the Australian Customs Service to the Australian
Customs and Border Protection Service is illustrative of this change of focus.
Generally, all the organisations involved in national security enjoy a reputation for high
levels of competence and professionalism in their core tasks.

Rationale for government intervention
The Government’s election policy states that ‘the first priority of government is to ensure
the nation’s defence and security’. Defence is the classic ‘public good’, which would not be
provided by the market. And while law enforcement proper is also a public good, security
and guarding functions that protect private assets are not (such as security at airport
terminals). Furthermore, government responsibility does not necessarily mean government
provision. Opportunities may still exist for outsourcing.
Two important principles underpin budgeting for defence and national security. First, it is
not possible to decisively counter all possible threats to national security with Australian
capability. At best, governments can develop capabilities to counter the most significant
threats, after which some risk will remain, which it can try to manage through diplomacy
and alliance relationships. Second, all government expenditure ultimately involves a balance
of priorities. What government chooses to spend in one area is not available in another or
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needs to be raised through debt or taxes. Defence and other national security expenditure is
no different in this regard.

Current structure of the programme
The key government decision-making body on national security is the National Security
Committee (NSC) of the Cabinet. The NSC is chaired by the Prime Minister and includes the
Deputy Prime Minister, Treasurer, Attorney-General and the Ministers for Defence, Foreign
Affairs, and Immigration and Border Protection. Other ministers, such as the Minister for
Finance, are invited to attend meetings as required.
The NSC focuses on major international security issues of strategic importance to Australia,
border protection policy, national responses to developing situations (either domestic or
international) and classified matters relating to aspects of the operation and activities of the
Australian intelligence community. Government guidance is found in a number of white
papers and other policy documents.
An overarching leadership, policy guidance and coordination role for national security is
provided by the national security area in the Department of the Prime Minister and Cabinet.
In a similar way, the Director-General of the Office of National Assessments (ONA)
undertakes a coordination role for the Australian intelligence community.
The boundaries of ‘national security’ are blurred. The National Security Strategy
(Department of the Prime Minister Cabinet, 2013) states that ‘national security is a broad
and evolving concept’ and mentions food security, natural disasters, pandemics and trade
benefits. The Commission has focused on a more conventional understanding of the term,
centring on threats to state sovereignty and engaging the state’s capacity to use force.
Defence’s budget arrangements are different to that of all other government agencies. Most
Defence resourcing is classified as departmental and in Outcome 1. This allows Defence to
reallocate funding internally at its discretion, essentially providing a ‘single line budget’.
Further, Defence estimates include funding for future capabilities. Other agencies would
need to produce a new policy proposal and business case for the Expenditure Review
Committee (ERC) of the Cabinet before new funding is allocated. In contrast, Defence
funding is released by the NSC and the threshold for referral to the Committee is higher for
Defence projects than applying to other agencies bringing capital business cases to the ERC.

Trends
Spending on national security, including Defence, grew by 3.1 per cent per year in real terms
from 2001-02 to 2013-14. Government policy decisions reflected, inter alia, increased
concerns about international terrorism and the number of overseas operations involving
Australian forces. Over the last few years, spending growth has moderated.
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•

Most of this growth was in the period to 2009-10 and has plateaued since then.

•

Non-Defence national security spending grew by 5.2 per cent per year in real terms
from 2001-02 to 2013-14. Within this group, spending by the Australian Security
Intelligence Organisation (ASIO) grew most rapidly at just under 14 per cent per year
in real terms.

•

The Government’s election commitments included that there be no further cuts to
Defence spending and within a decade Defence spending will be 2 per cent of Gross
Domestic Product (GDP) – a figure which includes the departmental appropriations
for the Department of Defence and DMO but not administered funding (mostly
military superannuation, see Box 9.8.1). Currently, this spending is at 1.66 per cent of
GDP and the current estimates indicate that it will grow to 1.75 per cent of GDP later
in the decade.

Charts 9.8.1 and 9.8.2 below show historical and projected national security expenditure, in
the absence of policy change.

Chart 9.8.1: National security, 2001-02 dollars and nominal spending
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Chart 9.8.2: Breakdown of national security spending
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Box 9.8.1: How much does Defence spend?
Public sector accounting practices provide several different presentations for how much an
agency is spending. The choice of measure depends on what the information is intended to
show. In the case of Defence, the main presentations are:
•

spending based on the defence function ($25 billion in 2013-14) as included in
Statement 6 of the annual budget papers. This functional classification of
expenditure incorporates methodology used by the Department of Finance and
provides a standard framework for comparing expenditure by purpose across
function and through time. It is unaffected by reorganisation of departments.
However, some Defence spending is mapped to other functions — in particular
military superannuation.

•

a Defence funding envelope, based on departmental appropriations ($26 billion in
2013-14). This includes the total departmental appropriations provided by
Parliament to the Department of Defence and DMO but omits administered
appropriations, the largest component of which being military superannuation, and
any own source revenue. Statements about Australian defence spending as a
percentage of GDP typically use this number.

•

all parliamentary appropriations to Defence and DMO including military
superannuation but excluding own source revenue (around $31 billion).
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Drivers
Changes in the strategic environment have implications for the nature of threats that
Australia might have to counter.
Defence also faces ongoing cost pressures. This includes the increasing real costs of military
equipment, often driven by increased capability and increasing personnel costs, reflecting a
desire to attract and retain high quality personnel. The 2008 Defence Budget Audit
estimated that military equipment costs would grow by 3.5 per cent per year in real terms
(Department of Defence, 2009). The real average annual growth in Defence personnel costs
(including employee benefits) — military and civilian — over the past 10 years (to 2011-12)
was 3.4 per cent.

Issues
Strategic priorities, resourcing and transparency
The Government’s commitments on not cutting Defence spending and for Defence spending
to reach 2 per cent of GDP within a decade provide an important context for the
Commission.
The level of resourcing for Defence and the national security agencies involves a strategic
choice for government. Different choices on resourcing provide for the development of sets
of capabilities that can each counter a particular range of threats, but ultimately some
strategic risks will remain. Government needs to balance its security priorities against other
Budget priorities.
Making a long-term funding commitment has both benefits and risks. It recognises the
essentially long-term nature of developing capability. Military equipment is expensive, can
take years to acquire and may have a useful service life of decades. Likewise, recruiting and
training the personnel that are integral to capability can take many years, particular for
highly skilled and senior leadership roles. A clear funding envelope and stable priorities
allow for the planning needed to develop capability efficiently.
However, the strategic environment, technology and the economic environment can
change, at times rapidly. The best long-term plans still require regular adjustment to ensure
that they align with the realities of the situation.
The credibility of spending commitments is also an important consideration. In its
submission to the Commission, the Australian Strategic Policy Institute (2013b) noted that
over the past thirty years governments have consistently failed to deliver the funding
commitments Defence has used to formulate plans.
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The Commission considers that the starting proposition for Defence funding should be to
determine the defence capability required to successfully counter the various strategic risks
Australia could face and then match this with appropriate funding to address the highest
priority ones. Determining what is required to secure Australia’s defence interests – and
estimating what it will cost – should be the job of the 2015 Defence White Paper.
The Commission considers a sensible way of approaching this task is for the Government to
use the White Paper process to consider the strategic risks and associated capability
requirements that different levels of funding can address. This should allow for a better
balance between risk and resourcing — and implies a force structure focused on the most
important threats.
Current Defence spending plans are ambitious and there is merit in considering a narrower
view of strategic priorities.
The funding commitment will put pressure on the remainder of the Commonwealth Budget.
Depending on the profile, it could cost around $25 billion in additional funding for Defence
over the period to 2023-24 (see Chart 9.8.3).
Chart 9.8.3: Projected Defence departmental spending
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A series of previous Budget decisions has pushed Defence funding into the out years,
resulting in a bow wave of spending and very rapid real growth in the later part of the
decade.
Additional budget pressures can come from changes to military superannuation and military
operations. Traditionally, Defence funding guidance only relates to departmental
expenditure (not administered) and funding for the net additional cost of military
operations has been provided in addition to the funding guidance. Presenting Defence
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expenditure inclusive of expenditure on pensions would be consistent with the
methodology for international comparisons of military expenditure (see Stockholm
International Peace Research Institute, 2013).
However the Government chooses to address the balance of resourcing and strategic
interests, a guarantee of funding growth brings with it a requirement to show that this
money is being used efficiently.
A dedicated funding envelope runs the risk of reducing the quality of the policy justification
of spending proposals within the envelope, as the proposals do not need to compete with
those from other agencies. Further, increased funding poses implementation challenges.
Defence and defence industry have found it difficult to absorb previous funding increases.
In between white papers, governments need to be in a position to monitor implementation,
ensure that value for money is being achieved and be cognisant of the triggers for a more
fundamental review such as embodied in a white paper.
The 2000 Defence White Paper (Department of Defence, 2000) aimed to provide improved
accountability by Defence to government through a new planning and budgeting process
based on a new product, an annual Defence Financial Management Plan (subsequently
retitled the Defence Management and Finance Plan). While the Defence Annual Report still
lists producing the plan as a key performance indicator for Defence, it has not been
produced for several years.
The Defence Management and Finance Plan did not necessarily meet the objective of
helping ministers make informed strategic and budgetary decisions on Defence. The
Kinnaird Review (Department of Defence, 2003) observed that:
Although… a large amount of material is provided to government, it is dense, not
strategically or top-down focussed, and often not sufficiently directed at what
government needs to know to ensure that it remains in control of the process.
We are also not confident that government has been receiving adequate advice and
information to enable it to make strategic decisions on an informed basis, in terms of
the balance of funding between capital and through-life support for existing and
proposed capabilities. In particular, there has been inadequate attention given to
managing and costing defence capabilities on a whole-of-life basis and this has
manifested itself in a large logistic funding shortfall.
As noted above, Defence funding is mostly departmental and allocated to a single outcome.
This gives Defence significant discretion to reallocate funding internally – in effect a singleline budget. In the absence of agreed plans and performance reporting, this provides
Defence with the capacity to reallocate funding, particularly if projects slip.
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To ensure that reallocation of funding aligns with the Government’s strategic objectives, the
process would be reinforced if the Government exercised stronger oversight of resource
allocation.
Governance, processes and organisation
Organisational arrangements provide an important context for driving improvements in
efficiency. It is not clear that Defence headquarters in Canberra has the capacity to drive
efficiency and better policy outcomes. In particular, the Defence organisation has grown
more complex and top-heavy over the years.
Since 2000 the number of Senior Executive Service (SES) officers has grown by 63 per cent
and the number of star ranked officers by 58 per cent. Civilian executive level grades have
increased by 104 per cent (Australian Strategic Policy Institute, 2013a).
•

This growth in complexity makes it even harder for Defence’s two chief executives the Secretary and the Chief of the Defence Force (CDF) — to provide clear direction
to the organisation. Prior to the 1997 Defence Efficiency Review, Defence had four
3-star (Lieutenant General equivalent) officers and four Deputy Secretary
equivalents. Now the numbers are seven and 14 respectively.

•

Growth in civilian and military personnel based in Canberra is shown in Chart 9.8.4.
Essentially, public service numbers have grown by about 4,000 while military
personnel have grown by about 1,000 (military figures are obscured by the closure of
the helicopter school at RAAF Fairbairn in the period 1998 to 2003).
Chart 9.8.4: Defence staff – Australian Capital Territory (ACT) and total
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Former Defence Deputy Secretary, Professor Paul Dibb, recently commented ‘that it is about
time to revisit the huge bureaucracy that has been created in the defence organisation on
Russell Hill’ (Dibb, 2013). Dibb has further noted that DMO ‘has become a hugely complex
and ponderous bureaucracy’ (Dibb, 2014).
The efficiency and effectiveness of Defence capability development and procurement
processes has been a longstanding issue, commented on by previous reviews. The
Australian National Audit Office (ANAO, 2013a) listed 10 major reviews and audits of
Defence capability development since 2000. The ANAO identified a number of common
themes – such as capability development skills shortages; the lack of independent scrutiny;
the need for clear and consistent risk assessment, whole-of-life cost estimates, and rigorous
analysis of costs and risks. These are outlined in Table 9.8.1 for five of the major reviews.
While the creation of DMO as a separate entity was a recommendation of the Kinnaird
review (Department of Defence, 2003), it has not worked well in practice. There is little
evidence of improved accountability, while it allows for duplication of corporate services
and reduced transparency between the two organisations. A number of submissions were
highly critical of DMO’s activities in relation to project management and the lack of longer
term contractual relationships with industry (Ai Group, 2013, Dibb, 2014).
Efficiency and performance
Maintaining the momentum for reform in Defence will be a critical issue. The history of
Defence implementing reform shows the magnitude of the challenges. The ANAO (2013)
noted that many previous reviews had highlighted the same issues. The Review of the
Defence Accountability Framework (Department of Defence, 2011) listed 10 previous major
reviews of Defence accountabilities, dating back to 1982.
The areas in which savings can be found are generally well known and articulated in several
reports. The Strategic Reform Program established after the 2009 Defence White Paper, and
originally envisaged as a decade long programme of reform, listed work streams covering
logistics, smart sustainment (including inventory), Information and Communications
Technology, ADF reserves, non-equipment procurement, shared services and workforce. In
addition, it envisaged cost savings coming from a zero-based budgeting review, cost
reductions in minor capital programme, cost reductions in the facilities programme,
administrative cost reductions, productivity improvements, reduction to net personnel and
operating costs guidance, and refinement of personnel initiatives.
The Defence Management Review 2007 looked at the question as to why Defence was ‘not
as dynamic and responsive as it should be.’ It attributed this to ‘accountability structures,
business processes, the quality and availability of management information, the preparation
of senior managers and prevailing attitudes’.
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Table 9.8.1: Recurring themes in reviews of capability development in Defence

Theme
Turnover of capability
development staff

2000: Defence
Governance,
Acquisition and
Support

2008:
Mortimer
Review

2009:
Pappas Review

2011:
Black Review

High turnover of capability development staff prevents the development of skills and experience
necessary in such a complex and specialist area.


Chronic and critical shortage
of skills essential to develop
robust major capability
proposals

2003:
Kinnaird Review









Cost estimation is a technical discipline and requires specialist skills. High levels of skill are critical to
delivering capability and making accurate cost estimates that enable informed capability/cost
decisions. CDG personnel (both cost estimators and Desk Officers—now known as ‘project
managers’) have low average cost-estimating experience. Cost estimates must reflect whole-of-life
costs.










Initial entry of a project into
the DCP warrants close
attention. The DCP should be
realistic, affordable, prioritised
and consistent with
government expectations

Underestimation of the cost of new equipment specified in the DCP and of the associated operating
costs, and lack of prioritisation of DCP projects. Overprogramming and over-planning, which include
both including more projects in the DCP than Defence can afford and starting more projects than
required, to accommodate potential schedule slippage in projects.

Lack of independent scrutiny
of proposals undermines
quality

Absence of scrutiny of capital investment proposals to assess affordability, schedule risk and
commercial aspects of acquisition by staff who are organisationally independent of the proposal
sponsor.





















Technical risk is critical and
should be clearly and
consistently assessed and
communicated to government

Technical risk is a major factor in the acquisition of new defence capabilities. It is the major cause of
both post-approval project slippage and cost escalation.

Acquisition decisions should be
based on a comprehensive
whole-of- life cost estimate

Understanding whole-of-life costs is essential to effective decision-making on capability options.
Inadequate attention given to managing and costing defence capabilities on a whole-of-life basis
results in funding shortfalls for ongoing operating, maintenance and support costs.




Effective information systems
that provide cost information
for major capabilities



















Requirements beyond off-the-shelf equipment generate what Mortimer described as
'disproportionately large increases to the cost, schedule and risk of projects' and therefore should be
based on 'a rigorous cost-benefit analysis of additional capability sought against the cost and risk of
doing so'. This analysis must be clearly communicated to government. Each and every decision to
pursue a unique Australian solution needs to be made with a full understanding of not just the
benefits but also the extra cost and risk of doing so.


Committees and
accountability





Defence systems cannot readily provide consistent, reliable or complete information of the
operating cost of current capabilities. Incomplete cost information about current capabilities
prevents Defence from making reliable fact-based estimates of future operating costs, and means
estimates of those costs are based on general assumptions rather than reliable historical data on
cost drivers.


Rigorous analysis of costs and
risks associated with
requirements set beyond those
of off-the- shelf equipment











Too many committees with too many members; representational in nature rather than limited to
those essential to provide informed advice to accountable decision-makers; features of committees
result in dissipated accountability and responsibility; improved committee processes required.




Source: ANAO, 2013a.
NOTE: a tick indicates that the issue was raised in the relevant review.
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Potential areas for reform
Strategic priorities, resourcing and transparency
No government can afford a force that can deal with every threat in every situation. The
best that can be done is to manage the most important risks.
The Government has committed to a new Defence White Paper that is ‘costed’ and
‘affordable’. This implies focussing force structure on the most important threats.
Moreover, it should allow a good buffer for optimism bias in relation to both cost and
schedule.
•

Inherent to the strategic analysis is understanding the balance between strategic and
fiscal priorities. The strategic analysis underpinning the White Paper should allow the
Government to adjust longer-term financial guidance for Defence (and other
national security-related agencies) to reflect the strategic and fiscal circumstances at
the time.

•

Analysis in the context of the White Paper could help identify whether a set of
strategic priorities that focus on the most compelling threats could allow for a more
affordable force structure.

•

A deterioration in Australia’s strategic circumstances and a better fiscal environment
might suggest that an increase in Defence funding is possible, while an improving
strategic environment coupled with a worsening fiscal outlook could imply that
Defence funding should be reduced. Of course, our international obligations to allies
may influence this.

•

Defence resourcing needs to be closely aligned to strategic need if the resources are
to be used efficiently. Clear guidance on priorities is essential for being able to make
value for money judgements on national security priorities.

The planning process should be supported by performance assessment. The difficulties of
assessing future capability against unknown threats are recognised, but a combination of
peer assessment, self-assessment and more tangible measures of unit availability, can be
used.
Reporting the ‘tooth-to-tail ratio’ – the number of effective personnel in the combat force,
compared to training or support roles, will be an important means to monitor the overall
efficiency of the Defence organisation. The Commission could not determine Defence’s
tooth-to-tail ratio from its published data.
Managing the increase in Defence funding to 2 per cent of GDP, or even keeping spending
on the current estimates, will introduce many challenges should the Government choose
that course. The absorptive capacity of Defence and defence industry are limited and
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additional funding can come at the cost of efficiency. It is not apparent that increased
funding should be unconditional and prudence would dictate that, with a deteriorating fiscal
outlook, Defence should demonstrate its capacity to spend existing funding more efficiently.
Defence’s funding model has been unique in the Commonwealth, in that funding growth has
been incorporated in its estimates. Other agencies need to approach government with
specific proposals before funding is allocated.
Changes to improve government visibility and control of the Defence budget are desirable.
These include:
•

Revising the Outcome structure for Defence. A separate outcome for future
capability – including the Defence Capability Plan, facilities and ICT capital
programmes and net personnel and operating costs would ensure that there is
visibility on the balance of spending between longer term investment versus current
activities.

•

Unapproved capital spending could be held in the Contingency Reserve and released
as administered funding as proposals are considered by government. This funding
could be classified as administered, meaning that if it is not spent as planned it is
returned to the Budget.

There would be merit in adopting a model that applies to the Defence Capability Plan and
other capital programmes and any associated net personnel and operating costs, involving:
•

The existing NSC reviews of Defence project business cases would remain.

•

An annual review of Defence investment plans by the ERC as part of the Budget
process.

•

A separate budget allocation would be maintained for future capability, with funds
for future projects still under development retained in the Contingency Reserve,
similar to the way funding provisions for growth in aid spending had been managed.

•

In the year project approval is to be given the funds could be appropriated to the
special account or similar mechanism (perhaps modelled on the Advance to the
Finance Minister) to allow spending to commence in that year. Should there be any
significant variation between the ERC agreed investment plan and what is proposed
by Defence, the Minister for Finance could refer the decision back to the ERC.

•

Once the project is approved, the residual capital funding could be released to
Defence as an administered appropriation through the normal budget process. Net
personnel and operating costs would continue to be appropriated as departmental.
Section 5.1 of the Appendix provides more detail on administered and departmental
funding.
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Where Defence and other national security proposals have additional financial implications
they should be considered by the ERC.
International comparisons of Defence spending usually include all costs, including military
pensions. We see this as an opportunity to provide better visibility of the true cost of
Defence by ensuring that administered funding (which includes military superannuation) is
routinely included in figures presented on the cost of Defence.
Governance, processes and organisation
The Government has an election commitment to appoint a ‘high profile team to review the
structure of the Defence Department and all its major processes. The focus of the review
will be on achieving more streamlined and less bureaucratic decision-making.’
Four issues merit particular attention: the growth in staff numbers in Defence Headquarters
in Canberra, the organisational arrangements that facilitate the CDF and Secretary providing
leadership to the organisation, the adequacy of arrangements for capability development
and procurement, and the organisational arrangements to support and challenge the
development of policy.
On the size and complexity of the Defence Headquarters, there is little justification for the
growth in staff numbers, particularly in senior positions. A leaner, simpler Defence
Headquarters should be a priority. Reversing this should be a major focus of the review of
structures and processes.
The higher structure of Defence, jointly headed by the Secretary and CDF managing the
Department and ADF as an integrated organisation, should be within the scope of the
review. The current model has considerable merits, including being able to best apply the
differing skills possessed by military and civilian personnel who are often integrated down to
section level, and ensuring that less costly public servants are used instead of military
personnel wherever possible. However, this model risks unclear accountabilities, with the
Secretary and CDF jointly responsible for every aspect of Defence’s business.
While splitting Defence into two organisations, such as was done in New Zealand in the late
1980s, is a possibility, this would involve significant dislocation for unclear benefits. The
smaller size of the New Zealand organisation made physical separation achievable, with the
New Zealand Defence Force retaining a significant civilian workforce. However, this was
accompanied by deterioration in cooperation between the New Zealand Defence Force and
the Ministry of Defence, the duplication of functions and the weakening of civilian oversight
of the military (see Quigley, 2006; and the Department of Defence, 2007a).
In contrast, more clearly articulating the separate and joint responsibilities of the CDF and
Secretary, as recommended by the Defence Management Review 2007, offers a better
option for ensuring accountability for resources and performance. A draft Ministerial
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Directive modelled on that proposed in the Defence Management Review (but reflecting the
Commission’s view on DMO) is included at Attachment 9.8.1. Clear articulation of
responsibilities forms the basis for ensuring that senior managers can be held to account for
performance, including the Secretary and the CDF.
As noted above, the efficiency and effectiveness of capability development and
procurement has been an ongoing issue for Defence. One part of that is organisational
arrangements that apply to DMO.
The review of structures and processes will need to consider the future of DMO. The
Government’s election policy suggests that an option would be for it to become a ‘more
independent agency’. The alternative would be to reintegrate it into Defence, avoiding
duplicated process and improving transparency and accountability. The current
arrangements result in:
•

a disconnect between strategic guidance relating to capability and the development
of that capability;

•

accountability that is too diffuse to be effective;

•

complicated processes that span both entities, such as the closure of projects,
budgeting, accounting, reporting and banking;

•

an inability for either Defence or DMO to capture and adequately plan for the full
costs of capability; and

•

isolation of information and the absence of a whole-of-enterprise management
environment.

Any improvements to the Defence-DMO business relationship should recognise major
structural issues.
•

Defence, as an enterprise, is a single entity comprised of diverse components that
work towards three Defence outcomes for government. This limits how and under
what circumstances elements of Defence might exercise a degree of autonomy in
strategic decision-making and administrative action.

•

Development of capability engages many different parts of the Defence organisation.
Capability development and implementation at project, programme and portfolio
level is a dynamic process that extends across organisational boundaries (including
beyond the Defence organisation).

•

Effective management of capability is a major whole-of-enterprise task.
Organisational responsibilities and supporting management systems need to extend
across all of the constituent components to facilitate the comprehensive information
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required to manage the capability process as a single, end-to-end process across the
entire Defence enterprise.
There are two options relating to the Defence DMO relationship which potentially could
improve results of the Defence capability environment for government.
•

DMO remains as a Prescribed Agency (i.e. with financial autonomy). Under this
option efficiencies could be delivered by better integration of corporate activities
across both DMO and Defence. Additionally, processes and information systems,
particularly those involved with capturing and reporting cost information, could be
more closely integrated to better support the Defence capability environment as a
whole-of-enterprise activity. This option would lead to a greater ability to manage
enterprise-wide risk and financial aspects of capability.

•

Full integration of DMO into Defence. Similar if not greater efficiencies to those
available under the previous option could also be gained by full integration. Should
this option be adopted, then the CEO of DMO’s independence should be maintained
to ensure that DMO remains equipped to provide independent advice about Defence
major capital projects to government. This independence could be achieved in a
manner similar to that of the Chief Defence Scientist, Defence Science and
Technology Organisation (DSTO) who also provides independent advice to
government about major projects. Sufficient DMO independence should be retained
to enable the organisation to continue to act in a commercial manner.

The Commission prefers the second option.
Over recent years, DMO has grown just as Defence has. Both Dibb and the Australian
Industry Group (2013) are critical of DMO, seeing it as both overly bureaucratic and too
keen to micromanage projects. They argued that DMO should position itself as a contract
manager, leaving the detailed project management to industry.
As noted above, DMO’s performance is also dependent on the Department, most
significantly its Capability Development Group (CDG) which needs to translate strategic
priorities into capability requirements that form the basis of DMO’s work. As Dibb (2014)
notes a ‘key determinant of DMO’s performance is the nature of the projects delivered to it
by the CDG.’ In many instances DMO’s problems are actually shared problems.
The ANAO (2013a) identifies many of the issues affecting CDG performance, including that
In summary, CDG needs to become a more professional organisation. Areas such as cost and
risk analysis were noted as particular areas of weakness.
Developing critical skills is not simply a matter of providing training. Staff need to also
develop experience in their roles. The ANAO (2013) audit of Capability Development Reform
observed that turnover of military staff working on capability development was higher than
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desirable. Military posting systems need to give priority to ensuring that military personnel
remain in critical management roles so that they can build the necessary level of expertise.
Dibb (2014) notes that ‘CDG needs to become more independent in its recommendations to
Government’. However, it is recognised that the armed services are the ultimate users of
most defence capital equipment and, as the customer, will have legitimate interests in the
process. Likewise, developing a meaningful capability proposal will necessarily require
detailed knowledge of military operations that can only come from service in the armed
forces.
Implicit in Dibb’s submission is that the Chief of Capability Development be a civilian. This is
not inconsistent with the model originally put in place by the Kinnaird Report (Department
of Defence, 2003) which envisaged that the head could be military or civilian, although the
incumbent has always been military. A lot must ultimately depend on the qualities of the
individual selected for the role and it is probably more important that the Chief of Capability
Development be able to robustly interrogate capability options.
A major driver of Defence costs is the preference for unique and Australian built equipment.
The Future Submarine Industry Skills Plan (Defence Materiel Organisation, 2013) noted that
‘The impact of rebuilding from a low base on the Air Warfare Destroyer [AWD] and Landing
Helicopter Dock [LHD] ship projects was substantial and expensive. At the outset of these
projects, the premiums in the prices tendered were considerable. Analysis conducted for
the DMO showed that the effective rate of assistance ranged from about 30 per cent for the
AWDs to over 100 per cent for some LHD options, and amounted to billions of dollars.’ In
practice, a foreign build could have provided an extra ship in each class for the same cost.
While there might be occasions when a unique capability may represent value for money,
successive reviews have pointed to the cost and risk advantages of buying materiel based on
existing designs and production lines. The Government indicated in its election commitment
that it was committed to getting best value for the taxpayer while equipping the ADF with
Australia-made goods whenever possible. It also specifically noted that work on a
replacement submarine would ‘centre around South Australian dockyards’. Using the
Defence budget to pursue industry objectives obscures transparency and corrupts Defence
budgeting processes.
Of course, local defence industry capability can be important in terms of self-sufficiency,
particularly in the event of a crisis. However, the costs and extent of this capability must be
carefully measured against the risks.
Another issue must be whether Defence needs an internal capacity for policy contestability,
to ensure policies presented to government are robust. This could also help address
concerns about the independence of CDG analysis. The current arrangements also rely too
heavily on the central agencies challenging Defence policy advice and do not facilitate a
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deep, continuing involvement within Defence across the areas of capability development,
strategic development, and project management and review.
Defence might benefit from a stronger internal review process. Defence previously had an
internal review capability in its Force Development and Analysis Division until it was
disbanded in 1997. An element of this organisation still exists within CDG.
Once reforms are in place, it will be important to avoid the tendency to re-establish
bureaucratic processes. A cap on the number of personnel in Defence Headquarters and
other support roles, or a target tooth-to-tail ratio could be applied. Defence leadership
would be accountable for preventing growth in bureaucracy returning.
Efficiency and performance
Although improved efficiency has been a major theme of Defence policy in recent years,
actual progress made has been difficult to assess. It is important that efficiency is measured,
monitored and delivered. Some principles underpinning better practice include:
•

An external view from business or the central agencies can be helpful in ensuring
that the momentum for reform is maintained.

•

A new programme of efficiencies should involve periodically re-examining areas
which have previously yielded savings to see if the opportunity exists to make further
savings.

•

A commitment to ‘value for money’ decision-making should be unambiguous at all
levels and should include consideration of longer-term contracts where this delivers
value for money.

•

Clear rules need to be established that allow Defence to reinvest the gains of reform
and continue the Defence reform agenda.

•

There is scope to develop the analytical and quantitative skills for good policy work
and reform.

•

Objective measurement and monitoring of Defence performance will be an
important step to ensure that improvements are sustained.

•

In the same way, visibility of the acquisition process can ensure that delivery is on
time and to budget. The implications of unique Australian requirements and local
build should be exposed to scrutiny. The additional cost of local manufacture must
be driven down.

Box 9.8.2 provides more information on improving the efficiency and performance of
Defence.
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Box 9.8.2: Implementation notes
In implementing the Commission’s recommendations on Defence efficiency and
performance, the Government could consider introducing a new programme of efficiencies.
This would:
•

support the work of the review of Defence structures and processes by focussing on
simplifying and streamlining processes;

•

draw on the experience of previous programmes, including where implementation
was incomplete, with a rolling examination of all spending areas for improved
efficiency including opportunities for further outsourcing and privatisation;

•

draw on the experience of external experts from business and/or the central
agencies;

•

build the internal skills to maintain the momentum of reform, including in costbenefit analysis and policy implementation; and

•

be backed by robust metrics that can show the progress of reform such as the ratio
of the combat force to other personnel (the ‘tooth to tail’ ratio) and the efficiency of
the procurement process.

Since the introduction of the Commercial Support Program (CSP) in the early 1990s, Defence
has outsourced a significant portion of its support functions, but the momentum behind this
programme appears to have been lost. The default position should remain that, apart from
combat and combat-related functions, all Defence activities are contestable. Industry
capacity has grown since the initial rounds of outsourcing and continuing to test the market
should remain an ongoing priority. As occurred in the CSP model, Defence should compare a
fully costed in-house bid to that offered by industry to provide confidence that the chosen
option represents best value for money.
•

When examining functions that could be outsourced, one potential candidate is
DSTO. This was not tested as part of Defence’s earlier outsourcing efforts. A new
outsourcing programme could build on the United Kingdom’s experience in
privatising QinetiQ, previously part of the Defence Evaluation and Research Agency
(DERA) — the equivalent of Australia’s DSTO (National Audit Office (UK), 2007).

•

Defence Housing Australia (DHA) in its submission to the Commission provided
evidence that the organisation was able to operate commercially and identified
benefits in it being taken off Budget and reducing the amount of Commonwealth red
tape. Given the competitive nature of the housing market, the option exists to
privatise DHA. More detail on DHA is covered in Section 10.19 of the Appendix.
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The Commonwealth Government retains ownership of the ASC Pty Ltd (formerly the
Australian Submarine Corporation). Ownership of a manufacturing business is an
anomaly and the Commonwealth should look to dispose of its interests. More detail
on ASC is covered in Section 10.19 of the Appendix.

Scope exists to simplify conditions of service for both military and civilian personnel. The
complexity of military conditions of service can add overheads without clearly providing
corresponding benefits in terms of retention and recruitment; while civilian conditions need
to ensure sufficient management flexibility and focus on performance. A number of these
issues could be considered in the context of the next Defence white paper and are
presented below.
The continued appropriateness of the Defence Force Remuneration Tribunal (DFRT) model
should be examined. The DFRT is a quasi-judicial body established in 1984 to enable the pay
and allowances of members of the ADF to be determined having regard to the special
nature of Defence Force service.
•

The presumption here is that a separate body and advocate is needed to ensure that
military personnel are adequately compensated for the nature of military life. There
is little evidence that this is a real problem and generally governments and Defence
leadership have been supportive of ADF members, improving conditions through
measures outside the DFRT process.

•

The model can also stand in the way of sensible efforts to simplify conditions. An
example of how the complexity of the current system has detrimental effects is the
overpayment of special forces soldiers in 2009 which resulted from overlapping DFRT
determinations and poor Defence human resources systems (KPMG, 2009).

Military superannuation arrangements are an integral part of personnel conditions, but
outside the remit of the DFRT. While Australia has an obligation to look after serving
personnel, particularly their cover for death and disability, a major reform would be closing
the Military Superannuation and Benefits Scheme (MSBS) to new members and replacing it
with an accumulation scheme for new Australian Defence Force personnel. The new scheme
should be designed in a way that recognises the special contribution these Australians make
to the defence of the nation, including by ensuring that younger, lower rank and often
shorter-serving members have superannuation arrangements that are equitable when
compared to those of long-serving, higher-ranking members.
•

This is consistent with the 2007 Report of the Review into Military Superannuation
Arrangements (Department of Defence, 2007b) recommended that there be no
change to the indexation arrangements for the current MSBS and that the MSBS be
closed to new entrants and a new scheme based on an accumulation plan be opened
for new ADF members.
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•

Without this reform, the MSBS will be the main driver of the Commonwealth’s
superannuation liability growth from 2030, and it remains the only material
government scheme open to new members (Chart 9.8.5 refers). Closure of the MSBS
would result in a significant reduction in the unfunded superannuation liability over
the long-term. However, if MSBS is replaced by a funded accumulation scheme for
new military personnel there will be an increase in cash costs to government over
the short and medium term and a decrease in cash costs over the long-term. In
considering such a change, the Government should recognise that the average
length of service for military personnel is only eight to 10 years.

•

The indexation arrangements for the older military superannuation schemes (the
Defence Force Retirement and Death Benefits (DFRDB) and Defence Force
Retirement Benefits (DFRB) schemes) can be a source of cost pressures. The
Government election commitment to change the indexation arrangements for these
pensions sought to establish equivalent treatment to that provided to Age Pension
recipients. In light of the Commission’s recommendations on the Age Pension, the
DFRDB and DFRB indexation should align with the Age Pension indexation
arrangements.

Chart 9.8.5: Unfunded Commonwealth Government superannuation liability projections
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Other issues warranting consideration include:
•

the level of support provided to Defence family members. For example, the
Government announcement to increase health assistance comes at a cost to Defence
of around $75 million per year; and

•

examination of whether the current civilian conditions of employment under the
Public Service Act 1999 provide sufficient flexibility and focus on performance for
Defence civilian personnel.
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Defence holdings of land and buildings are valued at $16 billion. This land holding is
dispersed across Australia, often reflecting priorities that had relevance historically. Defence
has endeavoured to consolidate its estate so that it becomes more efficient to operate,
better meets strategic priorities and the locations better support Defence’s goals in relation
to recruitment and retention. However, this process has proved to be a protracted one.
Closure of Defence bases can often trigger a need to invest in new facilities elsewhere and
frequently carries significant remediation costs.

National Security
Counter-terrorism, intelligence, cyber security and related national security functions are
invariably highly classified. Nevertheless, the increased cost of these functions should be
assessed in terms of whether the government is deriving value for money from this
spending.
The ONA already coordinates processes for setting national intelligence priorities and
monitoring the performance of the Australian intelligence community. This process should
be further developed to allow government to manage national security resources and
priorities to best address national interests.
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Draft ministerial directive on Defence responsibilities

MINISTER FOR DEFENCE
MINISTERIAL DIRECTIVE TO:
SECRETARY OF THE DEPARTMENT OF DEFENCE

CHIEF OF THE DEFENCE FORCE

Preamble: In accordance with my powers under section 8 of the Defence Act 1903, I hereby
issue the following directive to the Chief of the Defence Force and the Secretary of the
Department of Defence.
Accountability: You are jointly responsible to me for the management of the Australian
Defence Organisation as an integrated organisation including the Department of Defence
and the Australian Defence Force. You are accountable to me for Defence’s performance,
having regard to our statutory responsibilities. Any authorisation or delegation of my
authority with respect to Defence is through you, within the limitations below.
Results: I expect you, jointly and individually, to deliver an efficient and capable defence
organisation, optimised to address the strategic priorities agreed by the Government as the
most significant, through:
Responsibilities of the Secretary of the Department of Defence:
a.

timely, accurate, coordinated and considered advice as my principal civilian adviser;

b.

not limiting your responsibilities under the Financial Management and
Accountability Act 1997 and the Public Governance, Performance and Accountability
Act 2013, sound management of financial and other resources, operating within
budgeted financial performance, meeting statutory requirements for preparing
financial statements and optimal management and use of the Defence estate; you
will ensure those exercising your delegations (including military personnel) focus on
achieving value for money;

c.

not limiting your responsibilities under the Public Service Act 1999, proper
stewardship of the public service workforce, through developing and maintaining
workforce skills and career structures, building and maintaining Defence’s reputation
and providing a living and working environment that attracts and retains people;

d.

acquisition and sustainment of all major capital equipment and logistics pertaining to
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sustainment of capability;
e.

advising on the performance of entities within the portfolio as identified in my
separate directive or statement of expectations to those entities;

f.

not limiting your responsibilities under the Archives Act 1983, proper management
of information and records within Defence;

g.

the provision of support services, including infrastructure, personnel, legal, health,
travel, publishing and printing, library services, mail and freight, business transaction
processing, base services and administrative support;

h.

the provision of information and communications technology; and

i.

the provision of Defence science research.

Responsibilities of the Chief of the Defence Force:
a.

timely, accurate, coordinated and considered advice as my principal military adviser;

b.

operational deployment of the ADF to enhance our national strategic interests and
our alliance relationships, to strengthen regional security and to successfully conduct
joint military exercises and operations;

c.

adequate preparedness of forces and the preparation of military policy and plans;

d.

not limiting your responsibilities under the Defence Act 1903 and related legislation,
proper stewardship of the military workforce, through developing and maintaining
workforce skills and career structures, building and maintaining Defence’s reputation
and providing a living and working environment that attracts and retains people;

e.

management of operational logistics; and

f.

management of military information and communications technology.

Joint Responsibilities of the Secretary of the Department of Defence and the Chief of the
Defence Force:
a.

management of the Australian Defence Organisation, including the setting of
organisational goals and responsibilities, the design of the organisation and its
business processes, measurement and reporting of performance and the
establishment of organisational policies;

b.

development of advice to government and strategic policy for use within Defence
reflecting the best response to Australia’s changing international environment;

c.

identification, development and provision of current and future capability to enable
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our armed forces to defend Australia and its national interests;
d.

intelligence capabilities, responsive to whole-of-government requirements;

e.

continual development of the Australian Defence Organisation so that it works in a
more holistic, responsive, efficient and effective manner; and

f.

planning, evaluation and reporting documents, incorporating matters related to your
individual and joint responsibilities, that provide transparency and support value-formoney decision-making with government and Defence.

Guidance: You should pursue these results through effective leadership and management
and should ensure that:
a.

your actions are prudent, lawful and ethical;

b.

your actions are consistent with Government policy;

c.

you make decisions and offer advice, considering:

d.

i.

the impact on relationships with others who contribute to national security,
including with the leadership of foreign Armed Forces and other Australian
agencies with national security interests;

ii.

the statutory responsibilities of appointments within Defence;

iii.

the impact on resourcing and the risk to the sustainable delivery of Defence
outputs; and

the CDF’s proposals for promotions to Brigadier equivalent and above are made in
consultation with the Secretary, Vice Chief of the Defence Force and the
Service Chiefs.

Previous Directives: This directive replaces all previous ministerial directives to the Chief of
the Defence Force and the Secretary of the Department of Defence.
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9.9 Aged care
Background
Aged care costs are projected to grow significantly over the next decade, driven primarily by
our ageing population. Australian Governments will continue to play a major role in the
delivery of aged care services, though there is some scope for greater self provision.
Significant reforms to the aged care sector are currently being implemented over five years,
with a major review scheduled in 2016-17. The Living Longer, Living Better reform package
is largely based on the recommendations of the Productivity Commission’s 2011 report
Caring for Older Australians. The aims of the recommended reforms include containing
growth in expenditure, strengthening price signals and increasing incentives for self
provision by reforming funding arrangements. There are several other avenues of reform
that could be further considered, discussed below.
It should be noted that the Living Longer, Living Better reforms have not yet been fully
implemented and that the review scheduled in 2016-17 will help to identify any further
adjustments or improvements required.

Rationale for government intervention
The Productivity Commission found that there is a strong rationale for government
involvement in aged care in order to ensure equity in access to care, and also to overcome
information gaps and ensure the protection of vulnerable consumers (Productivity
Commission, 2011).
Over past decades there has been an increase in the level of private co-contributions toward
the cost of care. Various reviews of the aged care system in recent times (for example the
Henry Tax Review (Australian Government, 2010a) and Productivity Commission (2011))
have suggested that there is scope to increase the level of private contributions to the cost
of aged care.

Current structure of the programme
The aged care sector covers a wide variety of organisations providing different levels of care
(high care, mixed care and low care) and services. Commonwealth expenditure of around
$13 billion is delivered through payments to the providers of services in residential care,
home care, community care or flexible care. Residential aged care places and Home Care
Packages are allocated to approved providers through an annual aged care approvals round.
The sector is regulated by the Commonwealth Government, including caps on the number
of places in residential care.
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Residential care
Within residential aged care, the Commonwealth provides approximately 71 per cent of
funding, of which 80 per cent is provided via the Aged Care Funding Instrument – the
mechanism used to allocate Commonwealth Government subsidies. The next most
significant funding source is resident care fees, which make up 25 per cent of total funding,
followed by revenue from accommodation payments (including regular accommodation
payments and amounts from accommodation bonds) at about 4 per cent of total funding.
Residents are asked to pay daily fees to contribute to everyday living costs such as care,
meals, linen, laundry and electricity. Currently, the maximum basic daily fee for new
residents is up to $45.63 per day. This is calculated by determining 85 per cent of the single
person rate of the basic age pension ($751.70 per fortnight). The government sets this
maximum daily fee level and the income test treats all income (pension or private) the
same.
Accommodation payments can be in the form of bonds paid by lump sum and/or a
rental-style periodic payment. If a resident’s assets are less than $44,000 then the
government meets the full accommodation cost. The amount of an accommodation bond is
determined between the aged care facility and the resident.
Residents in aged care facilities who have sufficient assets can be asked to pay for their
accommodation through an accommodation bond or through a periodic fee, depending on
the type of aged care they receive. These are a significant source of funds for providers and
represent 48 per cent of assets for the sector (Aged Care Financing Authority, 2013). An
estimated 84.7 per cent of aged care homes held accommodation bonds at 30 June 2012
(Department of Health and Ageing, 2012). The amount of the bond is required to be
refunded to the resident (or their estate) when they leave the aged care facility. The
average amount of accommodation bonds has significantly increased over recent years,
rising from $58,000 in 1997-98 (Productivity Commission, 2011) to around $265,500 in
2011-12 (Department of Health and Ageing, 2012).
Under the accommodation bonds guarantee scheme, the Commonwealth Government
guarantees the repayment of the bond balance if the aged care provider becomes bankrupt
or insolvent and is unable to repay the outstanding bond balance. In return, the residents’
rights to pursue the defaulting provider to recover the accommodation bond money
transfer to the Commonwealth Government.
From 1 July 2014 new means testing arrangements will be introduced. The current income
and assets tests will be combined. An annual cap of $25,000 will apply to a resident’s
means-tested contribution to their care costs, together with a lifetime cap of $60,000 for
means-tested care fees. The principal residence will continue to be exempt from the assets
test if occupied by a spouse or other protected person. However, it will be taken into
account when determining a resident’s contribution to their accommodation payment.
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In the event the government cannot recover the full amount from the defaulting provider, it
may levy all providers holding accommodation bonds to recoup the shortfall. Since the
scheme was introduced in 2006-07, it has been activated five times requiring payment of
around $25 million. Government has not sought to levy providers to recover this cost.
Home Care Packages
Home Care Packages are coordinated services tailored to meet the consumer’s specific care
needs (from basic to high care) including care services (such as assistance with bathing,
dressing and mobility), support services (such as cleaning, laundry and gardening), clinical
services (such as nursing, allied health and therapy services) and other services (such as
home modifications) to support a person to live at home. There are now four levels of Home
Care Packages, ranging from covering basic care needs to high level care, as assessed by an
Aged Care Assessment Team.
Care recipients can be asked to pay a basic daily care fee and consumers on higher incomes
may be asked to pay an income-tested care fee. The following means testing guidelines
apply:
•

pensioners receiving the maximum rate pension are exempt from care fees;

•

care fees for part-rate pensioners are capped at $5,000 per year;

•

people with an annual income of more than $43,186 pay an income tested care fee
on a tapered scale up to a total of $10,000 per year; and

•

no one pays more than $60,000 in income tested care fees over their lifetime.

Home care package funding comes mainly from Commonwealth Government payments
($1.1 billion) with some care fees ($80 million) also paid by care recipients (Aged Care
Financing Authority, 2013). There are 59,201 packages in total.
Home and Community Care
The Commonwealth Home and Community Care (HACC) programme provides basic
maintenance, support and care services for older people and their carers to support older
people to stay at home and be more independent in the community. From 1 July 2012, the
Commonwealth assumed full operational responsibility for HACC services in all States except
Victoria and Western Australia. In these States, basic community care services continue to
be delivered under a joint Commonwealth-State funded HACC programme until otherwise
agreed. The Commonwealth HACC programme provides services to approximately 480,000
older clients and the joint programmes in Victoria and Western Australia provide services to
approximately 350,000 clients of all ages.
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Unlike Home Care Packages, the person receiving care will contact their HACC provider
directly, instead of being assessed. HACC services include allied health (such as podiatry and
occupational therapy), centre based day care, respite care and counselling and information.
In 2011-12 the Commonwealth Government provided funding of $1 billion to the
Commonwealth HACC programme and contributed $462 million to the jointly funded
programs in Victoria and Western Australia (Aged Care Financing Authority, 2013).
From 1 July 2015, HACC and related programmes will be rolled into a new Commonwealth
Home Support Program, which will also include a new national fees policy.

Trends
As shown in Chart 9.9.1, it is estimated that Commonwealth expenditure on aged care will
be around $13 billion in 2013-14, and that this will increase by around 4.9 per cent each
year over the next decade in real terms. In 2023-24 it is estimated that the Commonwealth
Government will spend over $26 billion on aged care.
Chart 9.9.1: Projected spending on aged care
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The majority of aged care expenditure is on residential aged care, as shown in Chart 9.9.2. In
their inaugural report to government, the Aged Care Financing Authority (2013) stated that
in 2011-12, the Commonwealth Government paid $8.7 billion to approved providers of
residential aged care in the form of subsidies on behalf of care recipients, which
represented an annual average growth in expenditure of 9.8 per cent since 2007-08.
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Chart 9.9.2: Aged Care expense by type 2012-13
Home and
Community Care
12%
Home Care 6%

Residential and
Flexible Care 82%

Source: Department of Finance, 2013.

Drivers
Demographic trends are the key driver of the projected increase in aged care demand and
expenditure. The number of people aged 85 and over is expected to quadruple by 2050,
from 0.4 million people to 1.8 million people (Australian Government, 2010b). Also, with
increased life expectancy, the period of potential disability and the chronic disease burden
also increases and thus the need for higher intensity care.
Other societal trends will also drive increased expenditure on aged care into the future.
Older people are increasingly less able to turn to family members for their care needs, so
are more likely to require formal care. Increased numbers of older people for whom English
is a second language will mean that there is a need for a wider scope of skills and settings in
aged care provision.
As labour costs represent around 75 per cent of total costs in the industry (Australian
Government, 2010b), the scope to reduce costs of delivery is somewhat constrained,
particularly as the sector already finds it difficult to attract and retain staff. The Department
of Health estimates that the size of the workforce will need to be two to three times larger
by 2050.
Growth in residential care subsidies in particular is driven by growth in demand for places,
annual indexation and the increasing level of frailty in the resident population. The Aged
Care Funding Instrument is also key in determining the proportion of costs covered by
residents as it is used to determine the level of care/assistance that older people require.
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Issues
As noted above, significant reforms to the aged care sector (the Living Longer, Living Better
package) are currently being implemented over five years with a major review scheduled in
2016-17 to inform any further changes. The key issues to be addressed as identified by the
Productivity Commission and reflected in the Living Longer, Living Better package are to:
•

simplify the current system;

•

contain growth in expenditure and improve sustainability;

•

strengthen price signals and increase incentives for self provision by reforming
funding arrangements;

•

build the sector’s capacity to move to a less regulated, more competitive
environment; and

•

improve service quality and access.

A further issue in the aged care sector is that there may be growing interactions between
the aged care sector and the National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS). These
interactions have not yet been fully explored or considered and may present opportunities
for reforms to enhance care, increase efficiency and address workforce challenges.

Potential areas for reform
The Government has indicated support for the Productivity Commission’s recommendations
and that the Living Longer, Living Better package is a ‘first step’ upon which further reforms
can be built. In addition to this, the Government has committed to negotiating a five year
Healthy Life, Better Living Agreement with stakeholders to define reform implementation
policies for the sector and reduce red tape compliance costs.
Additional reform options that could be explored are outlined below. These options should
be considered within the context that the current Living Longer, Living Better reforms have
not yet been fully implemented and that the review scheduled in 2016-17 will help to
identify any further adjustments or improvements required.
Strengthen means testing arrangements
As part of the Living Longer, Living Better reforms, significant changes to the means testing
arrangements for both residential and home care services will apply from 1 July 2014. When
the changes are fully implemented:
•

in residential care, average contributions rise from 32 to 37 per cent, while for
self-funded retirees they increase from 48 to 59 per cent; and
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•

for home care, average contributions rise from 14 to 21 per cent, while for
self-funded retirees they increase from 16 to 51 per cent.

•

for HACC (to be renamed Commonwealth Home Support Program, from 2015),
average contributions rise from 5 to 15 per cent.

These changes have been grandfathered and will not affect people already in care before
1 July 2014. These are substantial changes, which in conjunction with changes to the Aged
Care Funding Instrument, will deliver significant savings into the future – initially $3.2 billion
over five years. These savings have been redirected into more aged care places and services.
There is scope to strengthen means testing further, in particular by taking into account the
full value of the principal residence, as recommended by the Productivity Commission. The
current means test for residential care only takes account of the value up to a cap of
$144,000 and only in certain circumstances (for instance, it does not apply where a spouse
remains in the principal residence). This amount is substantially lower than current median
house values of $550,000 in capital cities and $349,000 across the rest of Australia (RP Data
– Rismark, 2013). The means test could take account of the full, or at least more of the value
of the principal residence.
Aside from these changes, it may also be possible to allow older people to use the equity in
their principal residence to meet part of the costs of aged care generally (noting that for
Home Care and HACC, there is no assets test). The Productivity Commission examined home
equity release schemes as part of its inquiry and recommended that a government-backed
aged care equity scheme be established to enable older people with wealth primarily in the
form of a home, accommodation bond or other non-liquid assets to draw down on those
assets to meet their aged care costs.
In order for this to occur, the Government would need to implement arrangements to
promote reverse mortgages and other products to access housing equity. Such schemes
have been adopted in other countries and could be used as a template for reforms in
Australia.
In its submission to the Commission, Catholic Health Australia argues that there is a need to
move more in the direction the Productivity Commission indicated, including greater use of
user charges and a public equity release programme. It sees this as being a necessary
pre-condition to drive greater contestability in the sector and increase the current
restrictions on the number of residential aged care places.
As noted above, significant increases in private contributions to aged care will begin from
1 July 2014 and the additional impact of any further changes to means testing should be
considered in this context. It should also be noted, however, that the changes have been
grandfathered and therefore are not affecting anyone currently in the aged care system.
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Removing the grandfathering provisions in the Living Longer, Living Better reforms could
provide additional savings, but would be difficult to justify given they have already been
announced. Grandfathering has been a feature of other changes to the aged care system
over successive decades.
Aged care accommodation bonds guarantee
Accommodation bonds are effectively interest-free loans from residents of aged care
facilities to aged care providers. As noted earlier, the government provides a guarantee in
respect of bond repayments. There is limited rationale for this contingent liability to be
borne solely by the Commonwealth. The stock of accommodation bonds and therefore the
Commonwealth’s contingent liability associated with the guarantee has been growing
rapidly. The 2013-14 Mid-year Economic and Fiscal Outlook reported that, on 30 June 2012
the maximum contingent liability, in the unlikely event that all providers defaulted, was
approximately $13.1 billion.
The Productivity Commission recommended that ‘the Australian Government should charge
residential providers a fee to reflect the costs of providing the government guarantee on
accommodation bonds.’
The Commission recommends that the Commonwealth introduce a fee for aged care
providers to access the guarantee for accommodation bonds, or use a transition period to
cease operating the guarantee and require providers to source appropriate insurance from
the private sector. There has been concern among providers that the private bonds
insurance market is underdeveloped, however it would be reasonable to assume that the
market would respond to the new and substantial demand for appropriate insurance
products. A transition period would further help to address this risk.
Review the Payroll Tax Supplement
Currently, not-for-profit providers of residential care are exempt from paying State payroll
tax. In the interests of competitive neutrality, the Commonwealth currently refunds
for-profit aged care providers for the payroll tax that they pay. This payment is above
$100 million per year. There is limited rationale for the Commonwealth to effectively be
paying this State tax. Consideration should be given to terminating this supplement, noting
that it is likely that these costs would be passed on to new residents. The aged care sector is
generally not characterised by high profits and some providers may struggle to continue
without this subsidy.
In the event that the Payroll Tax Supplement remains, it should be taken up in the White
Paper on Taxation and/or White Paper on the Federation.
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Regulatory burdens
The aged care sector is characterised by a relatively high level of regulation, which applies to
price, quantity and quality. A submission to the Commission from Aged and Community
Services Australia notes that there are potentially straightforward reforms which could be
implemented to reduce the reporting burden on aged care providers. They cite the example
of the need for a 39-page application form which is required when an approved place is
transferred to another provider and also the need for separate auditing of financial
information.
Further efforts should be made to ensure that the level of regulation in the sector is
optimised and ‘easy wins’ are achieved in terms of relatively simple measures which would
reduce the reporting burden applying to providers.
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9.10 Carer payments
Background
The Commonwealth provides income support to carers in the form of Carer Payment and
Carer Allowance. An annual Carer Supplement is also available to recipients of these
payments. There are also special one-off payments for carers of children with a disability.
These payments are large (nearly $7 billion in 2013-14) and beyond the forward estimates
are projected to grow at a rate of around 7 per cent per year out to 2023-24 in real terms.
Payments to carers from the Commonwealth are a relatively recent phenomenon, with the
payments in their current form only in existence since the mid 1980s.

Rationale for government intervention
The Commonwealth recognises that people who choose (or have no choice but) to care for a
relative or friend and forego the ability to earn an income should receive some form of
general income support.
It is often argued that, if this form of care was not provided, it would need to be provided
formally (mostly by government) at a much higher cost.

Current structure of the programme
There are a number of different payments made by the Commonwealth for carers
(see Chart 9.10.1) as described below.
Carer Payment
Carer Payment is provided to people providing constant care at home to a person with a
disability. There are currently 220,000 recipients of Carer Payment with an average age of
50 (Department of Social Services, 2013).
The maximum rate of Carer Payment is $827.10 per fortnight for singles (around
$21,500 per year) and $1,246.80 (around $32,500 per year) for a couple combined. For
singles, $751.70 of this payment represents the maximum base rate with the remaining
$75.40 made up of various supplements. These are the same rates as for the Age Pension
and Disability Support Pension.
It is an income support payment, which is subject to the same income and means test as the
Age Pension for the carer as well as a separate (but much higher) income and assets test for
the person receiving care.
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The Carer Payment maximum base rate is indexed every six months to the higher of growth
in the Consumer Price Index (CPI) or the Pensioner and Beneficiary Living Cost Index (PBLCI).
The PBLCI is similar to the CPI but adjusted for the basket of goods typically purchased by
people on pensions or allowances. The maximum base rate is also ‘benchmarked’ to Male
Total Average Weekly Earnings (MTAWE) (27.7 per cent for the single rate) which effectively
drives the indexation of the payment. The rate of supplements is indexed to CPI only.
Chart 9.10.1: Expenditure on payments to carers, 2013-14
Carer
Supplement 8%

Other 2%

Carer Allowance
(Child) 8%

Carer Allowance
(Adult) 21%

Carer Payment 61%

Source: Department of Finance, 2013.

Carer Allowance
An income supplement – the Carer Allowance – is paid to someone who provides daily care
and attention to someone in their own home. Someone who receives Carer Payment for
looking after a child automatically qualifies for Carer Allowance. There are 563,000
recipients of the Carer Allowance, with an average age of 54 (Department of Social Services,
2013).
There is no income or assets test for Carer Allowance. It is paid at a flat rate of
$118.20 per fortnight (around $3,000 per year). There is provision for a Health Care Card as
well.
There are separate arrangements for Carer Allowance, depending on whether the care
recipient is an adult or a child.
Carer Supplement
This is an annual payment of $600 to eligible carers for each person in their care. Carer
Supplement was introduced in 2009, as part of other reforms of pension arrangements. It
effectively formalised a series of one-off payment bonuses to carers which were made
annually in the Budget from 2004.
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Child Disability Assistance Payment
This is an annual payment of $1,000 to recipients of Carer Allowance in respect of a child
with a disability. The purpose of the payment is to help purchase appropriate assistance.
Carer Adjustment Payment
Carer Adjustment Payment, introduced in 2007, is a lump-sum, one-off payment of up to
$10,000 to families who are ineligible for income support, after a catastrophic event for a
child under seven years of age. Its purpose is to help the family adjust to their changed
circumstances.

Drivers
According to Australian Bureau of Statistics data (ABS, 2013), there are 4.2 million people in
Australia with a disability.
Over the five years to 2013, the number of Carer Payment recipients has grown by around
70 per cent (Department of Social Services, 2013). These growth rates are forecast to
continue over the medium term (see Chart 9.10.2).
There is no clear reason why numbers of recipients are growing at such a strong rate. Ageing
of the population is a factor in explaining some of the growth but, nonetheless, this issue
warrants further attention.
•

As the Parliamentary Budget Office noted in its recent report on Commonwealth
spending (2013), the number of Carer Payment recipients has been growing at
12 per cent per year over the past decade, while population growth over the same
period has been 1.5 per cent per year. If similar growth rates continue, there will be
close to 700,000 people receiving the Carer Payment by 2023-24.
Chart 9.10.2: Income support for carers
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Issues
There have been very few systematic reviews of carer payments.
There are potentially issues with some of the key definitions used to determine payments.
For example, to receive Carer Payment a recipient must demonstrate that they are
providing ‘constant care’, which is generally if care is provided on a daily basis for a
‘significant period’ during each day. The definition of disability is also open to interpretation
at the margin – it must cause a ‘substantial functional impairment’.
Anecdotal evidence suggests that Carer Payment is not always well targeted – for instance,
students receiving Carer Payment rather than Youth Allowance. So long as the young person
is not studying for more than 25 hours per week, it is possible for them to meet the relevant
requirements.
Young carers face particular disadvantage in terms of educational and employment
prospects. Support could be better tailored to meet their particular needs. There is also an
issue about the pathways to and from Carer Payment. Roughly 40 per cent of new recipients
have come from receipt of Newstart or Parenting Payment and a similar proportion go to
Newstart and the Age Pension when they move off Carer Payment (Department of Social
Services, 2013).
The Department of Social Services has advised the Commission that the majority of
recipients are female (roughly 70 per cent) and aged 55 and over (around 40-50 per cent).
Given the relatively low workforce participation rates of this group more generally, it may
be that Carer Payment is being used by some people as a way of maintaining an income
until they reach Age Pension age. The alternative for these people would be to otherwise
have to look for a job in order to claim Newstart Allowance.
The introduction of the National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS) and its interactions with
carer payments have not been fully scoped. As the NDIS provides a higher level of formal
care than under existing arrangements, it could be assumed that there would be an impact
on the provision of care.
Complexity of the payment arrangements and differing eligibility requirements suggest that
there could also be gains from streamlining arrangements.

Potential areas for reform
In keeping with the Commission’s principles, it is important that assistance to carers is well
targeted. A number of reforms could be considered in this regard.
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Changes to payment parameters
The payment parameters for Carer Payment are currently equal to those for the Age
Pension. The pension class of payments represents the social living wage paid to those who
are not expected to support themselves through paid employment.
Recommendations relating to changes in the Age Pension benchmark will flow through to
the Carer Payment. Transitioning the Carer Payment to the new benchmark of 28 per cent
of Average Weekly Earnings should apply at the same time as implementation of those
changes to the Age Pension benchmark.
Limit Carer Supplement to one payment per carer
Introduced in 2009, the Carer Supplement transformed the annual bonuses paid to carers
from 2004 into a permanent payment delivered in July each year. Conceptually, increasing
the adequacy of payments to carers could have been achieved by changing fortnightly
payment levels for Carer Payment/Allowance or altering indexation arrangements.
Under the provisions for Carer Supplement, a carer may receive more than one
payment per year – this can occur where they receive both Carer Payment and Carer
Allowance or Carer Allowance and a Department of Veterans’ Affairs pension (there are also
other combinations). As Carer Allowance is paid for each person in care, it is also possible to
receive more than two Carer Supplements per year.
The potential for multiple payments was explicitly recognised in the legislation which gave
effect to the Supplement in 2009. However, the case for allowing multiple payments was
not explained.
As an annual additional payment, it could be argued that the Carer Supplement should only
be paid once to each carer, in recognition of their circumstances.
Introduce an income test for Carer Allowance
There is currently no income test for Carer Allowance. This means that carers with
substantial incomes can receive a payment of around $118 per fortnight.
In keeping with the Commission’s focus on targeting payments to those most in need, an
income test could be introduced for Carer Allowance. Setting an income limit of
$150,000 per year would mean that around 6 per cent of recipients would no longer be
eligible. It is anticipated that around 35,000 carers would lose access to Carer Allowance
under this arrangement.
An income limit of $150,000 per year is around three times Average Weekly Earnings. By
way of example, an individual with an income of $150,000 would have an after tax income
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of around $3,900 per fortnight. Payment of Carer Allowance adds around 3 per cent to after
tax income.
The introduction of an income test would introduce some additional complexity, for
example, definitional issues around income.
Tighten eligibility arrangements for Carer Payment
With annual growth in Carer Payment recipients of over 10 per cent per year, there is a
need to ensure that the eligibility for the payments remains well targeted.
Rules applying to carers
As noted previously, to be eligible for Carer Payment, a carer must provide ‘constant care’.
A carer is said to provide constant care if they personally provide care on a daily basis for a
‘significant period’ during each day. The care may be active, supervisory or monitoring.
To provide care on a daily basis for a significant period, a carer should reasonably be
expected to provide at least the equivalent of a normal working day in personal care, as the
policy intent of providing Carer Payment is to recognise that the carer is not able to
undertake substantial employment because of their caring responsibilities. This would
include circumstances where the carer or care receiver are absent from the care situation
for part of the day, but the intensity of the care required and provided during the remainder
of any 24 hour period is such that it roughly equates to a normal working day.
The definition of constant care could be reviewed to ensure that it is applied as rigorously as
possible. This could include putting greater onus on carers to substantiate the nature of the
caring activities, with greater emphasis on ‘active’ rather than ‘supervisory or monitoring’
responsibilities.
Rules applying to those adults receiving care
The adult care receiver must be assessed as having a high level of physical, intellectual or
psychiatric disability under the Adult Disability Assessment Tool (ADAT).
The ADAT relies on a self-assessment scoring system, coupled with an assessment by a
health professional. A scoring system is used to determine the need for care. While the
ADAT provides an objective basis for determining eligibility, it applies subjective judgements
at the margin (such as ‘some assistance’ or ‘a lot of help’).
The ADAT could be reviewed, to ensure that the assessment of need for care is subject to
rigorous analysis, including ensuring that health professionals are applying the criteria in the
correct fashion.
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9.11 Unemployment benefits and the minimum wage
Background
Australia’s primary unemployment benefit, Newstart Allowance, is paid to people of
working age who are unemployed.
Newstart Allowance is designed to be temporary and is less generous than pensions (for
example the Age Pension). Payments are means-tested so they are not received by those
who can support themselves. Newstart Allowance and Youth Allowance (Other) also involve
activity tests to ensure that recipients are actively looking for work.
The government also funds a range of services provided by Job Service providers to assist
the unemployed find work. Jobseekers are assessed on how much help they will require to
find employment and placed into one of four assistance streams.
Stream 1 jobseekers are assessed as ‘work ready’ while Stream 4 jobseekers have severe
barriers to employment. Jobseekers receive assistance based on their level of need, for
example Stream 1 jobseekers receive minimal help (such as help with their resume and job
search) while Stream 4 jobseekers receive intensive assistance.

Rationale for government intervention
The primary purpose of income support to the unemployed is to provide a minimum
adequate standard of living to people who are temporarily out of work and unable to
support themselves through their savings or other means. The rate of unemployment
benefit attempts to balance adequacy of support for people who are unemployed with the
incentive for them to seek work and the cost to the Commonwealth.
Unemployment benefits are also designed to ensure that people have adequate resources
to search for and obtain employment.

Current structure of the programme
To receive Newstart Allowance a person has to be unemployed and aged over 22. As at
January 2014, the payment rate of Newstart Allowance was $501.00 per fortnight for single
people, or $452.30 each for a couple (Department of Human Services, 2014).
Youth Allowance (Other) is paid to unemployed people aged 16 to 21. Youth Allowance
(Student) is paid to similarly aged people who are still engaged in education. People aged 16
to 22 are encouraged to pursue education as a priority over work. As at January 2014, the
payment rate for Youth Allowance (Other) was $414.40 per fortnight for a single person
aged 18 and over and living away from home (Department of Human Services, 2014).
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Newstart Allowance is paid to a variety of people – a large proportion of recipients are now
either principal carer parents, have a partial capacity to work, are mature aged or have
some combination of these characteristics (Joint Interagency Submission, 2012).
A range of other Newstart Allowance rates are available based on whether a recipient has
dependent children; is aged 60 with nine consecutive months of unemployment or over; or
a single principal carer of a dependent child.
Recipients who rent privately are also eligible for Rent Assistance which could be up to
$124.00 per fortnight for a single person and $116.60 for a couple and certain concessions
such as cheaper pharmaceuticals (Department of Human Services, 2014).
The rate of Newstart Allowance is substantially lower than the current minimum wage of
$1,244.40 per fortnight or the rate of pensions, such as the Disability Support Pension which
is $827.10 per fortnight (with supplements) for a single person (Fair Work Ombudsman,
2013; Department of Human Services, 2014).
Newstart Allowance is income tested, with payments reducing by 50 cents in the dollar for
income over $62 per fortnight, increasing to 60 cents in the dollar if income is above
$250 per fortnight. Newstart Allowance also has an assets test applied and if assets are
above a certain threshold, the person is not eligible for the payment. For a single person,
the asset thresholds are $196,750 for a homeowner and $339,250 for a non-homeowner
(Department of Human Services, 2014)
Newstart Allowance is also activity tested. To continue to receive the payment, people must
participate in approved activities such as looking for work or participating in formal
employment programmes.

Trends
Current expenditure on Newstart Allowance is $8.4 billion per year, expected to increase to
$8.7 billion by 2016-17 at a growth rate of 1.4 per cent each year in nominal terms (see
Chart 9.11.1).
Current expenditure on Job Services Australia totals $1.3 billion, expected to decrease at
around 0.9 per cent per year. Other significant expenditure on job search activities includes
$173 million per year on the Indigenous Employment Programme and $750.4 million
per year on Disability Employment Services.
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Chart 9.11.1: Newstart Allowance projected expenditure
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Drivers
A major driver of expenditure on Newstart Allowance is the state of the economy, in
particular the rate of unemployment. Increases in the Consumer Price Index (CPI) will also
drive growth due to payment rates and thresholds being indexed to the CPI.
In the 2013-14 Budget, the income test arrangements for Newstart Allowance were made
more generous by increasing the income test free area from $62 to $100 per fortnight from
March 2014. This threshold will also be indexed to CPI from July 2014 where previously it
was not indexed. The Budget measure had a cost of $258 million over the forward estimates
(Australian Government, 2013a).

Issues
Balance of incentives
There is a trade-off between the generosity of unemployment benefits; the incentive for
people to gain paid employment; and the cost to tax payers.
Another important dimension is the relationship between the rate of income support and
the minimum wage (see later discussion), as the main incentive to find employment is the
income that can be obtained from work. If the level of income support is too close to the
minimum wage then recipients have a reduced incentive to obtain work. Alternatively, if the
minimum wage is too high relative to income support then Newstart Allowance recipients
with low levels of skill or experience may be priced out of the labour market and may not be
able to find employment.
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Chart 9.11.2 below shows the proportion of new Newstart Allowance recipients by time on
income support. This demonstrates that, while many recipients gain employment within a
relatively short period of time (usually less than 12 months), a significant proportion, around
20 per cent, remain on income support for longer than two years (Joint Interagency
Submission, 2012).
Chart 9.11.2: Newstart Allowance recipients by duration on income support
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The long-term unemployed are not a homogenous group. A large proportion of the
long-term unemployed include the mature aged, single parent carers and people with a
disability. These groups currently collectively comprise approximately 40 per cent of the
Newstart Allowance population (Joint Interagency Submission, 2012).
As shown in Table 9.11.1, around 28 per cent of people who are unemployed for longer than
52 weeks are aged between 15 and 24 years of age (Australian Bureau of Statistics, 2013a).
Younger people also comprise the largest cohort of unemployed across all age groups.
Table 9.11.1: Newstart Allowance recipients by age
Age Cohorts

Per cent of total recipients

21-29
30-39
40-49
50-59
60-64

28
22
22
19
9

Source: Joint Interagency Submission, 2012.
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Additional support to jobseekers
Additional obligations (activity requirements) to remain on the payment can decrease the
attractiveness of being on Newstart Allowance. Alternatively, targeted cash payments for
those who meet certain conditions could incentivise recipients to find employment.
A number of new policies have been announced by the former and current Governments to
improve support for Newstart Allowance recipients to gain employment. These include:
•

the proposed increase to the income free area for Newstart Allowance to
$100 per fortnight which will allow recipients to keep more of the extra money they
earn in a part-time job while still on Newstart Allowance (Australian Government,
2013b);

•

relocation assistance of $3,000 to $6,000 to long-term unemployed jobseekers if
they relocate to a high employment area to take up a job (Australian Government,
2013a); and

•

a Job Commitment Bonus of $2,500 to $6,500 for young Australians who have been
unemployed for 12 months or more and on Newstart Allowance or Youth Allowance,
which pays young people to get and keep a job (Australian Government, 2013a).

Similarly, the Government has committed to restore Work for the Dole for those under
50 years of age who have been on income support for six months or more (Liberal Party of
Australia, 2013a). The exact nature of the new Work for Dole programme is currently being
developed.
The minimum wage
The level of the national minimum wage – and the subsequent amount of employment it
implies – is essentially a societal choice.
A high minimum wage can be detrimental to the group of low-skilled or inexperienced
workers it is designed to help. It can price many people out of the labour market and force
them onto unemployment benefits or out of the workforce completely. Lack of employment
opportunities prevents individuals from achieving their potential and reduces the
productive capacity of the economy.
Younger workers currently make up a high proportion of people on the minimum wage.
A high minimum wage may prevent younger people in particular from obtaining
employment. As shown in Chart 9.11.3, youth unemployment is currently around
12 per cent nationally, compared to the general unemployment rate of around 6 per cent.
There are also large differences in the youth unemployment rates across States. For
example, youth unemployment is around 17 per cent in Tasmania but around 10 per cent in
Western Australia.
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Chart 9.11.3: General and youth unemployment rates by State
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Source: ABS, 2013a.

Containment of growth in the minimum wage would increase job opportunities for
unemployed workers as employers would be more willing to hire these workers at lower
wages.
Compared to other advanced countries, Australia’s minimum wage has historically been one
of the highest, being roughly equivalent to that of France in purchasing power parity terms
since 2000 (OECD, 2012). This can be seen in Chart 9.11.4 below.
Australia’s minimum wage is currently $622.20 per week (around $32,000 per year), which
is currently 56 per cent of Average Weekly Earnings.
Chart 9.11.4: Minimum wage, selected OECD countries,
US$ in purchasing power parity terms
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Australia’s minimum wage is set nationally through Annual Wage Cases conducted by Fair
Work Australia. Unlike some other countries Australia does not set different minimum
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wages in States and/or regions. The current national minimum wage applies to all
jurisdictions. This is despite there being substantial differences in economic conditions
across States.
As shown in Table 9.11.2 below, as the minimum wage is the same across the nation, the
relativity of the minimum wage and Average Weekly Earnings in each jurisdiction differs
markedly.
Table 9.11.2: Average Weekly Earnings by State

Average Weekly Earnings
Minimum wage as a
percentage of State Average
Weekly Earnings

Australia

NSW

Vic

Qld

WA

SA

Tas

ACT

NT

$1,105

$1,108

$1,046

$1,079

$1,298

$979

$938

$1,374

$1,253

56%

56%

59%

58%

48%

64%

66%

45%

50%

Source: ABS, 2013b.

Potential areas for reform
Increasing the incentives for young people to find work
A wide range of employment assistance is currently provided to the unemployed. With the
aid of Job Services Australia most young people find employment relatively quickly. Around
80 per cent of people aged 15-24 who are currently unemployed have been unemployed for
less than 12 months (ABS, 2013a). In addition to the current employment assistance, the
Government has also committed to introducing new support for job seekers, including cash
bonus payments, relocation assistance and the Job Commitment Bonus.
Given the significant support available, it is reasonable to expect single, young, long-term
unemployed people to improve their job prospects by requiring those aged 22 to 30 to
relocate to a high employment area, when unemployed for longer than 12 months in order
to continue to receive unemployment benefits. Currently the unemployed lose access to
Newstart Allowance if they relocate to a low employment area without a good reason. This
policy would extend that logic to require younger, long-term job seekers to relocate after
12 months to areas where they have a higher probability of obtaining employment, as a
condition of continuing to receive Newstart Allowance.
Special exemptions would be available for people with dependent children or similar
commitments. More than half of Newstart Allowance recipients are single (Joint Interagency
Submission, 2012).
Support will be available to assist them make this transition. Based on the Government’s
existing policies, relocation assistance will provide $6,000 if moving to a regional area to
take up a job or $3,000 to a metropolitan area. If they were to find and keep work they
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would also be eligible for the Job Commitment Bonus of $2,500 if they kept their job and
remain off welfare for a continuous period of 12 months. Another payment of $4,000 is
available if they remain off welfare for 24 months (Australian Government, 2013b).
A tighter means test
Unemployment benefits are intended to be a safety net providing temporary support to job
seekers to help meet the basic costs of living while they look for work. As shown in
Chart 9.11.5 below, current income test arrangements mean that a single person with
private income around $25,000 per year can still access Newstart Allowance. This is almost
twice the maximum payment of Newstart Allowance and is relatively high for a safety net
payment.
It is proposed that the income test taper rate be aligned with that recommended for
pension payments of 75 per cent, to more appropriately target safety net payments. Under
the new income test, a single person can still earn around $19,000 per year before losing
access to Newstart Allowance.
This change to the Newstart Allowance income taper rate should also be flowed through to
other allowances that are also currently assessed under these arrangements, that is Partner
Allowance, Sickness Allowance and Widow Allowance.
Chart 9.11.5: Newstart Allowance payment rates and income tests
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Chart 9.11.6 shows how this proposal fits with existing policies.
Chart 9.11.6: Existing and recommended incentives to find work
Time on Newstart
Allowance (months)

6

12
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24+

Existing JobSearch and Employment Pathway Plan requirements

Eligibility
All recipients
(some exceptions)

All recipients

Work-for-the-dole

All recipients

Tighter means test

Increase to income free area from $62 to $100 per fortnight

All recipients

Legend
Obligations for
the recipient
Cash incentives
to get work

Relocation Bonus ($3,000 to $6,000)

Obligation to relocate

All recipients

People aged 22 to 30
without dependents

Filled =
recommendation
Job Commitment Bonus ($2,500 to $4,000)

People aged
18 to 30

Source: National Commission of Audit.

Increasing job opportunities by containing growth in the minimum wage
While there is an array of policies designed to assist jobseekers, if the minimum wage is too
high then many low-skilled or inexperienced people will find it difficult to gain employment.
The level of the minimum wage is an important transition point from welfare to work, and
from an entry-level job to higher level positions. This may inhibit the development of
workplace skills and experience that could increase individuals’ wages over time. A relatively
high minimum wage is also likely to act as an impediment to the effectiveness of
government programmes to get people back to work.
The Commission proposes two areas of reform to improve job prospects for the
unemployed. The first is to contain future growth in the minimum wage. The second is to
introduce a degree of variation in the minimum wage across the country, to better reflect
local labour market conditions.
The Commission proposes that the growth in the minimum wage be slowed by applying an
indexation factor of CPI less one percentage point for a period of 10 years (growth of around
1.5 per cent per year) until it reaches 44 per cent of national Average Weekly Earnings. After
this 10 year period has elapsed minimum wages should then be indexed to grow in line with
national Average Weekly Earnings.
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As shown in Chart 9.11.7, under this arrangement the minimum wage would continue to
grow over time in nominal terms but at a slower rate than under current arrangements.
Chart 9.11.7: Proposed transition to a new minimum wage benchmark
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This method would establish a ‘Minimum Wage Benchmark’, from which a degree of
variation across the nation could be introduced. Having a uniform national minimum wage
ignores substantial differences in local job markets. The demand for labour and the price
employers are willing to pay for unskilled or inexperienced labour varies markedly across
the country.
Having a single national minimum wage disadvantages workers attempting to gain a job in
States like Tasmania and South Australia where wages and the costs of living are generally
lower than in other States.
As Chart 9.11.8 shows, there are wide differences in wage rates between States and
Territories. While the minimum wage is currently around 45 per cent of Average Weekly
Earnings in the Australian Capital Territory, it is around 60 per cent in Victoria and
65 per cent in Tasmania.
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Chart 9.11.8: Minimum wage as a proportion of State-based Average Weekly Earnings
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Source: Fair Work Ombudsman, 2013; ABS, 2013b.

The Commission recommends that a different minimum wage apply in each jurisdiction,
with a transition period of 10 years. In particular, the Commission proposes the minimum
wage in each jurisdiction be equal to the lower of the Minimum Wage Benchmark described
above, or 44 per cent of Average Weekly Earnings in that jurisdiction by 2023. The wage
would then increase in line with growth in that jurisdiction’s Average Weekly Earnings.
Chart 9.11.9 shows, on current trends, the likely impact of this policy on the various
jurisdictions and the likely value of each State’s minimum wage at the end of a 10-year
transition period from 2013 to 2023.
Chart 9.11.9: Potential jurisdictional minimum wage outcomes over a 10 year period
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On current trends, the minimum wage in approximately half of the States would be set
equal to the ‘Minimum Wage Benchmark’. This would include New South Wales, Western
Australia, the Australian Capital Territory and the Northern Territory. Victoria, Queensland,
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South Australia and Tasmania, where Average Weekly Earnings are generally lower, would
be set by the benchmark of 44 per cent of that jurisdiction’s Average Weekly Earnings.
The Commission recommends that, should this transition method imply a reduction in the
nominal minimum wage in a particular jurisdiction, the wage should instead be kept
constant until aligned with the 44 per cent of Average Weekly Earnings in that jurisdiction.
This may apply to Tasmania, which on current trends would reach 44 per cent of Average
Weekly Earnings in that State in a little over 10 years.
The Commission estimates that, on current trends, by the end of 2023 Victoria can be
expected to have a minimum wage of $681.00, Queensland $702.00, South Australia
$637.00 and Tasmania $622.00. The other States and Territories (ACT, NSW, Western
Australia and Northern Territory) could be expected to have a minimum wage of around
$722.00.
After this period, each State’s minimum wage will grow in line with State Average Weekly
Earnings. This will ensure that the minimum wage in each State reflects local economic
conditions.
The Commission suggests a review be undertaken after five years. This review point will
allow recalibration of transition paths if Average Weekly Earnings deviate significantly from
current trends.
Importantly, financial incentives to work would be maintained as the minimum wage is
expected to still be more than double the rate of Newstart Allowance in most States by the
end of the transition period (Newstart Allowance is expected to be around $320 by
2023-24).
The recommendations are expected to make Australia’s minimum wage more comparable
to other major economies including Canada, New Zealand and the United Kingdom.
Department of Employment to set the minimum wage
Currently the minimum wage is set by a special panel of the Fair Work Commission. This
process is separate from government. Government is free to make submissions to the
proceedings but cannot determine outcomes.
This proposal is to instead make the setting of the minimum wage an administrative
process, possibly implemented by the Department of Employment.
Implementation
The Commission considers that the Government should introduce these new arrangements
to the extent it has constitutional power, or work with the States to ensure implementation.
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9.12 Disability Support Pension
Background
The Disability Support Pension (DSP) is a payment for those aged between 16 and
Age Pension age with reduced participation capacity due to a physical, intellectual, or
psychiatric condition. DSP payment rates, indexation methodology and means testing
arrangements are the same as the Age Pension.
The number of DSP recipients and DSP expenditure has grown substantially over the last
20 years. Expenditure is projected to increase, but at a slower rate than previously, in real
terms over the forward estimates.
The DSP is an important part of the income support system for people whose disability
means they are unable to undertake substantive work. It is the second largest income
support payment in terms of expenditure.

Rationale for government intervention
The DSP is designed to support people who have a disability and are genuinely unable to
fully support themselves through paid work. It is important that the government protect the
truly disadvantaged and target assistance to those most in need. The payment has regard to
community standards through indexation of the rate to wage movements, meaning
recipients share in productivity improvements and rising living standards of the rest of the
population.

Current structure of the programme
Eligibility
To qualify for DSP a person must be 16 years or over and be under Age Pension age at the
time of claim (Australian Government, 2013) and:
•

be permanently blind; or

•

have a physical, intellectual or psychiatric impairment (assessed at 20 points or more
under the Impairment Tables);

•

be unable to do any work of at least 15 hours a week, or be re-skilled for any work, for a
period of at least two years; and

•

have become unable to work while in Australia, or have 10 years qualifying Australian
residence.
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Payment rate
The DSP currently pays a maximum rate of $827.10 per fortnight (around $21,500 per year)
for singles and $1,246.80 (around $32,500 per year) for couples combined. For singles,
$751.70 of this payment represents the maximum base rate and the remaining $75.40 is
paid through various supplements. Recipients may also be eligible for Rent Assistance if they
rent privately (Australian Government, 2014).
Indexation
The DSP maximum base rate is indexed every six months to the higher of growth in the
Consumer Price Index (CPI) or the Pensioner and Beneficiary Living Cost Index (PBLCI). The
PBLCI is similar to the CPI but adjusted for the basket of goods typically purchased by people
on pensions or allowances. The maximum base rate is also ‘benchmarked’ to Male Total
Average Weekly Earnings (MTAWE) (27.7 per cent for the single rate) which effectively
drives the indexation of the payment. The rate of supplements is indexed to CPI only.
Means test
The same means test as the Age Pension is applied to the DSP. An income test assesses
income from employment, business income and income from assets, reducing a person’s
payment by 50 cents for every dollar above the income test free area (currently
$4,056 per year for singles and $7,176 per year for couples combined).
Under the income test, a pensioner’s financial assets – such as shares and term deposits –
are deemed to earn a certain rate of return, with the current deeming rate being up to
3.5 per cent. Some asset classes – including superannuation and investment properties – are
assessed under the income test using alternative arrangements.
An assets test also applies and reduces a person’s entitlement by $1.50 per fortnight for
every $1,000 in assets above the assets test free area (currently $196,750 for singles and
$279,000 for couples who are homeowners). Higher assets test free areas apply for
pensioners who are not homeowners ($339,250 for singles and $421,500 for couples).
The rate of pension that applies is the lower rate from either the income test or the assets
test.

Trends
The numbers of people receiving the DSP have grown substantially over the last 20 years.
Chart 9.12.1 shows DSP expenditure is currently $15.8 billion and is projected to increase at
1.5 per cent in real terms over the forward estimates.
Due partly to the correlation between disability rates and age, DSP expenditure is expected
to increase as a proportion of GDP from around 0.9 per cent currently to 1 per cent by 2050.
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New applicants to the DSP have their level of disability assessed using impairment tables. It
is important that the initial assessment of impairment is correct, as once a person starts to
receive the DSP they are unlikely to exit (Australian Government, 2013). Those who do exit
typically go onto another income support payment.
The impairment tables used for assessing the level of disability of DSP applicants were
revised in 2012. The new tables are a more appropriate way of assessing disability. They are
consistent with contemporary medical and rehabilitation practice. Importantly, they have a
focus on functional ability and consider what people are able to do. Application of the
methodology appears to have contained growth in DSP numbers based on the early
available evidence.
Chart 9.12.1: Projected spending on Disability Support Pension
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Drivers
Growth in the number of recipients is expected to drive around half the increase in future
DSP expenditure.
The ageing of the population can be expected to drive increases in the number of DSP
recipients as disability rates increase with age. Further drivers of the increase in the number
of DSP recipients include changes to other income support payments such as:
•

the closing of partner-related payments, such as Wife Pension, Partner Allowance and
Widow Allowance, increasing the number of females receiving the DSP;

•

the widening gap between the DSP and the unemployment benefit (Newstart
Allowance), increasing the attractiveness of the DSP; and

•

increases to the Age Pension age, increasing the number of people who would have
become Age Pensioners in the absence of an increase may instead go onto the DSP.
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As shown in Chart 9.12.2 below, the number of DSP recipients has doubled over the last
20 years. Although early evidence suggests new eligibility criteria introduced in 2012 has
slowed the growth in the number of recipients.
Chart 9.12.2: Disability Support Pension recipients
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The other main driver of the increase in DSP expenditure is payment indexation. The
primary driver of indexation for the DSP is Male Total Average Weekly Earnings.

Potential areas for reform
Changes to payment parameters
The payment parameters for the DSP are currently equal to those for the Age Pension. The
pension class of payments represents the social living wage paid to those who are not
expected to support themselves through paid employment.
Recommendations relating to changes in the Age Pension benchmark and eligibility
parameters will flow through to the Disability Support Pension. In particular, transitioning
the Disability Support Pension to the new benchmark of 28 per cent of Average Weekly
Earnings should apply at the same time as implementation of those changes to the Age
Pension benchmark.
It would be a matter for government to decide when the eligibility changes apply to
Disability Support Pension recipients (recognising that for the Age Pension these eligibility
requirements apply prospectively to new recipients from 2027-28). These include a more
comprehensive means test; and an increase in the income test taper rate from 50 per cent
to 75 per cent. The Commission notes, however, that only a small number of recipients of
the Disability Support Pension (less than 10 per cent) would likely be affected by changes to
the means test.
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Reassessing grandfathered cohorts
In addition, new participation requirements were introduced in 2012 for DSP recipients
under age 35 assessed as having a partial capacity work to attend regular participation
interviews and to develop participation plans. Interviews are scheduled at least every six
months and are to identify suitable activities for the DSP recipient that take into account
their individual circumstances and barriers to participation. It would be equitable to extend
these requirements to relevant grandfathered cohorts.
As only new entrants are assessed under the newer methodology there have been
inequalities created between recent DSP entrants and the existing stock of DSP recipients
(grandfathered recipients). This inequality should be addressed by applying the new
methodology to grandfathered recipients.
Applying the new assessment methodology and participation requirements to the entire
stock of DSP recipients would be expensive and ineffective for some groups. Instead, a risk
management approach should be taken where application of the new criteria is applied to
cohorts of grandfathered recipients who have the greatest potential for work. Examples
could include younger people under the age of 35 and recipients who currently earn some
employment income.
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9.13 Higher education
Background
A nation’s higher education system is a key factor in its economic and social progress. An
internationally competitive higher education system is important to maintain Australia’s
high standard of living.
The universities sector is an integral part of this higher education system with nearly
1.3 million students in 2012 (Department of Industry, 2013a). Total funding from the
Commonwealth to universities in 2012 was nearly $15 billion, including payments under the
Higher Education Loan Program (HELP) student loan scheme (Department of Education,
2013a).
Australia’s 39 universities employ over 100,000 people and provide a wide range of
qualifications and skills to domestic and international students (Universities Australia, 2013).
In 2012, 326,000 overseas students studied at Australian universities (Department of
Industry, 2013b), contributing over $9.7 billion to the economy and making education the
country’s largest service export (Australian Education International, 2013).
Benefits from higher education arise both for the individual student (in terms of higher
lifetime earnings) and for the broader society (in terms of lower unemployment and higher
productivity).

Rationale for government intervention
Commonwealth investment in the universities sector promotes quality, equity of access and
national consistency for higher education. This, in turn, contributes to a more productive
workforce that is skilled and flexible, leading to higher wages and lower unemployment
resulting in higher tax revenues, reduced unemployment expenses and improved
international competitiveness. However, a large proportion of the benefits accrue to the
individual – usually through higher lifetime incomes.
The most significant recent change in government funding of the universities sector was the
uncapping of bachelor degree places from 1 January 2012 – so that universities can choose
the number of bachelor degree students that they let into different degree courses. This
allows for a demand driven system, with increasing student numbers contributing to a more
highly skilled population and improved access for those from disadvantaged backgrounds.
However, uncapping of places also led to strong growth in Commonwealth funding for
universities, with additional costs from 2012-13 to 2016-17 forecast to be $6.5 billion,
largely due to a greater than expected increase in student numbers.
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Noting the large increase in student numbers, the Commonwealth has announced a Review
of the Demand Driven Funding System, which will report back to the Government in
February 2014 (Department of Education, 2013b). The review has been tasked with
recommending possible areas for improvement to ensure that the higher education system
better meets its objectives, is efficient, is fiscally sustainable and supports innovation and
competition in education delivery.
The Productivity Commission found that government investment in research consistently
provides high economic and social returns, and identified two strong rationales for public
funding support of science and innovation (Productivity Commission, 2007).
•

The first rationale is that governments exercise many functions (such as defence, health
and environmental regulation) and need to fund research and development to discharge
those functions effectively.

•

The second rationale is that spillovers that result from innovation cannot be captured by
the innovator; so research that would benefit the economy is not undertaken by
business as each individual business would not receive sufficient return.

Current structure of funding for Australian universities
Chart 9.13.1 shows that the Commonwealth was the largest contributor to universities’
$25.2 billion revenue in 2012 (Department of Education, 2013a). Commonwealth grant
payments of almost $11 billion were the largest single source of revenue, while HELP
payments of $3.7 billion were also a major revenue source, as highlighted in Chart 9.13.1.
Chart 9.13.1: University revenues
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Commonwealth support varies depending on the type of qualification or research outcome
being sought by students, with undergraduates, postgraduates, vocational education and
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training (VET) and research all attracting different sources of Commonwealth university
funding.
Undergraduate degrees
The number of bachelor students per degree is uncapped for domestic students. However,
fees for domestic bachelor students are regulated by the Commonwealth.
The total funding per degree varies depending on the cost of teaching each degree; so
funding for medicine is substantially higher than funding for humanities.
The split between private and public funding per degree varies, depending on the expected
private and public benefits arising from that degree.
Degrees are allocated into one of eight clusters, with different Commonwealth funding
applying to each cluster (see Chart 9.13.2 below).
•

The private return on law is expected to be much greater, so courses such as law and
accounting attract only 16 per cent public funding and 84 per cent private funding.

•

The public return on nursing or education is expected to be much greater so nursing, in
Cluster 6, attracts 69 per cent public funding and 31 per cent private funding.
Chart 9.13.2: Commonwealth funding clusters – Commonwealth and student
contributions per undergraduate student (2013)
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Higher Education Loan Programme
Student contributions to the cost of university education can be paid up-front or deferred by
taking out an income contingent HELP loan from the Commonwealth.
There are currently five types of HELP loans (Australian Government, 2014), with differing
administrative terms and conditions:
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•

(Higher Education Contribution Scheme) HECS-HELP covers university tuition fees for
Commonwealth-supported students;

•

FEE-HELP covers university tuition fees for domestic students paying full fees;

•

(Vocational Education and Training) VET FEE-HELP covers VET tuition fees for eligible
domestic students;

•

(Overseas
Study) OS-HELP
assists
with
Commonwealth-supported exchange students;

•

(Student Amenities) SA-HELP covers the student services and amenities fee.

university

tuition

fees

for

Students’ accumulated HELP debt is indexed each year to reflect inflation, so that the real
value of this debt remains constant over time. However, as the Commonwealth has to
borrow at an interest rate higher than inflation to make these loans to students, this leaves
the Commonwealth worse off over time.
HELP is treated as a financial asset (a receivable) on the Commonwealth balance sheet and
is included in the calculation of net debt. The value that is recorded in the balance sheet is
adjusted to take into account bad and doubtful debt (as a result of people not earning
enough to hit the repayment threshold, moving overseas, or dying) and the difference
between the CPI return and the government’s cost of borrowing.
The estimated fair value of total outstanding HELP loans provided by government to
students as at 30 June 2013 was $21.6 billion (Australian Government, 2013a). This takes
account of:
•

write-offs for doubtful debts of 17 per cent – the amount people will never repay
because, for example, they do not reach the repayment threshold so will have debt
outstanding when they die. This proportion may well increase over time, given the
increasing number of students accessing HELP and the increasing average debt
per student. Bad and doubtful debts impact on book value, but not the underlying cash
balance – when someone dies with an outstanding debt, then it hits the underlying cash
balance; and

•

deferral rates of 5½ to 6 per cent (as determined by Australian Government Actuary).
This reflects the difference in interest rates between CPI and the government yield
curve, and the amount of time students take to pay back their loan.

Students begin to repay HELP debt once the Australian Taxation Office assesses their annual
repayment income as being greater than $51,309 (in 2013-14), with the rate of repayment
starting at 4 per cent of total income and increasing as income increases, up to 8 per cent of
total income when income reaches $95,288 (Australian Taxation Office, 2013). Note that
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these are average payment rates, applying to all income earned, not just the income above
a given threshold. Thresholds are indexed to Average Weekly Earnings.
Postgraduate degrees
Postgraduate fees are not regulated and the Commonwealth provides a limited number of
Commonwealth Supported Places (CSPs), which are often allocated on merit by universities.
The Commonwealth also offers income contingent FEE-HELP loans to both CSP and full
fee-paying students to assist meet their student contributions.
Vocational Education and Training
A number of universities offer VET qualifications, such as diplomas. Universities are free to
set their own fees and places for these programmes, but are regulated to ensure delivery of
nationally agreed training packages for each qualification.
Government funding support for VET degrees is managed by the States, which receive
Commonwealth funding to contribute to agreed outcomes. The Commonwealth also offers
income contingent VET FEE-HELP loans to domestic students undertaking VET courses at the
diploma and above level, so that those students may defer their student contributions.
Research
Universities access a range of Commonwealth funding support for their research activities,
as outlined in Section 10.2 of the Appendix.

Trends
Chart 9.13.3 shows Commonwealth and student contributions over time, highlighting the
strong growth in both contributions over time. The Commonwealth pays around 60 per cent
of domestic bachelor degree university costs while students cover around 40 per cent; with
87 per cent of students deferring their student contribution through a HELP loan.
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Chart 9.13.3: Commonwealth and student contributions toward tuition costs
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While noting the large increase in student numbers following the uncapping of bachelor
places, the latest enrolment data from the Department of Education suggests that this was a
one-off level increase responding to the reform.
Chart 9.13.4 shows the growth in students with a HELP debt, and the growth in the average
HELP debt over time, since the introduction of income contingent student loans in 1989.
Chart 9.13.4: People with HELP debt and total HELP debt
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Chart 9.13.5 shows that higher education expenses are projected to grow at around
5.8 per cent per year over the next decade. This is higher than inflation, but substantially
lower than in recent years.
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Chart 9.13.5: Projected spending on higher education
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Drivers
University funding for students, and students’ contributions via HELP are both driven by
university student enrolments and the qualifications being undertaken.
With the recent uncapping of university places, university student numbers and course
availability are a result of individual university decisions on eligibility criteria.

Issues
Deregulation of places
The recent uncapping of university places led to a large increase in student numbers and a
resultant significant increase in costs to the Commonwealth (as shown in Chart 9.13.4).
However, the latest enrolment data (Department of Education, 2013c) suggests that this
was largely a one-off level increase responding to the reform.
Higher education funding is projected to grow at around 5.8 per cent per year over the next
decade (above CPI but substantially lower than in recent years).
Some universities have expressed concern that the removal of student caps may have
affected the quality of education.
Uncapping bachelor degree places led to a decrease in university entrance standards,
encouraging those who would not otherwise have pursued university-level studies to now
pursue it. This was one of the fundamental reasons for removing the cap, thus allowing a
larger number of people, particularly those from disadvantaged backgrounds, to access
university level studies.
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If universities have significant concerns with the quality of education, they are well placed to
manage their own entrance requirements to preserve quality outcomes. Government has
placed no constraints on how many, or how few, students can be admitted to different
courses.
Overall, the introduction of a demand driven system has achieved its desired outcomes, in
making higher education opportunities available to a wider range of Australians. However,
the Commission is concerned by the decrease in university entrance standards. Uncapping
university places with open-ended Commonwealth funding of HELP provides a commercial
motivator to universities to lower standards to increase student numbers. Retaining the
quality and integrity of our university qualifications is equally important.
The Review of the Demand Driven Funding System will look at further options to ensure that
the demand driven system is fiscally sustainable.
Deregulation of fees
Some universities have argued for the uncapping/deregulation of university fees, so they
can freely determine the level of fees for undergraduate students.
Australian undergraduates are currently paying among the highest levels of tuition fees in
the world. The OECD (OECD, 2008) reports that Australia ranks 23rd among 31 OECD
countries in terms of students’ ability to finance their education costs as measured by the
ratio of tuition and living costs to available individual funding. Australian students generally
face a much higher ratio of education costs to available sources of finance than their
counterparts in other developed countries.
Allowing universities to determine their own prices should improve efficiency through the
operation of competitive forces. A range of prices should arise based on the quality of
service offered by each university in each field of study.
Increased competition within the university sector should drive innovation and quality
improvements for Australian students.
However, there is a clear assumption under a deregulation model that market forces within
the higher education sector would prevent prices rising to excessive levels.
Both domestic and international experience suggests that uncapping university fees could
lead to very large fee increases.
•

While universities are currently able to set student contributions below the maximum
level, almost no universities have taken up that opportunity.

•

Undergraduate students appear fairly insensitive to price rises, particularly in the
presence of a student loan scheme such as HELP, so there is little incentive for
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universities to keep fees low to attract students. There was minimal change in student
demand in 1997 when the student payment for some disciplines more than doubled.
•

In New Zealand, where a HELP-type scheme was instituted in 1992, the universities were
allowed to set their own prices, but after experiencing ongoing real rises in fees the
government in 2003 instituted price caps, which were justified with reference to both
affordability and future price certainty.

•

In the United Kingdom, when the maximum price for tuition was lifted by 300 per cent,
all institutions chose the highest possible level.

Regional universities have raised concerns about the emergence of a two-tier higher
education system if university fees were deregulated. The Bradley Review of Higher
Education noted that:
Arguably, the more established universities have considerable market power,
associated with locational advantages, reputational status, and the existence of
quasi-monopolies in certain courses of study. These factors, plus the status of a
degree from such an institution as a positional good, mean that there is a high
likelihood that prices at these types of institutions would rise very sharply resulting in
the delivery of considerable economic rents for more established institutions.
Whether or not sufficient competitive pressures would eventually emerge to
constrain such price increases is a matter for conjecture.
The Commonwealth would not benefit from higher fees and could be made worse off, as
HELP loans would account for the majority of any increase and this would be likely to lead to
a rise in bad HELP debts.
Equity of access would be affected by any significant increase in fees, particularly if
combined with restrictive HELP lifetime limits.
There is also no clear evidence that higher fees would lead to improved student outcomes.
Universities have not suggested that current fees are inadequate to conduct their education
programmes. On the contrary, universities can use tuition fees to cross-subsidise their
research activities.
There is also a risk that student outcomes would suffer, if universities replace their current
system of ability-based discrimination with price-based discrimination (although this is
unlikely to be a long-term problem, because poorer student outcomes would be likely to
lead to lower demand and reduced prices in the long-term).
This is an area where the Commission considers that further work is required. There are
clear questions around whether market forces in Australia are strong enough to yield
distinct price differentiation between different courses and universities operating under a
HELP model.
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The Review of the Demand Driven Funding System is expected to provide further analysis
into the sustainability of university funding over the next decade and inform future
government decisions around potential fee increases.
However, a full review of the pros and cons around full or partial deregulation of university
fees would greatly assist to inform future policy directions.
Commonwealth takeover of universities
All universities, except the Australian National University, were established as State
institutions. However, the Commonwealth has, over decades, taken an increasingly direct
funding and regulatory role.
The Commonwealth is now the major funder of Australian universities, through
Commonwealth grants and via the HELP system. State and local governments provide only
around 3 per cent of ongoing funding (Department of Education, 2013a).
However, State and local governments are generally responsible for the provision of the
land on which universities stand and for some of their new capital expenses.
Universities are governed by a combination of Commonwealth and State legislation.
The Commonwealth could consider taking over full responsibility for universities.
It would improve simplicity and transparency – and potentially reduce reporting burdens –
to have universities administered by a single level of government. However, this could
remove the States from areas where they do have an interest, such as the provision of
vocational education and linkages between schools and universities.
Moreover, a full scale takeover by the Commonwealth could potentially require the
Commonwealth to compensate the States for the land on which all universities currently
stand and to fund any new land required for universities.
Any further reform in this area should be pursued cautiously.

Potential areas for reform
Balancing public and private funding
Benefits from higher education arise both for individual students (in terms of higher lifetime
earnings) and for the broader society (in terms of lower unemployment and higher
productivity).
•

The 2013 split of public to private funding is around 41 per cent private funding and
59 per cent public funding (Department of Education, 2013c).
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Australian research (Borland, 2002) indicates that, compared to a year 12 graduate,
someone with a bachelor qualification could expect to earn, on average, $430,000 more
over their lifetime in current dollars. This highlights the significant private benefit that
accrues from Commonwealth supported education.
An appropriate balance of public and private (student-based, via the HELP system) funding
for universities should broadly reflect this split of benefits. This would allow for a
rebalancing of tuition fees away from public funding and towards private funding.
A rebalancing of public and private costs to better reflect the substantial private benefits
arising from education could see the split of public to private funding shifting to the
Commonwealth paying around 45 per cent of domestic bachelor degree tuition costs, on
average, while students cover 55 per cent.
A rebalancing toward private funding of university costs will result in higher student loans
through the HELP scheme. Box 9.13.1 has further details.
Box 9.13.1: Options for rebalancing public and private funding
Currently the different funding ‘clusters’ for Australian universities allow for a different split
of public and private funds for different courses; partly reflective of the relative public and
private benefits. Cluster 1 courses such as law and accounting attract only 16 per cent public
funding and 84 per cent private funding; whereas nursing in Cluster 6 attracts 69 per cent
public funding and 31 per cent private funding.
A rebalancing in the split between public and private funding could be achieved in various
ways:
•

a set amount (for example $1,000) could be moved from public to private funding
across all Clusters;

•

a proportional (for example 10 per cent) reduction in public funding across all
Clusters, could be made up by an equivalent increase in private funding in each
Cluster; and

•

there could be different changes between different clusters, informed by relative
public and private benefits (for instance, all public support could be removed from
Cluster 1 law and accounting courses, but with no change to public support for
Cluster 6 nursing courses).

HELP Loans
With five different HELP schemes (HECS-HELP, FEE-HELP, VET FEE-HELP, OS-HELP and
SA-HELP) there is merit in streamlining the schemes to align administrative arrangements,
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including administration fees and early repayment thresholds. This also provides an
opportunity to reconsider the need for the SA-HELP scheme for student service and amenity
fees.
Chart 9.13.4 shows that HELP debt has grown strongly over time, with the total number of
people with a HELP debt now exceeding 1.8 million and total HELP debt greater than
$30 billion. Managing this HELP debt effectively is becoming increasingly important.
HELP loans are indexed each year to reflect inflation, based on the Consumer Price Index
(CPI) — so students are effectively paying the government an interest rate on their HELP
loan which is limited to the rate of inflation. However, when the Commonwealth has to
borrow during times of deficit, it pays an interest rate which is higher than inflation, leaving
the Commonwealth worse off over time. Increasing HELP indexation to reflect the true cost
of HELP loans, including borrowing costs, bad debts and administration costs would ensure
that HELP loans do not have an adverse financial impact upon the Commonwealth.
An increase in the interest rate applying to HELP loans, from the current level (CPI) to a level
which reflects all of the costs to the Commonwealth of making the loan (incorporating the
government borrowing rate, the cost of bad debts and administration costs) would ensure
that the Commonwealth is no worse off as a result of the HELP programme.
•

An equivalent option would be to impose an upfront administrative fee (which
would be rolled into the amount of the loan), which was equivalent to the costs to
the Commonwealth of making the loan. Under this option, indexation would remain
at CPI, so the real value of student’s HELP debt would remain the same rather than
growing over time.

Increasing the rate of HELP repayments would free up money for debt repayments or other
Commonwealth policy objectives and could be achieved through a combination of:
•

a lower threshold for HELP repayment; and

•

reducing the indexation rate for HELP thresholds (for example, moving from Average
Weekly Earnings to CPI).

The minimum HELP repayment threshold could be reduced to be equal to the full time
minimum wage (currently $32,354 per year – Fair Work Ombudsman, 2013), with a low
repayment rate of only 2.5 per cent. The rate of repayment would then increase with
income, until it matched the current initial repayment rate of 4 per cent at an income of
$51,309.
Outstanding HELP debts are written off by the Commonwealth when the debtor dies. This
reflects the fact that the student never realised the returns from their education through
higher wages during their lifetime.
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There is also some ‘leakage’ of HELP repayments because debtors who move overseas are
not under any legal obligation to repay their HELP loans. However, recent research
(Chapman and Higgins, 2013) suggests that less than 0.8 per cent of students are expected
to move overseas permanently; so this is not a major compliance concern.
Under the current system, the Commonwealth also loses out when HELP payments are
deferred by students living overseas. However, under the Commission’s recommendation to
increase the rate of interest on HELP debts, the Commonwealth will no longer be worse off
if HELP repayments are pushed back by a number of years – students’ HELP payments will
continue to grow in real terms in their absence, giving them an incentive to make payments
even while overseas.
Implementation of arrangements to enforce repayment by people outside of Australia
would require a change of policy and legislation and would be administratively difficult and
costly.
Securitisation of HELP loans
The Commission has also considered the option of selling the Commonwealth’s book of
HELP loans to the private sector (or ‘securitising’ the HELP debt).
As at 30 June 2013, the total value of HELP loans outstanding was $30.1 billion, while the
fair value of the debt was $21.7 billion.
Under a securitisation arrangement the current HELP receivable would be sold to private
investors, backed by the cash flow (both principal and interest) from the HELP loans.
The Commonwealth effectively books a loss in borrowing to pay HELP loans, because the
Commonwealth cost of borrowing is greater than CPI (the latter is the rate at which the
HELP debt is indexed each year). The private sector has an even higher cost of borrowing
than the Commonwealth, making HELP an even less commercial proposition.
HELP provides a rate of return which is lower than those provided on (largely risk-free)
Commonwealth bonds; so HELP would not seem to be a good risk-adjusted investment
option for the private sector.
It is therefore likely that securitising HELP loans would either yield a sale price less than the
current book value, or require an ongoing subsidy to investors to increase their return.
Grattan Institute analysis using corporate bond rates suggests that the government could
expect to receive only around two thirds of the current book value of the HELP loan if it
were to be sold (Norton, 2013).
Selling HELP loans at less than their current book value would result in a deterioration of the
Commonwealth’s net debt position and have an adverse impact on its balance sheet.
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The alternative of providing an ongoing subsidy to investors would be likely to result in an
ongoing negative impact on the underlying cash balance (when taking into account the
removal of associated interest charges and public debt interest).
In order to continue administering and collecting HELP debts in an efficient manner, the
Australian Taxation Office would still need to maintain the function (and associated
administrative costs) of debt collection.
Furthermore, securitising the debt could reduce the flexibility of future governments to
make reforms to HELP repayment arrangements.
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9.14 Foreign aid
Background
The foreign affairs function has been one of the most rapidly growing parts of
Commonwealth expenditure. This reflected the policy of the previous Government to lift
spending on official development assistance (ODA) to 0.5 per cent of Gross National Income
(GNI). Achieving this target was also an assumption in the 2013-14 Mid-Year Economic and
Fiscal Outlook (MYEFO, Australian Government, 2013).
Australia’s ODA is delivered by the Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade (DFAT) and the
Australian Centre for International Agricultural Research (ACIAR) in the Foreign Affairs and
Trade Portfolio and also by other government agencies such as the Australian Federal Police
and the Department of Immigration and Border Protection. Until it was merged into DFAT
on 1 November 2013, Australian Agency for International Development (AusAID) was a
separate agency providing most international aid.

Rationale for government intervention
Australia’s overseas aid programme has been managed with the objective of assisting
developing countries to reduce poverty. This has been seen as serving Australia’s national
interests by promoting stability and prosperity both in our region and beyond.

Current structure of the programme
Over the last six years, aid spending had been provided in a fixed envelope based on the
Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development definition of ODA, growing each
year towards a target of 0.5 per cent of GNI. Most of AusAID and ACIAR spending is
classified as ODA. Funding has been adjusted regularly based on parameter changes. If
programmed ODA spending exceeded the envelope, offsets would need to be provided
(usually from AusAID), while if proposed spending was less, the difference would be held in
the Contingency Reserve for later allocation.
Other agencies providing ODA are either funded directly from the Budget or funded by
AusAID through a funding agreement.

Trends
The 2013-14 Budget reported that total expenses under the foreign affairs and economic aid
sub-function were expected to grow by 12.1 per cent in real terms from 2012-13 to 2013-14
and by 22.1 per cent in real terms across the forward years from 2013-14. This increase was
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driven by the previous Government’s commitment to increase the level of ODA to
0.5 per cent of GNI.
While ODA has been projected to grow rapidly, the growth path has been revised on
multiple occasions in the recent past. Chart 9.14.1 illustrates projections of ODA/GNI at the
time of various budget documents.
The Government decision to reduce aid spending by $4.5 billion over four years and only
grow aid by the consumer price index (CPI) changed this picture significantly. The current
estimates show a gradual decrease in aid spending as a ratio to GNI across the forward
estimates.
However, the Government’s election policy retains a commitment to eventually increase
funding to 0.5 per cent of GNI. The estimates in the 2013-14 MYEFO show that target being
reached in 2017-18.
Chart 9.14.1: Evolution of the ODA/GNI targets
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Drivers
Poverty is still a significant problem in many countries, but the trends are generally positive.
The growth of China has taken millions out of poverty, while the situation is also improving
in many other developing countries.
•

Global economic conditions have meant that Australia is not alone in reducing its
planned ODA spending, but the significance of aid is declining as poor countries are
more dependent on their own resources, trade, foreign investment and remittances.

•

Significantly, some persistently fragile and economically weak countries are in
Australia’s immediate neighbourhood (notably, Papua New Guinea and the Solomon
Islands).
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Issues
The size of aid spending ensures that it will be a major issue for attention. The merger of
AusAID into DFAT and the reduction in aid spending by $4.5 billion over four years means
that how the aid programme will be managed in future needs to be considered. Even with
the reduced funding, ODA spending will be about $5 billion per year in 2013-14. Ensuring
that money is spent wisely should be a priority.
•

The 2013-14 MYEFO shows aid spending returning to the trajectory set by the
previous Government in 2017-18, with spending amounting to 0.5 per cent of GNI
and reaching $9 billion.

Australia is member of numerous international organisations – some highly valuable and
others less so. Membership of international organisations places obligations on Australia to
contribute membership fees, to participate in the activities of the organisation (capturing
the time of officials and ministers), to provide privileges and immunities to officials of the
organisation and, sometimes, to introduce particular laws into Australia. DFAT funds many
of these organisations, but others are the responsibility of other agencies.
•

Proposals to join the African Development Bank or the International Fund for
Agricultural Development have been under consideration. While these are desirable
organisations, it is not clear why joining them should be a priority. This issue is
further addressed in Section 10.4 of the Appendix.

•

AusAID conducted an assessment of many of organisations involved in international
aid (AusAID, 2012a). It is noteworthy that Australia is still directing significant
resources to some organisations that performed weakly in that assessment, such as
the Global Fund to Fight AIDS, TB and Malaria.

Potential areas for reform
The Government’s decisions to reduce funding to the aid programme and merge AusAID
into DFAT do much to set an agenda for the aid programme. Nevertheless, the
Government’s election policy retains a commitment to increase funding to 0.5 per cent of
Gross National Income. The estimates in the 2013-14 MYEFO show that target being
reached in 2017-18. Should this profile be followed, aid spending would increase by
73 per cent in one year; an increase which would be difficult to manage while still ensuring
spending is well planned and effective.
The 0.5 per cent target is essentially an arbitrary one.
Significantly, it risks shifting the objective of the aid programme from achieving useful
outcomes to simply spending the money. Australia’s GNI may be a measure of Australia’s
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capacity to fund aid programmes, but it is a simplistic one that does not take account of
other Budget pressures.
Australia would also not be alone in prioritising domestic concerns ahead of increased aid
spending. Across the OECD, aid spending has fallen by 4 per cent in real terms in 2012,
following a 2 per cent fall the previous year. The same data showed Australia’s spending
increasing by 8.4 per cent, following an increase of 11.2 per cent in constant US dollar terms
(OECD, 2014).
There is a common misunderstanding that Australia is working to a United Nations target,
somehow associated with the Millennium Development Goals (for example, PolitiFact
Australia, 2013). The UN General Assembly passed a resolution in 1970 calling on developed
countries to increase their aid spending to 0.7 per cent of GNI by the mid-1970s (OECD,
2010). Some countries have adopted this as a national goal, but only five small European
countries meet this target. Two other European countries spend more than 0.5 per cent of
GNI (OECD, 2014).
Aid spending at about $5 billion is still greater, in real terms, than Australia’s spending in any
year prior to 2011-12 (see Chart 9.14.2) and, with some reprioritisation, would allow us to
continue the same rate of effort with the most important of our aid recipients.
Chart 9.14.2: Aid spending projections
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Over the last six years, AusAID public service staffing has grown by 126 per cent (an increase
of 907 ongoing staff from 30 June 2007). Many of these staff were employed in anticipation
of increases in aid spending, which will not now eventuate. There are also concerns about
the ‘tooth to tail’ ratio for managing our aid spending – prior to amalgamation into DFAT,
AusAID’s departmental was 7.6 per cent of its total resourcing (AusAID, 2012b).
Historically, aid spending was managed to a set of targets expressed as a percentage of GNI
— for which budget forecasts are subject to change. When projected aid spending fell below
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the target, additional funding was held in the Contingency Reserve (a provision in the
Budget estimates which is not allocated to individual programmes) and spending was cut
when it exceeded the target.
The approach allowed for growth to be reflected in the Budget bottom line, but generated
inordinate attention on what was defined as ODA in government agencies. In addition, the
planning benefits of funding predictability were easily eroded by parameter movements and
the need to accommodate new Government priorities. This is not a desirable model for
agency resourcing, as it encourages poor decisions on additional funding and reductions.
As aid spending is directed overseas and is of the nature of discretionary spending by
government, former AusAID administered programmes should not be indexed. The former
AusAID departmental expenditure should be indexed at the same wage cost index (WCI) as
DFAT. All AusAID staff (Australian Public Service and locally engaged) should be funded from
departmental programmes.
With aid spending at around $5 billion per year, it would still be important to demonstrate
that this expenditure represents value for money.
The Independent Review of Aid Effectiveness (Hollway et al, 2011) made a number of
recommendations that should still be implemented. The Independent Review’s key issues
included:
•

The aid program lacks a clear and comprehensive overall strategy. This risks a
scattered effort and makes an assessment of effectiveness difficult.

•

The aid program is fragmented. In 88 countries Australia has aid programmes of
more than $200,000 a year, compared to 69 countries five years ago. The number of
projects has doubled. These trends are unsustainable. Consolidation is a recurring
theme of the Report. It will require a sustained effort to tighten political and
bureaucratic discipline.

•

AusAID has greatly strengthened its performance management system in the recent
past, but an important gap is the absence of a single, easily comprehensible
scorecard on the effectiveness of the Australian aid program as a whole. The system
of independent evaluations is not working well and requires reform.

•

One of the most striking changes over the past five years has been the dramatic rise
in the proportion of the program going through multilateral, NGO and government
partners. In 2005, over 40 per cent of aid from AusAID was spent through
contractors; now it is just over 20 per cent. In several respects this shift has been
highly successful, but there is scope to make better use of existing partnerships and
include new partners, particularly the private sector and community groups.
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A wide range of government agencies are involved in delivering aid. Other
government departments bring a variety of strengths and skills. More emphasis
needs to be given to whole-of-government coordination and performance
management.

While reforms have occurred following the Independent Review, including providing a
better integrated whole-of-government perspective and an assessment of multilateral
partners, the Commission considers more needs to be done to reduce fragmentation and
improve effectiveness.
The Independent Review argued that the objective of the aid programme should clearly
focus on reducing poverty, with national interest as a subsidiary guiding consideration. Yet
this approach made aid spending seem purely discretionary and vulnerable to cuts to
address immediate fiscal concerns. The Government has indicated that it wants an aid
programme directly supporting national interest. A programme narrowly focussed on the
most strategically significant countries would be more sustainable. This could include
limiting the Australia Awards development scholarships to countries of strategic interest;
currently these are offered across the developing world, including in countries where
Australia has no other aid activities.
While AusAID has been merged into DFAT, it is still desirable to have a higher level
transparency around aid spending. This can be achieved by continuing to provide an annual
ministerial statement on aid spending which articulates what aid funding is used for. AusAID
made some useful progress with providing for independent review of aid programmes
through the Office of Development Effectiveness (ODE) and the Independent Evaluation
Committee. In order to reinforce the independence and credibility of this process, ODE
should be separated from DFAT and become a unit within another agency.
ACIAR is a small agency in the Foreign Affairs and Trade Portfolio established under its own
act of Parliament. The Independent Review of ACIAR (2013) found that ‘ACIAR is a lean
organisation, with a low proportion of overheads’, in part due to the ‘expansion of
administered and external funding that has occurred with little additional departmental
funding and staff’. The Independent Review agreed that the ‘ratio of administration to total
expenditure appears quite low given the geographic spread and the roles and
responsibilities’.
Details on implementing the Commission’s recommendations on foreign aid are provided in
Box 9.14.1.
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Box 9.14.1: Implementation notes
In implementing the Commission’s recommendations for not tying aid funding to the level
of gross national income and providing greater transparency and effectiveness, the
Government should consider:
1. indexing the former AusAID departmental expenditure at the same wage cost index
(WCI) as DFAT and ensuring that all AusAID staff (Australian Public Service and locally
engaged) are funded from departmental, rather than administered, programmes;
2. continuing to provide an annual ministerial statement on aid spending which
articulates what aid funding is used for;
3. separating the Office of Development Effectiveness from DFAT to become a unit
within another agency; and
4. limiting the Australia Awards development scholarships to countries of strategic
interest.
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